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Preface
This volume contains the supplementary proceedings of the workshops organized in conjunction with AH'04,
the third International Conference on Adaptive Hypermedia and Adaptive Web-Based Systems, hosted by the
Eindhoven University of Technology, August 23-26, Eindhoven, The Netherlands. The workshops proceedings
consist of two parts:
Part I:
•
•
•

Engineering and Evaluation of Adaptive Hypermedia Systems
Workshop 1: Engineering the Adaptive Web
Workshop 2: Individual Differences in Adaptive Hypermedia
Workshop 3: Empirical Evaluation of Adaptive Systems

Part II: Adaptive Hypermedia Applications
• Workshop 4: Personalization in Future TV
•
Workshop 5: Semantic Web for E-Learning
• Workshop 6: Authoring Adaptive and Adaptable Educational Hypermedia
• Workshop 7: Applying Adaptive Hypermedia Techniques to Service Oriented Environments:
Pervasive Web Services and Context Aware Computing

While the main conference program presents an overview of the latest mature work in the field, the workshops
at AH'04 aim at providing a wide international forum for researchers to present, discuss and explore their new
ideas, work in progress and project developments within several focused areas of interest and within the overall
scope of adaptive hypermedia systems. The workshops are intended to provide an informal interactive setting
for participants to address in small focussed groups current technical and research issues related to the
Adaptive Hypermedia and Adaptive Web-based Systems. Some of the core topics addressed in the AH'04
edition of workshops are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emerging design methodologies for adaptive hypermedia (AlI)
Engineering of Adaptive Web-based Information Systems (AWlS)
Design patterns for educational AH
Authoring patterns and tools for educational AH
Evaluation of AH authoring tools
Adaptation and Semantic Web
Semantic web-based educational AH architectures
Web services for educational AH
Existing metadata standards and ontologies for AH applications (e.g. digital TV, e-Learning, web
services, individual differences, user modeling)
Multi modalities and dimensions of individual differences in AHS
Empirical criteria and methods AHS evaluation
Personalized digital TV, T-commerce and T-Iearning

All workshop papers have been reviewed by committees of leading international researchers. We would like to
thank each of the workshop organizers, including the program committees and additional reviewers, for their
work in managing the review process and in the preparation and organization of their workshops.

August, 2004
Lora Aroyo and Carlo Tasso

WORKSHOP 4:

TV'04: Personalization in Future TV

Methods, Technologies, and Applications for
Personalized TV

Workshop Co-Chairs:
Liliana Ardissono
Mark Maybury

Preface
The large volume of TV content made available by digital television and the possibility of interactive
viewing are simultaneously an opportunity and a challenge for TV users. Following the tradition of
previous TV workshops, TV04 focuses on the design and development of personalization and dynamic
content generation techniques aimed at making digital TV effective and enjoyable for any type of
viewer.
The main topics addressed in this workshop are:
• content personalization for personal news and personal channels,
• Electronic Program Guides
• community formation and social influences in TV watching behavior
•
automated broadcast video content management
• user models for personalized TV
•
security and privacy of TV services
• business opportunities: T-commerce, targeted TV advertising
• ontologies for television media models and user models
One aim is that the workshop will generate interesting discussions and inspire new research directions
for participants.
We would like to thank all the members of the Program Committee, who supported us in the selection
of papers and who provided insightful comments to help the authors improve their contributions.

August, 2004
Liliana Ardissono and Mark Maybury

Program Committee
Liliana Ardissono, Universita di Torino
Patrick Baudisch, Microsoft Research, USA
Michael Bove, Media Lab, MIT, USA
Alfred Kobsa, University of California, USA
Judith Masthoff, University ofBrighton, UK
Mark Maybury, MITRE Corporation, USA
Sean McNee, GroupLens Research Project, University ofMinnesota, USA
Barry Smyth, ChangingWorlds Ltd., Ireland
Mark van Setten, Telematica Institut, The Netherlands
Howard Wactlar, Carnegie Mellon University, USA

Personalization of Interactive Objects
in the GMF4iTV Project
Bernardo Cardoso I , Fausto de Carvalhol, Gabriel Fernandez2, Benoit Huet3,
Joakim Jiten3, Alejandro Lopez2, Bernard Merialdo3, Helmut Neuschmied4, Miquel
Noel, David Serras Pereira5 , Georg Thallinger4
1 PT Inov~o, S.A., Aveiro, Portugal
{bernardo, cfausto}®ptinovacao.pt
2 La Salle School of Engineering, Ramon LIulI University, Barcelona, Spain
gabrielf@salleURL.edu
3 Institut EUTI'!com, Sophia Antipolis, France
{buet, jiten, merialdo}eurecom.fr
4 Joanneum Research GmbH, Graz, Austria
helmut.neuschmied@joanneum.at
S Duvideo, Lisboa, Portugal
dpereira@duvideo.pt

http://www.gmf4itv.org/

Abstract. This paper describes the personalization mechanism that is being implemented in the GMF4iTV Project. GMF4iTV is a European project which
aims at developing techniques to create television programs with interactive objects using the DVB-MHP platform. Interactive objects are moving areas of the
TV picture (generally superposed to characters, objects in the scene, or specific
spots) with associated metadata. When the user selects one of these objects, the
associated metadata is displayed. Personalization is used for both object and associated metadata selection. This paper describes the current version of the
GMF4iTV prototype.

1

Introduction

Hypertext is now of common use with the World Wide Web. Although the interest
for hypervideo has already been demonstrated in several projects, its usage remains
limited, in great part because of the lack of appropriate platforms for creation, distribution and presentation. For example, the Hypercafe project [1 J is a nice illustration
and application of a hypervideo engine. Bove et al [15] have shown how to use video
segmentation and tracking to facilitate the authoring of hypervideo. The Viper system
[14] allows creating personalized programs through the selection of clips at the user
side.
In the GMF4iTV project, our objective is to extend the capability of the Multimedia
Home Platform (DVB-MHP) [16] standard to support personalized hypervideo. The
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DVB-MHP specification is an open standard API (Application Program Interface),
which facilitates services across broadcast, telecommunications and computer platforms and is supported on several available set-top boxes. In the GMF4iTV project, a
regular TV broadcast (MPEG-2 encoded) is augmented with additional information
(MPEG-7 encoded) which defines active objects in the video, along with additional
content to be displayed when those objects are selected. The GMF4iTV project addresses all the aspects involved in the creation, distribution and presentation of personalized hypervideo programs:
• video producer side: tools to select and track video objects, and associate
additional information (HTML, MPEG-4 clips, MHP applications) to those
objects using an MPEG-7 structure.
• broadcaster side: multiplexing of the MPEG-2 video with the additional
MPEG-7content and the MPEG-7 description, synchronization so that the
required information is available when needed.
• user side: storing of the additional content, interaction with the user to select
among active objects, presentation of the additional information when selected, and personalization based on user profile and preferences.
The GMF4iTV project develops a new authoring, multiplexing, server and multimedia terminal architecture for application development, synchronization, scheduling
and end-user terminal systems. The GMF4iTV prototype is an end-to-end platform
which provides interactivity at the moving object level. The platform allows content
and service providers to create, manage, synchronize and distribute pre-recorded
linear video streams (MPEG-2/-4) in conjunction with non-linear additional content
(e.g. HTML, MPEG-4, JPG) employing enhanced metadata schemes, included in an
environment oflive video feeds. The direct interaction with objects on the TV-screen
enables the typical more lean-back oriented TV -viewer to access the additional content in an active but highly convenient way. The production part of the platform allows the development of new scenarios for a variety of program types (documentation, sports ... ).
The GMF4iTV prototype allows the personalization of the interaction between the
user and moving objects. All objects, shots and additional content items can be labeled with specific MPEG-7 metadata, which is broadcasted together with the main
program. This information is added by the video producer on the production site. On
the receiver side this information is compared with the user profile by a personalization engine which uses program specific rules to activate or de-activate objects, and
select the proper additional content items to be displayed.
The project makes use of advanced techniques for video coding (MPEG-2, MPEG-4),
metadata encoding (MPEG-7), semantic modeling through ontologies, efficient rule
processing using an inference engine.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first present the various aspects of
personalization within GMF4iTV, including some scenarios of interactive programs
for illustration. Then we describe the authoring tool which is used to attach metadata
to objects, shots and additional content items, the multiplexing tool which broadcasts
the video program and the additional information together, and finally the user interaction using a PDA device.
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2

Personalization in GMF4iTV

2.1

Demonstration scenarios

The following examples have been constructed in cooperation with video producers
within the GMF4iTV project to demonstrate the capabilities of the prototype. Their
description should give an intuitive idea of the potential of interactivity and personalization in GMF4ITV.

•

Fashion show

In a fashion show, models walk along a scene to present various fashion items. In
the fashion show scenario, the moving objects are the models, and the additional
content consists of information about the fashion items. Model objects may have
the attribute Male or Female. Additional information might be about shopping
possibilities or the designer.
The user profile (which resides in the set-top box) indicates whether the user is
male or female. At the beginning of the TV program, the user is asked whether
he/she prefers shopping or designer information to be displayed (this choice is
kept in the transient user profile). The rules of the personalization engine indicate
that male (resp. female) models should be activated if the user is male (resp. female). If the user selects an activated object, the personalization engine looks at
the transient profile to display the adequate shopping or designer information.

•

Music program

The Music program shows musicians playing a sequence of songs. The additional content consists of the lyrics of the songs, information on the artists' discography and several lists of their concerts to come, organized by geographical
region.
Since the discography, list of concerts and lyrics are not related to any particular
video object they are simply represented as icons on the screen. The appearance
of these indicators is decided during production, where the producer decides to
relate certain additional content to a scene or to a time reference. The additional
content is activated by user selection. In the case of the lists of concerts, the user
profile contains some regional information (for example the city or zip code
where the user lives) and the personalization rules contain the necessary knowledge to map this information with the geographical regions of the concerts.
Therefore, only the appropriate regional list is displayed to the user.

•

Animal documentary

The Animal documentary shows several animals in their living environment. The
moving objects are the animals. Two types of additional content are provided: the
adult version is a HTML text which provides further information on the animal
behavior; the child version is a quiz with simple questions about the current animal. The user profile contains age information about the user, and the personalization engine uses this information to select which version of additional content
to display.
The pictures below show a simulation of those two versions.
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2.2

Global View on the Interactivity Process

The interactivity process in the GMF4iTV system can be divided into three different
steps:
• on the production side, objects are defmed in the video, additional content is
provided, and metadata for objects and content is added,
• for distribution, the extra information for interactivity and personalization is
encapsulated in MPEG-7, and multiplexed with the original TV program,
• on the user side, the set-top box retrieves the extra information, displays object locations, prepares the available additional content, and runs the personalization engine. Depending on user interaction, the adequate additional content is displayed.
Object Ontology

User Profile

Shot Ontology

A.
I

,

I

I

:
I
I

I

Fig. I This picture gives a global overview of the personalization process
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2.3

Formal Concepts for Personalization

Ontologies
Personalization involves taking decisions based on the nature of various items. In our
system, these items are of three different types:
•
Objects moving in the video (corresponding to screen areas defined by
the video producer),
• Shots in which those objects appear,
• Additional content that will be displayed by user interaction.
The nature of these items is indicated by semantic attributes. The possible values of
these attributes are arranged in an ontology [9][17]. Therefore, there are three ontologies for each broadcast program scenario: the object, the shot and the additional content ontology. Each ontology is a tree structure which describes the dependencies
between attribute values, from the most general (root) to the most specific (leaves).
The advantage of using ontologies is to give the producer a greater flexibility in the
level of details during the annotation process. The figure below shows an example of
selection of an attribute within an ontology.

Note that in the applications that we envision for the GMF4iTV prototype, scene and
additional content ontologies are generally simplistic, the object ontology being more
elaborate.
After discussion, we have decided that those ontologies would be scenario specific
(although an ontology can be reused in other scenarios). This avoids the problem of
constructing a "universal" ontology which would be known by both the producer and
the user sides. As a result, scenario ontologies are encoded in MPEG-7 and transmitted to the user side at the beginning of the program.

User profile
Information about the user is kept in the user profile, which resides in the set-top box
on the user side. The user profile is split in two parts a static one (static profile) and a
transient one (transient profile). The static profile is not scenario dependent. For the
time being, it is manually built by the system administrator, although in real situations, it should be created by the user herself.
In several scenarios, there is the need for some extra information from the user. This
may be because this information is not in the user profile (it cannot contain every
possible information about what he likes or dislikes), but also because some information is not static (for example it might depend on the mood of the user). Therefore, a
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GMF4iTV program may start with a small sequence of questions which allows the
user to make custom choices. The answers to those questions are kept in the transient
profile which remains valid as long as the scenario is broadcasted, and erased afterwards.

Personalization engine
The personalization engine has two functions:
•
Based on the comparison between the attribute of objects and scenes and the
user profiles, decides which objects can be activated for this user,
•
Based on the above plus the additional content attributes, decides which version
of additional content should be displayed.
For maximum flexibility, the personalization rules are written as inference rules, and
the personalization engine is a first order inference engine. Attributes and user profile
characteristics are facts. Running the inference engine on those facts will start an
inference chain which will eventually trigger an activation or selection predicate. The
personalization rules are also encoded in MPEG-7 and transmitted at the beginning of
the program.

Usages of personalization
The mechrurisms described above are quite general and can be used in a great variety
of situations. Extensive discussions with video producers have generated a number of
potential usages for these mechanisms, of which the following is just an illustrative
sample:
• Selection based on user type: male users would like to have information on male
clothes, female users on female clothes,
• Selection based on age group: adult and child version of additional content,
• Comparison of characteristics: geographical information,
• Language dependent information
• Etc ...

3

MPEG-7 Annotation

The first step in the production of interactive content is the specification of objects for
which additional content should be made available in the video. This objects marked
by regions. This might be a very time consuming process, therefore it is organized in
the following steps:
• Automatic extraction of the structural description of the video: shots and keyframes.
• Manual correction of the automatic extracted information.
• Manual specification of the interactive regions for at least one frame ofa shot.
• Automatic tracking of the specified regions to get the region locations in all
frames.
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Fig.2 Import Tool (left image) and GMF4iTV Authoring Tool (right image) used for video
annotation

For the above listed tasks two applications have been implemented (see Fig. 2). The
Import Tool allows to manually enter general metadata about the video like creation
and production information and information about tape location or right holders.
Then the automatic analysis process for the extraction of shot boundaries and keyframes is started. The Import Tool supports batch mode so it is possible to handle
more than one video at a time. The result is an MPEG-7 description for each video
processed. This may be stored in a database and later on used as basis for the generation of the interactive region descriptions by the GMF4iTV Authoring Tool.
The GMF4iTV Authoring Tool provides a user interface for easy navigation in the
video. The video structure is shown by displaying the shot boundaries in a timeline.
These shot boundaries can be edited for manual correction. The integrated video
player has drawing functionalities for specifying the interactive regions. The region
tracking functionality of this tool produces metadata about the location of the regions
in each frame. These software components have been implemented by using the
MPEG-7 library freely available from Joanneum Research [7].

4

Authoring and Multiplexing

In order to associate additional contents to objects or shots within a digital video
sequence, Authoring and Multiplexing tools are required. The Synchronization and
Authoring tool provides the user interface to associate additional content on one side,
and the data encapsulation and synchronization on the other. The process produces a
script file (conformant to a Content Description Language, CDL) that is delivered to
the Multiplexing tool. This module is responsible for accurately multiplexing all the
previously produced streams.

4.1

Synchronization & Authoring Tool

The Synchronization & Authoring Tool is a software component included in the
GMF4ITV Authoring Tool which is responsible for the following tasks:
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•

•

•

•

•

Management of the associations of additional contents to objects, shots or the
whole video in a user friendly manner. The process is done taking into account
the personalization ontologies, where every additional content item is associated
with according entries from the ontologies.
Encapsulation of a dynamic MPEG-7 metadata service over MPEG-2 according
to the corresponding recent amendment [2], by the use of the Fragment Update
mechanism (FU) over Object Carousel and Metadata Sections described in [3,4].
Encapsulation of the associated additional contents such as MHP, MPEG-4,
JPEG or HTML over MPEG-2 by using the DSM-CC Object Carousel protocol
according to [5].
Synchronization of MPEG-7 metadata and additional contents to the main
MPEG-2 video at frame level by the use of the Normal Play Time concept, NPT
[5].
Global bitrate management.

The Synchronization & Authoring Tool interprets the results of the edition process
made by the operator and optimally allocates the transmission period and bitrate for
every associated content item. The process also checks the viability of every association according to the already allocated bitrate and time constraints. The complete
edition process is done in a friendly and transparent manner adapted to users not
familiar with DVBIMHP technology.
Finally, the Synchronization & Authoring Tool generates the CDL file containing the
commands for the multiplexer. The CDL file plus the other files containing the additional encapsulated contents, MPEG-7 metadata, NPT and signaling are taken by the
multiplexer to generate the output in a DVB Transport Stream (DVB-TS) compliant
format.

4.2

Multiplexing

The multiplexer has as main task to multiplex the different contents referenced in the
CDL at the marked time points and produce a final Transport Stream to be sent to a
DVB network (satellite, cable or terrestrial). The main components of the output
DVB-TSare:
•
MPEG-2 Video.
The transcoded MPEG-4 video for use in the PDA.
•
DSM-CC Object Carousel and Metadata Sections containing the MPEG-7 meta•
data.
• Normal Play Time, for synchronization of metadata and different media.
•
DSM-CC Object Carousels containing additional contents (including MHP
apps).
• Application Information Table (AIT) needed for MHP signaling.
In order to combine the object-based interactive content in a real TV broadcast scenario, the multiplexer is able to seamlessly splice between MPEG-2 encoded live
streams and pre-produced GMF4ITV contents.
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5

User Interaction

The intrinsic temporal and spatial nature of
video both complicates and invites to new
navigation concepts. Assuming that the traditional TV viewer is primarily looking for
passive entertainment experiences, user
intervention is set to take place on a supplementary mini-screen, in order to not disturb
the main picture. Keeping the interaction on
a separate unit also allows us to experiment
with new ways of navigation.
5.1

Interaction based on PDA

From the user interface point of view, the
implementation of interaction based on moving objects is a challenge in itself, particularly in an Interactive TV scenario.
In order to allow the full exploitation of personalized object based interaction,
GMF4iTV project introduced an innovative approach based on common Personal
Digital Assistants (PDA): the PDA is used as an advanced intelligent peripheral
which can be used to interact with the system, by clicking directly on the moving
objects being highlighted over a video stream, a synchronized copy of the main video
stream shown on the TV. Furthermore, the device can be used to retrieve and display
additional content related with the selected object.
The video shown on the PDA is a MPEG-4 stream transcoded from the main MPEG2 video stream on the production side, encapsulated in RTP protocol and sent from
the Set-Top Box (STB) to the portable device over the air, using IEEE 802.llb
(WiFi) technology. An additional UDP stream is generated on the STB, based on the
MPEG-7 metadata and personalization options, to convey the information needed for
object highlighting, synchronization and access to additional content.
A specific client application has been developed for the Windows Mobile Pocket PC
used in the project. This client includes modules to extract, synchronize and render
the MPEG-4 packets, as well as to overlay graphical representation of the moving
objects on top of the video stream. Upon object selection, using the conventional
PDA stylus, the associated additional video, audio, graphical and text documents are
retrieved from the STB, over WiFi, and displayed using the PDA web browser.
Besides being a very intuitive and easy way of interacting with a rather complex
system. the introduction of the PDA concept includes other attractive features. In
particular and considering the evolution to a multicast/multi-user scenario, which is
closer to the way people watch TV, it will offer the possibility to have more than one
person on the same room interacting with the system without interference, because
the TV main screen can be kept clean without additional elements beyond the main
TV show. Another possibility will be the download of additional content to the PDA
for later viewing (either push or pull).
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Since all the interaction can be perfonned using a personal device, deep personalization can be achieved and offered as a powerful business opportunity to service and
content providers, as well as real added value to final costumers. With the increasing
momentum for small powerful personal devices, boosted by the introduction of
UMTS and the popularity of WiFi, personalization on Interactive TV will certainly
reach new exciting levels in the near future.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have described the GMF4iTV prototype which provides interactive
objects for TV programs. The prototype contains a complete production chain, from
the identification and annotation of objects, link to additional content, semantic annotation, MPEG-7 encoding, multiplexing with the MPEG-2 video stream, decoding on
the set-top box and interaction with the user through a PDA. Personalization is possible both for object activation and additional content selection. The personalization
process is based on rules which are processed by an inference engine on the set-top
box. This powerful process allows a very flexible usage of personalization in a variety of situations provided by different application scenarios.
The project is now in the integration phase. All modules have been designed and
implemented by the different partners, according to common specifications. They are
currently being integrated together to compose a complete chain. A set of scenarios
has been defined and according video sequences have been prepared which are being
annotated with the authoring tool. A public demonstration of the project is planned at
the mc 2004 Conference.
This project is funded by the European Union under contract IST-2001-34861
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Abstract. The growth of digital television over satellite, cable as well as terrestrial networks has driven advertisers to 'better target" users by local personalized advertisements, which generates qualified lead for future sales. Context
awareness in lTV applications can be used as a powerful tool to deliver most
relevant and personalized ad based on user's context. In this paper we have
proposed architecture for context aware real time selection and insertion of advertisements into the live broadcast stream by taking into consideration the
user's current and past contextual information. Our approach is based on aggregating a past sequence of individual contexts and associating the current user
activity to those past contexts to determine the best ad to be delivered relevant
to the current activity.

1 Introductim
The growth of digital television over satellite, cable as well as terrestrial networks
has driven advertisers to 'better target" users by local personalized advertisements,
which generates qualified lead for future sales. The advent of Personal Video Recorders (PVRs) and Video on Demand (VOD) is viewed as a threat by advertisers as they
create ad-skippers. As the viewers started evading advertisements, ad agencies compete on innovative ways to ensure their ads are viewed. There is a strong need to rework on TV advertising to create innovative features that can exploit advertisement
opportunities. Personalization in interactive and future televisions aims in targeting
content to individual users by adapting the content based on users' likes and circumstances. [9] compares different types of addressable advertising and demonstrate superiority of home addressable advertising. [4] presents a life-style based approach for
the delivery of personalized advertisements based on segmentation variation and similarity variation. In a related paper [7], we have proposed a Channel Surfing Analysis
(CSA) algorithm for predicting the "user(s) in front" of TV by a dynamic analysis of
channel viewing characteristics. Such user identification can be used along with a
Home Information System (IDS) to categorically decide about the nature of ads that
are likely to have an impact.
Context-aware and situation-aware services together enhance the perceived quality
of the delivered information. Context awareness provides mechanisms for developing
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adaptive applications, which is an important aspect of lTV applications. [3] presents a
context-aware information retrieval system that analyzes the user's history to derive
an enhanced context. [5] proposes to model the user actions from contextual information, in a way to ease its interaction with context-aware lTV applications. Advertisers
create mUltiple versions of advertisements for a single TV spot in order to cater for
different user communities. Given multiple versions of advertisements, and also information about user currently in front of the television, the challenge is to make use
of and analyze the user's current and past contextual information to select and insert
the most appropriate advertisement from the multiple versions of multiple advertisements at real time.
Though research has been done for personalized ad insertion that considers users
preferences and user profile information, the use of complete contextual information
for personalization needs to be addressed. In this paper we have proposed an architecture for context aware real time selection and insertion of advertisements into the live
broadcast stream by taking in to consideration the user's current and past contextual
information. Our approach is based on aggregating past sequence of individual contexts i.e. past viewing patterns and associating the current user activity to those past
contexts to determine the most appropriate ad to he delivered relevant to the current
activity. The proposed architecture is realized by means of four distinct subsystems,
CoD (Context Derivation), CaASI (Context-aware Ad Selection and Insertion), UId
(User Identification), and BAR (Bulk Ad Retrieval).

2 Context
Context can be described as information that can be used for characterizing the
status of an entity in one specific case. One entity can be a one person, one place or
one object relevant for any type of interaction between user and application, including
the user and the application itself [1]. Parameters such as: a) where is the user; b) who
is the user; c) how the user works; d) when the activity is being done; and e) what the
user is doing; are used to build a context aware environment. [1] defines the four entities viz. location, entity, activity and time to address the parameters for building a
context aware environment. [6] discusses which type of contextual information could
be used in an interactive environment.
Fig. 1 describes the general context information comprising of location, identity,
activity and time and more specifically context information for lTV applications. Location information of the user at home such as "user is in living room" or "user is in
bedroom" can be used to determine the location context of the user. Identity information in lTV environment for context can he characterized as user identity, device identity, content identity and event identity. User identity is specified by user profile as
described in the HIS stored in the Set Top Box (STB) at home. User identity typically
includes information such as user's name, age, occupation, gender, marital status, favorite channels, movie interests, music interests, ad interest, etc. Device identity
specifies attributes such as resolution, features, connectivity, etc. of multimedia devices at home. Content identity is stored in the STB as Electronic Program Guides
(EPG) after being retrieved from the broadcast. The EPG also consists of other pro-
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gram related information such as category, channel type, genre, parental guidance,
summary, etc. The Event identity is determined either by the broadcast or by other
sources such as sensors and the network. Event information can be for national or local events that might have an impact on the user context or user's TV watching behavior.

Activity information for context can be characterized for user activity, device activity and user/device history. User activity such as "user watching IV withfamity",
"user watching IV while working from home", "user watching IV while doing household jobs", etc. can be used to derive the user's context information for the activity
entity. Device activity information typically includes the device usage information by
the user. User and device history information typically includes users interaction with
interactive controls of programs and ads in the past, his past purchases, websites and
web pages visited in the past and channels and programs viewed in past. Time information for context consists of the current time as well as time information of the users
history for channels/programs, purchases and interactivity. Time information gives
cues for the context of the user as user's TV watching behavior changes for different
time of the day as well as different days of the week.
Our proposed approach considers context information as Current context (CCo)
and Analyzed or Aggregated Context (ACo). CCo is defined by the current activity
and the entities associated with it. CCo is the information available at hand at an instance of time from direct sources. In our proposed system past context sequences are
analyzed and aggregated to derive usage trends and user preferences, in the form of
rules which are defined as ACo. For the lTV application of personalized ad insertion,
based on CCo and ACo classification discussed above, the CCo information contains
identified user watching TV at that instance of time, the user's age, the current program schedule for all the channels derived from the EPG, the program type, the program category, the program genre and parental guidance of the programs derived
from EPG, ad slots in the programs and also ad sponsors. Similarly, the ACo information would contain derived user preferences for the programs, program types, program
category and program genre, user's demographic information, user's viewing behavior, user's remote usage pattern, user's viewing history, user's purchase history, user's
interactivity history and local and national event information.
The XML-based MPEG-7 (also called Multimedia Content Description Interface)
Description Definition Language (DDL) [2] along with TV-Anytime Metadata Specification [8] can be used as a representation format for metadata to represent and de-
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scribe components of a broadcast, ads and user profiles in the HIS. The representation
format of the content enables determination of keywords describing the content. Similarly, keywords can be determined for user attribute information as described in the
HIS. Since the context information is based on the content and user attribute information, a set of keywords can be determined to represent the context information. These
determined context information keywords are matched against the keywords representing the ad content. The ads whose content description keywords have a match
with the context information keywords are identified as the targeted ads to be inserted
and presented to the user.

3 System Architecture
Multiple distinct networks are interconnected to deliver broadcast content to home
users. The broadcast network broadcasts content to MSOs through radio channel and
MSOs deliver content to home users via a cable network. From the point of view of
ad insertion, a typical approach is to insert the ads before broadcast. This gives little
opportunity to target ads to obtain a better return on investment. While content
reaches MSO through radio, the related ads could reach the MSO through Internet or
an IP network. In this case, the MSO stores these ads and could insert them at an appropriate place before forwarding the content to the home users. The third approach is
to distribute the relevant ads directly to a home network where a set-top box would do
the necessary ad insertion into the content before displaying the same. The last two
approaches provides an opportunity to select and insert "the most appropriate" ads.
The system level description of our proposed approach is depicted in Fig. 3. As described in Fig. 3., the architecture consists of four distinct subsystems, CoD, CaASI,
UId, and BAR Functionality of The CoD subsystem involves determination of both
the CCo and the ACo information. The ACo information is used to identify ad tags,
which depict analyzed and aggregated context of all users at home, for requesting ads
to be retrieved from the MSO. The ACo information, along with inputs from the UId
subsystem, is also used to identify appropriate ads from the ad database to populate
secondary ad storage (cache).
The UId subsystem implemented on an STB is responsible for processing home
users' viewing characteristics. Information such as user's likes and dislikes (such as
with respect to movies, sports and music), his/her recent purchases, typical viewing
hours on weekdays and weekends, and typical channels viewed are used to analyze
the received viewing characteristics to identify one or more users (joint viewing) who
might be watching TV [7]. The BAR subsystem is responsible for requesting ads from
the MSO based on the context information of the users at home. Considering the
number of sponsors and various versions of ads for each product of the sponsor, it is
difficult to store all the ads in the STB. This subsystem solves this issue by requesting
ads based on analyzed and aggregated context of all the users at home. It receives the
context information of all the users at home from the CoD subsystem module and
identifies ad tags depicting the context information. It then requests MSO to send ads
based on the ad tags thus determined. The CaASI subsystem is responsible for selection and insertion of ads in the broadcast content, based on the context information,
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for presentation to the user. This subsystem determines points of ad insertion in the
broadcast stream by decoding digital cue tone messages. Targeted ads are identified
using CCo and the ACo information and further inserted in the broadcast stream in
the STB.

Fig. 3: System Architecture for Ad Selection and Insertion

4 Scenario
Consider a home with four members consisting of a dad (John) and mom (Cindy)
and 2 kids (Andy and Samantha). The User profile information stored in the STB depicts: John is an insurance agent and is a sports lover; John's favorite sport is basketball; John generally watches TV from 7 to 10 in the evening; Cindy works for a bank;
Andy and Samantha are school going kids. History information stored in the STB depicts: John had been visiting websites searching for a basketball jersey; John had purchased tickets for the finals of the college league basketball; John has been watching
ads showing sports jersey and had interactions with the lTV components of type "contact me" for these ads; Cindy had been looking for vacuum cleaners on websites;
Andy and Samantha had been interacting with ads for "back to school" products. The
Events database depicts: Final of college league basketball tournament is on the coming weekend; Wal-Mart has sale for home equipment on the coming weekend. The
EPG information depicts: Nike, Wal-Mart and Honda are sponsors for live coverage
of college league basketball tournament; Nike has scheduled to show ads for its new
range of golf shoes; Wal-Mart has scheduled to show ads for its upcoming sale of
home equipment.
Consider a working day and the time 8:00 P.M. John comes back home and
switches on the TV and starts watching ESPN channel which is showing live coverage of college league basketball championship. When the TV is switched on, the ACo
component analyzes the history data and user profiles for all members of home. From
the events database, the ACo component determines that the final of college league
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basketball tournament is on the coming weekend. Similarly, the ACo component,
based on user profiles and history information, determines that Cindy has been planning to buy a vacuum cleaner from Wal-Mart and Andy and Samantha had been planning to buy school bags from Wal-Mart. Based on the information determined, the
ACo component determines rules and passes on the information to the BAR subsystem. Typically the rules that can be determined for the scenario under consideration
are: Since John purchased tickets of the college league final match, he would like to
wear Nike basketball jersey when he goes to watch the final match; Since Cindy had
been looking for vacuum cleaners on websites, she would probably be interested in
buying one from Wal-Mart sale on home equipment; Andy and Samantha would be
interested in buying "back to school products" from Wal-Mart since they had been interacting with such ads.
The BAR subsystem determines keywords such as <sports, jersey, basketball, college league tournament, vacuum cleaner, kids, schooling, school bag, Northface,
Home equipment> and requests the MSO for ads matching the context information.
The MSO, on receiving the request, sends the following ads to STB at home: Nike ad
for recently launched golf shoes; Nike ad for Nike jersey with basketball theme; Nike
ad for soccer shoes with football theme; Wal-Mart ad for the weekend sale on home
equipment; Wal-Mart ad for "always low prices"; Wal-Mart ad for "back to school"
products; Wal-Mart ad for gardening equipment; Honda ad with Fl theme; Honda ad
for new coup modeL
Further, the ACo component, based on user profile information, determines that
only John and Cindy might be watching TV at this instance of time. Based on the
rules determined, it then analyzes the received ads and caches Nike and Wal-Mart ads
in secondary ad storage. On remote click, the Uld subsystem analyses user profiles
and remote usage pattern and determines that the most probable user watching TV at
that time should be John. Based on inputs from the UId subsystem and also based on
user profile and EPG information, CCo component of the CoD subsystem forms rules
which determines the CCo. The CaASI subsystem analyses the CCo information and
ads in the seeondary ad storage and determines that the Nike ad with the theme "Nike
jersey with basketball theme" is the most appropriate ad as compared to the scheduled
ad for recently launched golf shoes. The CaASI subsystem then inserts the ad in the
broadcast f or presentatlon.
.
Ads Requested Bued on ACo

Probable
Users at
Home
John and
Cindy

Most Appropriate
Based on CCo and
Inputs from UId
Nike ad for Nike jersey with basketball
theme

Identified
Use~
at
Home
John

Ads Cached Based
on ACo and Context
Information History
Nike ad for Nike jersey with basketball
theme; Wal-Mart ad
for the weekend sale
on hOOle equipment;
Wal-Mart ad for "a1ways low prices";
Wal-Mart ad for "back
to school" products

Nike ad for recently launched golf
shoes; N'tke ad for Nike jersey with bask:etball theme; Nike ad for soccer shoes
with football theme; Wal-Mart ad for
!
the weekend sale on borne equipment;
Wal-Mart ad for "always low prices";
Wal-Mart ad for "back to school" prod!
ucts; Wal-Mart ad for gardening equipment; Honda ad with FI theme; Honda
ad for new COOJ) model.
I
Similarly. if the identified user by the UId subsystem would had been Ciody and not JoJui: the most appropriate ad de~by CCo component would be:
Wal-Mart ad for the
Cindy
weekend sale on
equipment;
hOOle
Wal-Mart ad for "a1ways lo~.prices"

:~'~I

I

~----
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For the same day but at different time, say 5:00 P.M. in the evening. when Andy and Samantha are watching their favorite CllI'IOOn channel, !he cached ads by the ACo component and most appropriate ads determined by CCo component
would be:
Wal-Mart ad for "aI- Andy and Wal-Mart ad for
Andy and ways
"back to school"
Samantha
low prices"; Samantha
Wal-Mart ad for "back
products
to school" products

I

5 Summary
In this paper we have proposed an architecture for context aware real time selection and insertion of advertisements into live broadcast stream by taking in to
consideration the user's current and past contextual information. XML-based MPEG7 DDL along with the TV-Anytime Metadata Specification are used as a
representation format for metadata to represent and describe components of the
system. The proposed work is part of our ongoing work on developing an STB
environment with enhanced functionalities and capabilities. The project also involves
development of intelligent iTV applications such as user identification, intent
tracking, personalized ad insertion etc. We are currently working on a context
sensitive cache conscious indexing technique to perform lookups for ad selection.
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Abstract. In this paper, a new approach to TV personalized recommender systems is presented, based on the use of TV-Anytime formats and Semantic Web
technologies so as to reason about TV contents and to generate high quality recommendations.

1 Introduction
Nowadays, a fundamental change is taking place in TV: the migration from analogue
to digital TV. This change has two main implications: a considerable increase in the
capacity to broadcast more channels in the same bandwidth, and the possibility to send
software applications mixed with audiovisual contents, enabling the appearance of new
market opportunities in the context of digital TV as it is described in [6].
In this new scenario, TV users will be able to access a large number of contents
from different providers. In this situation the recommender systems are highly useful
to assist users in discriminating contents that they may find interesting, from among
large amounts of irrelevant information. The recommender systems can allow the users
to take an active role [8] and ask for concrete TV contents or, on the contrary, these
tools can analyze the preferences and the programs the users have watched, in order to
recommend, in an implicit way, personalized contents without a previous request. This
last possibility aims to reduce the viewers charge in tedious searching processes.
As digital TV deployment evolves, personalized recommender tools are gaining
more and more interest among researchers, resulting in the appearance of quite different approaches: expert systems, Bayesian techniques, content-based methods, collaborative filtering, decision trees, neural networks, among others. Some recommendation
tools combine several inference strategies so as to augment the precision of the elaborated suggestions. For instance, [9] employs naive Bayesian classifiers and collaborative recommendations, [1] uses neural networks, decision trees and Bayesian methods
and [3] proposes the combination of content-based information filtering with collaborative filtering as the basis for multi-agent collaborative information retrieval. What all
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these recommenders have in common is that they only analyze program-level metadata
and have limited reasoning capabilities, for which we propose an approach based on
semantic reasoning, that is, a usual inference methodology in Semantic Web but novel
in the domain of TV recommender systems.
We focus on the semantic reasoning about the TV contents, user pro les and historicallogs that record the actions carried out by the users. Such a reasoning process
undoubtedly requires a high degree of normalization and formalization. In this regard,
the TV-Anytime initiative is a recent ETSI standard that normalizes descriptions of
generic TV contents, concrete instances and user pro les. This is a suitable framework
to make reference, process and locate contents, turning out to be a good starting point
for implementation of querying services based on syntactic comparisons. In the other
hand, taking into account that this speci cation allows to describe segments within a TV
program by Segmentation metadata [5] , our personalization tool can provide the
most interesting parts of a program to the viewers, instead of offering whole programs.
Other previous works like [4] have tackled the use of metadata too. This way, it
proposes to augment the contents offered to the users by means of additional information extracted from different media, such as TV and Web. Our system can also provide
extra information, since that the TV-Anytime metadata supply descriptions of the TV
contents and information of interest for the viewers (for instance, a brief synopsis of a
program or the starring actor's lmography in the case of a movie). However, the main
difference between the two approaches is that our system does not only provide informative data about the programs, but it also allows to enhance the TV recommenders, by
means of the reasoning about the descriptions of the contents and the user preferences.
In this regard, the TV-Anytime standard does not consider any kind of infrastructure
for enabling intelligent search and processing. These needs appeared in the Internet a
few years ago, where the absence of formal languages and tools dif culted the logical
reasoning about the resources properties and the inference of new relations.
In recent years, in the context of the Semantic Web different languages have appeared, allowing to structure, through ontologies, all the relevant information about
each application domain, and to formalize the necessary mechanisms to express queries,
properties, relations and to infer new knowledge [2].
In this paper, the more relevant characteristics of the work being developed by the
authors are presented. The goal is to build a digital TV personalization tool, named
AVATAR, that enriches the traditional syntactic content search with new mechanisms
to generate recommendations derived from semantic reasoning about the properties of
broadcast contents and the personal user pro les. In this regard, the two described tools
TV-Anytime and the experience developed in the Semantic Web are combined to
take a step forward in the development of tools that assist the TV users, recommending
contents and services interesting for them.

2

The AVATAR tool

The goal of the AVATAR application is to generate recommendations for digital TV
users which we refer to as target users about contents and services appealing to
them. To achieve it, it takes as a starting point the metainformation about contents avai1-
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able in TV-Anytime format and about the information stored in user personal pro les.
To structure this information, we have developed an ontology by the Prot g -2000 tool
following the precepts of the OWL language.
The proposed recommender must tackle very diverse information. For instance, the
system uses data referred to the main characteristics of the users and their preferences,
and information related to different geography regions. To take into account this, we
have imported other ontologies into the TV one. The management of several ontologies in a knowledge-based system has been analyzed in previous works, like [10]. As
commented, a user ontology has been developed with several classes and subclasses
to consider the preferences and personal data of the viewers. This ontology has been
reused in designing the user pro les structure, since that the use of this sort of the Semantic Web technology for user modelling has numerous advantages [7].
The TV ontology organizes the information about contents according to the TVAnytime metadata and extends it with additional information about the several domains of contents involved (e.g. actor's Imography). Together with the taxonomy of
concepts related to TV contents (classes and subclasses), it contains properties and inference rules to favour the acquisition of new knowledge. We include below a portion
of our TV ontology with a reduced version of the stored information referred to movies.
The complete ontology is available in http://avatar.det.uvigo.eslontology.
<owl.·Class rdf:ID= Movies>
<rdfs:subClassOf> <owl:Class rdf'about= #TVContents > <lrdfs:subClassOf>
<lowl:Class>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf'/D= #hasGenre >
<rdfs:domain rdf'resource= #Movies >
<rdfs:range rdf:resource= IXMLSchema#string >
<lowl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:Class rdf'ID= ActionMovies >
<rdfs:subClassOf> <owl.·Class rdf'about= #Movies > <owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty> <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf'about= #hasGenre I>
<owl:hasValue rdf'datatype= XMLSchema#string > Action <lowl:hasValue>
<lowl:Restriction> <lrdfs:subClassOf>
<lowl:Class>
<ow!:ObjectProperty rdf'ID= HisAppealingTo >
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource= #ActionMovies >
<rdfs:range rdf:resource= #]oumalistUsers >
<lowl :ObjectProperty>
The inference rules used in our approach have been elaborated from a database
that contains personal data and preferences about TV programs of very different users
(e.g. the "isAppealingTo property cited above). Other rules have been introduced adhoc because they cannot be inferred from the data contained in the aforementioned
database. Some of these rules are involved in the recommendation example shown in
Sect. 2.1. The information hierarchically structured in the TV ontology is used to feed
the semantic reasoning procedures that process the characteristics of contents broadcast,
user preferences and historical records. The aim is to nd hints leading to successful
suggestions. The information stored in our ontology is mainly static. However, part of
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the data of the user pro les is dynamic: it is continuously updated as the user history
is recorded and analyzed. The goal is to maintain up-to-date user pro les and to re ect
possible changes in the users viewing behaviour.
Recommendations usually consist of an ordered list of programs. As users select
one of them or decide to watch any other program not included in the list, AVATAR
quanti es the success of the recommendations. This information is used to improve the
dynamic pro les and to generate more accurate recommendations in the future. Recent
studies in the eld of automatic recommenders show that an application's success depends greatly on requiring a low degree of interactivity with the target users. So, the
information requested to the viewers must be minimal so as to they continue using the
recommender system. In AVATAR, this information can be reduced to some personal
data and likings, obtained from the target users in the rst execution. This way, a basic
user pro Ie is created, that will evolve as the user begins to watch TV.
In Fig. 1, a functional diagram of AVATAR architecture based in agents is shown. To
work out a recommendation, AVATAR takes as inputs the information about broadcast
contents (CONTENTS) and the information about the user pro les (USER PROFILE).

Fig.!. The architecture of a broadcast recommender system.

To improve the quality of recommendations, AVATAR can group user pro les (CLUSTERiNG) according to their similarities. This enables to make joint recommendations
for all the members in the group starting from reasonings derived from the behaviour
of one of them. This is usually named collaborative knowledge. Agents, with the information stored in the ontology, select (SELECTION) those programs catalogued as
interesting for thc user and make recommendations (RECOMMENDATIONS). These
agents have been designed to act, most of the time, in an autonomous way, without user
request. However, it is also possible that their function can be the result of a concrete
information requirement, so narrowing the reasoning process. Finally, quanti cation of
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recommendation's success enables the agents to learn (LEARNING) and modify the dynamic part of user's pro les. The AVATAR architecture favours the existence of various
kinds of agents that, using different mechanisms, elaborate their own recommendations,
that will be later combined. However, the main novelty of the system is the semantic
reasoning about the ontology and the user pro les to generate its recommendations. In
the next section, an example of the reasoning process is shown.
2.1

An Example of Semantic Reasoning

In this example we illustrate how the AVATAR recommender system takes the known
information personal data and the TV programs contained in the user's view history
and reasons about the TV contents descriptions, by means of the axioms and properties
contained in the implemented ontology. The goal is to obtain enhanced suggestions,
beyond the conventional syntactic searches.
We are concerned with emphasizing the different types of knowledge applied in the
inference and reasoning processes: knowledge inferred from the user pro Ie and from
the programs the viewer watched in the past, together with collaborative recommendations, so as to consider the users with pro les similar to the target user's pro Ie.
Supposed our target user's view history contains the following: "Ghostbusters II
(a comedy with Bill Murray in a leading role), "Safaris in Kenya (a documentary)
and "CNN News . In addition, his user pro Ie contains information saying that he is
married, has two children, works as a doctor and enjoys going to the cinema.
One of the functionalities AVATAR can offer to users is to include brief interesting
subtitles in contents. This way, the system can look for present news that may be of interest for the user and report them immediately. These news could be incidents happening in Africa whose possible interest is suggested by the documentary about Ethiopia
the user has watched (making use of the transitive property Kenya
locatedIn -+
Africa) or strikes at spanish hospitals (Job f - hasJobName -+ Doctor and Doctor f WorksIn -+ Hospitals, combined with News f - hasSections -+ IncidentsNews and
IncidentsNews f - hasSynopsis -+ "Hospital strike in Madrid"). This is an example
of knowledge inferred from programs in the view history (documentaries and news) and
from information about the user contained in his initial pro Ie (he is a doctor).
AVATAR can exploit another typical feature in the context of personalized digital
television: users can reduce contents fees if they watch programs with inserted advertising. Supposing that the user wants to spend less money in viewing a movie by accepting
a given amount of commercials, the system can also select the advertisements according to his preferences. In this way, considering that the user is married, AVATAR could
apply the rule MarriedPeople f - Interestedln -+Cruises, to recommend advertisements about cruises (this knowledge is inferred directly from the user pro Ie again).
Our system must choose a region. In this case, AVATAR will suggest the user a Nile
cruise because it knows a common nexus between Egypt and Kenya (remember the
user's view history): both regions are in Africa (information about countries is imported
from an external ontology). The properties used in this reasoning process are Kenya f locatedIn -+ Mrica, Advertising (- hasProduct -+ Product, Product f - hasProductName --+ Cruise, Cruise f - hasDescription -+ "Cruise on the Nile", Nile f locatedIn -+ Egypt and Egypt f - locatedIn --+ Africa.
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Besides, AVATAR allows personalizing services. In the example, the system can use
the knowledge about the user being fond of going to the cinema regularly, contained
in his user pro Ie, to offer him the chance to buy tickets for a movie chosen by the
recommender. The system can make use of other people's experiences (collaborative
knowledge) to produce new inferences. Thus, AVATAR can discover that users who
like comedies with Bill Murray (this actor is in his view history) like movies with Jim
Carrey in a leading role as well. Therefore, the system offers buying tickets for the
premiere of Jim Carrey's last movie to be held the day after tomorrow.

3

Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper, a work in progress has been presented with a new approach based on
Semantic Web technologies so as to elaborate enhanced recommendations of TV programs. OUf aim is to improve the conventional syntactic search of programs by reasoning about the user preferences and the description of the contents, expressed with
TV-Anytime metadata.
Future work will be concerned with designing of a query language for inferring
knowledge from the properties and inference rules contained in the TV ontology. Taking
into account that there is a direct correspondence between OWL and Description Logics
(DLs), we will also investigate the application of the DL reasoners such as RACER
and FACT about the user preferences and the ontological concepts.
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Abstract. In (Masthoff, 2004), we have investigated techniques for combining
individual user models to make recommendations to a group. In Masthoff
(2003), we have shown how these techniques might also be applicable when
adapting to an individual: for solving the cold start problem and for combining
ratings on mUltiple criteria. In this paper, we look at combining multiple criteria
in more detail. We present an exploratory experiment into how people combine
criteria. A main issue is potential inequality of the criteria's importance. We
show how the group modelling strategies can be adapted to deal with this
inequality.

1

Introduction

One problem faced by personalized TV is that viewers often watch television in
groups. Hence, previously we have studied adaptation to groups of users, in particular
strategies for combining individual user models in order to determine group
recommendations (Masthoff, 2004). For instance, suppose the TV knows who is
watching, and it knows the ratings of each individual for a set of news items, then
there are various strategies for deciding which news items to show to the group. In
(Masthoff, 2003), we have claimed that the usefulness of these strategies is not
restricted to adaptation to groups of people, but that these strategies could also be
useful when adapting to an individual. We have shown how group modelling could
contribute to solving the cold start problem: the problem that the TV does not know
enough about the user initially to make good recommendations. If there is a set of
known other users, or a set of stereotypes, and the system does not yet know which of
these the user resembles, then one way to ensure enjoyment is to present items that
the other users (or stereotypes) would enjoy as a group. We have shown how this
could work on some real data. We have also discussed how the group modelling
strategies might be applicable when combining ratings on multiple criteria. Multiple
factors can contribute to a recommender's prediction of the user's opinion of an item.
For instance, pazzani (1999) adds the rankings produced by content-based filtering,
collaborative filtering, and demographic filtering. Nguyen and Haddawy (1998) use a
weighted addition of attributes describing a movie: director, casting, genre, star rating
and running time. Though stressing the importance of aggregating ratings, neither
discusses why they have chosen their particular aggregation function. In Masthoff
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(2003), we have claimed that the same strategies could be used as when combining
individual ratings for a group model, however, without evidence to back this up. In
this paper, we will explore what really happens when ratings on multiple criteria are
to be combined. Our cxample domain will be personalized news, which is one of the
more popular areas for research into Personalized TV (e.g., Maybury et aI., 2004;
Dimitrova et aI., 2004).

2

Summary of Group Modelling Strategies

In this section, we will summarize the strategies subjects seemed to use in the group
modelling experiment in Masthoff (2004). For more details and an overview of
additional strategies see Masthoff (2004). We had asked subjects to recommend a
sequence of items to a group, based on item ratings of the individual group members.
In the following, the so-called 'group list' is the sequence in which items would be
chosen by a particular group modelling strategy. Sometimes, two items score the
same, like E and F in the average strategy. This is indicated in the group list by
placing them between brackets. This means that either E is followed by F, or F is
followed by E. Three strategies mimicked the behaviour of many of our subjects:

1.

Average strategy (also called Additive Utilitarianism). Ratings are added, and the
larger the sum the earlier the alternative appears in the sequence (results are the
same as when averaging ratings, hence its name). This strategy (often in a
weighted form, where weights are attached to individual ratings) is also used in
multi-agent systems (Hogg & Jennings, 1999), Collaborative filtering, and in the
INTRIGUE system with recommends attractions to visit to groups of tourists
(Ardissono et aI, 2002). A disadvantage is that starvation can occur: if a person's
opinions differ from those of most people in the group, they might never get
anything they like.

John
Adam
M

2.

A
10
1
10

B
4
9
5

C
3
8
2

E
10

J
8
8
!

Group List;

i

(E,F)H(D,J)AIDac

Least Misery Strategy. The minimum of the individual ratings is taken, and the
larger the minimum the earlier the alternative appears in the sequence. The idea
behind this strategy is that a group is as happy as its least happy member. The
POLYLENS movie recommender system uses this strategy, assuming groups of
people going to watch a movie together tend to be small and a small group to be
as happy as its least happy member (0' Conner, Cosley, Konstan & Riedl, 2001).
A disadvantage is that a minority opinion can dictate the group: if everybody
really wants to see something, but one person does not like it, then it will never
be seen.
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, Group List:
FE(H,J,D)GBICA

3.

Average Without Misery Strategy. Ratings are added, but without items that
score below a certain threshold (say 4) for individuals. MUSICFX (McCarty &
Anagnost, 1998) uses a slightly more complex version of this strategy, when
selecting music for people working out in a fitness center.
Group List
threshold 4:
(E,F)H(D,J)BG
threshold 3):
(E,F)H(D,J)m

In Masthoff (2004), we found that subjects cared about avoiding misery and about
fairness. Many subjects' behaviour reflected that of the Least Misery or Average
Without Misery strategies. Even subjects whose behaviour completely deviated from
these strategies, avoided

3

Experiment: Bow People Combine Multiple Criteria

We wanted to investigate whether the way subjects combine ratings from multiple
criteria reflects that of subjects combining ratings of individual group members.
Hence, the experimental design used was identical to that in Masthoff (2004), and the
same ratings were used. The only difference was that this time we used criteria rather
than group members.

3.1

Method

Subjects were given the individual ratings of three criteria for a set of news items. The
criteria used were:
Importance. How important the news is in general. For instance, a major
earthquake is more important than a single house collapsing.
Each item is rated from 1 -really unimportant- to lO-really important.
Relevance of Location. How relevant the location of the news is to you. For
instance, for a Dutch person living in Brighton, the relevance of location of news
from the Netherlands and Brighton is higher than that of news from Italy.
Each item is rated from 1 -really irrelevant location- to lO-really relevant
location.
Recency. How recent the news is. For instance, something that happened in the
last hour is more recent than something that happened yesterday.
Each item is rated from 1 -really old news- to 10-really recent news.
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Bell (1991) provides an overview of criteria used by editors for news selection. He
mentions more than 15 criteria. The above are inspired by those. For instance, our
Recency criterion is a combination of his Recency and Freshness criteria. Our
Relevance of Location criterion is a combination of his Proximity and Relevance
criteria. Note that we did not explicitly set out to create criteria of different
importance, though the experimental results seem to show such a difference.
In seven questions, subjects were asked which item they would watch, given that
they only had time to see respectively 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7 items, and why they made
that selection (see Appendix A for exact task wording). The individual ratings used
were the same as those that had been used in the Experiments in Masthoff (2004),
with Importance having the ratings of John, Relevance of Location having the ratings
of Adam, and Recency having those of Mary. See Table 1 for the ratings used.
Table 1. Ratings used in the experiment. A to J are news items.

Importance
Relevance of Location
Recency

A
10
1
10

B

C

D

4

3
8
2

6
9

E
10
7

7

9

9
5

F
9
9
8

G
6
6
5

H

8
9
6

I
10
3
7

J
8
8
6

The ratings had been chosen primarily to enable differentiating between the
strategies we expected subjects to use. In addition, it ensured that Importance and
Recency had quite similar ratings, while the Relevance of Location's ratings were
frequently the opposite of the ratings of the other two. We also ensured that for one
news item, namely item A, Importance and Recency had maximal positive ratings
(10), while Relevance of Location had a maximal negative rating (I). The latter would
give a good idea of the importance subjects assigned to avoiding misery.

3.2

Subjects

Thirty six subjects participated in the experiment (92% male, 8% female, average age
23.8, standard deviation 4.6). All were final-year undergraduate students in
computing attending a lecture of the Adaptive Interactive Systems module. The
experiment took place in a lecture room. Students participated in the experiment
voluntarily (in addition to the numbers mentioned above, 4 students chose not to
participate).

3.3

Results and Discussion

Subjects do not seem to answer the questions independently: they responded which
new item should be added to the sequence they had already chosen for the previous
question. This made it possible to present the results in the way we have done in
Table 2, only showing the new item selected for each question. We have tried to keep
the table as simple (and uncrowded) as possible: if a cell does not have an item name
in it, then the first name above it applies. For instance, s1 replied F to the first
question. Subjects have been ordered to make the table as easy to view as possible.
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Table 2. Results. See below for meaning of shading and border lines.

None of the discussed strategies.

·.. ··--..·....1 -..·-)

~-r--~~r=-+~~~

~~~--+-~~-r~~~r=~~~

Average strategy throughout.
Average strategy or Least Misery strategy
for first four items
None of the discussed strategies.

None of the discussed strategies.

The table includes infonnation about how well the subjects' replies fit the strategies
discnssed above:
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•

Bold borderlines indicate replies that are in correspondence with the Average
Strategy. So, for instance, all replies of s13 were the same as those by the
Average Strategy. The first two replies by s4 were the same as those by the
Average Strategy, but s4's later replies differed.
• Gray cell shading indicates replies that are in correspondence with the Least
Misery Strategy. So, for instance, the first two replies by 85 were the same as
those by the Least Misery Strategy, but s5's later replies differed.
• Bold dotted borderlines indicate replies that are in correspondence with the
Average Without Misery Strategy. So, for instance, all replies of s8 were the
same as those by the Average Without Misery Strategy.
Note that strategies can have overlapping starts of their group lists. For instance,
both the Average Strategy and the Least Misery Strategy allow a start ofFEHDJ. This
means that cells can have both grey cell shading and a bold borderline. So, for
instance, s13's replies followed the Least Misery Strategy for the first five items, and
were in correspondence with the Average Strategy for all seven items. Also, we have
only used the Bold dotted borderlines, when the Average Without Misery Strategy
starts deviating from the Average Strategy. The results of one subject, s9, are
excluded from the discussion. He misinterpreted the ratings, believing 1 to mean good
and 10 bad, calling item C "the most important news".
Comparing the results in Table 2 with those in (Masthoff, 2004), the most
striking difference is that the results of subjects in (Masthoff, 2004) tended to reflect
those of strategies, particularly the Average Strategy and Least Misery Strategy. In
contrast, hardly any subjects in this experiment seem to have followed one of the
discussed strategies. Particularly, we find hardly any evidence of avoiding misery,
which was found to be an important factor for subjects when making group
recommendations. This may be due to subjects attaching different weighting to the
criteria. Many subjects talk about the Importance and Recency of items when
explaining their choice, in contrast to hardly any mention of the Relevance of
Location. One subject (s34) even states explicitly that he "is not that interested in
local news".
As can be seen in Figure 1, item A and I are clearly introduced earlier in this
experiment than in the experiment on adaptation to a group of people reported in
(Masthoff, 2004). This indicates that subjects indeed use different weightings, and
attach less weight to the "Relevance of Location" criterion than to the other criteria.
As many as nine subjects introduce J (ratings 8-8-6) before H (ratings 8-9-6). Again,
this seems to show a disregard for criterion 2 "Relevance of Location".
Subjects sometimes seem to interpret ratings, mapping them onto real life news
items. For instance, three subjects (SI4, S18, and S33) described item A as
"September the 11th", a news item of great importance and very recent (at the time of
broadcast), but related to (according to them) a less relevant location. Some subjects
seem to equate the "Relevance of Location" criterion with whether the news is local
or not. In the UK, there are local news broadcasts after the main news, with news
items like "elderly lady mugged in Brighton". This might have influenced subjects'
opinion ofthis criterion.
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Fig. 1. Introduction of items A (left) and I (right) in this experiment (grey) and in the old
experiment (adaptation to a group of people) (black).

4

Adapting the Strategies to Deal with Inequality

In Masthoff (2004), we noted that individuals in a group can be of varied importance,
and discussed how weightings could be used in an Average Strategy, or even how
only the ratings of the most important individual could be used (we called this the
Most Respected Person strategy). In our experiments in (Masthoif, 2004), however,
subjects regarded all individuals as equally important, which is not surprising given
that they were only provided with their names. (We tried to influence subjects'
attribution of importance in one experiment by giving John, Adam and Mary varying
ages, but without success). Actually, it seems quite sensible and morally correct to
treat everybody equally when a system is adapting to a group of people. Of course,
there may be some exceptions, for instance when the group contains adults as well as
children, or when it is somebody's birthday. But in general, equality seems a good
choice. In contrast, when a system is adapting to a group of criteria, rather than
people, there is no particular reason for assuming all criteria are as important. It is
even quite likely that not all criteria are equally important for a particular person. The
result of the experiment discussed above do indeed show such an inequality between
criteria. So, how can we adapt the strategies to deal with this, and to better explain the
behaviour of our subjeets? There are several ways in which this can be done:
1. Average O/Important Criteria and Least Misery For Important Criteria
The ratings of unimportant criteria are ignored completely. For instance, assume
criterion Location is regarded unimportant, then its ratings are ignored. The result
of the Average Of Important Criteria strategy becomes:
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D

E

F

G

H

I

6

10

9

6

8

10

J
8

9

8

5

6

7

6

7

Group List:

• • •iI• • •l1iiJ AE(F,I)(H,J)DGBC

~

And the result of the Least Misery For Important Criteria strategy becomes:

Group List:
AEFI(H,J,D)GBC

2. Average With Weights.
The ratings of unimportant criteria are given less weight. The weight of a criterion
is multiplied with its ratings to produce new ratings. For instance, suppose criteria
Importance and Recency were three times as important as criterion Location. The
result of the Average With Weights Strategy becomes:
Im ortance
Location
Recen

A
30
1
30

B

C

12
9

9
8

15

6

D
18
9
21

E
30
7
27

F
27
9

G
18

H
24

6

9

15

18

I
30
3
21

J

24
8

Group List
weight 3-1-3:
EAFlliJDGBC
weight 2-1-2:
EFA(H,I)JDGBC

Note that a weight of 0 results in ignoring the ratings completely, as above.
3. Average Without Misery For Some.
Misery is avoided for important criteria but not for unimportant ones. Assume
criterion Location is again regarded as unimportant. The result of the Average
Without Misery For Some strategy with threshold 6 becomes:
Group List

h;;~;:;;;;;;;-T~IT-tf--r-;f-H'irtilt-;f-t-f---t"ti--HM threshold 6:
(EF)H(J,D)AI
threshold 7:
(EF)AI

Table 3 shows how the subjects' replies fit with the strategies discussed above:
• Bold borderlines indicate replies that are in correspondence with the Average
strategy (thin line) or the Average With Weights strategy for weights 2-1-2 or
3-1-3 (fat line).
• Bold dotted borderlines indicate replies that are in correspondence with the
Average Without Misery strategy (small dots), or the Average Without Misery
For Some strategy (large dots) with criterion Location as unimportant.
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Table 3. Results mapped onto the strategies with inequality. See above for meaning of shading
and borderlines.

Average Without Misery For Some
threshold 7 followed by threshold 6

_"..--=~"-+-::---+-::--+-'-""; Average Without Misery For Some for the
--~:-~~~-+~~

first three items. Threshold 7.

.....:..:'-~.I-"-_I Average strategy throughout.

-i'7--t-:':--+-::---t-=--i None of the discussed strategies.

Least Misery (or Average) for Important
Criteria: Importance only, for first three
items.
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Shading indicates replies that are in correspondence with the Least Misery
strategy (light grey), or the Least Misery for Important Criteria strategy (dark
grey) with criterion Location as unimportant. Subject s14 explicitly indicated
that he was using this strategy, stating that he always went for the item with
the highest Importance, disregarding the other criteria.
Some replies correspond to multiple strategies. E.g., subject s4's response
corresponds both to Average with Weights and Average Without Misery For Some.
This has been indicated in the summary column.
Comparing Table 2 with Table 3, we conclude that our adaptation of the strategies
to cope with inequality has had some success in explaining subject behaviour. There
also seems to be some evidence now that subjects still do care about avoiding misery.
Subjects just do not seem to care about the criterion Relevance of Location, and
therefore do not care about avoiding misery for that criterion.

5

Conclusions

The problem of combining rating for multiple criteria bears a similarity with that of
combing rating for multiple people. We have performed an exploratory experiment to
investigate to what extend results from our group modelling work can be used when
combining multiple criteria, for instance for personalized news. The results show that
a main issue when combining criteria is dealing with a likely inequality of the
criteria's importance. We have shown some ways in which the strategies can be
modified to cope with this. This is only the first step in the research. The next step
would be to show subjects sequences generated by our algorithms and ask them to
rate the user's predicted satisfaction.
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Appendix A: Task Wording
You are going to watch the news. For each news item, we know
• How important the news is in geneml. For instance, a major earthquake is more
important than a single house collapsing.
Each item is rated from 1 -really unimportant- to lO-realIy important.
• How relevant the location of the news is to you. For instance, for a Dutch person
living in Brighton, the relevance of location of news from the Netherlands and
Brighton is higher than that of news from Italy.
Each item is mted from 1 -really irrelevant location- to 1O-really relevant
location.
• How recent the news is. For instance, something that happened in the last hour is
more recent than something that happened yesterday.
Each item is rated from 1 -really old news- to 1O-really recent news.
News Item
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

Importance
10
4
3
6
10
9
6
8
10
8

Relevance of Location
1

9
8
9
7
9
6
9

Recency
10
5
2
7
9

8
5
6
7
6

3
8
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I

i

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

You have only time to watch one item. Which item would you watch? Why?
You have only time to watch two items. Which items would you watch? Why?
You have only time to watch three items. Which items would you watch? Why?
You have only time to watch four items. Which items would you watch? Why?
You have only time to watch five items. Which items would you watch? Why?
You have only time to watch six items. Which items would you watch? Why?
You have only time to watch seven items. Which items would you watch? Why?
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Metadata trust in a Personal Video Recorder
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Abstract. Trust is the belief or confidence in someone that their
recommendations will work for you, i.e. that you will like the TV-programs (or
other content) that they recommend. Many systems incorporate some notion of
trust. Trust is more than similarity in taste, which makes trust a broader concept
than the concept of similarity used in Collaborative Filtering. This paper
describes ongoing work on the development of a trust-aware Personal Video
Recorder (PVR). It presents a taxonomy of ways in which trust can be
quantified and gives first ideas about automatically deriving trust for use in a
PVRsystem.

1

Introduction

The well-known problem of information overload is very much present in the TV
domain. The fact that more and more channels become available, broadcasting
programs 2417, makes it hard to fmd the one program that is interesting for you. Not
to mention the fact that anyone can be a content provider nowadays, by offering
content via the Internet.
This is where metadata comes in. Metadata is meant to help people find what they
are looking for. Ideally, it provides objective and accurate descriptions of the content,
based on which a user can decide whether or not the content is suitable.
However, a problem analogous to the one in the content domain arises in the
metadata domain as well: "Everyone's a critic", i.e., everyone can be a metadata
provider. At that point, metadata is no longer objective, but becomes very much a
reflection of an individual opinion about content.
At the Amazon website [1], for instance, people can provide metadata in the form
of reviews on books and DVDs. When reading all reviews for one specific book, a
user will have a hard time deciding whether or not to buy the book since some
reviews are very positive, and others are very negative. Questions that immediately
arise then are 'Who wrote this review?' and, 'Can I trust him or her?'.
In the medical domain it is even more important to know whether or not to trust a
review: if you follow a positive review on an instruction video with back exercises,
you can seriously damage your back if the reviewer is not an expert on the subject.
The Amazon website does help in a way, by providing the average rating about a
book, i.e. the mean value of all reviews that users gave on a specific book. This helps,
if you are an average customer. Such an average rating will have evened out the
extreme ratings that could have matched your interest and still you don't know the
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people behind the average rating, so you still don't know whether you can trust the
rating.
Amazon follows a better, more personalized, approach in providing personalized
recommendations. Using collaborative filtering techniques, it finds people that have
the same buying or rating behavior (in the books domain) as you. It recommends
books that those people valued high, and you did not have read yet. This approach
gives better support for the user in deciding whether or not to buy the book.
Collaborative Filtering has some problems though like the 'cold-start' problem: new
users cannot be matched with other people, since nothing is known about their buying
and rating behavior yet, and the 'sparse density problem': the ratio of the relatively
small number of ratings versus the relatively large number of books, may be too small
to find similar people with enough reliability. And you still don't 'see' the people
behind the recommendation. The only thing you know is that they are similar with
regard to rating and buying behavior in the books domain.
In everyday-live, you follow people's advice if you trust them, i.e. when you
believe that their advice will work for you. This belief may be based on similarity in
taste (of books) but is probably based on a lot more. When you follow your friends'
advice to read a book, you may do this because you share the same hobbies, or just
because you like them. When you follow your doctor's advice to do the videoexercises, you do this because previous advice worked for you, or because other
people that you know well, told you that this doctor is very competent. Knowing that
people have the same illness as you have may increase the feeling of trust towards
them, even if you don't know their taste in TV-programs.
In this paper we use 'trust' in the meaning of 'the belief in someone that their
advice will work for you'. So decisions of whether or not to follow someone's advice
or review are based on trust, which is more than just similarity in taste in one specific
area. It therefore would be useful to see whether such a notion of trust can be
incorporated in an environment where there is an overload of content and objective
metadata.
This paper describes the first steps towards a trust-aware Personal Video Recorder
(PVR). Section 2 describes related work. We then explain in Section 3 how trost can
be derived in an environment where 'everyone's a critic'. Section 4 describes the
trust-aware PVR. Section 5 gives conclusions and proposes further work on this
subject.

2

Related Work

There are numerous systems that implicitly or explicitly incorporate some notion of
trust. At the E-Bay website [3], trust that someone is a reliable seller or buyer is
derived from previous experiences of the community with that person; in EBay, trust
is not about giving personalized recommendations.
Amazon [1] keeps a list of 'Top Reviewers', that are more trustworthy than other
reviewers. Someone becomes a top reviewer if their reviews are valued high other
users. Because the ranking is based on the mean value of the ratings of the overall
community (mass moderation), it is not a personalized list of Top Reviewers. Trust
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has therefore the meaning of 'the belief that someone will write decent, high quality
reviews', more than 'the belief that someone will write recommendations that work for
you'. The former can be objectively determined, the latter is purely subjective.
Amazon does offer the possibility to keep your own list of 'Friends and Favorites'.
Based on their profile and reviews, you can choose persons that you trust to give
recommendations that work for you.
Slashdot [9] has a very sophisticated way (moderation schema) of calculating the
overall trust in someone (the beliefthat their articles are of high quality). There is no
personalization here: the community as a whole decides what is good; you cannot
create your own list of favorite writers. Of course, the quality of the content in
Slashdot can more easily objectively determined while the quality of
recommendations in a PVR system is much more subjective. Like the mass
moderation scheme of Amazon, this results in trust in the sense of 'the belief that
someone writes high quality reviews', rather than 'recommendations that will work for
you'. There's no personal, subjective notion in the kind of trust used in Slashdot.
In the TV-Scout system [2] some users get the chance to become opinion leaders:
they are believed to be trustworthy reviewers. Their recommendations (e.g. "Andreas'
favorite action movies") can be accessed by anyone. Users can subscribe to their
favorite opinion leaders. Not everyone can become an opinion leader though; they
need to represent the community's taste. In that sense trust means 'the belief that
someone will write recommendations that work for a large part of the community'
rather than 'that will work for you'.
In [5] and [6] the importance of giving the user direct influence on the
recommendation process is pointed out.

3

Measuring and Using Trust

Trust is the belief that someone's opinion or recommendation will work for you. Trust
can be based on similarity between users; for instance similarity in taste of TVprograms (something that CF techniques use), but also similarity in taste of books, in
hobbies, favorite holiday-destinations, illnesses, political orientation, etc.
Another factor that influences trust is reputation; i.e. previous experiences of
yourself or others with a person in general or with his advice in particular.
Finally, more intangible factors may influence trust. If you know a person in everyday live, things like whether you like a person or not. may influence your feeling of
trust towards that person.
This section explains how to come to a quantification of trust in an environment
where everyone's a critic. In general, not all of the above-mentioned factors can be
automatically derived. The main information that is present in such an environment is
reviews, i.e. users' opinions about content, about other users, about other users'
opinions etc. They serve both as input for users to form their own opinions and as
input for the system to automatically estimate trust relations.
Section 3.1 lists the various types of reviews. Section 3.2 describes how they can
be used to get a quantification of trust.
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3.1

Types of Reviews

Review of Reviewer
The strongest evidence of trust of user A in user B are reviews that A gives about B.
These are direct expressions of how A thinks about B (Figure 1). They should count
heavily in the calculation of trust.

Fig. 1. Direct review of user A on user B

Review of Review
A less direct indication of trust of A in B, is what A thinks about the reviews of B.
These reviews of B can be of the various types that we distinguished earlier: review
on another user C, review on a review of C, and review on content (Figure 2). These
reviews of A about reviews of B should count heavily in the calculation of trust, but
not as strongly as the direct expression of A towards B discussed in the previous
subsection.

Fig. 2. Reviews of user A on reviews of user B

Review of Content
If user A rates content the same way as user B does, it indicates some amount of trust
from A towards B. This is the classical Collaborative Filtering (Figure 3).
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Fig. 3. Similarity in rating of content between two users

Of course, the similarity in review does not have to be limited to reviews of
content; also similarity in rating of other users or other reviews contributes to the
amount of trust of A in B (Figure 4).

Fig. 4. Similarity in several types of rating between two users

We feel that this kind of similarity is a significantly weaker indication of trust than
the ones discussed in the previous two subsections. Those were explicit expressions of
user A about user B or about user B's reviews. The similarity discussed in this
subsection, is implicitly derived by the system and not based on any explicit
indication of A about B.

3.2 Calculating Trust
Based on the findings of the previous two subsections, we propose the following way
for calculating a value for trust from user A to user B:
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Ifthere is a direct review of user A on user B: use the rating in that review as the
trust value. Since a direct review is such a strong indication, trust should be based
solely on reviews on reviewers, if they are available.
trust =rating(A,B)

If there is no review of A on B, use the other trust building factors from Section
3.1:
trust = wl x {average of A's ratings on B's reviews}
+ w2 x {similarity between A's reviews and
B's reviews USing Collaborative
Filtering formulas}

Where wI and w2 are weight factors, with wI > w2 since reviews on reviews are
considered a better indication of trust than similarity in reviews as explained in
Section 3.L
If no reviews of A are available, trust could be derived by trust propagation
techniques from Section 3.3.

3.3

Trust Propagation

The previous sections showed how trust between two user A and B can be derived
from direct evidence given by user A. Once trust is known for a number of users, it
may be propagated to other users, without the need for taking into account any
reviews. Figure 5 gives a simple example. If trust relations between A and C and C
and B are calculated, then a trust relation between A and B can be derived using the
principle 'Friends of our friends are our friends': if A trusts C and C trusts B, then A
very likely trusts B.
This is an example of scalar trust metrics. These metrics are common in the Agent
Networks research area, where especially for trade agents it is important to know
whether or not an agent can be trusted (see e.g. [4]).

Fig. 5. Trust propagation using scalar trust metric

Trust propagation can also be done using group trust metrics. This is how Google
sorts web pages on their level of interest [7]. If a page has many backlinks, it is
supposed to be more relevant than pages that have few backlinks. Links from relevant
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pages count heavier than links from less relevant pages. And links from pages that
have only a few outlinks, count heavier than links from pages that have many links
outward. Analogous to this, trust can be determined (see Figure 6).
Contrary to scalar trust metrics, this gives a general value of trustworthiness of a
user instead of a trust relation between two specific users. One could argue whether
such a general value is of any use since, analogous to the average book rating from
Section 1, it is based on average trust values.
Since a trust relation between A and B that is derived by trust propagation is not
based on either reviews from A nor B, we feel that this is the weakest way of
determining trust.

Fig. 6. Trust propagation using group trust metries

4

A Trust-aware PVR

A Personal Video Recorder (PVR) is a device that stores TV-content digitally on a
hard disk. An Electronic Program Guide (EPG) is often integrated, allowing
progranuning the PVR with 'one-click-of-the-mouse' by simply selecting the program
to record. In addition, PVRs often offer advanced search functionality and a
recommendation service, suggesting interesting TV programs, or recording those
automatically. These recommendations are normally based on your previous
recording behavior, explicit ratings, and similarity in taste of TV-programs of other
PVR users. Well-known examples ofPVR systems are Philip's TiVo and SonicBlue's
ReplayTV ([8], [1OJ).
Section 4.1 lists some functional requirements of a trust-based PVR. Section 4.2
gives some ideas about how to give trust-based recommendations.What would such a
system look like, when trust is incorporated into it?

4.1

Functional Requirements

Some of the requirements are aimed at providing users with enough information to
allow them to express trust towards other users {'Reviews of Reviewers'}. Other
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requirements are aimed at collecting enough data for the system to estimate trust
relations automatically.
• Users should be encouraged to provide as much information about them
(like hobbies and the like). Other users should be able to see this
information to see how similar they are.
• Users should be able to write reviews on TV-programs, reviews about
other users' reviews, and reviews about other users. Maybe even reviews
about content providers or certain TV-channels.
• Anyone should be able to see these reviews.
• Users should be able to tell the system explicitly to what extend they trust
other users.
• Users should be able to share their experiences with other users'
recommendations. One common way is to allow users to comment on
other users' reviews and make these reviews-on-reviews available to
anyone.
• The PVR should have 'people-finder' functionality; allowing users to
quickly find possibly similar users that are candidates to be trusted.
• Users should be stimulated to provide reviews. One way (analog to
Amazon) is to publish a list of top reviewers; another is to give users
insight in how succesfull their reviews are, i.e. how many users followed
their advice to watch or record a recommended TV-program. The PVR
could use a credit system: by providing good reviews, the user earns the
right to record content.
• The PVR should use trust as the basis for automatic recommendations.
These could be recommendations of TV-programs, but also
recommendations of possible trustworthy users. The next section gives a
first idea of how to do this.
Since this work is still in progress, we don't expect to have given the complete and
final list of requirements here.

4.2

Trust-based Recommendations

Now that we calculated trust in Section 3, the question is how to use it in
automatically recommending content. We follow the same approach as in
Collaborative Filtering: a prediction of how a user will value content is based on
similarity between the user with other users, and the rating of those other users for the
content. Content that has a high estimated rating is then recommended. In our case,
we use the broader concept of trust instead of similarity. The calculation has the same
form:
estimatedJating(userA, content) =
average{trust(userA,userX) x rating(userx,content)}
over all userX of which trust(userA,userX) is known and rating(userx,content) is known.

We then recommend to user A the programs that have high estimated ratings.
Besides recommending content, we also plan to recommend possibly good reviewers,
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i.e. other users that might be trustworthy. This is something not commonly found in
existing applications. This type of recommendation could be based on trust
propagation with scalar trust metrics as explained in Section 3.3. Although we did not
look thoroughly into this yet, a first attempt could be:
estimatedJatiDg(userA, userB) =
trust(userA, userXl) x •.. x trust(userXu,userB)
with userXi the iDtermediate users in a path from userA to userB in the trust network.

Some research should be into determining the maximum path length to be
considered.

5

Conclusions and Further Work

Trust-awareness seems to be a valuable addition to applications in environments with
multiple metadata sources. It helps users to get recommendations from people that not
only have similar taste of content but also can be trusted. Metadata trust is especially
vital in medical environments.
We explained how the notion of trust can be incorporated in a PVR system, and
showed the expected gain. We discussed the mechanisms and data structures required.
It is important not to underestimate the user in his ability to explicitly express trust
towards another user. Trying to purely automatically derive trust relationships,
without taking into account these explicit user statements, will give unsatisfactory
predictions.
The implementation of our trust-aware PVR is still in progress. Further work is
aimed at a user pilot with a prototype of the system, getting answers to questions like:
• What are effective ways of stimulating users to provide reviews?
• Do the proposed ways of calculating trust and generating recommendations
provide useful feedback? Do users act upon recommendations that they
receive?
• Is trust really more than similarity in taste? It may be interesting to see
whether people rate content the same way as people they trust. If they do,
there may not be a difference between trust and similarity in taste in content.
The main goal behind these questions is to prove the value of trust-awareness.
Another interesting question is whether communities will develop within
applications like the trust-aware PVR. Such a community may consist of a user group
with very tight trust relations between the members of the group.
Other future research is planned on how to deal with context-dependency of trust.
The type of content at hand may be of influence on whether you trust a person's
review or not. A doctor may very well be an expert on medical videos, but may not be
trusted when reviewing the latest James Bond movie.
Even the way trust is calculated may be content dependent. In some context (e.g.
movies) similarity in taste may be more important than reputation; in other contexts
(medical) reputation is more important than similarity in taste.
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In addition to metadata trust, another type of trust is the reliability of content
providers. In addition to metadata trust, trust of content providers could be added to
the system. Reviews about, for instance, Disney stating that 'they always know how
to entertain children'.
Finally, we want to look how reviews of certified organizations (like a
governmental movie censorship committee) should be handled in a trust-aware
system. Those organizations may be trusted by default.
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Abstract. This document briefly describes an iTV Enhanced System capable of generating Online Learning Environments (OLE), namely, educational websites to be
viewed through several types of devices. Explained are the motivations for the development of the above mentioned System, what is new about this System and what
we expect to achieve with it. Also presented in tbis work, in general terms, the system architecture, functionalities and evaluation method. Some conclusions are presented and also future lines of research are point out.

1 Introduction
Television, love by ones and hate by others, it is, for some, the secret best friend, for
most, the main information source and for all a magic window with the power to
transport us to anywhere in the world whenever we decided. It is "central to the entertainment, information, leisure, and social life of millions of homes all over the
world" [1].
As technology never stops to improve, also Television benefited quite a lot with
the emergence and/or transformations occurred in several areas, namely, devices,
communication platforms and ways/methods of transmission. In fact, the appearance
of a new paradigm, the Interactive Television (iTV), allows the viewer to interact
with an application that is simultaneously delivered (via a digital network) in addition with the traditional TV signal [2]. Thus, we may say that the iTV technology
achieved, by the integration of two privileged environments like TV and Internet, the
creation of a new and very rich environment where several types of services are pos-
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sible with different types and levels of interactivity. The traditional education system
also had the necessity to adapt to this new environments (TV and Internet) [3] which
had became powerful learning tools: In the 60's the TV was used in a project called
Teleschool which consisted simply in broadcasting classes over the traditional TV
network [4]. In the 90's the Internet allowed Long Distance Learning (LDL) to
evolve and tum into e-learning [5]. More recently, iTV is also being used in order to
provide c1assroom's at a distance, that is, to allow a certain level of interactivity
amongst students and teachers. So, in a typical learning environment where the
learners are, usually, in a conscious state of reflexive cognition, that is to say, in a
conscious state of 'need to learn more or nced to learn something new', these three
environments work efficiently. However, people are not always in a state of constant
reflexive cognition and yet there are moments in our lives when that happens, even
when we are outside of a typical learning environment, such as, the classroom. For
instance, simple quotidian things like exploring our mobile phone menus, listening
to the radio or seeing a TV program, may, at some point in time, create reflexive
cognition states. Everybody has, sometime, felt the need to learn more about a certain something that, for instance, he or she was watching on TV or listening to on
the radio. Unfortunately, until now, the only solution was to undertake some private
research in order to satisfy that need. In fact, none of the above mentioned devices/environments is prepared to answer to this particular unconscious need of the
user to know more about something and, based on that, prepare him a personalized
lesson. Thus, and as part of the first author phd studies, we decided to implement an
iTV Enhanced System capable of generating personalized multi-device Online
Learning Environments (OLE) appropriate to respond to the learning opportunities
specifically created by TV. Thus, in general terms, the main goal of this work is to
provide, via an informative environment like Internet, an answer to the learning opportunities created by an entertainment environment like TV. The OLEs will be prepared in order to be viewed via several types of devices, namely, iTV, computers,
Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and mobile telephones. From a conceptual point
of view, with this work we expect to understand the advantages, which will be the
added value, of connecting these two environments. From a practical point of view,
we expect to propose a new and personalized type of service, which is, for Jana Bennet Director ofBBC Television [6] and for several other researchers the biggest challenges ahead and the next direction to follow [7,8,9,10, II, 12]. Since the system is
now in an early stage of development it will be generally and briefly described to in
this work, namely its architecture, cognitive patterns, type of programs, functionalities, development and evaluation method. Some future lines of researeh are also
referred.

2 System
In order to briefly refer to the system's way of functioning, in general terms we may
say that, while watching a TV program, the viewer will be able to tag, via a simple
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click, the specific issues/contents in which he or she is interested in learning more
about. In order to easily refer to this functionality we decided to call it the "tagging
content interface" which can be seen in figure 1. At the end of the TV program, or
whenever the viewer decides to interrupt it, a website with a personalized web lesson
on all those tagged issues will be generated by the system, in a server, and be made
available to the viewer, via the Internet. The viewer will receive an e-mail (default
option), a sms, or both, with the web link to the online personalized lesson. When
asked by the viewer, the system will also be able to prepare the lesson in order to be
viewed via several types of devices, namely, computers, iTV, PDAs and mobile telephones as can be seen in figure 1.
Important to mention that in spite all the system functionalities, the design of the
"tagging content interface" will be the scope of our work since it is the first author
phd thesis main goal.

TV
Broadcast

............. Tagging CMtent Interface

Fig. 1. System Architecture

Cognitive Patterns. The first phase of this work consisted on a detailed study of the
cognitive patterns associated with the devices to be used: Computers, PDAs, TV/iTV
and mobile telephones. This study was fundamental to help us understand the particularities of the aforementioned devices and environments (Internet and TV), the
pedagogical potentials and learning situations associated with each one of them, and
to help us find the appropriate interface and adequate transition between them.
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Type of Programs. There are lots of different categories/subcategories of programs,
for instance: movies (drama, terror ... ), documentaries (historical, biological.. .), reality TV, Informative (daily journal, technical). As the state of mind, feeling, reflexive
cognition state and way of learning, amongst other factors, varies according to what
we are watching, we had to focus in just one category/subcategory. The chosen category/subcategory was Information technical Programs.

Functionalities. The proposed system will work integrated with the traditional iTV
and will functioning as described next:

User authentication and service choice. After activating the system, the first menu
that appears on the TV screen will allow the user to login to the system and choose
the service that he intends to use. If the user is using the system for the first time he
will be asked to fill an electronic form which will allow the system to define his profile. The form comprises personal data like gender, age, e-!Dail address, mobile
phone number, the way in which the user wants to be informed about the web lesson
location (e-mail, sms or both), amongst other data. After the conclusion and submission of the form the system will generate the user correspondent login and password
Also on that first menu the user will be able to choose the kind of service that he
wants to use and which may be: 1) iTV; 2) Online Learning and 3) iTV & Online
Learning:
- Service 1: iTV - simply allows the user to access the traditional interactive TV service.
- Service 2: Online Learning - will allow the user to activate the specific service already described early and which is the main goal of this work. This service will allow the user to easily tag the issues in which he is interested in learning more about
and, a website with a personalized lesson on all those tagged issues will be generated
by the system and be made available via the Internet to several types of devices.
- Service 3: iTV & Online Learning (already outside the ambit ofthis specific work)will allow the user to use the previous described two services at the same time, that
is, in some moments tag the program in order to see a web lesson latter, and, in other
moments, follow the link immediately and interrupt the program.

Finalization of Services 2) and 3). At the end of the program transmission, or when
the user decides to interrupt it, he will be conducted to the screen where he will see
the list of tagged issues. On that screen he will have the possibility to: access the
complete list of issues that may be tagged and modifY his own list of previous tagged
issues by increasing or removing certain tags. Also on that screen the user will have
the possibility to change the way in which he will be informed about the location of
the web lesson. The possibilities are: via e-mail (default option), sms or both. Yet on
the same screen the user will have the possibility to decide which device he wants to
use in order to view the web lesson: a computer, the TV, a PDA or a mobile tele-
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phone. In all cases the lesson will be created and made available via the web. If the
user chooses to view his lesson on the TV he will be asked if he wants to see it immediately or latter. In any case and independently of the device that he decided to
use, he will be informed about the exact location (address) ofthe website correspondent to his web lesson. If, for some reason, the user turns off the TV without remember to access the "Services Finalization Screen" the system will prepare, by default, a
web lesson to be viewed through the computer, with all the issues that he tagged before turning off the TV. The system will inform the user about the location of the
lesson using the method defined in the user profile.
Development. For the development and implementation of the final system, with the
above mentioned characteristics, very specific and expensive human and physical
resources are needed, considering that real TV stations will have to be involved.
Thus, and since we intent to focus our work in the "tagging content interface" design, we opted in developing a prototype. The prototype, capable to completely simulate the functionalities of the real system, namely service 2, (already described earlier), will work on a Computer which screen will simulate the TV screen and which
keyboard keys will simulate the control keys from the TV remote control. The computer will be connected to a server, which will have as main functions: store the data
base with the web modules delivered with the TV program in order to serve as material to create the personalized web lessons, store the personalized web lessons generated by the system, store the interaction interface module and store the user data
(profile). The development of the prototype, in terms of interface design and implementation, may be divided in two fundamental parts that will be independently
evaluated. Part 1, and the most important one since it is the main focus ofthis work,
is the initial interface, the ''tagging content interface", that is, the interface that will
allow the user to tag particular issues/contents on a program and, in practical terms
to do the bridge between both environments: Internet and TV. These environments
will have to be connected with an interface, as user-friendly, easy to understand and
intuitive as possible, and, at the same time, taking into account the specificities of
each one of them. That is to say that, the interface will have to be the less intrusive
possible in order to don't interfere and/or conflict with the TV viewer entertainment
experience. Also important to refer that the transition between the deviees/environments will have to be very smooth but, at the same time, taking advantage on what is best about each one of them. This interface is now being implemented. Part 2 refers to the development of the remaining interface screens and web
lessons.
To the development of the prototype some software programs and programming languages are, simultaneously, being used, namely:
- to the video editing: the program Adobe Premiere Pro;
- to the interfaces development: the program Macromedia Director MX and the programming language Lingo;
- to the web lessons development HTML, DHTML e XML;
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- to test the web lessons that are going to be viewed through the TV (the so-called
TV sites): the Microsoft program Web TV Viewer;
- to the dynamic integration of the several components: the programming language

PHP.
To make the system work we need more than a specific TV program. In fact, the TV
program will have to be supplied to the TV operator with additional web modules
developed under certain specific criteria and standards. These modules will be installed on the server data base in order to serve as material to the construction of the
personalized web lessons.
Evaluation Method. The evaluation will be of two types: Formative Evaluation
which will occur during the whole process of development and will be based in the
expert's opinion, and the Final Evaluation which will occur after the conclusion of
the prototype and will count with the participation of experts and user. The final
evaluation will consist in a final test or experiment and in the application of a questionnaire. The final test will probably help us understand if the system is in fact effective, useful, intuitive and easy to use and the questionnaire will probably allow us
to know, the experts and user opinions on the system.

3 Conclusions and Future Work
This work is part of a major project, namely, the first author phd studies. Thus, and
considering that one of our major concerns was to obtain feedback from other professionals, the system functionalities were already discussed with some professionalJexperts in the areas of interactive television, educational sciences and human
computer interfaces. Until now the enthusiasm was obvious amongst the majority of
them. In relation to more specific data and as the prototype is already in an early
stage of development it was impossible to present more concrete results. As future
works and after concluding our system, we will try to adapt the system interface to
other possible categories of programs. Another future work could be the study and
development of an appropriate interface for service 3) iTV & Online Learning.
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Abstract. A testbed is presented for experimenting the convergence ofIP-based
and in particular peer-ta-peer services, and Digital Television. The testbed
implementation comprises the setup of a real broadcasting production
environment, of the related contribution links and the development of a set of
applications for content management and fruition.

1 Introduction

The adoption of Digital Terrestrial Television technologies in many of EU countries
is fostering major changes in the TV broadcasting arena. High quality digital MPEG-2
encoding of PAL analog format for NY TV content may require up to 5 to 6 Mb/s
bitrates. Digital signal modulation provides an average bandwidth of 20 to 26 Mbitls
on a fixed frequency channel (assuming UHF ultra high frequency 8Mhz channel
width). Accordingly, broadcasters will have the capacity of transmitting up to 6
digital channels where they used to have only one analog available. [1]
The role of broadcasters is therefore rapidly changing as they the are becoming
network operators offering their infrastructure for third party content distribution: TV
operators switching to digital may choose not to fill up the entire bandwidth with their
own contents but to provide "transport services" over the remaining capacity.
At the same time, on the Internet side, widespread adoption of cheap broadband
access technologies is making multimedia content and services more and more
appealing and accessible to home users especially thanks to p2p content sharing
applications.
Terrestrial TV digitalization, with its highly pervasive infrastructure, allows us to
conceive a new sort of integration between Internet and television worlds: beyond the
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simple internet access services dating back to satellite era, the convergence of IF and
DTV makes the development of new generation services possible.
Our work focuses on the development of a new kind of Personal TV services for
presenting home users a unified interface for publishing and accessing multimedia
contents coming from TV and/or the Internet. The aim is also to provide service/data
centers (and broadcasters) with means to assemble in a transport stream such contents
coming both from IP and TV worlds and to organize them in service/program lists
and schedules. An announcement protocol will be used for service announcement and
description. This way the end user with a single device (Set Top Box or DTT-enabled
PC) will be able to transparently identify, navigate, access and consume contents
coming from broadcast/multicast or unicast networks. The data/service center will be
able to select digital contributions from a plurality of sources (the users as well!) and
organize them in the TV program schedule according to given policies. To complete
the DTV process chain a broadcaster/network operator will provide the frequencies
and physical infrastructure for the transmission of the assembled transport streams,
collecting them from a plurality of service/data centers and from heterogeneous
contribution links such as ATM, satellite or radio based, in various transfer formats
(IP, DVB-ASI).
The reference technical background for our work is defined by two different sets of
standards/technologies. On one side, digital television leverages on european and
worldwide adopted standard DVB [2] defining mechanisms for multiplexing
multimedia (MPEG2) and encapsulated data streams in a single transport stream and
delivering it to the end user. On the other, peer-to-peer applications in general rely on
dedicated middleware and/or applications with, at least, a relevant exception: general
purpose middleware JXTA. JXTA protocols specification has been submitted as an Internet
draft

Our aim is to provide an infrastructure for the user to access seamlessly multimedia
content either coming from the broadcast stream or provided/shared by other users
thus enabling her/him to assemble a custom program composed of contributions
coming from different sources. The same infrastructure shall provide services for
sharing in a p2p architecture digital contents across the user community, leveraging
on the broadcast network for distribution and advertisement propagation. Similar
approaches have been adopted in various projects such as, for example, Share It! [3],
without directly addressing the integration of IP and DVB-based services.

2 The Testbed
The testbed will be located in the Turin area. With reference to the next illustration, a
DTV broadcasting network will be provided, in collaboration with a local
broadcasting company. The broadcaster will be equipped with a datacenter for
collecting contents through contribution links. The contents collected in the datacenter
will be merged in the transport stream and broadcast along with suitable MHP
applications.
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The aforementioned applications are peers capable of announcing and consuming
multimedia services and contents. Moreover, they can browse and use suitable sets of
metadata included in the transport stream (both in DSM-CC sections - a mechanism
for encapsulating generic data in a digital TV broadcast - and in the Service
Information standardised informative sections about the contents of a TV broadcast)
to discover contents and create an extended EPG (Electronic Program Guide), guiding
the user in content fruition: as an example, metadata will be used to specifY that the
format of a particular announced content is DVB-MPEG2 (pure DTV content - a TV
channel) and needs to be transferred to the decoding chipset in order to be displayed.
In another case the content could be an MPEG4 stream transmitted on-air by means of
IP over DYB encapsulation: accordingly the TV reception board would work as a
normal IP network interface sending the received stream to the appropriate media
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playing software. In the following paragraphs we briefly describe the components
developed for setting up the testbed.
3 HW Components
Current standards for digital television provide three capabilities: transport of MPEG2
encoded audio and video for direct fruition by the user, IP-based streams
encapsulation in DSM-CC private sections through Multi Protocol Encapsulation
(DVB-MPE) and a cross platform application distribution mechanism and runtime
environment (DVB-MHP).
For efficient management of contribution links a board was designed and developed
with the capability of aggregating up to 32 IP fluxes, encapsulating and multiplexing
them in a transport stream and feeding it to a generic multiplexer through a local ASI
link. The board is based on a FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Array) chipset and
has a throughput of 100 Mb/s.
4 P2P Applications

Most existing P2P systems require the presence of a centralized server storing a list of
connected machines (peers). Such systems present many limitations mainly deriving
from this centralization. In particular the type of sharable services is reduced, in most
implementations, to file sharing and chat. Every single P2P implementation is
completely independent and it's often based on proprietary protocols so that it
becomes complicated or impossible for an application to access the resources of a
different P2P system.
The JXTA [4] project refines the P2P concept enabling a wide range of distributed
applications to collaborate together and go beyond the limitations of current P2P
applications. A JXTA network doesn't require a centralized server (thus solving the
problem of the single point of failure) and above all extends the functionalities of
existing P2P systems allowing the sharing and the announcement of any type of
service. One of the other peculiarities is the possibility of organizing the peers in
communities or groups according to their interests and make possible the exchange of
digital contents.
The system that we implemented is based on JXTA technology for publishing and
accessing services from peers. When we talk about service we indicate a generic
content issue; it is therefore possible to share a particular file (classic file sharing
concept), to chat, to perform audio and video streaming (e.g. the creation of a
personal radiolTV), to transmit live events and more in general to enable VOD (video
on demand). This way a single user becomes "service consumer and producer" of
multimedia contents. The shared contents and services are associated to a set of XML
encoded metadata describing them, containing information such as author's name,
title, version number, encoding, format. Users can also meet to create thematic
channels and publish contents with other people sharing common interests. Particular
care has to be paid to the possibility of logging users' activities in order to retrieve
accurate information about the audience of multimedia content (a much more accurate
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system for monitoring audience respect to current systems where only a small sample
is selected to provide this information). In our testbed scenario end-user peers will be
used to advertise contents and/or services to be published in the broadcasting
environment, while the peer at the broadcasting datacenter will be used for polling
end user peers to fetch new contents and descriptive metadata. Metadata
encapsulation in the DVB stream is described, for example, in [5].

5 Extended EPG
EPG is roughly defined as "a list on a television screen that says which programmes
are going to be broadcast on which stations". Depending on their functionality, the
EPG may allow viewers to see what programs are available either by date or by
subject and time, provide background information, build personal lists of their
favourite channels, build personal lists of programs to watch in the days ahead and
block out specific channels or programmes above a certain parental guidance rating.
More advanced EPGs will allow to buy movies on demand and to store personalized
profiles to identity programs of interest. They will also provide more advanced search
options.
Substantially EPGs are usually based on two technological approaches. The first, the
easiest and standardised, is to retrieve information from DVB-SI (service information)
tables that are inserted by the broadcasters in their transmissions according to the
program schedule [6J. Using service information APIs an application can access these
tables and display their content by means of a well organized EPG.
The other possibility is to leave behind the SI and define a descriptive syntax for all
possible broadcast assets (using for example XML) and organize this information in a
broadcaster-side database. This database, reaching beyond the descriptive limits ofthe
DVB-SI, is then delivered to set top boxes where a client application elaborates it to
obtain complex and flexible EPG functionalities. This approach pays the lack of
standardisation in that each broadcaster is likely to define his own EPG system with
private data, but this won't be a major problem if the applicative framework becomes
standardised. This will probably be achieved with MHP that is reaching a massive
diffusion among set top boxes' manufactures, so that EPGs will be soon a platform
independent application that will be downloaded from the DVB stream like any other
application or resident in the set top box. Both of the abovementioned EPGs building
processes will of course be possible with MHP.
Thanks to the built-in functionalities of the MHP platform, creating applications for
managing services information and organizing it in form of EPGs is quite simple.
Parental control could be achieved using the Service Selection API contained in the
Java TV [7] package, that is part of the MHP specification. Using the time references
contained in the TDT and TOT (Time and Date Table-Time Offset Table) in
association with Java Media Framework API's it is possible to realize a PVR
(Personal Video Recorder), provided of course that the device mounts a hard disk.
In a possible scenario, assuming that it is possible (using a Return Channel) to collect
customers' preferences and socio-cultural trends, EPG could become a personalized
filter to best match the individual viewing preferences. Personalized filtering
techniques will be fundamental in a perspective of a growing number of TV channels.
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Another possible evolution of EPGs could raise from the integration with peer-ta-peer
technologies, such as JXTA. On the base of the integration of JXTA APIs in the MHP
environment, users share their multimedia contents so that their local medias are
diffused in form of a service or program list. For instance an user willing to view a
documentary about Kenya, might fmd such a content in the usual TV program
schedule, or perhaps he eould pick one holiday-film from another user, who is sharing
his "documentary" taken during his last holiday in Africa. Both the two kind of
resources are listed in a global EPG transmitted on-air or available through return
channel. This global EPG is a service presentation engine in a JXTA environment
where a precise syntax is defined for describing any kind of media, currently
broadcasted on-air or shared by other users. This description of a single service
contains the physical link to the service itself: for example a TV service descriptor
would carry a DVB locator link type through which a MHP application can tune a
broadcast channel while a video file service descriptor shared from a remote user
would carry a rtp or ftp link to start a file streaming or transfer session. The media
will be eventually presented in a MHP JMF (Java Media Framework - the standard
media player available with Java) instance.
6 Future work and open issues
As it will be understood from preceding description, although they are considered
major points of interest, critical issues such as Digital Rights Management, data
protection, Digital Asset Management, user characterization remain still to be
addressed. Moreover, since at the moment there is no commercially available 8TB
capable of supporting the applications developed, our prototyping work has been
carried on PC boxes equipped with DVB-T PCI boards and MHP runtime. A great
effort will have to be dedicated to tailor the applications developed to limited
resources devices such as real-world STBs.
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1 Introduction
The purpose of personalized electronic program guides (EPGs) for TV is to help
people easily find programs that match their interests; programs they would like to
watch. Many research projects so far focused on the prediction and recommendation
part of personalized EPGs (see first part of [lJ, [5] and [6]). But in personalized
information systems, besides selecting interesting information, also two other
processes play an important role in supporting users to find their needed information
easily and quickly: structuring and presentation.
The presentation process is about the user interface. User interface issues for EPGs
have been addressed by some studies (see chapters 2, 10 and 11 of [1]). Issues
addressed include the way in which to present program information, predicted ratings,
explanations about predictions and the way to acquire feedback from users.
Structuring is about the manner in which items that are displayed to the user via the
user interface are organized; structuring is about grouping and sorting items.
Traditional paper TV guides group their programs by the channels on which they are
broadcast; in Europe, most TV guides display the channels as columns and programs
are sorted on time within these columns; however, in the US, channels are displayed
as rows and programs are sorted on time within these rows. Grouping programs on
channel is also used in almost every existing EPG.
In our current research, we examine different ways to structure EPGs, especially
structures that can better support users in finding interesting items more easily; using
structures that complement the predictions made by a recommendation engine. We
are especially interested in examining the benefits of using goal-based structures.
When people watch TV they have certain goals they want to achieve; a certain
satisfaction they want to experience. This goal-based nature of people is agreed upon
by various decision-making theories. Uses and gratification theory [4] can help to
determine the possible goals that users have for watching TV. This theory states that
people choose the types of media that they will expose themselves to based on certain
gratifications or some sense of personal satisfaction that they expect to receive from a
media source. However, one might argue that watching TV is not always goaldirected; e.g. one may decide to just sit on the couch and watch TV by skimming
through channels; uses and gratification research has shown that even this behavior
addresses a goal: the goal to pass some time.
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2 Demonstration
Our personalized EPG combines a prediction engine and a user interface based on our
previous research [2] [6] with three ways of structuring:
1. Traditional channel-based structuring.
2. Goal-based structuring based on gratifications people have for watching TV, using
the gratifications identified by Lee & Lee [3].
3. Genre-based structuring using the main genre of a TV program, which gives an
indication of what gratifications to expect while not referring explicitly to goals.
Genre-based structuring is included as making goals explicit is not something users
are currently familiar with; genres are more familiar to users.
The personalized EPG also provides various ways to sort TV programs within the
used structure: on time, title and (if predictions are used) predicted ratings.
Besides these core aspects - selecting, structuring and presentation - that are the
focus of an upcoming experiment, the personalized EPG also provides additional
functionality that makes the EPG more interesting to use than a paper TV guide; e.g.
the ability to create watch lists, forums in which programs can be discussed, notifying
others about upcoming programs, links to websites of a program, a list of programs
that are on TV at the moment and several ways to customize the EPG.
In a planned experiment, in which about 400 to 1000 users will use our
personalized EPG for about two months, we will investigate which of the three
structures (channel-based, goal-based or genre-based) in combination with and
without the use of predictions provides the best support for viewers in finding
interesting TV programs easily and quickly.
A demonstration of our personalized EPG will include all mentioned aspects:
predicted ratings for the selection, a validated user interface for the presentation of the
EPG and the three ways to structure TV programs.
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Preface
The Semantic Web offers new technologies to the developers of Web-based applications aiming at
providing more intelligent access to and management of the Web information and semantically richer
modelling of the applications and their users. An important target for Web application developers
nowadays is to provide means to unite, as much as possible, their efforts in creating information and
knowledge components that are easily accessible and usable by third parties. Within the context of
Semantic Web, there are several hot issues, which allow achieving this reusability, shareability and
interoperability among Web applications. Conceptualizations (formal taxonomies), ontologies, and the
available Web standards, such as XML, RDF, XTM, OWL, DAML-S, and RuleML, allow
specification of components in a standard way. The notion of Web services offers a way to make such
components mobile and accessible within the wide sea of Web information and applications.
The research on adaptive educational hypermedia and Web-based educational systems (WBES)
traditionally combines research interests and efforts from various fields. Currently, the efforts in the
field of ontologies and Semantic Web play an important role in the development of new methods and
types of adaptive courseware. Starting with the traditional ITS and going towards Web applications, the
research on adaptive educational hypermedia strengthens its positions within this context.
Standardization of educational content specification and annotation, course components
sequencing paradigms, user modelling and other aspects of educational adaptive hypermedia systems,
also play an important role in achieving more flexible and interoperable adaptive hypermedia
courseware. There is a significant effort performed by educational standardization institutions (e.g.
IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee, CENIISSS, IMS, the US ADLnet, CETIS,
ARIADNE) to propose standards for various aspects of educational systems, such as IEEE Learning
Object Metadata, IMS Leamer Information Package Specification, etc. The research effort in both
communities comes together in the attempt to achieve improved interoperability, adaptation and
flexibility for single and group users of adaptive educational hypermedia (e.g. instructors, courseware
authors and learners).
The goal of this workshop is to outline the state-of-the-art in the application of Semantic Web
technologies and standards in adaptive educational hypermedia. We aim at exploring, among others,
the relationships between the main components of adaptive hypermedia systems (ARS) presented by
the existing referenced models, i.e. resource representation, domain model, sequencing representation,
user profiles, and adaptation strategies, and the existing Semantic Web and educational standards. The
workshop topics include:
•

•

•
•
•

Using Semantic Web technologies to improve:
personalization, adaptation and user modelling
information retrieval
authoring of educational AHS.
Web standards and metadata specifications for educational ARS:
information exchange protocols between educational ARS
consistency in standards evolution
mappings between existing Semantic Web and educational standards
educational metadata specification languages.
Semantic Web-based AH architectures.
Web services for educational AH.
Real-world systems, case studies and empirical research for Semantic Web-based educational
AH.

This workshop follows the successful workshop on Concepts and Ontologies in Web-based
Educational Systems, held in conjunctions with ICCE'2002 in Auckland, New Zealand. It is part of the
Second International Workshop on Applications of Semantic Web Technologies for E-Learning
(SWEL'04), which is organized in three sessions held at three different conferences. The aim is to
discuss the current problems in e-Learning from different perspectives, including those of Web-based
ITS and adaptive educational hypermedia, and the implications of applying Semantic Web and
educational standards and technologies for solving them:
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•
•
•

SW·EL'04 Session at AH, 23rd August, 2004
Session co-chairs: Peter Dolog and Martin Wolpers
SW-EL'04 Session at ITS, 30tb September, 2004
Session co-chairs: Vladan Devedzic and Tanja Mitrovic
SW·EL'04 Session at ISWC, sth November, 2004
Session co-chairs: Riichiro Mizoguchi and Yukihiro Uoh

We hope that this workshop will provide some new insights and serve as a catalyst to encourage others
to investigate the potential of the emerging Semantic Web technologies for the adaptive educational
hypermedia and Web-based educational systems and contribute to the realization of the vision of the
Educational Semantic Web.
August, 2004
Lora Aroyo and Darina Dicheva
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Abstract. This paper discusses the problem of inferenoe about core terms in a
student model representing a learner's knowledge, using ontological inferenoe.
We try to address the challenge of modelling the student's high level knowledge, based upon user modelling evidenoe that is associated with fine-gralned
elements of the model, drawn from the learner's activity in an online learning
system. We also describe the critical role that ontologies have the potential to
play in supporting scrutable user modelling, where the learner can explore the
student model and the processes underlying it so that we can support learner
reflection on their knowledge as a foundation for them controlling their learning. In particular, we describe how an ontology over the conoepts within the
student model has a critical role in supporting visualisation of large student
models. We describe how the ontological structure can be used to define
graphs with useful properties for visualisation. We report on our experiments
with constructing and visual ising ontologies in the e-learning domain as well
as an analysis of their structure and effecti veness.

1 Introduction
For effective adaptation to occur in hypermedia e-Iearning systems there is a need for
user modelling. The student model stores the system beliefs about the learner, and by
making inferences, the system can customise and adapt its services to cater for a
learner's needs.
It is important to be able to scrutinise student models [ll. Adaptive e-learning systems need to be able to provide explanations as to why elements and relationships in
the student model have a particular value or why adaptation happened and also lead
to self-reflection [2]. It is also useful for the student to be able to determine what
inferences can be made from certain elements in the student model. This is very
important in cases where, for example, parts of the student model can be made public
[3]. In this case, it should be possible for a learner to defme the levels of inference
that they are willing for a system to make about them.
There is a problem in how to effectively structure a student model. Student models
can potentially contain hundreds or even thousands of elements. One solution is to
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use an ontology to structure the student models. The ontology fulfills several roles in
our student models. Firstly it defines the terms and relationships. This means that
the student model has a common vocabulary with other parts of the system, in particular metadata. Secondly, it provides a structure to the student model data, giving
us an immediate mechanism for doing inference. Thirdly, the ontology structure
means that we can take advantage of existing graph visualisations which require a
graph structure over the data to be visualised. They are critical if we are to build
substantial student models about the learner from the small amounts of information
that are readily available at the interface, especially early in the learning process.
We have been exploring ways to automatically construct an ontology from existing documents and, in particular, from existing glossary sources. Section 2 describes
the construction of these ontologies and the enhancements required for turning them
into effective student models. Section 3 repurts on our own experiments in creating
ontologically structured student models and how we have enhanced them. Section 4
discusses the issues of using ontologies for visualisation and our approaches to addressing problems with these ontologies. The last section provides a discussion of the
issues addressed and our conclusions.

2 Scrutable Student Models and Ontologies
In this section, we describe the way that we have tackled the creation of ontologies
for use in scrutable student modelling. Essential to our approach is that we want to
be able to explain all aspects of the student models and the underlying processes to
the learner. We consider this important for ensuring that learners maintain a sense of
control of their own learning. In the case of ontological reasoning, this means that
we want to be able to explain the ontology and its construction to the learner.
As a foundation to this approach, we have been exploring the automated construction
of ontologies from existing glossaries and dictionaries [4]. As we discuss below,
there is a clear benefit in using ontologies that are automatically constructed. In the
case where scrutability is a priority, there is a significant additional benefit in that
dictionaries are written expressly for the purpose of explaining the meanings of concepts to people. Therefore, they serve as a natural means of explaining the underlying ontology of a student model that has been derived from the dictionary.

2.1 Automatic Construction of Ontologies
In general, ontologies are time consuming to construct [5], On this aspect alone,
there is clear appeal in exploiting existing documents which capture the structure of
a relevant ontology and automatically build the ontological structure. OntoExtract
[6] and Text-To-Onto [7] are examples of such systems. We have been using
Mecureo [4] to build ontologies in the broad area of Computer Science based on
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Fig. 1. A student model with fine-grain evidence for learner knowledge of concepts in the Hel
domain. Evidence may feed into a single concept (such as sources I, 3, 4 and 5) or multiple
(source 2). Evidence may feed into any level of the ontology, in this case, source 4 feeds into a
mid-level concept rather than a leaf concept.

FOLDOC [8], an online dictionary, as well as in the area ofHCI [9]. These are lightweight ontologies based on lightweight parsing of dictionaries and glossaries to define the set of concepts and relationships in a domain.

2.2 Enhancement of Ontologies for Student Modelling
Automatically generated ontologies are, more often than not, incomplete. This incompleteness may not only be missing terms, but also may have missing or inappropriate relationships. Enhancement of the ontology is required for it to be useful in
modelling the critical learning elements in a course. We call this the restricted-

ontology problem.
Consider the issue of missing terms. For the case of the HCI Glossary, we discovered higher level terms, such as novice, were mentioned in many definitions but
never defined itself as a term in the glossary.
There are also the cases where the ontology uses slightly different terminology to
what is used in the application domain. This is also a form of the restricted-ontology

problem.
2.3 Reasoning about Core Terms in the Student Model
One reason for using an ontology is the ability to make inferences about the student's
knowledge of the terms in it. The system stores evidence which contribute to the
student's knowledge level for each term, thongh this evidence is often of a fine
granularity and may not directly contribute to the higher level terms. For example, a
student correctly solving a set problem gives evidence of precise skills for that problem and we now want to reason about higher level skills.
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This means there is a need to be able to infer core terms from the finer grained
terms. For example, consider the terms in Fig. 1. From the fine-grained evidence
supporting student knowledge of the low level concepts, we want to be able to infer
the level of student knowledge about higher level concepts. For example, we want to
infer the level of student knowledge about predictive usability, based upon the finegrained evidence for heuristic evaluation and cognitive walkthrough. We also want
to be able to infer the student's knowledge about empirical evaluation from evidence
about methods such as think aloud. In addition, we want to be able to infer about the
learner's knowledge in the broad area of usability, based on their knowledge of both
predictive and empirical usability evaluation. There are many existing numerical
methods for probabilistic reasoning that can be applied to the student model to make
these inferences such as Dempster-Schafer theory or Bayesian methods.
If an ontology is well built, this should be a straight forward task as the relationships betwcen the terms will have sensible and hopefully scrutable meaning as in the
example above. In the case of automatically constructed ontologies, this may not be
the case.
Some of the difficulties in making these inferences follow from the elements of
the inference process:
• the amount of evidence available about each concept. If we have just one
piece of evidence about the learner's knowledge of an aspect like cognitive
walkthrough, this would seem to be a weaker indication of learner knowledge than would be the case if there were ten pieces of evidence.
• much of our evidence is positive in that we track when the student appears
to have listened to a lecture. This is typical of much work involving the
web, where positive data dominates.
• the strength of the ontological inference needs to be taken into account.

3 Experiments in Ontological Inference
We have been experimenting with the challenges of exploiting ontologies for scrutable student modelling. The context of our work has been a course in user interface
design and programming. We create detailed student models by collecting evidence
of student learning at the course web site. In particular, there are 20 online lectures,
each with a series of visual elements, much like overhead slides, and audio lecture
content with each such slide. These enable students to listen to lectures flexibly. At
the same time, we are able to monitor the duration of time between each slide access.
By comparing this with the duration of the audio, we are able to determine whether
the full audio could have been played. We also require students to type lecture notes
in conjunction with slides. Other student modelling information includes lab marks
and other assessed elements.
In order to build student models, we needed to define the elements in it. We did this
in terms of an automatically constructed ontology which was based on the Usability
Glossary by Usability First [5].
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Fig. 2. The amount of evidence sources per term - we can see that the majority of terms have
less than 10 evidence sources, though there are a high number with only one evidence source.
The glossary contains 1129 terms and categories. In addition, we defined an additional 105 local definitions which were used to enhance the ontology, giving us a
total of 1234 elements. We use a subset of these terms (195 out of the 1234) as metadata terms on each of the learning objects and assessment elements. We then have
corresponding elements in the student model.
As described above, the automatically constructed ontology falls short of oor student modelling needs. We have developed an extremely simple approach to addresses this problem, while maintaining the benefits of a human-readable dictionary
as the basis for the ontology: we define additional terms in a local extension of the
dictionary [10].
From the ontology construction and enhancement phases, we have an ontology
which contains all the terms of the student model and learning object metadata that
the course teacher considered necessary. As the metadata uses the same vocabulary
as the ontology, we treat the accessed pages where the terms are used as metadata as
evidence sources for the student knowing that term in the student model. For our
course, we have added metadata to the learning objects and used a simple heuristic
comparing the amount of time a user spent on a slide in a learning object to the audio time for that slide to generate a value of their knowledge for that term.
Fig. 2. shows the distribution of the number of evidence sources per term. There is
a high proportion of terms with less than 3 evidence sources (62%), and a small
number with many evidence sources. The number of terms with a low amount of
evidence poses difficulties in being able to make inferences about the student's
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knowledge as mentioned in Section 2.3. The values in the user model are not useful
in modelling the user's actual knowledge for these terms since the low number of
evidence sources means that these terms are not taught in as much depth as a term
with a high number of evidence sources.
By having the evidence sources as web page accesses, we only have positive evidence for the terms in the student model. We have weekly homework, laboratory and
quiz marks for the students in the course. These will allow us to include additional
evidence sources that can have negative values.
In our current work, we do not make any ontological inference on the student
models to infer new higher level evidence from the fine grain evidence. We use the
Ontology Web Language (OWL) [11] to represent our student models and is used as
an input to our visualisation. This could support inference of the student model. We
plan to explore this in the future. The ontology used in the student models also has
relationship strengths generated by Mecureo during the ontology creation process
that can be utilised to contribute to the strength of inference when reasoning about
higher level skills. These relationships are typed based on the way the terms are used
in the definitions. Types include parent/child, synonym/antonym, and sibling relationships. For example, auditory feedback is a synonym of sound, and predictive
metric has parent usability.

4 Ontologies for Visualisation of Student Models
As already mentioned, we want to be able to provide learners with a visualisation
of their student models. One reason, as noted, is that this can support reflection, an
important foundation for imprOVed learning. If the visualisation makes use of an
ontology, it can serve a second important role in helping learners to see how their
knowledge of one concept in the course can affect or be affected by other concepts.
However, there are additional properties that ontologies should exhibit if they are
to be suitable for visualisation. The ontologies should have a modest fan-in and fanout, that is, the number of relationships leading to and from any term in the ontology. We call this the peerage. Peerage is important because concepts with a number
of peers will be isolated from the rest of the ontology in the visualisation. In the
experiments we have run with our own visualisation, we found that it was hard to
navigate to these concepts and see how they relate to the rest of the ontology.
Equally, a large fan-out poses serious problems since it indicates that one concept is
related to a large number of others. In a visualisation, this leads to serious clutter and
interface problems.
In the case of the ontology for the UIDP course, the basic process described in the
last section gives the peerage properties summarized in table 1. This shows that, in
the current ontology, user defined terms are fur more weakly connected to the rest of
the ontology; they have an average of 3 peers, compared with 9 for terms in the
foundation glossary (see last column of Table 1).
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Fig. 3. The distribution of tenus in our ontology grouped by the number of peers (fan-out)
they have. There are a significant number of tenus having a low peerage or an extremely high
peerage.
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Fig. 4. A close-up of Fig. 3, with cut-off at 20 peers.
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Concepts

Peers

Average peers
DerconcePl
3.29

105

Added as course
metadata
105

Defined in glossary

1129

90

10345

9.16

Total

1234

195

10690

8.66

Defined locally

345

In Fig. 3, we show some analysis of this distribution. It indicates that although the
majority of terms have less than 20 peers, we still have a significant number with no
peerage at all, and some outliers having over 100 peers. This extremity in peer distribution results in our visualisation suffering from the problems mentioned above.
We believe visualisation will be most effective if each concept has around 5 to 20
peers. Accordingly, we focus on this region of Fig. 3, as shown in Fig. 4. Clearly, we
have significant numbers of terms with very low peerage. In fact, 475 terms (almost
40%) have less than 5 peers. Notably, on average, these are dominated by the user
defined terms, as can be seen from Table 1. This is particularly serious since these
are the concept terms that are sufficiently important for the course that we added
them to the dictionary as. An important way to address this problem is to improve
the added terms. We can do this quite easily, because, at present, we have only added
new terms without providing a definition for them. In [10] we showed how adding a
full definition increased the peerage of the added terms.
Another serious problem relates to concepts that have too many peers. There are
99 terms (8%) that have more than 20 peers in our ontology. The best way to address
this problem is to make use of the weights that Mecureo places on relationship links.
We have yet to explore this.

6 Discussions and Conclusions
We have identified several issues in reasoning about a learner's knowledge where
ontological inference can provide a solution. In particular we want to infer about
core terms for a domain when we only have fine grain evidence for lower level concepts. Although there are existing systems such as VisMod [12] that allows exploration of a student model and reasoning about a node and it's neighbours, or Summary
Street [13] that provides feedback to users summarising text by comparing their
summaries to a semantic space generated by latent semantic analysis, our approach
relies on an underlying ontology that not only provides ontological relationships
between terms to aid in reasoning, but a readily exploitable structure for visualisation.
In our own experiments, we have created an ontology for our course automatically
from an online glossary source. However we have identified several deficiencies in
our student model:
• there is a large proportion of terms in the student model with only one or
two evidence sources
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the homogeneity of our evidence sources means that we only have positive
evidence contributing to the values of the terms
•
we need a way to infer evidence about the higher level terms that take into
account the relationship weightings.
We have also analysed and discussed obstacles in visualising ontologies and the
desirable characteristics. From our own experiments, we have decided that a peerage
of 5-10 is desirable to avoid the effects resulting from terms with extremely low or
high peerage.
The approach we have described shows promise if we can overcome the issues discussed in this paper. We have discussed two critical roles for ontologies in student
modelling. The first is to support inference about core terms. The second is to provide a graph structure for use in visualisation.
•
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Abstract. We explore some of the multiple relationships between two very
active research fields in eLeaming and Knowledge Management research:
educational modeling languages and ontologies. Our previous research projects
in the last 10 years have shown the central importance of the association
between the learning activities and the knowledge and skills that they target.
Studies on this relationship have led to the concept, we will present here, of a
semantically referenced educational function grouping actors, operations and
resources or leaming objects. The referencing method proposed here is both
qualitative (structured by an ontology) and quantitative, using a hi-dimensional
skill/performance metric to situate the mastery level of knowledge associated to
an actor, an operation or a resource in a multi-actor leaming scenario.

1 Introduction
Functions are editable and executable graphic models representing multi-actor
processes where activities are executed, using and producing resources. This editing
process is similar to methods of task representation, flowchart or workflow modeling,
and UML use cases and activities diagramming. When executed at run time,
Functions facilitate the coordination of the participants who achieve the represented
activities, using and producing resources (so-called "learning objects"). The
representation of the cognitive processes involved while executing a Function Map
demands the semantic referencing of its components: the operations (virtual or actual
activities), the actors (abstracted or concretized by participants), the instruments
(virtual or concretized by different kinds of resources).
In this communication a summary of our previous work will be outlined. Then we
will present the concept of a Function Model, central to the LORNET project, as a
generalisation of IMS-LD, a specification for the educational modeling of multi-actor
activities. The third part will focus on ontology referencing of components in an
eLearning Function Model and thus enabling eLearning systems to help users find
persons, activities and resources that can enhance their knowledge and competencies.
Then we will discuss the notion of competency equations to help improve the design,
the support and the evaluation of learning activities.
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2 Modeling Knowledge and Competency for eLearning
We will first briefly summarize our previous research on Instructional Engineering
methodology, Educational Modeling Languages and Web-based eLearning delivery
systems.

2.1 Central Instructional Engineering Operations
The fast evolution of learning technologies has multiplied the number of decisions
one must make to create an eLearning system. While it is true that a majority of the
first Web-based applications have been mostly ways to distribute information, more
and more educators have become aware of the need to go beyond these simple uses of
information and communication technologies. One of our contribution to this field has
been to propose a new approach to Instructional Design (Merrill 1994), founded on
cognitive science, labeled as "Instructional Engineering"; it is defined as: "a
methodology that supports the analysis, the design and the delivery planning of a
learning system, integrating the concepts, the processes and the principles of
instructional deSign, software engineering and cognitive engineering ". (Paquette
2003)
We have used a knowledge modeling approach to define such an instructional
engineering method. This effort, started in 1992, and has led to the actual MISA 4.0
method (Paquette 2001) and to ADISA, a Web-based support system for designers
using MISA. (Paquette, Rosca and al. 2001). In one of the main tasks, the
instructional designer constructs the structure of the activities, a network of Learning
Events. A second step in the elaboration of the instructional model is to build a
learning scenario for each Learning Unit (task 320). A learning scenario is a multiactor process model where the actors are involved into learning or support activities
using and producing resources for themselves or other actors.
Prior or in parallel to that, the instructional designer will built a Knowledge Model
that is a graphic structured representation of the concept, procedures, principles and
facts in the domain to be learnt. For this, a graphic modeling editor, MOT, is used, as
a standalone or as a module of the ADISA Web-based design workbench. A
companion task consists in defining entry and target skills and competencies for
different types of learners, associated to some of the knowledge units in the domain
model. A competency is a statement that a learner can apply a cognitive, socioaffective or psycho-motor skill to unit of knowledge at a certain degree of
performance. When the learning units have been defined, a sub-model of the domain
model, with its linked competencies, is associated to each learning unit providing a
knowledge representation of its content. Later on, when the learning scenarios are
defined, other knowledge sub-models can be assigned to the learning resources, in
each scenario, providing a knowledge representation of their content.
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2.2 Adding Knowledge Representation to IMS·LD
The work on Educational Modeling Languages (Koper 2002, Rawlings et al 2002),
and the subsequent integration of a subset in the IMS Learning Design Specification
(IMS 2003), is the most important initiative to date, to integrate Instructional Design
preoccupations in international standards (Wiley, 2002). It describes a formal way,
and an XML binding that can be read by any compliant eLearning delivery system, to
represent the structure of a Unit ofLearning and the concept of a pedagogical Method
specifying roles and activities that learners and support persons can play using
learning objects.
The Learning Design is composed of a method, learning objectives and
prerequisites, and metadata referencing the unit-of-Iearning as in the IMS content
packaging specification. The Method element and its sub-elements are central as they
control the behavior of the unit-of-Iearning as a whole, coordinating the activities of
the actors in the various roles and their use of resources. Like MISA's instructional
model, it is a multilevel structure where altenative plays are decomposed in a series of
one or more acts, each act being composed of one or more role-parts associating an
actor to a single activity or an activity structure that can be decomposed further.
This 1MS-LD Function on Figure I is composed of two alternative plays, Module
A and B, intended for different users. Only the first play is developed here, it contains
two acts and 5 learning activities, ruled by individual learners or group of learners,
and support activities by a teacher. Each couple Role/Activities correspond to IMSLD role parts. Resources or learning objects link to activities (by IP links) are used or
produced in the corresponding activities.
While IMS-LD is a great progress in eLearning specifications, norms and
standards, we believe it has to be expanded, first to a more general Function model
that we will present in section 2, and also to associate knowledge and competencies to
its components as we do in MISA. Actually, the only way to describe the knowledge
in the activities or in the resources is to assign optional educational objectives and
prerequisites, to the Unit of learning as a whole and/or to all or some of the learning
and support activities. Objectives and prerequisites, although they correspond to entry
and target competencies, are essentially unstructured pieces of text composed
according to the IMS RDCEO specification (1MS 2002).
Unstructured texts are difficult to compare: consistency checking cannot be
supported by a system between different levels of the LD structure, and even, at the
same level, between the content of learning activities and resources, and the actors'
competency. In fact, the content or learning resources is not described at all, and the
actor's competencies are only indirectly defined by their participation in learning units
or activities where educational objectives are associated. What we need is both a
qualitative structural representation of knowledge in activities and resources, but also
a quantitative one that can be provided by adding a metric to knowledge elements.
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Fig. 1. An IMS-LD Method.

2.3 Adding Knowledge Representation Capabilities to a Delivery System
Without any representation of the knowledge to be proccssed in a eLearning
environment, a delivery system will be unable to help its users according to their
present and expected state of knowledge and competency acquisition. To expand the
capacity of such systems, the Explor@-2 delivery system (Paquette 2001) has been
based from its inception on two structures, the instructional structure (corresponding
to the learning design) and the knowledge/competency structure (corresponding to a
domain ontology).
Figure 2 shows screens of the knowledge/competency editor provided to Explor@2 designers. On the left, we see a hierarchy of concepts in the domain of ecological
agriculture where the terminal nodes are skins associated to their parent nodes. If we
select one of the skills (on the figure, "Analyze-6" is selected), plus some
performance criteria (selected in the little window on the left), we can associate to its
parent knowledge, here "Agriculture Processes", a target competency and an entry
competency.
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Fig. 2. A Knowledge and Competency Editor.

Competency statements are texts that have a precise interpretation as
knowledge/skill+performance couples. For example, the competency statement
"classify the agriculture processes according to their greenhouse effect, autonomously
in easy and difficult situations", is interpreted as analyze (skill level 6), autonomously
in all situations (performance level B) to be applied to agriculture practices
(knowledge). The skill and the performance levels form two ordered sets of value that
enable comparison between competency statements for a certain knowledge.
Performance levels A, B, C and D are derived from a combination of increasingly
demanding performance criteria and can be transformed in numbers (A = 2, B 4, C
6 and D = 8) so as to obtain a metric enabling to represent the distance between
entry and target competency for that knowledge (agriculture practice). This means
that leamers will stay at the "Analyze-6" level, with an expected increase of
performance from A to B, that is from 6.2 to 6.4.
On Figure 4, the lower right comer of the Knowledge/Skill editor is where the
designer associates the selected knowledge/skill+performance)/ couples (the entry and
target competency statements) to the components of the activity structure that has
been built using the Explor@-2 activity editor. In this way, all the activities and the
resources can be described by knowledge and competencies.
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3 Function Models
There are limitations to the semantic referencing method we have just presented. The
most important is that Explor@-2 do not support multi-actor processes and no
competencies are assigned to actors except indirectly by competencies assigned to
activity structure components. It is now our goal to both generalize the activity
structure using a multi-actor workflows called Function Models, and also to reference
later on, the actors, operations and resources in these Functions Maps, with Ontology
components (for the knowledge part) and a competency metric.

3.1 Function Models as Multi-actor Workflows
A Function Model (or simply Function) within an eLeaming system is composed of
actors playing a role in activities (or opemtions) where they use and produce resources
for themselves or other actors (Paquette and Rosca 2002). From a computer science
view, a Function Model corresponds to a use case (Bosch et al. 2001) of that system.
From a conceptual point of view, in a biological or ecological sense, a function is a
particular physiology, an interesting subsystem of opemtions within the leaming
system organism. Particular cases are instructional scenarios, delivery models and
IMS-LD methods.
For example, in a delivery model, learners are work colleagues that can use an
electronic performance support system (EPSS) offering integrated training and work
activities. They would equipped with the same databases, documents, and tools as
those used at work. These organizational resources are provided and supported by the
workplace technicians. The learners acquire knowledge and competencies by solving
problems similar to those experienced in the workplace. Learners use hyperguides that
provide activity assignments to be completed with the training material published on
the Internet. The learning material is created and maintained by the training
organization designers. The target competencies are validated though various
exercises and tests. A tminer-manager supervises the leamers' work and training by
providing advice and assessing their work and knowledge, skills and competency
progress. All these opemtions can be represented as a multi-actor workflow where the
different actors rule operations where they use resources and produce resources for
other actors or with other actors.

3.2 Embedding Knowledge and Competency in a Function Model
We obviously need a unique semantic referential (for knowledge and competencies)
for all the components of a Function that must reach competence equilibrium in a
given domain. For example, if a learning activity to be achieved, requires a level of
mastery of certain knowledge, then the resources provided to the leamer (persons,
documents and tools) must enable the leamer to progress from a lower entry mastery
level to the one required by the activity.
But if we use only a knowledge referential without precising the mastering level,
we obtain a coarse granulation of sense and, as a consequence, weak semantic
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management services. We need measures of a knowledge mastering, a weighted
ability defined on that knowledge. We can use different mastering scales: simple
quantitative 1-10, Bloom taxonomy, combinations between skills taxonomies and
performance level as in MISA, etc. It would be preferable that the level scale that
describes the mastering of any knowledge be reasonably simplified, to be manageable.
Still, the levels must correspond to clearly identify cognitive processes such as
memorizing, applying, analysis, synthesizing or evaluating knowledge (Paquette
1999). The evolution of a learner on a competence scale materializes a learning
process: therefore, it should be managed explicitly and expressively.
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Fig. 3. A SkilllPerfonnance Scale.

Figure 3 presents such a competency scale that is used in the Explor@
knowledge/activity editor presented above. It has also proved a solid tool for
instructional engineering projects using the MISA method. Here the mastery of a
knowledge term, Multimedia Production Method, is evaluated on bi-dimensional
scale. The skills scale, from 0 to 10, is complemented by a performance scale, where
values are decimals from 0 to 0.9, corresponding to qualitative terms like "Aware",
"Familiarized", "Productive" or "Expert". On the figure, we see that PeterM's
knowledge is evaluated at 8.3: he can synthesize MM production methods, at a
performance level showing he has familiarized with synthesizing such procedures. On
the other hand, Book X is evaluated near 9.7; that might be too much for the actual
competency of PeterM, unless we aim a target competency at that level or higher. On
the other hand, a lecture on VideoY is evaluated near 6.9 so it is below PeterM's
actual competency and might not prove very useful, except maybe as a review.
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The knowledge space of a domain can also be structured in many ways:
dictionaries, thesaurus, book summary, library catalog, indexes and metadata,
knowledge graphs, ontologies, etc. The tree organization of the knowledge referential
seems an important aspect because it allows the competence inheritance of a parent
node to his children, if these have no other explicit specifications. This can reduce
significantly the mechanisms of competence analysis and management. But the tree
organization is two restrictive for describing the rich network of relations that ties the
concept structures. A relational (predicate) logic must then complete the concept tree
and sustain more refined mechanism of conceptual matching.
These requirements suggest that a good candidate for the semantic indexing of the
function components will be a combination between domain ontologies (Davies et al
2003, Breuker et al 1999) and a simple and operational competency scale.

4

Ontology Referencing of a Function Model

In the TELOS architecture framework we are developing in the LORNETI project,
the construction of a domain ontology and its use for referencing actors, operations
and resources represented in a Function, is central. It is in continuity with the work
presented in section 1. We present here a tool and a process to integrate qualitative
and quantitative ontology referencing in a Function Model.

4.1 Construction of a Domain Ontology
Some technologies and methods to develop the Semantic Web are now becoming
mature. On February 10, 2004, the World Wide Web Committee has issued a
recommendation for the defmition of a standard Ontology Web Language: "OWL is a
revision of the DAML+OIL web ontology language incorporating lessons learned
from the design and application ofDAML+OIL. " (W3C, 2004)
Many ontology engineering methods exists such as the one presented in (Sure and
Studer 2003). We present here, as an example, an ontology aiming to identify
Agriculture practices that influence the greenhouse effect. A function model (such as
the IMS-LD method presented on Figure 1) describes the use of the ontology to find
out agriculture alternative practices, in at least five agriculture domains, and to build a
transition plan towards the replacement of the old practices by the more ecological
ones. The ontology would serve in a browsing mode to access related resources and to
launch search agents to find persons, information resources and learning activities
useful to solve the problems.

I

LORNET (Learning Objects Repository Networks) is a pan-Canadian research network
involved in Semantic Web applications to eLeaming and Knowledge Management systems
led by one of the authors
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Fig. 4. A Simple Ontology.

Figure 4 presents a simple example to illustrate the use of the MOT+ knowledge
editor, used in MISA, as a graphic tool for Ontology Engineering2. The upper part of
the graph presents the top levels of three hierarchies of concepts (linked by sub-class
links "S"): agricultural practices, fertilizers and gases. Some properties of these
concepts are shown on the graph. An Agriculture practice, such as Rice Production
Processes, has inputs including fertilizers and outputs that can be gases. Fertilizers
can also produce gases, some of which are greenhouse gases. Figure 4 also shows a
few of the instances that will constitute the knowledge base. Here, we see an
agriculture practice, Traditional Rice Production, having among its outputs methane
gas. It also has Nitric Oxide amongst its inputs, a chemical fertilizer that produces
Carbon Dioxide. Both of these gases are example of greenhouses gases harmful to the
environment.
We can now proceed to reference the components of the Function Model presented
on Figure 5. For this, sub-graphs of Figure 4 are associated to actors, acts and
activities (operations) and resources used and produced by the activities.

4.2 Competency equations
We will now use the skill/performance scale presented above to show how we can add
a metric to represent the mastery of knowledge terms that have been associated to
operations, actors and resources of the IMS-LD scenario (or function) presented on
Figure 1.

2

We are actually working towards having MOT+ produce automatically a standard OWL
description of an application domain instead of its actual XML schema
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Fig. 5. Associating knowledge mastery values to scenario components.

Figure 5 shows part of a learning design where Act 5 is composed of four
activities. Activity 5.1 and 5.2, preceding Activity 5.3, itself preceding Activity SA.
Let us focus on activity 5.3, an operation performed by a learner and a trainer, both
interacting with input resources A and B, helping the learner produce a certain
resource.
On this figure, we see that for a certain knowledge term in the ontology, for
example "rice production processes", the target competency (TC) of activity 5.3 is
evaluated at a 704 level (skill: "Repair", performance: 8) on the skills/performance
scale. Then the produced resource (an exam, an essay, a classification table, ... .)
should show a TC level equal or higher than 704.
Since the learner has an entry competency (EC) of 5.2 (skill: "Apply", performance
A), he needs help. Here we have a trainer with EC = 604 so he alone cannot bring the
learner all the way up, but he can certainly help him fill part of the gap. Also, the
learner can use two input resources. Resource A is at TC=5.2 so it can only serve to
test the entry competencies of the learner, to make sure he has the prerequisites.
Fortunately, Resource B has a TC 7.4, the right target, but lets hope it not a lecture
that starts at 7.4, but maybe an aggregate of learning objects that can help him
progress with the help of the trainer. By the way the trainer will also learn a little bit
in the process, so at the end the activity, we could consider raising his EC for the next
run of the activity.
There are many other situations to investigate where competency equations such as
these will prove useful, but this example shows that this kind of analysis, by humans,
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by machines or both, can bring more intelligence in learning environments before
learning takes places (at design time), during learning (to help learners use available
resources adequately) and after learning (to evaluate and improve designs).

Conclusion
By definition, domain ontologies are continuously evolving in the semantic Web.
Furthermore, in communities of practice and project-based learning, the learners
themselves can be the ones who will make the ontology evolve. This is why it is
important to lower the barrier to ontology construction and referencing, taking in
account that ontologies are a moving target. To achieve this, more user friendly
graphic tools will have to be designed.
On a more theoretical level, the maintenance of the coherence of the Ontology
through versioning by different actors is a huge problem researchers have just started
to address. Our approach here is to classify the possible changes from a version to a
subsequent one and to provide a tool that will assist the Ontology designer (Rogozan
and Paquette, 2004) in the different cases that can occur.
Finally, the knowledge referencing of Functions or multi-actor workflows using an
ontology needs to be complemented by a knowledge mastery metric such as the one
proposed here. This important aspect will be further investigated to better understand
the mUltiple possible configurations.
The Semantic Web and its associated technologies and methods are recent
developments that have barely begun to be used in applications. Extensive solutionoriented applied research in knowledge engineering and distributed computing is
needed to adapt, integrate and evolve these technologies, and to produce a framework
for building and using learning object (or resource) repositories on the Web, for
knowledge management and learning.
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Abstract. Educational hypermedia systems seek to provide adaptive navigation, whereas intelligent web-based leaming systems seek to provide adaptive
courseware generation. The design of powerful frameworks by merging the approaches used in the above mentioned systems is recognized as one of the most
interesting questions in adaptive web-based educational systems. In this paper
we address adaptive navigation support in educational hypermedia systems by
proposing a framework that combines the approach of automatic courseware
generation with the paradigm of educational hypermedia systems based on the
use of ontologies and leaming object metadata.

1 Introduction
The high rate of evolution of e-Ieaming platforms implies that on the one hand, increasingly complex and dynamic web-based learning infrastructures need to be managed more efficiently, and on the other hand, new types of learning services and
mechanisms need to be developed and provided. To meet the current needs, such
services should satisfy a diverse range of requirements, as for example, personalization and adaptation [1].
Educational hypermedia systems seek to provide adaptive navigation, whereas intelligent web-based learning systems seek to provide adaptive courseware generation.
Adaptive navigation seeks to present the content associated with an on-line course in
an optimized order, where the optimization criteria takes into consideration the
learner's background and performance on related knowledge domain [2], whereas
adaptive courseware generation is defined as the process that selects learning objects
from a digital repository and sequences them in a way which is appropriate for the
targeted learning community or individuals [3]. The main difference in the above
mentioned approaches is that adaptive navigation uses adaptation logic defmed over
the learner's interactions with the learning system, whereas adaptive courseware
generation uses adaptation logic defined over the user profile. The need for gradual
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merge between the approach of adaptive web-based learning systems and the approach of adaptive hypermedia systems has been already identified in the literature
[4], since those approaches are complementary and have the potential to provide
powerful adaptation logic frameworks.
Although many types of intelligent learning systems are available, we can identity
five key components which are common in most systems, namely, the student model,
the expert model, the pedagogical module, the domain knowledge module, and the
communication module.
In most intelligent learning systems that incorporate sequencing techniques, the
pedagogical module is responsible for setting the principles of instructional planning
based on a set of teaching rules according to the learning preferences of the learners
[5]. In spite of the fact that most of these rules are generic (i.e. domain independent),
there are no well-defined and commonly accepted rules on how the learning objects
should be sequenced to make "instructional sense" [3, 6].
Adaptive Content Selection is based on a set of teaching rules according to the
cognitive style or learning preferences of the learners [7, 8]. This process is the first
step to adaptive navigation and adaptive presentation. Adaptive Content Selection,
Adaptive Navigation and Presentation are recognized as among the most interesting
research questions in intelligent web-based education [9, 10, 11].
In this paper, we address the adaptive navigation support problem in educational
hypermedia systems proposing a concrete methodology based on the use of ontologies and learning object metadata. The result is a generic framework for extracting
the appropriate learning path according to the learner's navigation steps, cognitive
characteristics and preferences. The main advantage of the proposed method is that it
is fully automatic and can be applied independently of the knowledge domain.
The paper is structured as follows. Initially, we discuss the main steps in the instructional planning of adaptive educational hypermedia and propose the use of ontologies and learning object metadata for knowledge and media structuring. The second part presents a decision framework for extracting the appropriate learning path
according to the learner's navigation steps. The selection of learning path takes into
consideration learner's cognitive characteristics and preferences. Finally, we present
simulation results of the proposed methodology.

2 Instructional Planning
The instructional plan of an adaptive hypermedia system can be considered as two
interconnected networks or "spaces" [4]:
- a network of concepts (knowledge space) and
- a network of educational material (hyperspace or media space).
Accordingly, the design of an adaptive hypermedia system involves three key steps:
- structuring the knowledge
- structuring the media space
- connecting the knowledge space and thc media space.
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2.1 Knowledge Structuring
The main component of the knowledge-based approach to developing adaptive educational hypermedia systems is a structured domain model that is composed of a set
of small domain knowledge elements (DKE). Each DKE represents an elementary
fragment of knowledge for the given domain. DKE concepts can be named differently
in different systems--concepts, knowledge items, topics, knowledge elements, but in
all cases they denote elementary fragments of domain knowledge.
Depending on the domain, the application area, and the choice of the designer,
concepts can represent bigger or smaller pieces of domain knowledge. The simplest
form of domain model is a set of independent concepts. The use of ontologies can
significantly simplify the task of knowledge structuring by providing a standardbased way for knowledge representation.
Ontologies are specifications of the conceptualization and corresponding vocabulary used to describe a domain [12]. They are well-suited for describing heterogeneous, distributed and semi-structured information sources that can be found on the
Web. By defming shared and common domain theories, ontologies help both people
and machines to communicate concisely, supporting the exchange of semantics and
not only syntax. It is therefore important that any semantic for the Web is based on an
explicitly specified ontology. Ontologies typically consist of definitions of concepts
relevant for the domain, their relations, and axioms about these concepts and relationships. Several representation languages and systems have been defined. A recent
proposal extending RDF and RDF Schema is OWL (Ontology Web Language). OWL
unifies the epistemologically rich modeling primitives of frames, the formal semantics and efficient reasoning support of description logics and mapping to the standard
Web metadata language proposals. OWL is a W3C Recommendation since February
2004.

Fig. 1. Concept Relationships used for Domain Knowledge Representation

For the instructional planning process we have identified four classes of concept
relationships, namely;
- "Consists of', this class relates a concept with its sub-concepts
- "Similar to", this class relates two concepts with the same semantic meaning
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- "Opposite of', this class relates a concept with another concept semantically opposite from the original one
- "Related with", this class relates concepts that have a relation different from the
above mentioned
Figure 1 presents a concept hierarchy using the four concept relationships identified.

2.2 Media Space Structuring
The process of structuring the media space can be based on the use oflearning object
metadata. More precisely, in the IEEE LOM metadata model [13], the 'Relation'
Category, defmes the relationship between a specific learning object and other learning objects, if any. The kind of relation is been described by the sub-element 'Kind'
that holds 12 predefined values based on the corresponding element of the Dublin
Core Element Set. In our case we use only four of the predefmed relation values,
namely:
"is part of' I "has part"
"references" / "is referenced by"
"is based on" I "is basis for"
- "requires" I "is required by"
t~:&-l*1' of - HJ!!.-ji#t

l.~-ki_~itllcedily
3.li~-"~b""fut

... :b.J......;.h~~-

Fig. 2. Knowledge Space and Media Space Connection

2.3 Connecting knowledge with lea.rning resources
The connection of the knowledge space with educational material can be based on the
use of the 'Classification' Category, defined by the IEEE LOM Standard as an element category that describes where a specific learning object falls within a particular
classification system. The integration of IEEE LOM 'Classification' Category with
ontologies provides a simple way of identifying the domains covered by a learning
object. Since it is assumed that both the domain model and the learning objects themselves use the same ontology, the connection process is then, relatively straightforward. Figure 2 presents an example of the connection of the two spaces. The result of
the merging of the knowledge space and the media space is a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) oflearning objects inheriting relations from both spaces.
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3 Discovering Optimum Learning Path
This graph contains all possible navigation paths that a learner can follow in order to
reach his/her learning goal. In order to extract from the resulting directed acyclic
graph (DAG) oflearning objects the "optimum" learning path, we need to add learner
preference information to the DAG. This information has the form of weight on each
connection of the DAG and represents the inverse of the suitability of a learning object for a specific learner.
The weighting process cnnsists of the following steps:
Stepl: Selection a/Criteria
The discovery methodology is generic, independent of the learning object and the
learner characteristics used. In our experiment, we used learning object characteristics
derived from the IEEE LOM standard and learner characteristics derived from the
IMS Global Learning Consortium Inc. Learner Information Package (LIP) specification [14]. In Table 1 and 2 we have identified the LOM and LIP characteristics respectively, that can be used as criteria for the selection of the learning path.

Table 1. Learning Object characteristics for Learning Path Selection

General/Structure
General

Educational

General/Aggregation
Level
EducationallInteractivity Type
Educational/ Interactivity Level
Educational/Semantic
Density
LOMlEducationallTypi
cal Age Range
LOMlEducationalJDiffi
culty
LOMlEducationalllnten
ded End User Role
LOMlEducationallCont
ext
LOMlEducationallTypi
cal Learning Time
LOMlEducational/Lear
ning Resource Type

Underlying organizational structure of a Learning
Ob'ect
The functional granularity Oevel of aggregation) of a I
Learning Object.
I
Predontinant mode ofleaming supported by a LearningObject
The degree to which a learner can influence the aspeet or behavior of a Learning Object.
Tbe degree of conciseness of a Learning Object, estimated in terms of its size, span or duration.
Age of the typical intended user. This element refers
to developmental age and not chronological age.
How hard it is to work with or through a Learning
Object for the typical intended target audience.
Principal user(s) for which a Learning Object was designed, most dominant first.
The principal environment within which the learning
and use of a LO is intended to take place.
Typicaltirne it takes to work with or through a LO
for the typical intended target audience.
Specific kind of Learning Object. The most dontinant
kind shall be first.

I
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Table 2. Leamer characteristics for Learning Path Selection
Criteria

IMSLIP

Accessibility

AccessibilitylPreferenceitypename
AccessibilitylPreference/prefcode
AcccssibilitylEligibility/typename
AcccssibilitylDisability/typename

Explanation
The type of cognitive preference
The coding assigned to the preference
The type of eligibility being defined
The type of disability being defined

QCULevel

The level/grade of the QCL

ActivitylEvaluationlnoofattempts

The number of attempts made on the
evaluation.
Information that describes the scoring

Qualifications
Certifications
Licences

Activity

ActivitylEvaluationlresnltlinterpretscope
ActivitylEvaluationlresultlscore

data

The scoring data itself.

-

Step2: Weight Calculation
After identifying the set of characteristics/criteria that will be used, we define a
weighting function that corresponds to the inverse suitability of a learning resource
based on the profile of the target learner or group of learners. After identifying the set
of characteristics/criteria that will be used, we define a weighting function with the
following formulation:
Let us consider a set of leaming objects, called A, which is valued by a set of criteria g = (g 1 , g 2" .. , g n ) • The assessment model of the suitability of each leaming

object for a specific leamer, leads to the aggregation of all criteria into a unique criterion that we call a suitability function: S(g) = S(gpg2, ... ,gJ We defme the
n

suitability function as an additive function of the form

S(g) = LSi (gi) with the
;=1

following additional notation:
S; (g;): Marginal suitability of the ith selection criterion valued gi'

S(g) : Global suitability of a learning object.
The marginal suitability evaluation for the criterion gi is calculated using the formulas; (x) = a j

+ bjxexp(-c;x 2 ) ,

where x is the corresponding value of the gi

leaming object selection criterion. This formula produces, according to parameters a,
band c as well as the value space of each criterion, the main criteria forms, we have
identified:
Monotonic form: when the marginal suitability of a criterion is a monotonic function;
Non monotonic form: when the marginal suitability of a criterion is a nonmonotonic function.
Figure 3 presents the different criteria forms supported by the proposed knowledge extraction methodology. The calculation of the optimal values of parameters a, b
and c for each selection criterion is defmed as follows:
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Let us call P the strict preference relation and I the indifference relation. If

S Dt

is

the global suitability of a learning object 01 and So, is the global suitability of a
learning object 02, then the following properties generally hold for the suitability

So > So

function S:

1

SOl

¢:>

(01)P(02)'

¢:::>

(01 )1(02 )

2

=S02

and the relation R

=P V I

is a weak

order relation.

~

I

..

I'

Fig. 3. Supported Selection Criteria Suitability Forms

The expert's requested information then consists of the weak order R defmed on
A for several learner instances. Using the provided weak order relation R and based
on the form definition of each learning object characteristic we can define the suitability differences8 (81)8 2 ,,, .,8m-1) ' where m is the number of learning ob-

=

jects in the reference set A and 8 k

=So

k

- Sok+l ;;:: 0 depending on the suitability

relation of (k) and (k+ 1) preferred learning object for a specific learner of the reference set.
We can introduce an error function e for each suitability difference:
8 k Sok - Sok+l + ek ;;:: O. Using constrained optimization techniques, we can then

=

solve the non-linear problem:
m-l

Minimize

I(e j )2
j=l

Subject to the constraints:

8j >0

if OjPOj +l }

8 j =0

IfO/Oj +1

.

for each one of the learners of the reference set. This opti-

mization problem will lead to the calculation of the optimal values of the parameter a,
band c for each learning object selection criteria over the reference set oflearners.
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Underestimation

error

-.-0

.....
error

~I

I

Suitability for a specific Learner

Fig. 4. Ordinal Regression Curve (Ranking versus Global Suitability)

Figure 4 presents the introduced error function, the suitability overestimation error
as well as the suitability underestimation error e, on the ordinal regression curve,
which is the suitability ranking of the reference set of learning objects versus the
approximation of the global suitability of each one of the learning objects in the reference set.
At this phase we need to generalize the resulted marginal suitability model from
the reference set of learners to all learners, by calculating the corresponding marginal
suitability values for every combination of learner characteristics. This calculation is
based on the interpolation of the marginal suitability values between the two closest
instances of the reference set of learners. Suppose that we have calculated the mar-

sf'

sf:'

and
of a criterion Ci matching the characteristics of learners
ginal suitability
LJ and L2 respectively. We can then calculate the corresponding marginal suitability
value for another learner L using interpolation if the characteristics of learner L are
mapped inside the polyhedron that the characteristics of learners LJ and L2 define,
using the formula:

sj@f =Si(~~ + ct-c~ [~iQf:' -sJ~).ifsj(cf2»sJ~)
Cj

Let C j =

-Cj

[c ,c; 1i :;;;;: 1,2, ... n be the intervals in which the values of each criterion
j'

for both learning object and learners

are found, and then we call the space

C = X7=1 C j global suitability surface. The calculation of the global suitability over
the above mentioned space is the addition ofthe marginal suitability surfaces for each
of the learning object characteristics over the whole combination set of learner characteristics. After the calculation of the global suitability function, we can define the
weighting function for the DAG as W(g)= 1 - S(g)E [0,1] . After weighting the
DAG using the weighting function, we need to find the optimum (shortest) path by
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the use of a shortest path algorithm. The result of applying the shortest path algorithm
is the learning path (sequence of learning objects) that covers the desired concepts
(thus reach the learning goal) by providing all necessary information according to
cognitive characteristics and preferences of the learner.

4 Simulation Results
In our experiment we extracted an ontology from the ACM Computing Curricula
2001 for Computer Science [15]. The ontology consists of 14 areas, 132 units and
950 topics. In order to evaluate the total efficiency of the proposed methodology, we
have designed an evaluation criterion based on Kendall's Tau, which is defined by:
Success (%) = 100"

(1.. + N concordant - N discordant J'
2

n(n-l)

where Nconcordant stands for the concordant pairs of learning objects and N discordant
stands for the discordant pairs when comparing the resulting learning objects ordering
with one given by an expert and n the number oflearning objects used for testing.
The efficiency of the proposed method was evaluated by comparing the resulting
learning objects sequence with those proposed by an expert for 30 different navigation stages (10 cases per concept level) over the concept hierarchy. Average simulation results are shown in table 3. It is evident that the proposed method can perform
as well as an expert instructional designer.
Table3: Experimental Results

5 Conclusions
In this paper we address adaptive navigation support in educational hypermedia systems proposing a flexible, efficient and effective framework that combines the approach of automatic courseware generation with the paradigm of educational hypermedia systems based on the use of ontologies and learning object metadata. The main
advantage of this method is that it is fully automatic and can be applied independently
of the knowledge domain.
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Content based personalization for asynchronous
communication tools: the ifForum system
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Abstract. The users of a large and active learning community can
greatly benefit from adaptive personalization tools capable of timely selecting and recommending new incoming information which meets their
specific interests. We claim that in a collaborative learning environment,
personalization techniques based on cognitive filtering can be enhanced
by means of social analysis tools, aimed at analyzing interrelationships
and communication among users as well as their evolution over time. In
this paper we present ifForum, a discussion forum included in MyTWM,
an innovative e-Iearning platform for blended learning. ifForum features
advanced tools for monitoring social interactions among users combined
with adaptive content-based (semantic) filtering used for analyzing the
conceptual content of messages posted in the discussion forum. This technique should allow new more effective recommendation patterns, reducing in this way information overload. The project is currently ongoing
and the paper describes the first achievements and the results of the first
experiments.

1

Introduction

E-Iearning environments can greatly profit from the features offered by the new
personalization techniques for accessing to information [Tasso & Omero 2002].
There are several reasons for this claim, the most important one being that
the amount of information available to the learner is very huge, coming from
several specific sources, providing both structured and unstructured information. Consider for example thematic data banks and repositories, as well as
all the (synchronous and asynchronous) communication and cooperation tools,
like discussion forum and chat. When a learning community is large and very
active the amount of information and the incoming flow of new information
constitute an 'information overload' problem for the single learner, which becomes unable to read all the available information and to select the information
most relevant from him/her. Personalization techniques can help the user by
timely recommending specific individual information which meets his/her specific interest, searching and filtering the different information sources. Another
specific aspect of the e-learning context is the role of the tutors, which are engaged in several activities which also can greatly benefit from personalized information tools, especially for monitoring learners and assessing both qualitative
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and quantitative aspects of their participation [Rivoltella & Ardizzone 2003]
[Rossi & Toppano 2003].
This approach relies on user modeling techniques [Brusiloskyet al. 2003]: personalization can be obtained by means of personalized adaptive information
filtering tools, capable of representing interest profiles of the users and of matching them against the new, incoming documents. Besides information filtering,
recommendation for communication tools such a discussion forum can be based
on 'social' considerations: the user of an e-learning system is indeed a member
of a learning community and a recommender system should profit also from
the dynamics taking place within the discussion forum, knowing the level of
participation, the ways of interaction, groups' interrelationships and their evolution, and so on. Collaborative filtering represents another useful technique for
exploiting the behaviour of the community; social cluster of users can be created so a user model can influence (and be influenced) dynamically the other
user models of the community. The benefits of such an approach are clear: the
user can avoid reading a lot of useless information, and is able to locate easily
(new) relevant information, saving in such a way a lot of time and cognitive
effort. From a general perspective, the new personalization tools can contribute
even more at a higher level, i.e. at the level of knowledge building: if we have
better means for exploring a learning community (or a community of practice)
[Wenger 1998] [Wenger et al. 2002], understanding how their members communicate, how they cooperatively build new knowledge, and how they organize
themselves, we can ex-post re-model and improve the overall educational design
[Gero 2002a] [Gero 2002b].
The aim of this paper is to present an ongoing research project devoted to experiment personalization techniques within e-learning and knowledge management
systems. The research has been developed within the more general framework
of the infoFactory project [Mizzaro & Tasso 2002], devoted to apply innovative
adaptive tools for personalized information access on the web.

2

Related Work

Other proposals concerning the exploitation of user modeling within e-Iearning
systems, specifically devoted to personalized information access, can be found in
the literature.
In [Hernandez et al. 2003] it is presented a multiagent user modeling system
in an adaptive learning collaborative environment. The system exploits several
learning agents, each one including a different machine learning algorithm. The
various agents classify the user behaviour, in order to recommend later to the
user potentially interesting links. In [Tang & McCalla 2003] the proposal concerns an evolving Web-based learning system, with the ability of finding relevant
content on the Web. This goal is achieved by means of classifying the students'
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learning level (beginner, intermediate, expert) and interests and by of prompting
them with appropriate lists of recommended books. A different approach is given
in [Esposito et aL 2004J; the focus is on developing an adaptive personalized elearning system capable of suggesting reading materials to students. Each user
model is based on users' learning performance and communication preferences,
so the educational model can be improved by adapting it to the characteristics
of the single learner. Other relevant work on personalized information intermediaries can be found in [Barret & Maglio 1999J.

3

An innovative e-learning tool: iJForum

Fig. 1. Screens hots from the ifForum enviroment.

The ifForum system, shown in figure 1, is an asynchronous communication
system, which is made up by a set of discussion forums; each forum contains
some discussion topics, organized into several threads. Each thread is structured
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in a messages tree, where the first post is the root of the tree and the consequent
replies are the nodes of such tree. The ifForum is a module of the myTWM
portal [myTWM], an e-Iearning platform utilized for blended learning at the
University of Udine. MyTvVIvI is an initiative developed by means of the UPortal enviroment, an user-customizable framework for an integrated delivery of
content gathered from an assortment of information sources [uPortal].
Besides standard features, ifForum provides some advanced features intended
for both generic users and tutors. The features for the users include: on-demand
alerting on new messages sent to a selected discussion thread (which can be received by email or sms), fully XML SCORM-compliant and exportable forum
structure and messages, a WYSIWYG html editor and a user rating system
to rate the quality of other users' messages. On the tutor side, the most interesting features are: an hierarchical group manager, the possibility to edit the
users/group permission to read and manage a forum (topic and thread) and a set
of tools capable of monitoring social interaction among users (actions comparison, network's interactions visualization, eigenvector centrality, clique analysis,
principal component analysis and some other tools) and the attributes of topics/threads (ramification index of threads, evolution over time, number of participants, etc.). In the next section we will briefly illustrate how content-based
analysis and social information can be intergrated in order to provide better
personalized recommendations.

4

Personalization tools in ifForum

Figure 2 illustrates the overall architecture of ifForum: it can be noticed that
beside the standard posting database, ifForum includes also the capability for
the participant to download/upload documents from/to shared repositories.
The approach to personalization is hybrid and it is obtained by means of two
main mechanisms: adaptive information filtering and analysis of social interaction. As illustrated in figure 2, the first one is based on cognitive filtering
techniques. Individual profiles are adaptively built for each individual user on
the basis of the conceptual analysis of the information he reads or writes, such
as messages of the discussion forum as well as documents posted or downloaded
by him in shared repositories. Whenever new information is available (both in
the discussion forum or in the document repository) it is analyzed in order to
identify its conceptual content and it is matched against the user profile. If the
matching score is above a given threshold, the user is alerted. The Conceptual
Semantic Analyzer and the Conceptual Matcher follow the 1FT information filtering approach [Minio & Tasso 1996] previously developed at the University of
Udine and exploited in all the filtering, classification and crawling tools of the
infoFactory [infoFactoryj.
Personalization based on social interaction is approached by taking into consideration information which is collected during normal operation of the forum:
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Fig. 2. The hybrid approach to personalization in ifForum.

usernames, timestamps, and actions performed (visualizing, posting, replying).
The tree structure of the postings allows to infer the interaction that took place
among users. So it is possible to reveal the hidden social structure of the community (leaders, information bridges, clusters of users, etc. ) that can be used
for empowering (personalized) recommendation.
The Recommender System Kernel produces two kind of actions:
- Normal Personalized Suggestions. New relevant information is prompted to
a specific user.
- Extended Recommendation. Whenever a user is recommended some potentially relevant information and the same user is also a leader (and/or a
member) of a specific cluster of users, the same recommendation can be sent
to all the members of the cluster.
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A further possibility is to discover different clusters of users, which share an
interest for similar contents. Further strategies for hybrid recommendation are
currently being evaluated within an experimental activity concerning the real
use of ifFornrn.
Another major goal of the proposed hybrid approach, that goes beyond the
specific personalized adaptive services offered to individual users, concerns the
educational design level. More knowledge of personal user interests and of the
social relationships actually taking place in the community, allows a better,
more coherent and autopoietic tuning of the educational design. The (adaptive)
coherence of the three levels (contents, relational, educational) is indeed a major
potential outcome of the proposed approach, to be verified in the ongoing and
planned experimental activities [Rossi 2004].

5

Evaluation and Conclusions

The development of ifForum is underway. During March 2004, the baseline including all standard features and all the social analysis tools has been completed
and systematically tested. A first validation experiment was carried out with a
group of 25 real users working for three months on the system, reaching a total
of more than 13 thousands single operations. The evaluation has been based
on qualitative scores provided by the users, as well as comments posted in a
specific threads of the forum. The data gathered, still under processing, proved
useful for incrementally improving the design of the system. The social analysis
tools received a first very positive assessment, being considered very useful for
providing (to the teacher/tutor) an effective and a immediate global view of the
learning community.
Currently, we are developing the personalization module, by reusing cognitive
filtering components developed within the infoFACTORY and, at completion of
the first prototype, a systematic evaluation is planned, both in e-learning and
knowledge-management contexts.
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Abstract. Digital course libraries are educational Web applications that contain
instructional materials to assist students' learning in a specific discipline
(course). To address the critical issues of findability and reusability of learning
resources, we propose a general framework for standards-based, ontologyaware course libraries and use it to develop an environment for building, maintaining. and using such libraries. The proposed environment, TM4L (Topic
Maps for Learning), is based on the new ISO standard XML Topic Maps that
provides a paradigm for organizing and retrieving online information and for
interchanging semantic information on the Web. In this paper we present the
TM4L authoring tool for creating ontology-aware Topic Maps-based repositories oflearning materials (TM4L Editor).

1 Introduction
Digital course libraries are educational Web applications that contain instructional
materials to assist students' learning in a specific discipline ( course) and support
students' course-related work aimed at reinforcing their knowledge. They playa vital
role in out-of-class learning, especially in project-based and problem-based learning,
as well as in lifelong learning. Digital course libraries are expected, from one side, to
provide learners with powerful and intuitive search tools that allow them to efficiently
access learning resources, and from another, to support instructors with powerful
authoring tools for efficient creation and update of instructional materials. The latter
is closely related to the issue of reusability and shareability of learning content,
which in tum is concerned with both the existence of shared agreement on the content
and the standards-based representation of the materials.
We address the problems of findability, reusability and shareability of learning materials in digital course libraries by suggesting the use of Semantic Web technologies
in creating them. More specifically, we propose a framework for digital course libraries that incorporates a meta-layer - semantic layer, based on conceptualization of the
course subject domain. The fundamental idea is to build those libraries as both concept-based and ontology-aware repositories of learning objects [1]. Further on, we
propose that the implementation of such libraries is based on the ISO XTM standard XML Topic Maps [2]. Topic Maps (TM) [3] are an emerging Semantic Web technology, that can be used as a means to organize and retrieve information in e-Iearning
repositories in a more efficient and meaningful way.
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The expressive power of Topic Maps, commonly perceived as a method for indexing information resources, places the standard very close to artificial intelligence and
knowledge modeling. Topic Maps resemble semantic networks and conceptual
graphs, but offer more - a unique, standards-based way of encoding and exchanging
knowledge on the Web. Topic Maps provide an external meta-stmcture (a knowledge
navigation layer) in form of a dynamic, semantically based hypertext. As a result,
TM-based courseware can offer the following benefits [4]:
For learners: efficient context-based retrieval of learning resources; better
awareness in subject-domain browsing; information visualization; customized
views, adaptive guidance, and context-based feedback.
For instructors: effective management and maintenance of knowledge and information; personalized courseware presentations; distributed courseware development; reuse and exchange of learning materials, collaborative authoring.
Currently available commercial TM software is mainly aimed at supporting rapid
development of TM-based applications (e.g. Ontopia Knowledge Suite [5], Mondeca
Intelligent Topic Manager [6], etc.). There are some available TM authoring tools but
they are too general and good for experts in knowledge representation, not for end
users. We are not aware of existing specialized education-oriented TM tools that can
be used to facilitate the creation, maintenance, search, and visualization of Topic
Maps-based learning resources. This was our motivation for designing the general
framework for ontology-aware digital course libraries and using it to develop a specialized environment for creating, maintaining, and using TM-based learning repositories - TM4L (Topic Maps for Learning). In this paper we discuss briefly the
framework and present the authoring tool ofTM4L (TM4L Editor).

2

A General Framework for TM-based Course Libraries

The proposed framework is aimed at supporting the development of ontology-aware
repositories of learning materials. It is focused on enabling authors to capture, share
and access knowledge. Subject ontologies aim at capturing domain knowledge in a
generic way, and provide a commonly agreed upon representation vocabulary of a
subject domain, which may be shared and reused across people and applications.
Ontology editing is an essential aspect for all ontology-aware systems. An important
issue within ontology editing is the underlying ontology model or "stmcture" that is
to be edited. In our framework for developing repositories of learning resources it is a
network of concepts. This involves creating views of a specific domain in terms of
domain concepts and relationships among them that suggest the semantics of the
resources relevant to that domain. Such a conceptual stmcture would enhance information retrieval within the repository since the set of concepts, relationships, and
inference rules defined by the domain ontology constrain the possible interpretations.
Thus the proposed general framework of ontology-aware discipline-specific repositories is based on building a conceptual stmcture that represents the subject domain ontology and using it for stmcturing and classification of learning content. The
classification involves linking learning objects (content) to the relevant ontology
terms (concepts), i.e. using the ontological stmcture to index the repository content.
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This will allow applications and users to understand the relationships between the
resources and insure efficient topical access to them. By providing shared agreement
on the subjects meaning, ontologies can serve as a means of establishing a conceptually concise basis for communicating knowledge for many purposes, for example, in
ontology-based merging of digital repositories. The framework utilizes the advantages of concept-based and standards-based content organization to benefit both
learners and authors. For learners it supports efficient contextual retrieval of information relevant to their needs and for authors - the reusability, shareability, and exchangeability of created instructional materials.
We have proposed a layered information structure of the learning material repository consisting of three layers, each of which captures a different aspect of the library
information space - conceptual, resource-related, and contextual:
Semantic layer: contains a conceptual model of the knowledge domain in
terms of key concepts and relationships among them.
Resource layer: contains a collection of diverse information resources associated with the specific knowledge domain.
Context layer: contains specifications of different views (contexts) on the library resources depending on a particular goal, type of users, etc., by dynamically associating components from the other two layers.
The developed framework for ontology-aware digital course libraries is described
in detail in [1]. This general framework requires using Semantic Web technologies
that support efficient organization, retrieval, and interchange of information on the
Web. We chose to use the ISO 13250 XTM standard - XML Topic Maps
(www.y12.doe.gov/sgml/sc34/documentl0323.htm) to implement the developed
framework. In the next section we discuss our implementation - the Topic Mapsbased environment TM4L - and specifically its authoring tool, the TM4L Editor.

3

The TM4L Editor

Ontology-aware e-learning applications must provide support for both ontology
development and ontology usage. In the last decade a number of tools for ontology
construction have emerged (see [7]); however, they are not particularly appropriate
for use in a TM-based environment. Although some currently available ontology
editors such as Protege-2000 [8J have plug-ins, which allow exporting ontologies to
Topic Maps, they do not support essential TM features that can be of significant importance for reusability and sharability of e-Iearning content and interoperability of elearning applications, in particular:
published subjects (can provide a platform for interoperability),
merge oftopic maps (can support individual or collaborative authoring),
scope (can be used to implement adaptivity through defining contexts).
Thus our goal was to develop an authoring environment guided by two considerations: conformance to the TM standard coupled with facilitating the task of e-Iearning
content authoring. Taking into account these considerations, we have designed an
environment, TM4L, which enables the creation, maintenance, and use of ontologyaware courseware based on the ISO standard Topic Maps. Ontologies and Topic
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Maps are complementary tools that aim at giving a more global vision than terminologies, thesauri and concepts systems. While ontologies provide semantic interoperability, the Topic Maps specification ensures syntactic interoperability.
The TM4L environment consists of a TM Editor and a TM Viewer. We have currently completed the TM4L Editor, which is an ontology editor allowing the user to
build ontology-driven learning repositories using Topic Maps. It provides ontology
and metadata engineering capabilities coupled with basic document management
facilities. The TM4L Editor benefits from the Topic Maps' fundamental feature to
support easy and effective merge of existing information resources while maintaining
their meaningful structure. This allows for flexibility and expediency in re-using and
extending existing repositories.
The learning content created by the Editor is fully compliant with the XML Topic
Maps (XTM) standard and thus interchangeable and interoperable with any standard
TM tools. The Editor can read/open external XTM files directly, i.e. without any
import pre-processing.
The TM4L Editor is Topic Maps-based, thus the main objects that it manipulates
are topics (representing domain ontology concepts), relationships between them (corresponding to the TM associations), resources, and contexts (implementing the TM
scoping feature). It includes four different sections (views): Topic Map, TopiCS, Relationships, and Views. A screenshot ofthe TM4L Editor interface (the Topics section)
is shown on Figure 1.

Fig. 1. A screenshot from the TM4L Editor interface.

Topic Map. In the Topic Map section the author defines metadata (Dublin Core
[9] and LOM [10] compliant) for the newly created topic map. This includes: TM
Title, Creator, Subject / Main Topic (keywords), Description, Publisher, Contributor,
Creation Date, Last Modification Date, Location, Source TM (in case of merging
TM), Relation, Coveragc, IPR I Copyright. Additionally, a Topic Map Subject Indicator is specified. Some LOM tags are automatically included in the TM metadata with
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pre-specified values, e.g. LOM 4.1 Resource Format (''textlhtml''), LOM: 5.1 Interactivity Type ("expositive document"), LOM: 5.3 Interactivity Level ("high").
Topics. In the Topics section the author defines, edits, and deletes topics. Each
topic defmition includes the following information: subject indicator, names, types,
and related resources. For each new topic an ID is automatically generated.
Topic categories. Our major concern in designing the Topic Maps Editor was related to the fact that in the TM standard every subject is a topic, which is a powerful
idea but will not make much sense to the uninitiated authors. Different kinds of topics
are expected to be used in an educational topic map: 'concept' topics needed to build
the ontological representation of the subject domain, 'utility' topics needed as metadata fillers in the topic map, for example, to specify the different types of educational
resources, and 'system' topics needed to represent associations, roles in associations,
and other entities required by the TM model.
In TM4L we support two distinct categories of topics: domain ontology topics and
utility topics. The former are defined by and visible to the user; the latter are automatically defmed by the editor when a specific authoring activity takes place (such as
defining a new relationship between topics) and are invisible to the author. We use
the following utility topics categories: association types, association role types, associations, occurrence types, occurrences, and themes (for scoping). The category of a
topic depends on where it was created by the user, for example, if it was created as a
result of user input in the 'Create Relationship Type' dialog, it is an association type.
Topic names. TM4L allows multiple topic names: one primary and possibly some
alternative names. Each name can have alternate names (TM name variants) to be
used for special purposes. In this application we have constrained the number of alternate names to four, corresponding to four different purposes of usage of the name:
sort, search, display, and draw.
Topic Types. In compliance with the TM standard, multiple topic types are allowed. The user is given two ways to declare a topic type (or parent topic): either
automatically by selecting an existing topic prior to the creation of the new topic, or
manually in the 'Parent Topic Panel'.
Resources. Resources can be internal and external. Internal resources are short
pieces of information about a concept, such as definition, short description, some
characterizations, etc., stored locally in the course library. External resources can be
any addressable learning objects on the Web referenced by their URI. For authors'
convenience, resource types are pre-defined however the author is allowed to define
their own types. We have predefmed the LOM 5.2. Learning Resource Types: exercise, simulation, questionnaire, diagram, figure, graph, index, slide, table, narrative
text, exam, experiment, problem statement, self assessment, and lecture. In addition,
we have predefined types of learning resources relevant to characterizing subject
domain concepts: defmition, example, graphical representation, and simulation.
Relationships. As we already mentioned, relationships in our model are represented by TM associations. Each relationship has a type (e.g. is-component-ot) and
one or more members (concrete topics) along with the roles they play in the relationship. There is a pool of pre-defined relationship types (such as class-subclass) that the
authors can use. In the 'Relationships' section of the Editor the author can define
relationship types and roles; create relationships by specifying their types, roles, and
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role players; and edit and delete relationships. When defming relationships the author
selects all involved entities relationship type, members, and roles, from presented
lists, so that input errors are minimized. The scope (context) within which the assertion made by a relationship is valid can be defined in the 'View' section. If none such
is present, the scope is unconstrained and the relation is always valid.
Contexts (Views), Context can be described as the circumstances in which an
event occurs; a setting. It can be defmed as a collection of perspectives (or viewpoints). In our model, authors use TM scopes and relations to define contexts. A
scope is a set of themes of validity or simply themes that describe perspectives.
Themes can be defined and applied to objects, thus scopes don't have their own definitions. In relation to scopes we follow the TM standard and allow scoping of topic
names, resources, and associations. Authors define their own theme types and scope
objects using them. The standard and application provided scopes are used in the
ETM Viewer for information filtering.
In summary, the TM4L Editor's functionality includes the following capabilities:
Creating and maintaining concepts.
Creating and maintaining relationships between concepts: adding and deleting
relationship types, member roles (there is no constraint on the number of members in a relationship), and relationship instances.
Creating resources: defining resource types, adding, deleting, modifYing, and
merging resources.
Creating contexts (organizing learning objects): defining different views on a
Topic Map including selected topics, relationships, and/or resources.
Storing Topic Maps persistently either in standard XTM files or in an Ozone
database.
Merging Topic Maps.
Checking a Topic Map for broken links to external Web resources.
Importing/exporting Topic Maps.
External searches on the Web (through Google).
The TM4L Editor is implemented as a client-server application developed in Java
and using the TM4J Topic Map Engine [11], which is an open source providing a
comprehensive API that allows creating and modifYing Topic Map structures stored
either in-memory or persistently in a database. The Editor has open modular architecture that allows easy extension of its functionality.

Conclusion
In this paper we present work in progress that is aimed at contributing to the development of efficiently searchable, reusable, and interchangeable discipline-specific
repositories of learning objects on the Web. We propose an authoring environment
for supporting the development of standards-based ontology-aware online learning
materials. The next step in our agenda is the design and development of a browser for
Topic Maps-based learning materials. It will support learners to efficiently navigate
educational Topic Maps and search for useful resources. The latter is crucial in pro-
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ject-based and self-directed learning where the learners are actively engaged in retrieval of trusted relevant infonnation.
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Abstract. This position paper discusses the need for using interactive
ontology-based user modeling to empower on the fly adaptation in learning information systems. We outline several open issues related to adaptive learning content delivery and present an approach to deal with these
issues based on the integration of two existing systems AIMS (taskbased information retrieval environment) and STyLE-OLM (interactive
open learner modeling tool). The work contributes to achieving semanticbased reasoning for educational systems and shows a promising direction
for the implementation of personalized educational semantic web.

1

Introduction

In the past decade we have witnessed a growing interest in applying personalization and adaptation in numerous application domains. Advanced information
systems are styled in a way that enables users to quickly access information
relevant for their needs [1]. Deployed in educational settings, these systems will
enable offering the most appropriate resources tailored to the learners' needs.
There are two key questions in this context. Firstly, attention should be paid
to the use of technology for engineering of large amounts of domain information and resources to appropriately tailor them to the individual preferences
and knowledge state of different users. The current effort in Semantic Web research examines means for employing ontologies to achieve semantically rich,
well-structured, standardized and verified content [2]. The engineering of adaptation and personalization will have to take into account the ontologies used to
represent learning content. It is important to understand that adding some semantics to resources has a push effect. This enables the system, and its creators,
to have control over what resources are given to the learner and, hence, to shape
his/her learning. Thus, appropriate methods are required to tailor the "push"
to the needs of each individual user.
Secondly, in order to retrieve the most appropriate learning objects user
semantics should be captured and used. Typically, adaptive systems maintain a
user model of the individual user as an overlay of the domain model in order to
record the current state of the user with respect to his/her knowledge of domain
concepts [3]. There are several aspects to consider: (1) initialization and gradual
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maintenance of the user model; (2) quick and most relevant access point to the
user; (3) accuracy of the system's assumptions about the user's knowledge, goals,
task, etc.; (4) empowerment of the system's diagnosis with learner input; and
(5) dealing with information not encoded in the system ontology.
In this position paper we argue that the above issues can be tackled by appropriately combining recent approaches from student modeling and adaptive
information retrieval. We di.'lcUSS advantages of integrating interactive ontologybased student modeling and adaptive learner content management to enable
offering information resources tailored to the needs of individual learners. Two
systems, developed by us in previous studies, are used to show how their integration enables rapid learner modeling that captures the dynamics of the learner's
knowledge and ensures effective personalized learning content management.
Next in the paper we will present the need for integrating ontology-based
learner modeling into adaptive learning content management systems and will
point at issues that have to be tackled (Section 2). We then show in Section 3
how adaptive learning content management (illustrated in AIMS) [4] and interactive ontology-based student modeling (illustrated in STyLE-OLM) [5] may be
used to address the open issues. We argue that the integration of these independently developed systems, as presented in Section 4, will enable capturing
the user's view of domain ontology and course structure which will empower the
personalized learner support provided by AIMS. Finally, our work will be put in
a larger context and future plans will be sketched out.

2

The Context

In this section we will outline the context of our research with the help of three
user scenarios. We consider a situation where a learner has to explore materials
from a large repository in order to accomplish a learning goal. Each learning
object is linked to a list of concepts that, according to the beliefs of the creator
of the object, will be mastered when the learner studies the object content. For
the sake of clarity, we will use here concepts from the topic Learning about Linux
which includes main concepts needed to understand how the Linux operating
system functions (domain concepts are shown in typewriter).

2.1

Scenario 1: The Cold Start Problem

Bill is a Computing student and has an assignment that requires using the
Linux operating system. Bill happens to have previous experiences with the
Microsoft Windows and MS-DOS operating systems and already knows about
operating systems, file systems, and command-line interfaces. Bill has
been advised to use a web-based system that provides learning materials on
Linnx. His goal is to log to the system and quickly learn how to copy his files
from a floppy disk and how to compress them, as required in his assignment.
Some adaptive systems would allow Bill to directly search for concepts of
interest or to choose a topic to study from a list of contents [6]. In this case,
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the system cannot accurately diagnose Bill's goals and prior knowledge based on
his choice. The system may provide learning objects confusing him as they may
contain unfamiliar concepts. Furthermore, Bill's goal of working with learning
objects may not necessarily correspond to the goal defined by their creators.
In other adaptive tutoring systems Bill may have to do a predefined test allowing the system to extract a model of his domain knowledge [6J. This may have
a negative effect on Bill's learning motivation because of both the unpopularity
of the tests and the learning distraction that testing may cause.
Now imagine a content management system which first interacts with Bill
in the form of a short dialog to determine his previous knowledge and how it
relates to his learning goal. To be domain independent, the interaction should
be guided by a generic dialog planning mechanism linked to reasoning about
the course domain and structure. As a result the system will extract an initial
learner model which will determine an adequate starting point for Bill and will
further recommend appropriate learning objects.
2.2

Scenario 2: Semantics is Defined Solely by a Course Creator

Linus, as opposed to Bill, has quite some experience with Linux, but he also
wants to use resources to learn more about Linux. Suppose now that both Bill
and Linus want to learn more about user accounts and file security.
Some adaptive systems would offer different courses, e.g. for beginners, intermediate, and advanced learners. Stereotyping in learning systems is prone
to problems. It is difficult to define a general meaning for each of the above
categories, let alone to correctly classify a learner into one. However, the main
drawback is that it is almost impossible for the course creator to consider the
specific goals of each learner and to determine the concepts he will refer to when
trying to understand a topic within each category.
What one ideally wants is the system to use a user model in combination with
the domain, course and resource knowledge to attend the needs of each learner
as best as possible. Choosing resources will depend on the learner's semantics
of what the goal is and what concepts are relevant rather than on the semantics
pre-encoded by experts unaware of the specific needs of each individual learner.
2.3

Scenario 3: Inaccuracy and Dynamics of the Learner Model

Assume that both Bill and Linus have spent considerable time with an adaptive
course management system. Based on some user modeling mechanisms, e.g. tests
or tracking the user's interactions with learning objects, the system builds a
model that represents the user's understanding of the domain [6].
The diagnostic mechanism may produce inaccurate learner models. For instance, the correct answers in tests may be guessed and may not necessarily be
based on domain understanding. In addition, the system's judgment about the
learner's understanding based on pre-encoded ontology and on reading a document, may often be inaccurate. For example, let us suppose that Bill and Linus
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both have read a document about user accounts that includes other domain
concepts, such as file system, root, file permissions, etc. Bill may be able
to create a link between user account and file permissions but may be unsure of all relations between these concepts, while Linus, who already has some
knowledge of both concepts, will be able to understand deeply what their relations are. Reading the document, Bill may also discover the link between file
system and root, although that link is not explicitly discussed in the document
on user accounts. Linus, being confident of his knowledge on user accounts,
may skim through the document and, thus, miss some elaborated domain concepts' relations but the system may not have any means to account this.
Furthermore, the learner modeling mechanism may not be able to capture
the dynamics of the user's knowledge. For example, Bill and Linus may use
other resources to learn about Linux. They may test what they have learned in
practice, and may compare their experience with that of fellow students. Their
learner models will evolve: more beliefs will be acquired and existing ones will be
refined. It will be impossible to capture the dynamics of the learner's knowledge
with conventional diagnostic mechanisms.
A desired situation would be to have some combination of open learner modeling [7] and guided diagnostic interaction [5]. For example, after a knowledgeable
learner (like Linus) finishes with a learning object, a clarification dialog can be
initiated to enable the learner to identify learned concepts and discovered domain relations. For less knowledgeable learners (like Bill) the clarification dialog
may be triggered by showing them their learner models, as discussed in [5].
2.4

Open Issues

The scenarios presented above highlight the following open issues:
- Dealing with cold start. Adaptive systems face problems to deal with
first time users for whom a user model is not accumulated yet. Rapid user
modeling techniques are needed.
- Use of previous knowledge and experience. The same document can
have different learning effects on different people depending on their prior
knowledge. Methods for diagnosing the user's prior knowledge are needed.
- User models based solely on analysis of learner-system interaction
are inaccurate. In real life, teachers use implicit ways to assess the students' results and performance. Learning systems need explicit mechanisms
to clarify the obtained learner models.
Semantics of the course author and the learner may differ. This
leads to inaccurate learner diagnosis or inappropriate recommendation of
relevant materiaL Furthermore, such difference justifies why one cannot rely
only on the learners' opinion of their domain knowledge (as in open learner
models [7]) and that some clarification dialog is needed.
The course author's goals and the learner's goals may differ. Most
educational systems assume these two goals are equal and do not adapt to
special goals the learners might have. Mechanisms for clarifying the users'
goals are critical for providing effective recommendatious and guidance.
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- The learner's goals, preferences, and knowledge evolve. The changes
in the learner model are not only gradually between the start and end of the
course, but also temporarily during a certain session. Appropriate mechanisms for capturing this dynamics should be employed.
We argue that a fruitful approach to address the above issues is the combination of interactive user modeling and adaptive educational content management.

3

Possible Technologies

This section will briefly outline two existing systems focusing on how they tackle
some of the open issues, and will justify the need for their integration.
3.1

AIMS: Adaptive Learning Content Management

AIMS is an information handling support system focused on an efficient information provision for task-oriented problem solving. It offers adaptive contextual
support (through its Search and Browse Tool) that enables users to identify information necessary for performing a particular learning task [4]. As a consequence
of the task-orientation, AIMS focuses on the classification of the knowledge in
the application (application semantics). Thus, concept-based representations of
the content play a pivotal role in modeling the domain content (domain model)
and the user (user model), but also in modeling the application problem-solving
strategies (task model) and the adaptive mechanisms employed in the system
(sequencing model). The strict separation between domain-dependent and application related issues and the resources themselves, allows for flexible solutions
and reusability. It offers a good content/information basis for adaptive recommendations (as illustrated in the three scenarios), where the domain and the
sequencing strategies can be changed easily in order to achieve adaptation.
Adaptive task-based systems like AIMS appear to be especially effective in
learning and training oriented application areas, where the sequencing of content, and the concept-based visualization of search results and domain concepts,
proves to be a good instrument to guide the user through the material. A key
role for achieving this adaptation is played by the user model (its construction
and use by both the system and the learner).
AIMS is an example of an adaptive system that suffers from open issues outlined in Section 2.4, e.g. cold start problem, lack of alignment between author's
semantics and learner's semantics and lack of understanding of the user's goals
(and adapting to them). There is a need for empowering AIMS with user modeling approaches to allow for rapid user modeling, accuracy in the user assessment
and alignment of the user's goals and semantics with the ones of the course
author. Some of the aforementioned problems are addressed in STyLE-OLM.
3.2

STyLE-OLM: Interactive Ontology-Based Student Modeling

STyLE-OLM is a learner modeling system where a learner model is constructed
with the active participation of the learner being allowed to inspect and discuss
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the content of the model the computer builds of him/her [5J. The system is
based on a computational framework for interactive open learner modeling that
includes a domain ontology, discourse model, and belief mechanism for maintaining a jointly constructed user model. The framework is fairly general and fully
domain independent, two instantiations of STyLE-OLM in a Computing and
Finance domain have been demonstrated. STyLE-OLM deals with an extended
overlay learner model that captures not only correct and incomplete learner beliefs (Le. overlay upon the domain ontology) but also erroneous beliefs (that are
not confirmed by the domain ontology). Patterns of the learner's reasoning that
might cause erroneous beliefs are also modeled.
The interaction in STyLE-OLM is in a graphical manner and has two modes:
DISCUSS, where the learners discuss aspects of their domain knowledge and
influence the content of their models, and BROWSE, where the learners inspect
the current state of their models. Throughout the discussions, the system makes
plausible inferences about what is further believed by the learner on the basis
of what is explicitly asserted, and from this a dialog strategy is determined.
Important in the context of this paper is that STyLE-OLM can be adapted
by changing its dialog strategies to tackle knowledge alignment issues, e.g. by
following studies about differences that may occur between conceptual models
of people [8]. Knowledge probing strategies could also be added to articulate the
learner's conceptualization at the beginning of a session.
STyLE-OLM and AIMS are complementary, their integration, discussed below, allows us to address issues outlined in Section 2.4.

4

Integration of AIMS and STyLE-OLM

There are several opportunities for integrating features of both systems (see
Figure 1). As pointed in Section 3.1, the architecture of AIMS has to be extended
with an appropriate user modeling component. STyLE-OLM is the kernel of this
component, as it provides a dialog-based interaction with the user and is a rapid
way for extracting information about the user.
4.1

The Role of Ontology in the Integrated Architecture

Both STyLE and AIMS have used ontologies developed for their specific needs.
The use of ontologies, especially if they are based on standards, provide several
advantages: extensibility and flexibility (we can plug in other ontologies or relate
our domain ontology to a top ontology), interopability (we can share ontologies
with other applications) and reusability of previous work (we can use existing
tools and methods for eliciting, aligning, parsing and visualizing ontologies). A
stimulating discussion on these issues in a broader scope is given in [9J. AIMS has
already been moved towards supporting standard ontology languages like OWL.
STyLE-OLM is being adapted for dealing with a domain ontology encoded in
OWL, as well as for maintaining a user model represented in OWL. Using a
common ontology encoded in OWL is critical and will ensure interoperability of
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Fig.!. Integrated architecture of AIMS, STyLE-OLM and user modeling component.

components of both systems and wide application of the integrated system. The
other key aspect of the integration is the common user model, discussed below.
4.2

Information Related to the User Model in AIMS

Each of the information models (domain, resource library and tasks) of AIMS has
some relation to the user model. The domain model provides a point of reference
to be used for building an extended overlay learner modeL The resource library
model is related to the user model by keeping track of which resources have been
used by the learner and measuring the learning effects of the resources on the
learners. The tasks model in AIMS can be a source of meta-level information
about the user and the domain, as it provides the following information:
Purpose of the current task. Each task in AIMS has a purpose which
corresponds to the goal the teacher has in mind for the student when performing the task. In practice, the goals of the student might differ from the
intended purpose of the course author. Examples of purposes are: Learning
new concepts, Brushing current knowledge about some concepts, Reviewing
some topics which are already known, etc.
- Focus of the task. Each task in AIMS is related to a set of concepts X
which the learner should learn about. It can be used to maintain the learner's
focus on the current task.
- Ideal or standard learning path. The tasks model contains information
about pre-conditions and learning effects of tasks. This information can be
used to infer which concepts are basic knowledge for the course (concepts
required by most of the tasks) and which are intermediate or advanced knowledge. This information could be used to try to solve the cold start problem
by using STyLE-OLM to determine the learner's knowledge about concepts
required for tasks.
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4.3

Analysis of the User Model in AIMS with STyLE-OLM

The previous paragraphs di..'lcussed how the current information in AIMS about
domain, course and resources can be related to user modeling information. We
will now discuss how the user model itself can be used in AIMS and how STyLEOLM can be used to extract parts of the user model and as an interface between
the system and the user.
Validating task and resource effects. Right now, AIMS assumes that
completing a task or viewing an educational resource will result in the same
learning effect for every user. STyLE-OLM can be used as a review of the
task or resource to find out what the learner's knowledge is after completing
the task or viewing the resource. Depending on the desired quality of the
UM, this STyLE-OLM interaction could be done after every task or after a
series of tasks or only when a user requests such a review.
- Tackling the cold start problem and aiding with the task sequencing. STyLE-OLM could use the tasks model to determine which concepts
to probe for if no information is known about a user. In general, STyLEOLM could be used to determine whether a user has enough knowledge for
recommending a task.
Adaptive browsing. AIMS can narrow down the number of concepts shown.
The current task already roughly defines which concepts should be learned
by the user during the task. By combining the user knowledge, preferences
and goals and the specification of the current task, it is possible to determine
which concepts and links are more relevant when browsing.
Visual representation of open learner model. The idea behind this is
to show the user what their model is. This has two advantages: (1) the user
can disagree with their model and initiate a dialog with STyLE-OLM to
discuss about the concepts (as a result, the learner model will be refined);
(2) the user can see which concepts are little known to him/her and can
decide to learn about them.
- STyLE-OLM as an aid for understanding the domain. When browsing the domain, users can use STyLE-OLM to focus on a certain set of concepts and discuss their understanding about those concepts. The students
can have the initiative every time when starting a discussion and STyLEOLM will answer students' questions or help the students find out what are
the wrong assumptions/conclusions they make.
- Using the UM for selecting and sorting resources. When users want
to learn more about a certain topic, they can query the resource library
to find suitable educational resources. When there are several resources as a
query result, these resources have to be filtered and sorted. This can be done
based on the user's current knowledge, goals and preferences to determine
the kind of resource most suitable for the user. Examples of preferences
are preferences for a kind of material format (multimedia or only text) and
preference for practical oriented resources (tutorials and examples instead of
theoretical resources).
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- Articulating the learner's goals. To be able to adapt to the user's goals
we need to identify those goals. For this we may use information from the
current task, a STyLE-OLM dialog or a form filled in by the user. In order
to provide this kind of adaptation we need enough and appropriate annotation of the resource library. Also, because the user's goals, preferences and
knowledge change in time we need a way of modeling users through time
in order to maintain continuity and momentum in the learning activities.
We consider the use of episodic and long term user models. During dialog
episodes, a short-term, episodic user model is accummulated. It is used as a
source for updating the long term user model at the end of each episode by
employing STyLE-OLM algorithms based on non-monotonic reasoning.

5

Conclusions

In this paper we have analyzed the problems of current adaptive educational
information systems, and have stressed the need for deploying advanced user
modeling techniques to achieve more adequate personalization and adaptation
to the individual user needs. We have proposed an integrated approach based
on ontologies to represent both domain and user knowledge, and to maintain a
user-system dialog that initializes and manages the user model. The work contributes to achieving ontology-based reasoning for personalizing the educational
semantic web. There are several ongoing projects in this increasingly important research field. For example, in a recently started project McCalla, Greer,
Vassileva and colleagues are employing methods from their work on distributed
student modeling to attach user models to learning objects in order to obtain information for personalizing the use of educational resources [101. Judy Kay and
colleagues are adapting scrutable user modeling approaches to capture a student's understanding of ontology [11]. Simon, Dolog and colleagues discuss the
use of semantic web technologies in a broader context for learner modeling, learning resource modeling and its matching for providing adaptation [9]. Our work
offers an alternative approach that builds upon previous methods for interactive
open student modeling and adaptive learning content management. We believe
that this is a promising direction that will contribute to the implementation of
personalized educational semantic web.
As a next step we aim at designing a computational framework for the use
of semantic web technologies (focusing on domain ontology but also considering
other types of ontologies) to enhance the effectiveness of adaptive learning systems (considering adaptation both to learners and course authors). We intend
to illustrate the framework with the integration of AIMS and STyLE and perform series of user studies in order to assess the effectiveness of the approach.
This work is part of the SWALE (Semantic Web and Adaptive Learning Environments) project, started in April 2004, and funded by the British Council
and NWO. SWALE is targeted to: (1) identify dimensions of knowledge sharing,
employed currently in semantic web technologies, that can be applied to learning systems to enable different viewpoints (contexts) on learning material; (2)
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determine conditions which facilitate the construction of a shared ontology in
learning systems to support the joint construction of educational materials and
adaptation to individual teacher/learner needs; (3) develop methods to formalize
the construction of shared knowledge in a pedagogical context to provide effective author guidance and learner feedback in environments for individualized
learning and course delivery.
Acknowledgments. This work contributes to and is supported by the PROLEARN EU network of excellence, specifically the work package on Personalized
Adaptive Learning. The research is partly supported by the UK-Netherlands
Partnership in Science programme. Special thanks to Prof. Paul de Bra for helping with the preparation of the SWALE project and supporting Ronald Denaux's
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Abstract. Ontologies and metadata standards for the Web can be used to
achieve personalization and reuse of content in Educational Adaptive Hypermedia Systems. Web Ontologies can represent the knowledge of the system
concerning the educational content, the domain to be taught, and the leamer's
profile enabling intelligent behavior in building personalized learning objects.
Interoperability to reuse of content can be achieved by having the ontologies
terminology based on pre-existing standard vocabularies. This paper describes
how Semantic Web technologies were applied to the Adaptive Hypermedia
System AdaptWeb.

1 Introduction
Educational Adaptive Hypermedia Systems keep knowledge about the student's profile and the domain to be taught i.e. the Student Model and Knowledge Space of the
system [1]. What our proposal adds to the Knowledge Space is a structure describing
the educational content capable of providing composition rules represented in a principled way to construct complex learning objects tailored to the student's profile,
setting the stage to implement a powerful adaptation mechanism. This structure is a
Web Ontology whose individuals are automatically generated each time new educative content is added to the system [2). We achieve interoperability across the Web by
the definition of an application profile of a standard metadata model envisaged to
describe e-learning content. This paper describes the AdaptWeb application profile of
the Learning Object Metadata (LOM) [3] standard and the representation of the Student Model and Knowledge Space of the AdaptWeb system as Web ontologies. The
AdaptWeb is an in-progress research project supported by the CNPq, Brazilian National Research Council. This work is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the
Semantic Web technologies used, section 3 describes the Information Space of the
System and the defmed Application Profile, section 4 shows the student model, section 5 gives the adaptation scenario and section 6 is a short conclusion.
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2. Semantic Web Technologies
We used Web Ontologies and in particular application ontologies [4] to both represent the knowledge about the student profile and store explicit metadata modeling
knowledge about the educational content in the system, called Student Ontology and
Content Knowledge Ontology respectively. We also used a domain ontology [4] to
represent the taxonomy of the domain being learned, called Domain Ontology. The
language DAML+OIL was used to enable interoperability at the syntactic level on the
Web, while the ontologies vocabularies derived from standards enable interoperability at the semantic level.

3 AdaptWeb Knowledge Space
The Domain Ontology and The Content Knowledge Ontology, some of whose individuals are depicted in Figure 1, forms the AdaptWeb Knowledge Space. The Content Knowledge Ontology is an ontology encoded in DAML+OIL [5] that describes
the actual pieces of instructional content giving the rules to correctly assemble them
(e.g. prerequisite rules defined as transitive properties). This makes the automatic
computation of complex learning objects adequate for each student's profile possible
by using ontology services, such as reasoning. Qualified links relate Content Knowledge Ontology elements to Domain Ontology ones indicating how each piece of the
educative content approaches subjects on the Domain Ontology, e.g. apply or define.

~~
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Knov.tedge Space

Educational Content

Fig. I. Instances ofthe AdaptWeb Information Space

3.1 Domain and Content Knowledge Ontologies
The Domain and Content Knowledge Ontologies schemas are represented in Figure
2. The abbreviation awo stands for Content Knowledge Ontology that defines the
namespace located at htlp:llwww-inf.ufrgs.br/-lapejaralOntology/GeneratedlContent.daml and dom
stands for Domain Knowledge Ontology that defines the namespace located at
htlp:J/www.inf.ufrgs.br/-lapejaralOntology/Domain.daml. Instances of class awo:Topic represent
the explanation of some idea supported by examples, exercises and complementary
material represented in classes awo:Examp/e, awo:Exercise, awo:Complementary and
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awo:e-Support. A topic may have sub-topics giving more specific explanations related by the awo:isPartOj relation. The order in which the topics are presented according to learning purposes is given by the awo:leamingPath relation~ The class
awo:Course contains customizations of disciplines for students with common background knowledge and learning goals. Class awo:Contributor contains creators of
educative content and recommenders of Web resources created and maintained out of
the system context but described in class awo:e-Support.

Fig.2. Classes and Relations of Domain and Content Knowledge Ontology

3.3 Application profile Definition
The Learning Objects Metadata Standard - LOM [3] is a metadata standard to be used
in descriptions concerning objects for learning purposes. An application profile [6]
takes elements from standard schemas and eventually refines them to create a set of
metadata descriptors tailored to a particular application while retaining interoperability with the original base schemas. Several application profiles of LOM such as
ARIADNE [7], Heal [8] and CanCore [9] were developed, and some crosswalks
providing mappings between them exist. There are a number of implementations of
LOM in XML motivated by the current maturity of that language. Nevertheless, the
use of RDF [10,11,12,13] to represent LOM metadata provides a standard way to
reutilize Web standard vocabularies. We created a new application profile of the
standard LOM based in the RDF binding presented in [14], whose elements are defined on the Content Knowledge and Domain ontologies. The elements used with no
refinement were 1.3 Language, 1.4 Description, 1.5 Keyword, 2.3 Contribute, 3.3
Metadata Schema, 4.3 Location, 4.4 Requirement and 5.1 Interactivity Type. Table 2
shows the refmement of other LOM elements, for example, the relation
dcterms:requires was refmed to awo: hasPrerequisite standing for a learning object
that is needed to correctly understand the learning object intended to be taken. This
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relation was also declared as transitive, and has an inverse relation
awo:isPrerequisiteOf, both of which are useful to inference tasks. Any web agent that
can not understand our ontology specifications about the awo:hasPrerequisite relation can still understand the more general property dcterms:requires, and interpret the
awo:hasPrerequisite relation with the semantics of this known property, which is the
basis to achieve interoperability at the semantic level. The abbreviation dc stands for
http://purl.orgJdc/elementsll.l/ and dcterms for http://purlorgJdc/ terms/.

Ontology Property

Ontology Property Description

Domain

Range

awo:Topic

awo:Topic

awo:isPartOf
awo:Course
awo
awo
awo:
isRecommended
B

,awo:
Contributor.

awo:learningPath

!aw():Tolpi'c

awo:creakJr

awo:
Contributor

awo:defines

dom:Taxon

awo:apply

dom:Taxon

awo:describes
awo:introduces

4 Student Model
The student ontology, encoded in DAML+OIL [5], available at

http://www.inf.ufrgs.br/

-tapejaralOntology/Student.daml and depicted in Figure 3 models the main properties that

characterize the student's profile. The functional property st:hasLearningStyle indicates the student's cognitive style ofleaming [15]. The property st:hasLearning Goal
points to the course the student is taking. The property st:wantsTutorial indicates if
the student currently prefers to work in a tutored mode.
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st:has
LeamingSly1

st:has
LeamingGoal

sthas

~

awo:has
NetwQrkConnection
stloca1ion

~--I.eamingTrajectoryWF

r-:;;.;;:.
Xsd:BooII~ean
TUbriai-~

stwants

Fig.3. Student Model

The student's knowledge in each topic is indicated by instances of relation st:has
KnowledgeOn pointing to the topics in which the student has knowledge. The functional property awo:hasNetworkConnection indicates the current student's network
connection. The property st:iocationLearningTrajectoryWF indicates the URL where
the current learning trajectory for the student is. The remaining elements in the model
are defined in the Content Knowledge Ontology and the XML Schema namespace.

6 Adaptation Scenario

Fig.4. System Architecture

The AdaptWeb architecture showing the adaptation scenario is depicted in figure 4.
During the authoring process, the author can consult the Domain Ontology and the
Content Knowledge Ontology to be aware of existing learning objects concerning a
given subject to eventually reuse them. Each time new content is authored, the Automatic Metadata Generation wrapper generates its fundamental metadata as RDF
descriptions that are instances of the Content Knowledge Ontology. The Student
Monitoring agent continuously updates the Student Model according to the student's
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activities. The Adaptive Content Selection agent selects the contents to be presented
creating a learning trajectory tailored to the student's profile based on the knowledge
available about the student and the educative content. The Adaptive Presentation
module determines the presentation style according to the student's preferences.

7 Conclusions
This paper describes how Semantic Web technologies were applied to manage metadata describing learning objects in the AdaptWeb project, delving into the definition
of an application profile of the Learning Object Metadata (LOM) standard and the
representation of the Student, Content and Domain models as Web ontologies. Reasoning support is possible in order to implement a powerful adaptation mechanism.
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Abstract. In this paper we outline a framework to describe adaptive learning
designs where defmitions as the instructional design method, the type of tests,
the learning style approach, and the adaptive rules are not prescribed. IMS LD
is used to guarantee the reusability and interoperability of the elements. The
framework also proposes to adjust the learning design taking into account the
knowledge and learning style of the leamer, and the learning style of the
activities by means of adaptive rule defmitions.

1 Introduction
Adaptive Educational Hypermedia (AEH) is a challenging research area that may help
to improve the learning of the students, adjusting contents and navigation alternatives
to their characteristics. However, to teach implies more than deliver content and
paths; it is a process where learners gain knowledge and skills interacting with
learning resources, activities, and other students. Learning designs details this
process, considering learning goals, prerequisites, and expected outcomes to indicate
learning activities, sequences and learning materials.
We intend to use learning designs as the key element to perform adaptivity in
AEH, where the same learning goal can be reached by every student using learning
strategies tailored to herlhis knowledge and learning styles, and also, to defme those
strategies as semantic elements -guided by a standardized metadata- in order to make
it possible their exchangeability and reusability.
For these reasons, we are defining a framework -based predominantly on the IMS
Learning Design specification [4]- to configure adaptive learning designs, where the
instructional design method, the type of tests, the learning style approach, and the
adaptive rules are not prescribed, but open to be defined by authors of the learning
experience. This framework is within an ongoing research towards the definition of
AEH based on learning technology specifications [2].
In the next section we outline the framework we are developing. In section 3, we
expose conclusions and describe further work.

2 Adaptive Learning Designs
We propose to define adaptive learning designs modularizing their (1) leaming styles,
(2) tests, (3) learning designs, and (4) adaptive rules. In the rest of this section we
introduce these definitions.
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2.1 Learning Style Definition
Learning styles, which establish indicators on how learners perceive and process
information, might be helpful to design learning materials suitable to the way each
learner learns. The Kolb's Experiential Learning Theory [6] is a well-known example
of a learning style approach. It proposes four dimensions to characterize the way the
student perceives information (theorist and activist dimensions) and the way slhe
process it (reflectors and pragmatist dimensions).
Nevertheless, the proposed framework does not prescribe any learning style. We
argue that different learning style approaches should be used for different fields of
knowledge and types of students. Therefore, authors will use the learning style
definition to specifY the approach they judge is more appropriate for content and
context. A learning object (based on the IMS LD {itemmodelp) will be created for
every learning style definition, in order to make it available to be (re)used in other
learning designs.
For instance, Fig.! shows the learning style element of the Kolb's Theory and its
four dimensions. Later on, authors will use this learning style definition to depict the
learning style of the students and learning style of the activities, as well as to defme
learning style tests.
<learning-style>
<item identifierref='*RES-ExpKolb" ident.ifier=uLSD Kolb">
<title>Kolb's Learning Style<!title>
<item
<item
<item
<item
<litem>
</learning-style>

Fig. 1. Definition of a learning-style element

2.2 Test Definition
In the defmition of tests, authors will describe assessments to measure the knowledge
and learning style of the students. There are four types of tests: learning style, initial
knowledge, current knowledge, and final knowledge. The students' results on these
tests will set values that could be stored in the student model, or be used to defme
adaptive rules (see adaptive rule definition below), and connect them with the
learning style of the activities. Also, they can be included, at run-time, in the IMS LD
element <globpers-property>2 to represent the leamer's learning style and knowledge.
For instance, to defme the learning style tests, we can say that the CHAEA [1]
instrument will be used. The other test could be defined using IMS QTI [5].

I

2

Group element that contains three main eleroents: title, item and metadata.
Global personal property (portfolio-property) element used for personalization that has a different value
for every user. Property operations can refer to it to operate on the value [4].
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2.3 Learning Design Definition
The learning design definition will be modelled in IMS LD. Therefore, authors
describe the pedagogical approach of the adaptive learning design defining its
learning objectives, prerequisites, roles, outcomes (learning and support activities),
environments (learning objects and services), and the method of instruction.
Effective instructional strategies might involve learning styles [7]. Consequently,
they are included in the definition of activities and integrated in the learning design
definition. For instance, Fig.2 shows, partially, the learning design definition of the
"adaptive hypermedia lesson". It contains the learning activity "AH taxonomy"
annotated a Kolb's learning style definition.
<learning-design identifier=nLD-Adaptive-Hypermedia n >
<learning-objectives>
<item identifier""-"LOB-AH-lesson1! identifierref"""ftRES-LOB-AH"/>
</learning-objectives>
<components>
<roles>
<learner identifier= ft R-learner"/>
</roles>
<activities>
<learning-activity identifier=ffLA-AH-taxonomy">
<learning-style>
<item identifierref=uRES-ExpKolb" identifier="LSD Kolb n >
<item parameters m "value,70%-" identifier=uLSD Kolb-Theorist"/>
<item parameters="v-alue,lO%" identifier"""nLSD-Kolb-pragmatist n />
<item parameters="value,lO%U identifier="LSD-Kolb-Activist u />
<item parameters="value,90%*' iden t:l f le!'="LSD- Kolb-Reflector" />
<litem>
<I learning-style>

Fig. 2. The definition of the learning activity "AH taxonomy"

2.4 Adaptive Rule Definition
The proposed framework is intended to make use of the authors' pedagogical
approach and expertise on the knowledge field, and give them freedom to decide what
characteristics and variables should be considered to perform adaptivity.
Therefore, authors will be provided with a formalism to define adaptive rules,
which adjust the learning design to the students' characteristics and to the nature of
the knOWledge. The definition of adaptive rules starts with the description of adaptive
statements that can be saved as adaptive teclmiques or students stereotypes [2].
Adaptive statements are dermed as (BNF notation):
<adaptive-statement> ::= IF <condition> THEN <action>

(1)

<condition> :;= <element-set> [<unitary-op-set>] "("<expression> ")"[<binary-op-set>
<condition>]

(2)

<expression> ::= [<spec-element> ","] [<value> I <binary-op-set> "," <value>]

(3)

["," <relational-op-set> "," <value>]
<action> ::= <action-set> "(" <expression> ")" [<binary-op-set> <action>]

(4)
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<spec-element> ::= specific-element-identified-by-its-id (learning-design-structure-set;
student-set)

(5)

<value> ::= [<data-set> I<integer> I <string> I <percentage>]

(6)

Table I shows the sets that can be included in the adaptive statement definition.
These elements have been defined based on the IMS LD schema group
{expression p. Likewise, other IMS LD elements had been considered as, for
instance, prerequisites, leaming-objectives, or learning activities. Furthermore, we
also considered actions like show-hide (from the <condi tions> element), and
attributes of the <acti vi ty-structure> element as sort and number-to-select.
Table 1. Collection of sets to describe Adaptive Statements
Sub-set
Elements

Name oCtile set

I

element-set

data-set

logic-set
relational-set
action-set

learning-designstructure
student-element-set
learning-style-set
student-data-set
attributes-data-set
time-data-set
binary-op-set
unitary-op-set
relational-op-set

Prerequisite; Learning-objectives; Learning-activities;
Activity-sequence' Support-activity
Student
Learning -style
Initial-knowled~e; Current-knowledge' Final-knowledge
Completed; Visited; Recommended; Sequence; Selection
Time-unit-of-learning-started; Date-time-activity-started
And' Or
Not
Greater-than; Less-than ;Equal; Greater-or-equal-than;
Less-or-equal-than
Show; Hide; Show-menu; Hide-menu; Sort-ascending;
Sort-descendin~; Number-to-select

i

The objective to define these sets is twofold. First, to take advantage of IMS
LD possibilities, and be able to exchange and reuse the definition of adaptive rules
within different learning designs. Second, to give authors a simple formalism to
defme adaptive statements.
For instance, by means of the collection of sets, authors could create an
adaptive statement that establishes that, if the initial knowledge of the student is
less than 50%, a menu will show the prerequisites of the learning activity, as in
the following statement:
IF Student (initial-knowledge, less-than, 50%) THEN show-menu (prerequisites)

(7)

Adaptive statements could also consider the learning style of students and
activities. For example, in the following rule, the initial knowledge of the student,
herlhis learning style, and the learning style of the activity (Le. 10% of the Kolb's
theory dimension "Pmgmatist") are taken into account:
IF Student (initial-knowledge, less-than, 50%) AND Student (learning-style,
"Pragmatist", greater -than, 10%) AND learning-activity (learning-style,
"Pragmatist", greater-than, 10%) THEN show-menu (prerequisites)

(8)

Afterwards, authors could use an adaptive statement as an adaptive technique
or student stereotype. For instance, an adaptive technique, which configure the

3

It includes operators (calculation, logical), references (learning activity, activity structure, etc.) and other
elements to define conditions (If-then-else statements) [4].
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behaviour of the system when students are interacting with the learning design,
could consider the student knowledge to show a menu with the prerequisites (as in
formula 7):
TECHNIQUE <guidance>

IF Student (initial-knowledge, less-than, 50%)

(9)

THEN show-menu (prerequisites)
Likewise, a student stereotype, which allows authors to group students
considering one or more characteristics, could be defined for formula (7) as:
STEREOTYPE <beginner>= IF Student (initial-knowledge, less- than, 50%)

(10)

3 Conclusions and further work
In this paper we sketched a framework to describe adaptive learning designs where its
description is open to define learning style approaches, tests, adaptation rules, and
learning designs.
Currently, we are extending the functionality of HyCo, an application we
developed for authoring hypermedia books, to utilize it as the learning design
authoring tool [3]. The next steps are to analyze iftest will be modeled with IMS QTI,
and to design how the adaptive rule definitions will be generated and integrated into
an IMS LD file. Then, we will test if adaptive rule definitions could work in learning
designs compliant with IMS LD and vice versa.
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Abstract. This paper aims at providing the specification for semantic annotation tools for e-Iearning. From the specific requirements of annotating learning
material, we categorize and evaluate the existing annotation tools, mainly general purpose ones. We illustrate two research prototypes of annotation tools we
developed, and evaluate to what extend the specific requirements of annotating
learning material are reached by these research prototypes.

1 Introduction
Many uses of annotations and metadata on learning material have been described, in
ecological use reports or in research project, in various contexts and various roles [1,
2]. However before people or software agents can use them, such annotations of
learning material have to be created, automatically or manually. Currently few tools
exist dedicated to this particular task of annotating learning material.
This paperl aims at explaining the specificity of annotating learning material and
providing specifications for automated and manual annotation tools for e-learning. To
come to such specification, we start from two different viewpoints. The first is the
specific requirements that the e-Iearning context brings for annotation tools. The
second is a review of existing annotation tools, mainly general purpose ones. As most
of these tools are quite similar, we analyse their characteristic properties and categorise them to three most important factors as regard to semantic web and e-learning.
We then evaluate the strength and weakness of each category regarding the requirements we have specified for annotating learning material.
We further illustrate on two examples of annotation tools we have developed in
France and in Norway. We demonstrate how it is possible to define the functionalities
of annotation tools for a specific use taking into account our requirements and adapting functionalities of general purpose tools of the same category.

I

This work has been partially funded by the Kaleidoscope network of Excellence. EU 1ST
Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) project 507838.
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2 Requirements for e-Iearning annotation tools
General annotation tools usually provide domain-independent annotation supports.
They are designed to fulfill the general requirements such as ease of use, efficiency,
etc.[3]. However, these tools do not take into considerations of special requirements
for special domains. For example, in the context of e-Iearning, the annotation of
learning material has different requirements. Below we list the requirements for elearning annotations tools:
Usefulness: takes into account teaching/learning context
1.1. Teaching/learning domain (topics to be taught).
1.2. Teaching/learning objectives and the addressee of the annotation.
1.3. Teaching/learning activities (exercise, lab work, lesson, field studies, etc.).
Shareability: enables teaching/leaming actors to communicate through annotation.
2.1. With an explicit semantic related to the teaching/learning context.
2.2. By complying with e-Iearning standards (LOM, IMS-LD, etc.).
2.3. By the means of the visual form of the annotation are used to.
2.4. By enabling to share annotation with others in the same e-leaming context
Usability
3.1. Annotation made manually does not disturb teaching/leaming activities
3.2. Annotators are put in their usual teaching/learning context while annotating.

3 Characterizing and evaluating existing annotation tools
In this section we discnss the different definitions of annotation in varions contexts.
We further review existing tools, mainly general purpose ones, based on the requirements of annotating learning material.
As there are many annotation tools and most of them are quite similar, our method
is to extract properties characterising them. Focnsing on the three most important
ones as regard to semantic web and e-learning, we obtain a reduced number of categories on which we can situate each annotation tool.

3.1 Annotation definition and properties of annotation tools
According to the Merriam-Webster on-line dictionary [4], an annotation is a note
added by way of comment or explanation or the act of annotating. This definition, as
many definitions from research literature, specifies that an annotation is both an object added to a document and the activity that produces this object. This twofold view
on annotation is also reflected in the formal definition we present hereafter.
Euzenat [5] formalized semantic annotation in the context of the Semantic Web.
From two sets of objects, documents and formal representations, two functions can be
created: a function from document to formal representations, called annotation and a
function from formal representations to documents called index. The corresponding
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activities are annotation and indexing. So, we can also formalize non-semantic annotation as a function from documents to non-formal representation, and the activity to
create this function.
To extract properties characterising annotation tools, we studied the annotation activity and what characterises it. We established that the annotation activity on a computer depends on three main factors:
The author of the annotation (the annotator).
The addressee ofthe annotation (the user of the annotation).
The fact that the annotation is semantic or not (see previous section).
These three factors provided us four properties of annotation tools:
Automatic versus manual annotation: Annotating is the process that creates a function from a document to a representation, formal or not formal, creating such a function involves three sub-processes. To choose a document or a part of document to be
annotated (source); to choose the element of representation that is the result of the
function (target) and fmaUy to defme the properties of the function itself. Consequently, automatic annotation means that the three annotation sub-processes are performed automatically by a software agent; manual annotation means that they are
performed by a human agent, even if he/she uses software tools for that and semiautomatic annotation means that the human agent is helped by the software tools to
perform at least one of the three annotation sub-processes.
Cognitive versus non cognitive annotation: Two properties describe the annotation
addressee. The first is the cognitive aspect of the annotation, representing whether
annotation can be handled by human, in this case, annotation has a visible shape, we
call it "cognitive annotation" [6].
Computational versus non computational: The second aspect describing the annotation addressee is whether the annotation is aimed to be used by a software agent
(computational) or no (non computational).
Semantic versus non semantic annotation: The third factor characterising annotation activity on a computer is the fact that it has an explicit semantics for the computer, and not only for the human that created it or handle it.

3.3 Evaluating annotation tools
The three main factors provided us with four dimensions to group and evaluate annotation tools:
The author: automatic, manual or semi-automatic annotation.
The addressee: cognitive versus non cognitive annotation and computational
versus non computational annotation
Computational semantics: explicit semantics for the computer.
The combination of these four dimensions makes a table of 24 cells. Each annotation tool can be categorized by one of the cells.
A second table shows in each cell ofthe table to what extends each ofthe three requirements in Section 2 are reached. "R" indicates realized requirements and "P"
possibly realized requirements, which means that users could use the tool to somehow
reach the requirements although the tool does not realize the requirement.
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Table 1. Existing annotation tools by categories
Adressee
~

Semantics

Cognitive
and non
computational annotation

Non
semantic
annotation

Non cognitive and
computational annotation
Cognitive and computatioual annotation
Cognitive
and non
! computational annotation
Non cognitive and
computational annotation

Semantic
annotation

Cognitive and computational annotation

l

Manual
Imarkup, Acrobat,
Web-Notes ,
CoNote, WebAnn,
Epost
Manual index in
libraries
Knowledge Pump,
Xlibris
Annotea + Amaya,
Yawas [71. ThirdVoiee
Mark-Up
Edutella, OntOmat,
SHOE, HTML-A,
WebKB, Karina
Mangrove, SMORE

Semlautomatic

MyAlbum
Annotate

Automatic
Google's ToolBar

Google search
en~ine

Cached Google Links

AeroDAML

MnM,Melita,
Teknowledge,
IMAT

KIM,MnM,
Magpie, COHSE

Table 2. Evaluation of existing tools based on requirements for annotating learning material
Semantics
i

Non semantic
annotation

Semantic
annotation

Adressee
~
Cognitive and non compu-

• tational annotation
Non cognitive and computationa! annotation
Cognitive and computational annotation
i Cognitive and non computationa! annotation
Non cognitive and computationa! annotation
Cognitive and computational annotation

Manual
P: 2.3
R: 3.1
Nothing

Semiautomatic

R: 3.1
P: 2.2
R: 3.1

Nothing
Nothing

R: 2.4, 3.1
P: 1.1 1.2 1.3
2.1 2.22.4 3.2
P: l.l 1.21.3
2.13.2
R or P: 2.2, 2.4
P: 1.1 1.2 1.3
2.1 2.2 2.4 32

Automatic

P: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.22.4
RorP:2.1,3.1

P: 1.1 1.2 1.3 2.1
2.4 3.2
RorP: 2.2
P: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.2
2.4
RorP: 2.1 3.1

This evaluatIon table pomts out the followmg mteresting results:
All the non semantic cognitive tools realize the 3.1 requirement (does not
disturb the activity) but it is not the case for semantic tools.
Some non cognitive computational semantic tools already use the e-Iearning
standards (mainly LOM).
Very few other e-Iearning requirements are currently respected but some
could be reached with an adaptation of semantic tools: usefulness, shareability and usability concerning teaching context (2.1, 2.4, 3.2).
The 2.1 and 3.1 requirements are yet respected by some tools that provide
amlOtation with ontologies of teaching topics.
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4 Research annotation tools
As we explained in section 3, annotation tools depend on the use of the annotation,
both the creating use (the means provided to the annotator) and the annotation enduser (its addressee). Therefore to specifY an annotation tool dedicated to e-Iearning
means to clarifY to which one of the 18 tools categories it belongs to, describe the
specificities of the learning context and specifY the functionalities provided by the
tool to its users. We illustrate this method with two research tools dedicated to annotating learning material.

4.1. MemoNote
MemoNote is an annotation tool developed at the CLIPS laboratory (Grenoble). Although many learning and training activities are now supported bye-learning systems, users have usually no means (or very poor means) to manage the note of events
and knowledge they want to memorize during these activities and to retrieve in the
future. The MemoNote project aims at formalizing and implementing computerized
external memories made of notes added directly and voluntary on the training material by its user.
MemoNote is cognitive, semantic and manual or semi-automatic annotation tool. It
enables the user to annotate pedagogical documents. For a specific teaching activity,
MemoNote can adapt the user's context by selecting a set of ontologies which describes the users, the teaching domain, the pedagogical activities (content, location,
time) and the pedagogical objectives.
This ability to change its context with a set of ontologies makes MemoNote both a
generic tool, which can be used in every context, and a specific one, once the context
is fixed by ontologies.
The user has two annotation means:
Manual annotation. The user himselflherself must define the three facets.
Semi-automatic annotation. The annotator defmes the source of the annotation by selecting an annotation tool and the annotation anchor. An annotation pattern is attached to each tool enabling MemoNote to deduce partly or
entirely the semantic and episodic facets
The user interface in both cases is the same. It has three main parts. The first part is
a reader (reading software) embedding MemoNote annotation tools. It provides reading facilities quite similar to paper ones. In this reading interface, the user can choose
an annotation tool (for example red underlining) and put it on the document surface
(on the touch screen). The second part is the annotation interface where the user can
define (or not) each semantic fields (addressee, objective, content, importance and
confidence). The third part is the ontology browsing interface. For each attribute, the
user want to defme, this interface pops up until the ontological value of the field is
fixed. For some entirely automatic patterns, the interface for annotation and ontology
browsing does not open and fields are filled in automatically.
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4.2. AnnForum
AnnForum is an annotation tool developed at the University of Bergen (Norway) to
support the annotation and reuse of collaborative knowledge building forum as new
learning resources. According to [5], annotation is not always productive if it hasn't
been designed in close relation to its use, it will produce limited benefits. AnnForum
is a computational, cognitive, semantic, manual and semi-automatic annotation tool.
FLE3 [8] is a web-based groupware for computer supported collaborative learning
(CSCL), which is used in a university course lNF0281 (Introductory Artificial Intelligence). It is based on progressive inquiry learning, a type of activity where students
engage in a research-like process by posting messages to categories (problem, hypothesis, scientific material, etc). There is a large amount of messages posted in each
semester on FLE3. With AnnForum, by reusing FLE3 as new learning resources,
future students can benefit from former students' knowledge and experiences.
A conceptual domain model is used in AnnForum to describe the domain concepts
(Artificial Intelligence) and the relatiouships among them, which collectively describe
the domain space. Once the conceptual domain model is available, annotations can be
created by the teachers linking previous knowledge building to elements of this
model. To support teachers in creating such annotations, we designed a keyword
recognizer and an algorithm to determine the relevance of a message to a concept in
the domain model. The keyword recognizer identifies the occurrence of the topics,
including their names and variants of the names in the domain model. Relevance is
determined using an algorithm that applies a weight to the keywords in the messages.
The annotation of the messages from the system is then shown to the teacher who can
add or remove the related topics on the interface and then elaborates the annotation
manually. The semantic information added into the forum enables the reusing facility
to detect messages and teaching material from the previous knowledge building
which are relevant to current discussion topics and present them to the students.

4.3 Evaluation of Memo Note and AnnForum against the requirements
MemoNote tool as a cognitive, non computational and semantic annotation tools,
respects the 2.2 requirement using OWL to represent ontologies and RDF to represent
annotations. The 1.1,2.1 and 3.2 requirements that were potential for general purpose
tools are respected by MemoNote. This is made using the set of ontologies defining
the annotation context and from which values are taken to specify the content of an
annotation. Currently the 2.4 requirement is not yet implemented. We have started to
formalize how a group could share manual annotations and create a collective manual
annotation.
AnnForum allows teachers to create a domain model (1.1). This model has an explicit semantic network to support the annotation (2.1). Teachers can make annotation
with teaching objectives in mind (1.2). The annotation can be created manually or
semi-automatically. The annotation process does not disturb the teaching activities
(3.1). By adding a learning model that complies with LOM or IMS-LD, it is possible
to use AnnForum to annotate teachingllearning activities (1.3). Since the annotation is
based on explicit semantics, it is also possible for teachers to share the annotations.
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Conclusion
In this paper we first presented the specific requirements of annotating learning material. Based on these requirements, we categorized and evaluated the existing annotation tools. We have also presented two annotation tools which are under development
particularly for learning material.
Although each of these annotation tools fulfills some of the requirements for learning material annotation, there are still some problems that need further investigation.
First, the requirements we presented might not cover all the requirements. Teachers, learners, and other actors may have their own needs when they annotate learning
material. We should look more into the special requirements from different parties.
Second, in order to take into consideration teaching/learning context, annotation
tools should be able to combine domain and teaching/learning ontologies.
Finally the categorization we provided is a first mean, for a particular use, to illustrate what new directions research should be followed. The tools respecting the most
of the requirements are computational, cognitive and semantic, meaning that the
promising direction could be that the user can let the software compute inferences for
him. It means to make MemoNote also a computational tool with which the annotator
would be able to create annotations that will automatically remind himlher annotations at a certain time in the future, depending on its current learning/teaching task.
For AnnForum, the emphasis will be on the semantic use of e-Iearning standards
(LOM, IMS-LD) in order to be able to annotate teaching/learning activities and support the share and reuse of the annotations.
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Abstract. More and more users work simultaneously with multiple applications,
to perform various tasks. This situation puts high demands on the user adaptive systems (VAS), which traditionally support users' work in a single isolated
domain, and which now shift towards personalization in multi-task and crossapplication contexts. In their attempt to meet the increasing demands, UAS grow
in complexity, but they do little about their compatibility and interoperability. We
propose a Component-based Architecture for UAS: (CompAS). The key feature
of CompAS is modularization of knowledge models and as a consequence allowing existing UAS to share their user models by means of a centralized user model
service. As a proof of concept we show how two existing applications, AHA! [1]
and UserModelService [2] can achieve interaction based on the extracted user
model.

1 Introduction
The current boost in the field of wireless and Ubiquitous computing has a great impact
on many aspects of system engineering, and especially on the design and development
of User Adaptive Systems (UAS) [3]. The provision of personalized and user-centered
information services becomes a multifaceted task in an open and distributed world of
mobile users and smart systems. It becomes a formidable challenge for UAS to cope
with this rising complexity of interactions and to provide the appropriate adaptation to
the numerous user goals. A critical factor for the increase in the complexity is the fact
that in this context tasks of various nature are carried out in parallel and/or sequentially.
Consider the following scenario. Ann is a trainee in a program for art critics. In her
training she uses an Adaptive Hypermedia (AH) Art Critics Course and an Intelligent
Tutoring System (ITS) for Artifacts Classification simultaneously. The following collaboration acts between the applications can appear in this scenario in order to support
Ann in achieving her learning goals.
1. Ann starts her work with the AH course. At some point the AH application does
not have enough information about Ann's knowledge on a particular topic related
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to Artifacts Classification and delegates the following steps to the ITS in Artifacts
Classification in order to collect more assessment information about Ann during
her interaction with the ITS.
2. Ann works with the ITS for Artifacts Classification and perform various training
tasks. When she has achieved the level of knowledge indicated as needed by the
AH course the control is turned over to the Art Critics course again.
The educational application is only one example of possible areas, where we can
observe collaboration among systems and multi-task environments for the users. The
systems in the given scenario as a rule do not share the same understanding of the domain, user modeling, adaptation technologies, and they also articulate tasks in different
terms. Thus, the UAS illustrated here are not compatible with each other, which causes
problems for their collaboration. As a consequence they cannot adaptively support the
user's flow of activities as a seamless sequence of interrelated tasks within an overall
process.
In Section 2 we propose a Component-based Architecture for User Adaptive Systems (CompAS) to serve as a reference model for UAS and in this way to facilitate the
process of the creation, communication and integration of such systems. In Section 3
we illustrate some of the implementation issues involved in the realization of such an
architecture. We show how two existing applications (AHA! [1] and UserModelService [2]), built independently, can cooperate within the context of common user tasks.
Conclusions and discussion for further development are finally presented in Section 4.

2

CompAS Architecture

In this section we briefly describe features of the CompAS architecture, which was initially introduced in [8], [9]. The architecture follows earlier hypertext I hypermedia
models [4], [5], knowledge-based systems architectures [6] and intelligent tutoring systems architectures [7] by having a Domain (Expert) model, User (Student, Learner)
model and Adaptation (Teaching, Tutoring) model. Additionally, it is extended with a
separate Application model that extracts all the application dependent knowledge from
the Domain, User and Adaptation models in order to allow for a strict separation of concerns between general adaptation techniques and application-specific strategies. This
way it also facilitates the definition of the adaptation in a task-oriented manner. The
CompAS architecture also emphasizes on the role of an external User model, which becomes a central point for communication among user adaptive systems since all their
decisions are based on the state of the user and her environment
Separation of Knowledge Models. One of the key aspects of CompA.,,) is modularization of knowledge models. The main stress in this architecture is given by the fact that
the developers have to put various different types of knowledge into specific models and
then encapsulated them into single software components. Here we provide an informal
definition of architectural building blocks with their functionality.
1. The Domain Model is a conceptual representation of the real world; it consists of
concepts and relations between them. It is, in principle, application independent. In
particular, it is not concerned with problems, tasks or their solutions.
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2. The Application Model contains a generic description of the user tasks in the context of a particular application. It contains a description of the application in terms
of Role-Goals-Tasks-Methods hierarchies, and represents user long-term goals in
order to support dynamic, knowledge-based application selection, which can facilitate the user in solving her current task [6].
3. The User Model in CompAS consists of two parts: a User Modeling Service (keeps
track of user's interaction with various applications, stores stable user characteristics and various environmental aspects) and a User Agent (that is a reflection of
the user in the system and can move together with the user from one device and
application to another).
4. The Adaptation Model is responsible for the application of special procedures to
plan and perform the adaptation. The adaptation model realizes adaptation based
on the users tasks, environmental conditions, preferences, etc. and relationships
between concepts of the Domain Model, like prerequisites.

In CompAS architecture we separate the knowledge about the user from the knowledge
about the user's tasks and subject domains. Thus, we introduce four types of ontologies,
which support the population and sharing of various types of knowledge: User Model
ontology, Application (Task) ontology , Adaptation ontology, and Domain ontology.
Centralized User Modeling. User models arc an essential part of every adaptive system. In order to adaptively to support the user flow of activities as a sequence of interrelated continuous processes through multiple applications, UAS cannot be isolated
entities any longer. Instead they would operate better if they exchanged their knowledge
about the user. There are two ways to approach this problem and to establish quid pro
quo communications among systems: (1) peer-to-peer communication [to], and (2) a
centralized model [11]. The former is more concrete in the sense that when you decide to share knowledge with a particular application you can create a specific bridge
between them. The second approach, the centralized UM, means that several applications establish communications among themselves via a single user model service. This
method has well known benefits, e.g.,

1. Sharing knowledge among applications leads to a synergetic effect, when an application takes advantage from the user interaction with several applications;
2. A User Modeling Service can support important functions such as: scrutability,
privacy, history of changes, mUltiple views and resolution of conflicts;
3. And last, but not least, is the decreasing number of bridges between every two
applications from order of N2 to order of N, between each application and a User
Model Service
We have chosen the centralized user model approach, but there are a number of obstacles that must be overcome when doing so. We have divided the problems into several
facets as follows: (1) Communication between applications; (2) Collaboration between
applications; (3) Sharing structures and components; (4) Collaboration between users.
We distinguish between the syntactic level and the semantic level of integration. To
solve the communication problem between applications entails applications speaking
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the same language and using the same fonnat and protocol when communicating. The
solution can be found in the recently established query and mark up languages for user
modeling: UserQL and UserML respectively [12].
Turning to the second problem of the semantic integration of applications, this requires the first problem to be solved first It brings with it an additional requirement
in tenns of sharing the same view to the user modeling process and problem domain.
The area of ontological engineering provides us with ideas for further research when
we come to this point. In the broader context the integration of ontologies and problem
solving methods can support knowledge model interaction within the existing architecture [6], [13].
We have already discussed (in Section 2) the problem of sharing components within
the proposed CompAS architecture. Due to limited space, we will not be addressing the
fourth problem in this particular paper. In the next section, we present some considerations for implementation and supply examples for solving the above problems. We
further illustrate communication realization for an application and aU serModelService.

3 Implementation Issues
The general-purpose adaptive engine AHA! [1] developed at the Eindhoven University
of Technology, aims at bringing adaptivity to a wide variety of applications such as
on-line infonnation systems, on-line help systems, museum and shopping websites, in
addition to the area of on-line textbooks. We would like to isolate the internal User
Model of AHA! and extract it in order to achieve a sharable user model.
The "u2m.org" UserModelService (UMS), developed at Saarland University, is a
system that supports user modeling processes by storing user models (and context models), providing access to them, and offering strategies for conflict resolution. As a first
step, we are using this UserModelService to extract the internal AHA! user model by
using the exchange language UserML [12]. As a next step we target the semantic level
of integration of several independent applications.
AHA! information model. The AHA! infonnation model consists of values of all userspecific attributes associated with every concept of the Domain Model. In other words,
every concept has its own reflection in the User Model. The current realization of AHA!
does not have a Domain Model in a traditional meaning. All attributes associated with
concepts serve user modeling purposes only. In a user profile these attributes usually
have meaning of knowledge, interest, etc. This is a realization of the so called 'overlay
user model' .
Concepts are described by attribute/value pairs, which are represented in the system
by the 'attribute' tables. For each attribute of each concept from the domain the system
keeps a value. This infonnation is stored in the 'profrec' table.
An action can be associated with each attribute. An action is fired when the special
precondition of the rule (IF part) is true. A table with the name 'action' is in charge of
keeping this sort of data. The action part of the rule (THEN or ELSE part) is defined in
the table 'assignment'. By assigning 'true' or 'false' value to the 'truestat' attribute of
that table we determine whether this particular table contains the THEN part or ELSE
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part of a rule. For user modeling issues only 3 tables are relevant: 'profrec'. 'concept'
and 'attribute' since they define the User Model.

Communication between AHA! and UserModelService. This subsection illustrates
the communication between AHA! and UMS. The active part of AHA! is its adaptation
engine, which generates the best next page for the user to visit. The tailoring process
is based on the user model. The actual adaptation is performed by the rule-based system. Rules, using by the adaptation engine, utilize knowledge about user performance
and characteristics, which the engine extracts from an internal user model (database).
When we externalise or extract the user modeling functionality from AHA!, the engine
has to request knowledge about a user from a separate service. This can be done by
formulating HTTP requests to a special URI of a PHP script, which is the frontend of
the UserModelService, responsible for answering questions coming from applications:

http://www.u2m.org/service.php?subject=Alex&auxiliary=
knowledge&predicate=aha.tutorial&range=aha.statement
This UserQUURI represents the query "Tell me all about Alex's knowledge on the
topic 'aha.tutorial' of which the range of values should be 'aha.statement'''. AHA! will
receive an answer in UserML. It applies its adaptation strategy in the light of new received data and shows the new content to the user. AHA! interprets the next user action
and decides how this new knowledge influences the internal state of the user. At the end
of the interaction loop AHA! updates the user model (through UserModelService) with
new values by means of one of its interfaces called 'adder.php'.

http://www.u2m.org/adder.php?subject=Alex&auxiliary=
knowledge&predicate=aha.tutorial.desinger&range=
aha. statement&obj ect=75
What we have described above is the communication between a typical AHA! application and the UserModelService, as it is being implemented in a first prototype. It
is important to note that the separation of domain, adaptation and user model is advocated by the AHAM [4] reference model, but thus far not realized in AHA!. The current
work on using AHA! with UserModelService brings AHA! one step closer to being an
implementation of AHAM.

4 Conclusions and Further Work
This paper aimed to demonstrate the first steps towards a generic architecture for User
Adaptive Systems (CompAS), which will support the integration of existing adaptive
software and will facilitate their further development. We extracted the internal user
model of AHA! and transfered it to a shared UserModelService. The great challenge is
the higher level integration, which we call integration on a semanticallevel, and is the
next step on the way towards cross-application adaptation.
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Abstract. In asynchronous collaboration scenarios, document metadata play an
important role for indexing and retrieving documents in jointly used archives.
However, the manual input of metadata is usually an unpleasant and error prone
task. This paper describes an approach that allows the partially automatic
generation of metadata in a collaborative modeling environment. It illustrates
some usage scenarios for the metadata within the modelling framework including concepts for document based social navigation and ideas for tool
embedded archive queries based on the current state of the user's work.

1 Exploiting Task Context in a Modeling Environment
Document metadata play an important role for indexing, retrieving and thus re-using
material in collaborative learning scenarios. Yet, one critical problem concerning
metadata is the reliability of user provided data. Users tend to minimize their efforts
describing their documents. So incompleteness and inconsistency of metadata are
frequent; incompleteness results from partially skipping of information, different
understandings by various users cause inconsistency. Using standards may help, but
this demands additional effort from the users, namely to learn the terminology. Yet
there is a need for annotated, classified material with a rich context. which supports
retrieval on a higher level than a just content based text search. An automation of
metadata generation would disburden the user from these problems. A general
solution seems out of reach. Our approach is based on using task (esp. tool)
information available in a multifunctional collaborative modeling framework. Beyond
metadata generation it also supports certain forms of content based awareness in a
user community.
Cool Modes (COllaborative Open Leaming and MODEling System) is a
collaborative tool framework designed to support discussions and synchronous
cooperative modelling in various domains. Like some other environments [e.g., 1],
Cool Modes supports synchronous cooperation by a shared workspace environment
with coupled objects. In Cool Modes, these objects can be defined externally. which
offers the option to develop domain dependent plug-ins. These consist of five
different elements (see [2] for details):
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•
•
•
•

Primitive element types (atomic elements of the constructed representations)
Connection types that can be used to link different primitive elements
Usage rules to restrict the syntactic structures a user can create
Interpretation patterns (like rules and algorithms) that can be applied on
constructed graphs in a workspace the means to e.g. realize simulations
•
A UI that offers the elements for direct manipulation and may contain
specific control elements for the plug-ins (e.g., start buttons for simulations)
These system extensions can differ considerably with respect to the underlying
formal semantics (e.g., Petri nets vs. handwritten annotations), but all can be used
synchronously in an integrated way, mixing and combining different conceptual
representations (see [3] for details).

2 Archiving and Retrieval Functions in Cool Modes
Some of the metadata slots we use have been inspired by existing standards like
Dublin Core [4]. The basic standard conform set of metadata is enriched by adding
tool dependent metadata like the used plug-ins which indicate a domain context of the
activity, e.g. the use of the stochastics plug-in would indicate a probability theory
activity in a math course. Thus the usage within an educational context is possible as
well as in the specific group of Cool Modes users. Several of the educational
scenarios for the system design originate from the European project COLDEXI which
enables scientific modeling and simulation in distributed collaborative settings. The
learning domain here is the study of various phenomena from a scientific and a
subjective experiential perspective. Tools like Cool Modes can contribute to forming
integrated (a)synchronous access to a "group memory" on different levels. In this
context, the development of scenarios for the automation system has been motivated
by pedagogical scenarios of COLDEX, based on the following use cases: A teacher
organizes and supervises learning groups, i.e. he creates new projects, or groups. He
assigns projects, students, and groups. A student collaborates with his group using
Cool Modes. After registration, any user can retrieve documents using a query form.
Based on the standards and use cases as identified in the previous section and
specific features available by the use of Cool Modes as a collaborative and
customizable framework, we have defined the metadata types to be used. Some of
these are independent of the tool that generated the data, some are specific to Cool
Modes. Another dimension to categorize the entries is in how far they can be
generated automatically. Some possible levels are "completely and deterministically",
"inferable under certain conditions" or "not at all". The following table systematically
classifies the entries with their attributes.
It is observable that most of the entries are independent of the concrete tool that is
used and that for all the metadata entries, at least a heuristic or a calculation based on
previous document versions is possible. Furthermore, the fields which build the core
for the querying scenarios can be generated automatically.
1

Collaborative Learning and Distributed Experimentation, EU 1ST project No 2001-32327,
http://www.coldex.info.
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Table 1. Properties of metadata infonnation types
Entry
Name
Description
Keywords

Dependeocy
independent
independent
independent

Write flag
independent
Creation date independent
Version
independent
Language
independent
Used PlU:==±
.
Authors
independent
Conperators collaborative tools
Project
independent
Activity
independent

POSSIOle eeoeratiun type
proposal inferable for higher versions of documents
proposal inferable for higher versions of documents
heuristics based on keyword comparisons with the archive possible;
proposal inferable for higher versions of documents
manual input needed, yet "false" is a reasonable default
fully automatic
fully automatic (1.0 fOf initial versions, increment for follow-ups);
manual conflict resclution may be needed
heuristics based on usef profile and previous versiODS of documents
fully automatic
fully automatic
fully automatic
proposal inferable for higher versions of documents
proposal inferable for higher versions of documents; heuristics based
on project and user information

Based on this metadata structure, we have implemented a number of search and
retrieval mechanisms that work on the archive. The guiding principles and central
features can be summarized as follows:
The core consists of generic archive queries. These can be formulated in an SQL
style syntax and allow the flexible access of the archive in an expressive language.
However, for most users (considering the intended educational context), the manual
formulation of queries is definitely too complicated. Thus, some of our developments
aimed at realizing an associative lookup strategy (cf. [5J) that is visualized in figure 1:
The user can take any document that has metadata information attached to it and
generate a query from this document in one simple generalization step - the system
creates a query template in which the attribute values are taken from the source
document and all the attributes are marked as "relevant". The user can then modify
the content of slots to modify the search query, "free" specific slots (to make them
return values rather than search parameters) or label specific slots as "not relevant",
which hides these slots in the result. The modified query is then run against the
community database and returns a set of matching document metadata. These can be
used to form new queries, or the documents can be opened in Cool Modes. As the
slots that were used for the search process represent information that holds semantics
and is related to the educational ontology, this allows for navigation and retrieval
which considers educational and domain related contexts.
Based on this retrieval function, we have added tool embedded support for task
contextualized queries: A user working within the Cool Modes environment has the
option of asking "is there something in the archive similar to what I am working on"
without providing additional manual information. The needed system side knowledge
about the domain and task context the user is currently in is generated by the
approaches described above. Especially under the condition that a user is working
with material that (at least in parts) originates from the archive, semantically rich
queries that take into account domain and task context are enabled.
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i

Fig. 1. The use of documents as search query templates

With the retrieval strategies described above, it is possible to allow users to take
their current document as a query template, search for related content in the archive
and display to the user not just the found documents themselves but a ranked list of
other users that created these documents. Under the assumption that the automatic
generation of metadata works sufficiently, this approach enables finding peers or
groups of similar interest and, iterating this process, to realize social navigation [6]
based on the document archive (see illustration in right part of figure 1).
Furthermore, the retrieval strategies as presented build a good base to personalize
the system by a what's interesting feature, either on a web page (this is the way we
realized it) or tool embedded. This feature performs some of the queries as presented
above automatically, considering additional constraints like language, time, and
organizational proximity of persons and is thus able to propose documents of
potential interest to the user that log into the system.

3 Architecture and Implementation
Cool Modes enables the upload of documents to a central database which contains not
only the documents themselves, but also metadata information about them.
Additionally, metadata are stored within the document itself. This approach allows the
metadata to be used without the document itself, and the user can also work offline.
The retrieval of the documents is either possible via a web interface or directly from
Cool Modes. A WebService is used to evaluate queries against the database.
A high degree of flexibility is gained by using an XML structure to describe
general "query patterns". A query pattern can contain two types of slots: slots with
values which are used as filters, slots without values which represent "requested"
attributes. Irrelevant attributes are not included. The example in figure 2 shows such a
pattern which abstracts from the author but fixes the "plug-in" feature as an indicator
of task semantics. A possible result is shown on the right side. After sending the
request the user has the choice of either downloading one of the presented documents
or to refine her query based on the results she received, e.g. she may want to refine
her query if the result does not fit her needs.
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<query result>
<entity>
<slot name="plug-in">
<value>MazeDesign</value>
<query.Jlattern>
</slot>
<entity>
<slot name="author">
<slot name="plug-in">
search
<value>Maria</value>
<value>MazeDesign<!value>
process:>
</slot>
</slot>
"/entity>
<slot name="author" I>
<entity>
</entity>
<slot name="plug-in">
</query.Jlattern>
<value>MazeDesign</value>
......................
</slot>
...
..............
<slot name="author">
.:'_-J
,--.:><value>Lena</value>
take result
I
•
</slot>
"'~---~I!.~~-~:~. </entity>
"
I
</query_result>

--

\,

......... ------------------~

Fig. 2. XML representations of retrieval queries and answers

4 Outlook
To consider the balance of automation and human control, the metadata mechanism
will be further enriched. The possibility to change the automatically generated
metadata suggested by the system is one of the factors for this balance, another is the
adjustment of the automation grade. User profiling will be a means to adjust these
parameters.
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Preface
The workshop will focus on the issues of design and evaluation of adaptive and adaptable
(Educational) Hypermedia applications and authoring tools.
The goals of the workshop are: to attract the interest of the related research communities to the
important issues of design and authoring in adaptive hypermedia; to discuss the current state of the art
in this field; and to identity new challenges in the field. Up to now, the focus of adaptive hypermedia
research has been on delivery rather than authoring. Only recently have we noticed a shift in focus.
Therefore, important issues to discuss are:
• (Why) should we look at the authoring process in adaptive educational hypermedia design?
• (How) does detecting authoring patterns help the process?
• (Why) do we need to consider cognitive styles in adaptive hypermedia?
• What do these seemingly unrelated topics have in common?
The workshop will also lead to a better understanding and cross-dissemination of patterns
extracted from existing design and authoring processes in AH. The results of the workshop should feed
back in the European Community project ADAPT, carried out with the support of the EC in the
framework of the Socrates programme: http://wwwis.win.tue.nII....llcristealHTMLlMinervaJindex.html
Moreover, the workshop should be seen as a platform that enables the cooperation and exchange of
information with other related European and non-European projects.
The workshop is targeted at all people working towards the discovery of patterns in adaptive
hypermedia with special focus on the domain of education. The necessity of these patterns can be as a
result of authoring push or AH system interfacing or ultimately open (adaptive) hypermedia or pull.
This means that patterns can emerge from repetitive structures used by AH authors; alternatively,
patterns can emerge from interface programs or interface languages between different adaptive
hypermedia systems, or from trying to interface to the open adaptive hypermedia. This includes
researchers that are active in all these fields, as well as representatives of larger projects or networks
dealing with these issues.
Moreover, the workshop is also targeted at people who are interested to hear and discuss the state
of the art and the future of this important domain of adaptive hypermedia patterns. We encourage these
researchers to participate actively in the discussions for which time will be especially allocated.
The workshop's main aim is to bring together researchers working or interested in the emerging
field of adaptive patterns for adaptive educational hypermedia authoring. We expect to extract and
discuss these emerging patterns, smoothening the transition towards standard proposals in the field.
Participants are expected to leave with a better knowledge of the state of the art of the field, as well as
to have a fruitful brain-storming session generating new ideas and opening new paths.
As this is a new field, we do not expect final results, but pointers towards some existing solutions
and better approaches. Results of the discussions and questionnaire processing will be posted after the
workshop on-line on the workshop site, as is the case with the first edition of this workshop.

August, 2004
Alexandra Cristea and Franca Garzotto
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Supporting Adaptive Hypermedia Authors with
Automated Content Indexing
Sergey Sosnovsky, Peter Brusilovsky, Michael Yudelson
University of Pittsburgh, School of Information Sciences
135 North Bellefield Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, USA
{sasIS, peterb, mvy3)@pitt.edu

Abstract. The main hindrance to expanded use of adaptive educational
hypermedia systems is the need for content to be properly described in the terms
of domain concepts. This requirement slows down the authoring process and
creates an obstacle to the broader distribution of such systems. In the current
paper, we propose an approach to providing automated content indexing for
adaptive educational hypermedia systems. Both stages of automated content
indexing (content parsing and prerequisite/outcome identification) are described
here in detail. The approach we have developed has been implemented by
indexing the content of the NavEx system and has proven itself by creating
meaningful recourse for adaptive example navigation support.

1 Introduction
More and more adaptive hypermedia systems [2] are reaching the point where they
can be used in the context of real education, an area that is now almost exclusively
served by traditional non-adaptive web-based educational (WBE) systems [4]. Thanks
to years of research, the problems of representing the domain model, knowledge
about the student, as well as development of the interface can now be solved in a
number of domains by relatively small research teams. The choice of the Web as an
implementation platform can help a small team solve problems of delivery,
installation, and maintenance, expanding the systems availability to hundreds and
thousands of students. Yet, there "the last barrier" exists: The traditional static, nonadaptive WBE systems and courses have something that almost no intelligent system
developed by small research teams can offer - large amounts of diverse educational
material. A high-quality traditional WBE course may have thousands of presentation
pages, and hundreds of other fragments of learning material examples, explanations,
animations, and objective questions created by a team of developers. In comparison,
the number of presentation items in the best adaptive web-based educational systems
is well under two hundred and the number of other fragments of learning material,
such as problems or questions is usually no more than a few dozen. These numbers
are certainly sufficient for a serious research study of the system in classroom use, but
the number is still small for the needs of practical web-based education, i.e., the
ability to support reasonable fragments of practical courses which can be taught to
large numbers of students, semester after semester.
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We think that the key to solving this last problem is teacher-oriented authoring
tools for providing the content for adaptive educational hypermedia systems. The
pioneering paper (describing the PAT Algebra tutor [17]) provides a good analysis of
problems and a set of design principles developed to use when authoring problems for
a cognitive. rule-based tutoring system. The situation described in this paper is when
the content to be created is really "intelligent content." The power of intelligent
content is that knowledge is hidden behind every fragment of it. Even the simplest
"presentation" fragments of external content should be connected to the proper
elements of domain knowledge (concepts) so that an intelligent educational system
(lES) can understand what it is about, when it is reasonable to present it, and when it
is premature. More complicated content format, such as examples and problems,
require additional coding in order to enable an lES to run the example or to support
the student's ongoing solution of a problem.
There are very few domains where the knowledge behind a fragment of
educational content can be deduced automatically by the system from the problem
statement. For example, straightforward representations might be used in an lES
which teaches derivation in calculus [6], expression evaluation in C [5], or equationsolving in algebra [16]. In these domains it is quite easy to identifY rules or concepts
behind a problem or an example and no other knowledge except core domain
knowledge is required to support the problem solving process. In these "lucky"
domains, authoring of additional problems or examples is easy; the author only needs
to provide the problem statement in a traditional form. Yet, even in such simple
domains, teacher involvement is required for the advanced hypermedia systems to
distinguish multiple-concept sequences, such as those including prerequisites or
outcomes [3]. In less formalized domains, the knowledge behind a content fragment
can't be easily extracted and has to be provided during the authoring process, such as
in adaptive hypermedia systems like KBS-Hyperbook [12] or SIGUE [10].
In this paper, we present a collaborative approach to authoring intelligent content
for adaptive hypermedia. In our approach the work is distributed between an
intelligent authoring system and a teacher. The teacher informs the system about his
or her preferred way of teaching by grouping prepared content into a sequence of
topics or lecture sets. An intelligent authoring system extracts concepts from the
provided fragments of content and classifies them as either prerequisite or outcome
concepts on the basis of the teacher's preferred method of teaching. We have applied
this approach in our recent system, NavEx.

2

Lack of Authoring Support in the Context of a Programming
Course

We have used a number of different web-based educational systems in the context of
an undergraduate course "Introduction to Programming" being taught at the
University of Pittsburgh's School of Information Sciences. The results of every
semester's evaluation and students' feedback led us to assume that the pedagogocal
value of at least two of them could be increased by providing a system with
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metaknowledge about its content, thus an implementation of adaptive hypennedia
technologies. Two of these systems are briefly described below.
The WebEx system serves out interactive, explained examples of programming
solutions, via the Web. An author of an example or a later teacher can provide textual
explanations for every line of the program code. The students can browse these
comments at their own pace and order by selectively clicking on the commented lines
(see Fig. 1). The fIrst version of WebEx has been implemented and was reported on in
2001 [9]. Since that time, WebEx has been heavily used. Each semester it has offered
an incrementally larger subset of examples from the classroom lectures. The results of
evaluation demonstrated that a solid fraction of students wanted to see more explained
examples than just the examples from the lecture. Moreover, the proportion of
students who wanted "more examples" was growing, even though we were
incrementally making more and more lecture examples available each semester.
Typically, our course has grown to about 60 examples. This is a relatively large
amount, but students have no trouble fInding the relevant examples because each
example is linked to a specifIc lecture. In contrast, examples from another class or a
digital library are a navigational burden to the student. With no clear guidelines as to
which of these examples should be accessed and when, students may easily choose
examples that are either too complicated or too simple for the student's current
progress.

INPSCI OllIS ). Emmple U

g /' E.lJllple:
(ounttng Characters
Source: K&R2,
p.18
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lJ
U
iii
U
ill

!!Ii
ill
iii
I:J

'/

'include <stdio.h>

votll matn ~) {
long nc;
nc ,.. 0j
IIhHe(gctchar() 1- fOF)
++nc;

printfC'Ild\n", nc);

Fig. 1. Interactive example in WebEx.

Another application is QuizPACK. This system authorizes and delivers
parameterized web-based quizzes for C-programming courses. The detailed
description of QuizPACK can be found in the example for [15]. Figure 2
demonstrates the student interface of the system. QuizPACK evaluation and
individual feedback, though positive, showed that students suffer from lack of
guidance. Since QuizPACK is used mostly for self-assessment, students need to
estimate what their weakest topics are and then decide what quiz is necessary to take,
on their own. However, they often get lost "in space" containing about 50 quizzes,
which was necessary to develop in order to cover all of the course material. To assist
students system needs to provide a valuable feedback which helps them to locate
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themselves in the course-knowledge space. Need in adaptive navigation support leads
to the necessity of creating "intelligent content."

1nt i"" Bum;
int ar[J - {l, Z, 3, 'I, 5);
surn l1li 0;
ar[3] • 'ar;

%or (1 • 0;
S\I!Il ....

i < 5; 1++)
<tt[i];

Fig. 2. Typical question in QuizPACK.

3 Automated Content Indexing
There are no universally-accepted recommendations as to which level is best to use
when defining a concept in computer programming domains. Some authors suppose
that it has to be done on the level of programming patterns or plans [13], other
believe, that the concepts is to be closer to the elementary operators [1]. According to
the ftrst point of view, the notion of pattern is closer to the real goal of learning
progranuning, since the patterns are what programmers really use. However, the
second way is more straightforward and makes the burden of indexing more feasible.
With the notable exception of ELM-PE [18], all adaptive sequencing systems known
to us work with operator-level concepts. Current implementation of the proposed
indexing algorithm also uses the operator-level approach.
This algorithm has two main stages. In the ftrst stage, it extracts concepts from the
content elements (examples, questions, presentation pages) combined by the teacher
into activity pool. For example, all WebEx examples form one pool; all QuizPACK
quizzes belong to another pool. In the second stage, the prerequisite/outcome structure
of the course is built in terms of concepts, describing content elements. This
sequential structure, along with the indexed content, provides the basis for adaptation.
The following two subsections explain both stages in detail.
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3.1

On-line Content Parsing

Traditionally, the extraction of grammatically meaningful structures from textual
content and the determination of concepts on that basis is a task for the special class
of programs called parsers. In our case, we have developed the parsing component
with the help of the well-known UNIX utilities: lex and yacc. This component
processed source code of a C program and generates a list of concepts used in the
program. Currently, fifty-one concepts have been determined for the subset of C
language studied during our course. Each programming structure in the parsed content
is indexed by one or more concepts, depending upon the amount of knowledge
students need to have leamed in order to understand the structure. For instance, the
parser generates the following list of concepts for the program code in Fig. 1, the
WebEx example:

include, void, mainJimc, decCvar, long, decl_var, assign,
ne_ expr, pre_inc, while, complyrintf
It is necessary to mention that each concept here represents not simply a keyword,
found in the code, but a grammatically complete programming structure. For instance,
concept while is recognized by the parser only after the whole while-loop, including
the keyword while, the iteration condition and the loop body, is found. This is why the
concept while in the index list above must come after the concepts ne_expr (not-equal
expression:
and pre_inc (pre-increment: ++identifier).
The parsed code is accessed through the http-protocol. It can be represented as a
simple source file in text format or as a properly formatted HTML-file, which
distinguishes the code samples from the rest of the HTML content with one of these
commonly accepted tag pairs: <code> <lcode>, <pre> - </pre>, or <tt> - <Itt>.
Usage of other HTML-tags, such as the nesting of <b>, <a>, <div>, etc. between the
pair of code-tags does not influence the result of the parsing. These tags are simply
ignored; at the same time an HTML escape-sequences (like &nbsp; &1t; &amp; etc.)
are processed and converted into corresponding symbols or symbol sequences. For
example, Table 1 demonstrates two code samples, which present alternative ways to
format HTML code for the QuizPACK question showed in Fig. 2. The parsing
component processes all three samples (including the pure C source code of
QuizPACK question) in the same way and generates for them the same list of
concepts:

mainfinc, int, decCvar, decl_var, int, ded_array, intt, assign,
assign, derefer, assign, Cexpr, posUnc, add_assign,for
Hence, the web-parser we have developed could be used for indexing the great
amount of created on-line C content, such as code libraries and web-based tutorials.
Given the URL of the content resource it generates list of concepts, extracted from the
C code used in this resource.
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Table 1. Two alternative btml fonnats for a simple C program.
<html>

<html>

<code>
main ()

re>
main ()<br>
{
{<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;
<b>int<lb> i, sum;
int if sum; <br>&nbsp;&nbsp;
<b>int<lb> ar []
{ I, 2, 3, 4, 5} ; int ar [] = {l, 2, 3, 4, 5} ;
<br><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;
sum = 0;
sum = 0; <br>&nbsp;&nbsp;
ar[l] = *ar;
ar [1] = *ar; <br>&nbsp;&nbsp;
<b>for<lb> (i = 0; i < 5; i ++) <a hreC = "Cor.html">
sum += ar[i);
for<la>(i = 0; i &It; 5; i++)
br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
<lcode>
sum += ar[i]; <br>
) <br>
<lpre>
l4t.tml>

3.2

Prerequisite/Outcome Identification

The outcomes of the parsing stage are index lists for all content elements. However, it
is not enough for our purposes, since these lists are not yet connected to each other
and the content still does not possess any structure on which we could base the
adaptation process. In the next stage, all concepts related to each content element are
divided into prerequisite and outcome concepts. Prerequisites are the concepts that the
student needs to master before starting to work with the current element. Outcomes
denote concepts that the element leads one toward learning, i.e. the learning goals of
the element.
We use an original algorithm for the automatic identification of outcome concepts
(see Fig. 3). This algorithm is flexible enough to be influenced by an instructorspecific way of teaching the course. The source of knowledge for this algorithm is a
sequence of groups of content elements. Each group is formed by the elements
introduced in the same lecture. Groups are ordered according to the order of lectures
in the course, forming a sequential structure of the learning goals of the course. The
prerequisite/outcome division algorithm is based on the following assumptions:
While analyzing content element from some lecture, concepts corresponding
to this element and introduced in a preceding lecture are considered to be
already learned.
In each content element, all concepts introduced in the previous lectures are
considered as prerequisites, while the concepts first introduced in the current
lecture are regarded as outcomes.
The set of new concepts found in all content elements associated with the
lecture becomes the learning goal of the lecture.
The direct outcome of this algorithm is a fully-indexed set of content elements
belonging to each lecture and a sequence of learning goals associated with the
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lectures. This sequence represents the specific approach to teaching C-programming
that is employed by this specific instructor [3]. Once the content elements are indexed
and the goal sequence is constructed, any future additional element can be properly
indexed by the algorithm and even associated with a specific lecture in the course.
More precisely, an association with a specific lecture is the first step in this process.
The element is associated with the last lecture that introduces its concepts (i.e., the
latest lecture, whose learning goal contains least one concept belonging to this
element's index). After that, the element is associated with this lecture. It is important
to stress that the outcome identification is adapted to a specific way of teaching a
course "mined" from the original sequence of content elements. It is known that
different instructors teaching the same programming course may use a very different
order for their concept presentation [14]. Naturally, content sequencing in a course is
to be adapted to the instructor's way of teaching.
learntJoncepts :00
for i;IIO no_oLchopters
{

for j = 1 to chap/er{i].no_oLexamples
{
cMpter{i].example[j].prereq =d!earnt_concepts chapter{i].example[j}.aICconcepts
chapter{i]'example[j].outcome ; chapter{i].example[j].aICconcepts \learntJoncepts
for j=1 /ochapter{i}.no_oLexamples
learnt_concepts ~_concepts chapter[i}.example[j].all_concepts

Fig. 3: Pseudo-code for prerequisite/outcome identification.

Although, the described indexing approach, using a parsing component, is
specifically for programming and for the learning content based on the programming
code (questions, code examples), we believe that the proposed general idea is
applicable for a broad class of domains and types of content. In less formalized
conditions, where concepts do not have a salient grammatical structure, the classic
information retrieval approach could be used instead of parsing.
Currently, the described approach is implemented in the NavEx system, which
provides adaptive annotations for programming code examples. The indexed content
elements in NavEx are the same programming examples used in WebEx (see Fig. 1).
Preliminary evaluation shows that implemented indexing algorithm along with the
mechanism for building inter-concept hierarchies from the given, flat content provides
meaningful recourse for adaptive example-navigation support in NavEx. The NavEx
mechanism of adaptation as well as the system interface will be briefly described in
the following section.

4 Adaptive Navigational Support in NavEx
The interactive window of the NavEx system is divided into 3 frames (see Fig. 4).
The leftmost frame contains a list of links to all examples/dissections available to a
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student in the current course. The links are annotated with colored icons. A red bullet
means that the student has not mastered enough prerequisite concepts to view the
example. The link annotated with the red bullet is thus disabled. A green bullet means
that the student has enough knowledge to view the example. A green check mark
denotes that the example has already been seen by the student. A green "play" bullet
means that this line of code in the example is currently being viewed. The order of
links to examples is fixed, so that students can fmd them in the same place, no matter
what the student's progress through the course has been.
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Fig. 4: The interface ofNavEx.

The central frame displays the name of the current example. Underneath it are two
links: one loads the source code of the example into the central frame (where it will
be copied, compiled, and explored); the other link loads interactive example
dissection (served directly by the WebEx system). Dissection means that one takes the
original source code and comments on it. These comments address the meaning and
purpose of this line of code and help the student to understand the example better.
Extended comments are shown to the left of the code and can be activated by clicking
on the bullet next to the line of the code. If the comment is available, the bullet is
green; otherwise, it is white.
NavEx is considered a value-added service of the KnowledgeTree architecture [8],
and implements several common protocols including student modeling and
transparent authentication. As a typical value-added service, NavEx stands between eLearning portals and reusable content elements and provides additional value for both
teachers and students who use this content through the portaL
Adaptive navigational support in NavEx is done on the basis of the overlay student
model [11]. Student's knowledge is represented as a binary vector k, where ki = 1
means that the student has successfully mastered concept i, and ki = 0 means the
opposite.
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When the student logs into the system a new session is created and information
about the current state ofhislher knowledge is retrieved from the student model. This
information contains concepts the student has mastered and a list of examples the
student has reviewed.
Knowing the student's knowledge of each domain concept and the prerequisiteoutcome profile of examples, the sequencing mechanism can dynamically compute
the current educational status for each example, which is then presented to the student
in the leftmost frame of the system window (Fig. 4) in the form of adaptive
annotations with the colored icons.
When the student clicks on an example link and reviews the example code, the
outcome concepts of the example change their state to "leamed" (ki 1). The changes
in the knowledge state of the student are then propagated to the student model. The
availability of each new example is determined by checking whether any of the
previously unavailable examples now have all of their prerequisite concepts mastered.
As the student reviews examples, newer examples become available. The knowledgebased adaptive annotation approach used in NavEx is a variation of a popular adaptive
annotation approach introduced originally in the ISIS-Tutor system [7].

5

Summary and Future Work

We have discussed the development of an approach for the automated indexing of
content based on C progrannning code. The first stage of this approach is performed
by the implemented parsing component, which is able to extract C concepts from online content formatted as IITML or as pure C code. Hence, this tool could be used for
indexing the great amount of created on-line C code which is contained in on-line
libraries and web-based tutorials.
The second stage is the prerequisite/outcome identification and, building on its
base, the inter-concept hierarchical structure of the content. The outcome we receive
is the instructor-adaptive structure of the course reflecting hislher way of teaching the
course.
The designed approach has been implemented for the NavEx system development.
NavEx content being indexed consists of the programming code examples.
Preliminary evaluation shows that the implemented indexing algorithm along with the
mechanism of building inter-concept hierarchies of the content provide meaningful
recourse for adaptive example navigation support in NavEx.
Our next goal is to build-in this algorithm as part of the authoring interface for the
next adaptive version of QuizPACK system. Since every QuizPACK question is
simply a small C program, we expect our algorithm to work successfully for this
application and considerably facilitate the authoring process in QulzPACK.
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Abstract. A pedagogical underpinning is a fundamental requirement for any
learning activity or event Many personalized eLeaming systems, however,
focus primarily on adaptive content retrieval based on a user profile and neglect
the pedagogical requirements of educational systems. This form of intelligent
search and insertion is effective at assembling personalized manuals, but not
necessarily suitable for creating pedagogically sound eLearning offerings. This
paper introduces a methodology for developing adaptive personalized
eLeaming experiences and the Adaptive Course Construction Toolkit, a tool
built on this methodology, for creating pedagogically-based personalized
eLeaming solutions.

1 Introduction
Typically the approach to adaptive eLearning is to perform adaptivity of the content
retrieval mechanism based on the user's personal preferences, prior knowledge, etc.
The pedagogical considerations in terms of presentation, structure and narrative in
some cases is completely absent and in others very weakly applied. In such adaptive
eLearning courses where pedagogy exists it is inherently embedded in the content
itself making it difficult to reuse or apply different pedagogies across the same
adaptive content. This level of inflexibility leads to the development of pedagogically
static and restricted courses.
However, eLearning research in the past 10 years has had one constant
unambiguous rmding; that pedagogy is absolutely fundamental to the success of a
course and must be considered first and foremost when developing learning
experiences [1]. The adaptivity should therefore support the appropriate selection of
pedagogical strategy(s) and then apply adaptivity to the content and activities within
the scope of the selected strategy(s). With today's courses built on Adaptive
Hypermedia Systems (AHS) it could be argued that pedagogy is less directive in
ensuring the overall experience of the course and much greater effort seems to be
expended on accurate selection of subject areas.
This paper argues that next generation adaptive eLeaming systems will increase
their effectiveness when the adaptivity is applied to the selection of an appropriate
(personalized) pedagogy and to the activities, communication and content within
pedagogical elements of the course. This leads to adaptive pedagogically-driven
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eLearning where the pedagogy is central to the learning experience and not accidental
and where the power of adaptivity enhances the effectiveness of the pedagogy.

2 Adaptive Course Construction Methodology
During the development of an adaptive online learning experience, several key
processes must be realized as illustrated in Fig. 1. Firstly we must identity the goals
and objectives of the course. Theses goals and objectives will form the base
requirements and initial evaluation scale of the evaluation process. When we are
happy with the specified course goals and objectives we must identity and select the
appropriate pedagogical strategy(s) for the course based on the goals and objectives.
Next we must model the knowledge domain within which the course will reside. Once
the subject matter area is recognized and described it can be applied to the chosen
pedagogical strategy(s). The next logical phase is to begin the content selection and
grouping process whereby the appropriate learning resources are grouped with the
pedagogical elements. The customized pedagogical strategy can now be made
adaptive by applying the appropriate adaptivity to the pedagogical structure based on
the goals and objectives of the course, the selected content of the course and the
pedagogical strategy(s) of the course. The next phase of the development process is to
test the semantics and the functionality of the adaptive course by verification through
the Adaptive Personalized eLearning Service (APeLS). This cyclical approach
supports an expandable course construction process.

Fig. 1. A Sample Adaptive Course Construction Methodology

3 Creating Adaptive Courses with ACCT
The Adaptive Course Construction Toolkit (ACCT) was developed to address the
complex and time-consuming nature of adaptive course construction methodology.
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The ACCT supplies the pedagogical foundation of an adaptive course developersupport framework. The design-time nature of the ACCT allows the course developer
to construct customized domain ontologies to represent the subject matter expert's
view of the knowledge domain. It facilitates the design of customized course
narratives (the embodiment of pedagogy, abstract course overview and adaptive axes
as applied) based on sound pedagogical models. Adaptivity models allow the course
developer to create customized adaptive pedagogy through a support oriented drag
and drop type association mechanism. The course developer can search for and select
learning resources based on keywords, types, modes, contextualized prior usage, etc.
The ACCT provides a course verification service, allowing the pedagogicaUy-driven
adaptive course to be viewed and verified prior to publication. The ACCT provides a
publication mechanism allowing the course developer to export and publish their
pedagogically-formed adaptive course.

3.1 Describing the Knowledge Domain
An integral part of a course creation process is the representation of a knowledge
domain. Knowledge domain representation allows the subject matter expert to model
their understanding and experience of an information domain. The ACCT provides an
environment where the course developer can describe the knowledge domain as a
collection of abstract concepts with descriptions and usability guidelines and
relationship definitions. The ACCT provides the course developer with a set of
predefmed relationships which can be applied to concept pairs or groupings. The
ACCT allows the course developer to create new custom relationship definitions. This
flexibility to describe and customize relationship definitions and subject matter
concepts during the development of the domain ontology supports the course
developer during the initial phase of course production, knowledge domain
representation.
The ACCT provides an environment through which the course developer can
graphically create, edit and distribute these knowledge domain representations. In this
way, the ACCT actively promotes and supports the sharing of subject matter expertise
between peer collaborators.

3.2 Developing an Adaptive Course
The key process of creating online adaptive learning experiences is the creation of
pedagogically sound courses. By using the custom narrative editor the course
developer can create a custom pedagogical strategy based on sound and expandable
pedagogical models provided by the ACCT (fig.2). The course developer can choose,
customize and create pedagogical elements based on the palette of tools provided by
the ACCT (fig.2). The pedagogical models provided are supported by usability
guidelines and best practice descriptions. As the course developer builds the custom
pedagogical strategy for their online learning experience they can specify and
assemble leaming activities within the supported pedagogical structure. The ACCT
provides an interface whereby the course developer can place concepts from their
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previously defined knowledge domain ontology into this customized pedagogical
structure to form a pedagogically sound online course framework (fig.2). The ACCT
allows the course developer to graphically assemble the concepts (both Narrative and
Subject Matter) and learning activities oftheir course (fig.2).
The ACCT supports the course developer by allowing them to search and select
learning resources from multiple remote learning resource repositories (fig.2). The
ACCT graphically supports the selection oflearning resources by allowing them to be
dragged and dropped from the tools palette to the pedagogical course structure.
To make this pedagogical online course adaptive, the course developer must
associate Narrative Attributes with the concepts and learning activities of the course
(fig.2). By applying these Narrative Attributes to a pedagogical learning structure, the
course developer is describing a requirement for certain aspects of the course to be
delivered "adaptively". This ability to apply "adaptivity" to concepts and learning
activities uses the approach of Candidacy [2]. When the learning resources are
selected they form abstract candidate groups which the adaptive technique, chosen
through the adaptive axes rendering process, uses during the reconciliation of the
adaptive course.

Fig. 2. ACCT Custom Narrative Builder

3.3 Publishing an Adaptive Course
One of the key advantages of the ACCT is its ability to allow the course developer to
verify their adaptive course in real time. The ACCT provides a mechanism by which
the course developer can test their adaptive course as a real web application. The
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ACCT exports a course package and application framework to APeLS (Adaptive
Personalized eLearning Service). Included in the course package are the subject
matter concept space, the custom narrative model with associated narrative attributes
and all other related models, all transforms and class defmitions required to run the
adaptive course.
Through the ACCT application framework generically deflDed classes provide
varying levels of interaction with respect to the learner and the teacher. It allows the
course developer to view the learner model schema, the teacher domain scoping
mechanism and the overall adaptive course structure. The produced adaptive course is
independent of the content that may be used to render it. This allows for the rapid
prototyping of adaptive course structures prior to the availability of the learning
content. The ACCT produced course can also interact with physical content. Through
the Candidacy architecture the ACCT produced course can adaptively render either
concept descriptions or the concepts associated candidate learning resources.

4 Modeling Pedagogy
The ACCT is a pedagogy-driven course developer support environment. The
pedagogy that is supplied by the ACCT forms the basis for fully customizable
pedagogical strategies. The modeling approach involves the creation of XML models
to represent the chosen pedagogical strategies, initially case-study, problem/enquiry,
didactic and web-quest. The model contains descriptive information for each of the
high level concepts/activities of the pedagogical strategy and suggests a possible
sequencing of these pedagogical elements. Through the models the ACCT can
provide guidelines on how to use the provided pedagogical strategies, how they might
be extended and the types of adaptivity that might be applied. This modeling of
pedagogy provides the course developer with a solid foundation on which they can
create adaptive pedagogically-driven eLeaming in a support-oriented environment.

4.1 Representing Pedagogical Models
Narrative Structures are created to describe how the pedagogical strategy(s) can be
realized, e.g. defining types of activities, suggesting possible sequencing of activities,
opportunities for communication and collaboration and content selection. They
represent the {re)usable elements of pedagogical strategies in a model-based (XML)
form. These models can be used as a pedagogically sound foundation on which the
construction of adaptive pedagogically sound courses can be based.
The rapid construction of online courses consisting of different "flavors" of
pedagogy is facilitated through the use of these Narrative Structures. For example,
case based learning, web-quest learning, discovery-based learning and didactic based
learning pedagogical models can be combined to form the basis of a customized
blended pedagogy. This allows the potential course developer to create customized
courses based on "flavors" of the modeled approaches thus actively promoting and
facilitating the reuse of not only learning content but also the strategies and pedagogy
behind the delivery of such learning experiences.
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4.2 Describing Pedagogical Elements
Pedagogical strategies, typically, can be represented as a series of high-level
descriptive concepts representing learning activities to be undertaken. Pedagogical
strategies are usually accompanied by a set of guidelines and scenarios intended to
strengthen the course developers' confidence in using the strategy(s).
Narrative Concepts facilitate the abstract description of pedagogical elements
within a content-independent context. Narrative Concepts allow the pedagogical
expert to create and customize elements of pedagogical strategies in the process of
creating pedagogically-sound adaptive online learning experiences.
4.3 Enabling Adaptive Pedagogy
To make a customized pedagogy adaptive, Narrative Attributes, which consist of
adaptive axes (prior knowledge, learning styles, etc.), adaptive techniques (object
inclusion/exclusion, link annotation, etc.) and usability/guideline descriptions, must
be applied. The course developer can decide on which adaptive technique(s) is to be
applied based on the selected adaptive axes. For example, they could use either object
inclusion/exclusion or link hiding in adaptivity based on prior knowledge depending
on content granUlarity.
Through the modeling of adaptivity, Narrative Attributes representing adaptivity
based on learner preference, tutor scope preference, learning context and learning
device have been created.

5 Related Work
Current Adaptive Hypennedia (AH) systems and authoring tools for AH, in the
educational domain, concentrate on developing and providing adaptive content
retrieval and display capabilities. To this, adaptive content retrieval/delivery, elements
of pedagogy are added in an effort to create online adaptive learning. For
educationally effective adaptive eLearning however, the pedagogy must be the focus
of development. Once the pedagogy has been customized (Le. selected and extended
if required) based on the subject matter area and learner goals, adaptivity can be
applied to the pedagogically sound online course structure to produce adaptive
personalized pedagogically-driven eLearning.
Currently, there are a range of tools available to create online pedagogy. For
example, the REDEEM system [3] allows the teacher to create pedagogical online
courses by describing the structure and flow of the content of the course and also the
sequencing of the content. It allows the teacher to divide the course into sections and
describe the content that the course will use. REDEEM has been quite successful in
construction courses however it supports no elements of adaptivity and dynamic
personalization. From an active learning perspective the LAMS system [4], which is
built upon the emergent Learning Design standard (Previously Educational Markup
Language EML), allows the teacher to create, describe and sequence learning
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activities. However, LAMS likewise provides no support for adaptivity of
pedagogical structure and content selection.
Due to the complex and dynamic process of authoring Adaptive Hypermedia, the
need for author support in creating adaptive pedagogically sound personalized
eLeaming is evident [5], [6]. The reach and effectiveness of adaptive personalized
eLearning systems is also limited due to the cost of application development. The
large initial setup cost of adaptive hypermedia is too high for the mass adoption of
AHS in education. From current work in adaptive hypermedia [7], [8] in personalized
eLearning it is evident that there are two areas of research which need future
development, the design of pedagogically sound adaptive courses and the support
offered to the course developer during the process of developing pedagogically sound
adaptive courses. Pedagogy can be supported by specifying a requirements-based
framework in which pedagogy can be described, used, reused and distributed in an
effort to actively promote the cost reduction of adaptive course creation. The course
developer can be supported by offering stroctural support and guideline support
during the process of creating adaptive and non-adaptive courses.
Based on the state of the art in adaptive hypermedia and online pedagogy
authoring, the ACCT will support and provide innovative ways of applying adaptivity
to pedagogy to produce personalized eLearning.

6 Conclusion
From our experience with adaptive and personalized eLearning in the past, several
key points should be noted. It is critically important that the teacher/tutor be
empowered within the learning experience and not disenfranchised. As a blended
teaching approach, the adaptive and personalized eLeaming does not replace the
teacher. It transforms and enriches their role in the learning experience. Adaptive
personalized eLearning is a tool which the teacher/tutor can use to increase the
potential educational effectiveness of the entire learning experience. Adaptive
eLearning is not just about adaptive content retrieval and constroction. It is a mixture
of pedagogy, domain knowledge (subject matter expertise) and adaptivity. The
production of personalized courses is realized at the concept level not content level.
Specific content selection is an aspect of learning experience development that should
not concern the teacher/tutor.
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Abstract. Educational Adaptive Hypermedia Applications (EAHA) provide
personalized views on the learning content to individual learners. They also
offer adaptive sequencing (navigation) over the learning content based on rules
that stem from the user model requirements and the instmctional strategies.
EAHA are gaining the focus of the research community as a means of
alleviating a number of user problems related to hypermedia. However, the
difficulty and complexity of developing such applications and systems have
been identified as possible reasons for the low diffusion of Adaptive
Hypermedia in web-based education. Experience from traditional Software
Engineering as well as Hypermedia Engineering suggests that a model-driven
design approach is appropriate for developing applications where such
requirements and constraints occur. This paper presents on a model-driven
design process of EAHA. This process accords to the principles of hypermedia
engineering and its innovation is the use of a formally specified object oriented
design model.

1 Introduction
An Educational Adaptive Hypermedia Applications (EAHA) is a dynamic web-based
application, which provides a tailored ieammg environment to its users, by adapting
both the presentation and the navigation through the learnmg content. Such an
application is comprised of learning resources that have specific leammg objectives
and they are interrelated m order to facilitate the leammg process. The leaming
resources are designed based on pedagogical rules (or teaching rules) that combine
the (domain) model of the content with the user model and the mstructional strategies.
EAHAs are currently a 'hot' topic of research in the broader field of adaptive
hypermedia applications and several AHES systems have been built during the past
years [3], [4], [5], [9]. The design and implementation of EAHA are complex, if not
overwhelming, tasks. This is due to the fact that it mvolves people from diverse
backgrounds, such as software developers, web application experts, content
developers, domain experts, instructional designers, user modeling experts and
pedagogues, to name just a few. Moreover, these systems have presentational,
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behavioral, pedagogical and architectural aspects that need to be taken into account.
To make matters worse, most EAHA are designed and developed from scratch,
without taking advantage of the experience from previously developed applications,
because the latter's design is not codified or documented. As a result, development
teams are forced to ore-invent the wheel' .
Therefore, systematic and disciplined approaches must be devised in order to
overcome the complexity and assortment of EAHA and achieve overall product
quality within specific time and budget limits. One such approach is the use of a
systematic design method to support the whole design process.
Two candidate approaches exist in this direction, software engineering and
hypermedia engineering design methods. Software Engineering methods fail to deal
with the particular requirements of hypermedia applications, their user interface
intensive nature and their complex node-and-link structure. Although the discipline of
Hypermedia Engineering [10], [13], [16], [17] emerged to address this issue, existing
Hypermedia Engineering methods are not adequate for properly dealing with the
design of educational hypermedia applications. Since educational applications deal
with learning, the specification of such applications is a planned set of carefully
designed activities and tasks, assessment procedures, selection of proper resources
that will support these activities and procedures, that is, the outcome of instructional
analysis. According to [13], in the design phase, the specification of a hypermedia
application is converted into a description of how to create the application. Existing
hypermedia engineering methods do not provide adequate constructs for capturing
this specification. This is the main reason why a new approach, specialized in the
educational domain is needed. Thus, designing Educational Adaptive Hypermedia
Applications is an open research issue [7].
The structure of this paper is as follows: In the following section, the CADMOS-D
hypermedia design method is outlined. The steps and the outcomes of each step of
the design method are presented next. The paper ends with some concluding remarks.

2 The CADMOS-D design method
In this paper, we propose the CADMOS-D design method which captures the
outcomes of instructional analysis and drives the development of the whole EAHA.
CADMOS, which stands for a CoursewAre Development Methodology for Open
instructional Systems, proposes a sequence of phases for the development of webbased educational applications. These phases are requirements capturing, design,
implementation and evaluation. CADMOS proposed a specific method, named
CADMOS-D, to support the design phase. We are in the process of extending
CADMOS-D in order to support EAHA design.
CADMOS-D, as a design method, provides two distinct models for educational
web applications development: A process model, that pertains to the detailed
definition and specification of the various design steps, their temporal relationships
and sequencing and a list of the outcomes of each step, and a product model [13] that
refers to the detailed specification of the outcomes of each step, capturing the design
decisions, the relationships and dependencies between these outcomes and the
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mechanisms that allow these outcomes to drive the development of the actual
application. Furthennore, the product model can fonn the basis for the description of
existing applications, provide the blueprints that depict knowledge and common
understanding for particular applications, either completed or under development,
much in the way that the blueprints of a building can both drive its development and
depict its fonn, structure and function. The product design model can be decomposed
into three sub-models: conceptual, navigational and user interface (presentation)
models.

2.1 The Conceptual Model
The Conceptual Model defines the learning activities that will happen during the
instructional process of a specific subject with their semantic interrelationships. The
learning activities are applied to the various thematic concepts-topics of the domain.
In fact the thematic topics should be considered as the Ontology of the subject domain
to be learned by the students. The Conceptual Model provides an objective definition
of the knowledge subject. This definition is provided by the author of the educational
application who is considered as a subject matter expert. They have arranged that
body of knowledge hierarchically, subdividing the field into areas, which are then
broken down further into units and individual topics. An overview of the body of
knowledge appears in
http://www.computer.org/education/cc2001/final/chapter05.htm.

Fig. 1. Extract of the Conceptual Model of a course on digital signal processing which shows
the relationships among leaming activities and resources

Each learning activity is related to particular learning objectives, notions and tenns
to be taught, etc, according to the syllabus. The hierarchy of activities corresponds to
the hierarchy of learning objectives, that the learner has to meet via herlhis interaction
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with an educational application under design. Different types of activities exist:
Infonnation activities, where the learner access new infonnation, intemctive
activities, where the learner is dynamically interacts with the educational content, and
assessment activities during which the assessment or self-assessment of the leamer's
knowledge or achievement of the learning objectives is evaluated. Apart from their
hierarchical organization, activities can be associated with each other with specific
interrelationships thus fonning a semantic network that provides an abstmct
representation of the solution of the problem of instruction of a specific topic. This
particular view can be reused per se, thus promoting the reusability of educational
applications at an abstmct level, apart from navigation and presentation issues. This
way, the proposed method incorpomtes the principle of separation of concems and
promotes reusability. The activities are associated with specific learning resources.
The resources align with the notion of Learning Object. These resources are physical,
reusable, binary entities, either static fragments of digital content, e.g. text, image,
video, simulations etc, or dynamic content genemted 'on the fly' from proper scripts
in the context of a web-based application environment or Learning Management
System. For facilitating the construction of these diagrams, CADMOS-D has
proposed an abstract object oriented meta-model, an instantiation of which is shown
in Fig. 1 which concerns a hypennedia course on digital signal processing. The order
of activities is defined by traversing the graph of activities from left to right in the
conceptual model diagrams. A composite activity precedes its children, in the fashion
of 'in-ordered' traversal of trees.
The elements of this sub-model are expressed as stereotyped UML classes and they
are actually attribute-value pairs connected with proper association relationships. The
concepts are mapped to specific learning resources. The modeling elements of this
submodel are:
- Courseware. This is the top-level element in the hierarchy of activities that
compose the conceptual view of the application.
Activity. This defines a simple activity which is an atomic one. This activity may
contain specific attributes. Predefined attributes are the title and the type of the
activity (infonnation, assessment, etc).
CompositeActivity. This element defines a composite activity, which contains
others, either atomic or concept, thus fonning a hierarchy of activities into the
educational application.
- Relationship. This refers to the association between two activities, atomic or
composite.

2.2 The Navigation Model
The Navigation Model captures the decisions about how Concepts, Relationships and
Resources of the Conceptual Model are mapped to actual hypertext elements Pages
and Links, and how the conceptual relationships defined in the Conceptual Model are
driving the structuring of the learning content. The Navigation Model is composed by
two sub-models:
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The Navigation Structure Model. This model defmes the structure of the EAHA and
defines the actual web pages and the resources contained in these pages. An example
of this model is shown in Fig. 2.
This structure is composed of the following elements:

Content, which is the top-level container in the hierarchy of an electronic content
organization.
Composite entities that are used as containers, thus composing the hierarchical
structure of learning content. The chapters and subtopics in which an electronic
tutorial or book are organized are examples of composite entities.
Access structure elements, namely indexes and guided tours, which are related to
Content or Composite components
ContentNodes, which are the actual pages of the learning content. Content,
Composite and ContentNodes are associated with Concept elements, or directly
with Resources, in the Conceptual Model.
Fragments that are contained into the ContentNodes. Fragments correspond to
Resource elements in the Conceptual Model.
- Links between ContentNodes as well as between Fragments. Note that these links
are associative links [10, 16] implementing domain specific relationships of the
conceptual model. They are not structural links denoting, for example, the
transition from a page in the learning content to the next one.

Fig. 2. An extract of the navigational structure model which shows the relationships ofleaming
activities and hypermedia nodes

As shown in Fig. 2, a node will incorporate one or more learning activities. For
example, a designer could decide a hypermedia node to incorporate both the
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presentation of a theoretical part of the subject domain along with an assessment task.
Another designer might want to separate those two learning activities. It is obvious
that the learning activity model remains intact in two different aforementioned cases.
This fact allows the reusability of design models and the separation of concerns.
CADMOS-D advocates that we should not think of "nodes" from the beginning.
"Nodes" are the realisation in the hypermedia space of learning activities which
should be designed first and which entail the decisions of the instructional design.
The Navigation Behavior Model. The Navigation Behavior Model defines the runtime behavior of the EAHA in terms of navigation. In this sense, this model supports
adaptive navigation, which is the method of adaptation that is currently supported by
CADMOS-D. Earlier research attempts, such as [14], have proposed the use of
statecharts for the modeling of hypertext and web based applications. The Navigation
Behavior model uses statecharts, as they are incorporated in the UML in order to
specify the dynamic transitions of the hypertext structures as the user interacts with
the EAHA. Every containing element of the Navigation Structure Model (Content, or
Composite) is associated to a composite state in the Navigation Behavior Model,
while every ContentNode corresponds to a simple state. Thus. the hierarchy of the
navigational elements defmed in the Navigation Structure Model corresponds to the
hierarchy of nested states in the Navigation Behavior Model. The events that fire the
transitions in the Navigation Behavior Model correspond to structure links into the
ContentNodes: next, previous, up level, etc. In addition, guard conditions in these
transitions can defme alternative navigational transitions, which correspond to
conditional behavior of the EAHA, thus implementing content sequencing and
adaptive navigation. An example of such a design model is shown in Fig. 3.
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2.3 The User Interface Model (or Presentation Model)
The User Inteiface Model deals with the presentation aspects of the elements defined
in the Navigation Model. In particular, each Node in the Navigation Model and its
resources is associated with a presentation model element. Note that a multitude of
navigation elements can be associated with the same presentation specification, thus
promoting uniformity and ease of maintenance of the user interface. The Presentation
Model elements have their counterparts in corresponding web technology
specifications elements such as HTML and CSS [http://www.w3.org] elements. More
specifically, the Presentation Model contains the following stereotyped UML classes:
"html", that represent HTML elements, or aggregations ofHTML elements and "css"
that actually represent Cascading Style Sheet classes.

Fig. 4. Example of the basic templates that have been used in the DSP courseware

3 From the design models to automated generation of courseware
The design model of an AEHA can be created with CASE tools like the IBM Rational
Rose tool. CADMOS-D suggests the utilization of such tools because UML models
can be stored in XMI file, the OMG standard XML metadata interchange format files
[15]. In that way, it is possible to process and manipulate that files by standard XML
processing tools (e.g. XML parsers). With the use of a specially developed tool, caIled
CGA (Courseware Generation Application), the XMI description is transformed into a
structured hypermedia educational applications. More specifically, the CGA tool
accepts as entry the XMI description with the relevant learning resources (HTML
pages, pictures, files of sound and video, active objects as Applets, ActiveX, Flash,
etc.) and produces as output the real AEHA.
The produced web pages are accompanied by a description of their structure in the
form ofaXML manifest file. The XML manifest file conforms to the IMS Content
Packaging learning technology specification.
An extract of the Content Packaging XML manifest file of the DSP coureware

<imsmanifest version="1.3" identifier="TEST">
<organizations default="TOC1">
<organization identifier="TOC1">
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<title>DSP Courseware</title>
<item identifier-"S.10269"
identifierref-"S.10269 RES">
<title>Elements of Discrete Systems</title>
<litem>
<!--

•..

->

</organization>
</organizations>
<resources>
<resource identifier-"S.10269 RES"
href-Uunits/intro 1.html">
<title>Elements of Discrete Systems</title>
</resource>
<!--

...

-->

<resource identifier="S.10319 RES"
href="S.10319.html">
<title>IIR Design</title>
</resource>
</resources>
</imsmanifest>
This XML manifest file accompanied by the learning resources can be "uploaded"
to any Learning Content Management Systems that support the IMS Content
Packaging specification. We experimented with the SCORM Sample Run-Time
Environment (RTE) version 1.3 and we produced a hypermedia application for a
course on Digital Signal Processing.
At the moment, the CGA tool cannot make use of the information about the
dynamic navigational behaviour, i.e. the state-transition diagrams. At the moment, the
designer creates distinct design models per user type (users with different stereotype).
Thus, we create an EAHA that provides a variety of personalised views of the domain
per user type focusing on composition and structural relationships between the
learning activities and the respective nodes. For each view, the designer can associate
templates in order to specifY the look and feel of the nodes.
The lack of dynamic navigational structure is a limitation of our approach. but not
an unsolved problem. Actually, it is a matter of time to produce the new release of the
CGA tool. We are going to extend approaches like the one presented in [8]. More
specifically, the UML activity diagrams will be transformed into IMS Simple
Sequencing schema that will accompany the manifest content packaging file.

4 Conclusions
A design method like CADMOS-D, can be used as a framework [10] for authors of
hypertext applications to develop and apply methodologies in order to create adaptive
applications in a disciplined and controlled fashion. It incorporates the principle of
separation of concerns in the design of hypermedia applications, dividing the design
of the application in three stages: conceptual, navigational and presentational. We also
claim that this separation of concerns aligns with the three types of adaptation,
navigation and presentation.
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Beyond the design model, the development of open, portable, and maintainable
EAHA can be facilitated with the adoption of learning technology standards. In this
paper we are proposing the CADMOS-D design method that produces models that
accord to the lMS content packaging. With the use of the CGA tool that has been
developed, the EAHA is automatically generated by using the XML manifest file and
the learning resources.
This work aspires the bridging of the gap between the conceptual description and
the implementation of web applications as it is also suggested in [1]. Like approaches
such as WebML [6], WCML [11], UWE [12], etc. it maintains the classical, in
hypermedia engineering, discrimination of the design of web applications into
structure, navigation and presentation design, and uses XML as the product model for
the implementation of actual applications. The use of XMI and the focus of the
current method on the specific domain of education, which sets certain constraints in
the structure of applications makes it different from the aforementioned methods. The
current work has also close similarities to [8], which also uses the same model
representation, XMI, and the same method for application generation, XSLT for
adaptive applications. The main difference with this method is the provision for
navigation and presentation issues, which is not covered in [8J, and the support for
Leaming Technology Standards.
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Abstract. Adaptive Educatiooal Hypermedia (AEH) may be the answer to the
imperative need of personalization in web-based education. Up to now,
however, adaptive hypermedia environments have focussed more on enddeliveIY, and less on the authoring problems. This paper addresses the complex
issue of creation and delivCl)' of personalized material by examining two
aspects of existing AEHs: the authoring system of MOT, and the deliveIY
system of WHURLE, with the aim of establishing a "write once, use many"
methodology for the creation of content and adaptation within current AEH
environments.

1 Introduction
Personalisation of presentation has always been important in any consumer industry.
With the expansion of the WWW into our everyday life, education has become
increasingly a consumer commodity. Today's learners expect high quality, relevant
educational materials, delivered to them in a timely and appropriate manner. Adaptive
educational hypermedia (AEH) [l ],[2] systems aim to personalise the delivery of
educational materials to the needs of the user - both to their stated requirements as
well as to their less obvious desires. This has led to the development of many on-line
educational delivery systems (e.g., Interbook [3], AHA! [8], TANGOW [4],
WHURLE [1).]). Many of these systems adapt their educational content to different
dimensions of each learner, such as: current knowledge levels, computed user goals,
immediate tasks, educational context (e.g., are they in school, university, or learning
from home?), and more recently learning styles in adaptive hypermedia (e.g., LSAS
[10]). Each of these AEH systems uses its own content model, coding methodology,
and style. This leads to an unnecessary and undesired level of complexity for the
content or lesson author. Ideally, the author would create materials once and then use
these materials in any AEH system. Transfer between these educational environments
would be simple. This would also encourage cost-effective re-use of materials in a
variety of ways. Authoring for adaptive hypermedia education systems has not been
addressed until recently. This paper describes the translation of educational materials
between two AEH systems, My Online Teacher (MOT) [12] and WHURLE. We
discuss how using MOT as the authoring system and WHURLE as the delivery
environment fosters a 'create once, use many' approach to educational content. A
previous paper addresses similar issues in translating from MOT to AHA! [13J.
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Please note that these systems have been developed totally independent of each other
and this type of conversion exercise also is a test of the systems' expressivity and
flexibility.

2 Designing Instructional Strategies in MOT
2.1 MOT Basics
MOT is an online environment for the authoring of adaptive educational hypermedia.
It is based on the theoretical framework LAOS [5], and aims at providing maximum
flexibility whilst eoncomitantly reducing the author load.

2.2 MOT Static Components
MOT allows authors to either create content, using adaptation dynamics written by
others, or to design their own adaptation dynamics (and, e.g., use contents created by
others). The static part is layered, based on the information type stored (as explained
below), so that each layer can have different authors.
The first static layer is the domain concept model, containing the learning resources
organized hierarchically as concept maps and their descriptions (i.e. metadata,
organized as eoncept attributes). The default attribute set contains: title; keywords;
introduction; pattern; text; explanation; conclusion and exercise (although only the
title is obligatory). In Figure 1, an author has created the attributes text_adv and
text_beg for advanced and beginner learners respectively.

Fig. 1. A MOT domain concept map (left frame) with an example concept, called 'Welcome'
(right frame) with 'text_beg' and 'texCadv' attributes
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The second static layer is the goal and constraints (also called lesson) model. It
contains selections filtered from the domain model based upon instructional views
and goals [9] (such as expected timeframe, level, background knowledge, learner
styles, etc.). For instance, an introductory short lesson on 'Neural Networks' contains,
among others, the selection of 'beginner' concepts 'The Von Neuman computer
versus the human brain' and 'The biological neuron' (Figure 2). The objective is to
separate purely domain-dependent information (such as learning resources) from
additional pedagogic information added by the teacher. For instance, weight
information about the relevance of the resource to the different types oflearner (adv:
advanced or beg: beginner) may be stored here.

Fig. 2. A section of a MOT Lesson Map (sampled from a course on Neural Networks), showing
the concept 'The biological Neuron' with the weights attached to each of that concept's
attributes (e.g., '90%, adv' for 'Pattern': only advanced learners see this)
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2.3

MOT Dynamic Components

Fig. 3. A strategy fur the example of a concept map in Figure 2. The strategy checks if the
special attributes text_adv and text_beg exist, and then shows text_adv for advanced users and
text_beg fur beginners. Title and keywords are shown for all

The dynamic, adaptive behaviour of the courseware elements (in accordance with
the learner characteristics determined by a user model), is designed in MOT using an
Adaptive Strategy Interface (Figure 3). This environment is built based on the 3Layers of Adaptation Granulation theoretical framework (LAG) [7]. MOT has a
:frame interface that allows the author to use a specifically designed adaptive
language, which enables the building of adaptive strategies that correspond to
instructional strategies [5]. Figure 3 shows a small instructional strategy
corresponding to the new attributes text_adv and text_beg (introduced in Figure 1).
The power of this adaptive instructional strategy is not that it can be used on the
concept map in Figure 1, but that it can be used on any concept map that has the
attributes text_adv and text_beg.

3 WHURLE
3.1 WHURLE Basics
WHURLE is a flexible, discipline-independent integrated learning environment,
designed to deliver adaptive content over the web. The learner is presented with a
lesson, which is constructed from a collection of underlying educational resources,
according to a default narrative that is defined by a lesson author in a Lesson Plan,
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Fig. 4. The modulat WHURLE system, modified from Zakaria et at [15]

and filtered according to rules specified in the user model. WHURLE uses an XMLpipeline (Le. the results of one process are fed into the next) where components are
present in a modular fashion this means that any particular user or pedagogical
model can be utilised within the pipeline, as an appropriately designed adaptation
filter (Figure 4) [15]. The list of resources defined in the Lesson Plan is passed to the
Adaptation Filter, which passes those deemed necessary, according to information in
the user profile, to the Display Engine which, in turn, creates the Virtual Documentrendered in a user interface defined in a skin.

3.2

WHURLE Static Components

WHURLE content resources are called chunks. Each chunk is a conceptually discrete
piece of information (i.e. there are no interdependencies between chunks, and no links
to other resources). An example of a WHURLE chunk would be a captioned image or
a self-contained paragraph of text on a single topic. Owing to the flexibility provided
by WHURLE's use of chunks, adaptation may be implemented at the content level
(using conditional transclusion [14]) to determine which chunks are made available to
the learner. Another static resource used in WHURLE is the Linkbase, which
describes links between a chunk, in any given context, and other learning resources
(e.g. other chunks or an external WWW page). These links are robust, bi-directional,
and multiply typed as described in [14].

3.3

WHURLE Dynamic Components

WHURLE's dynamic adaptation is implemented by the adaptation filter, which
determines the chunks that are delivered to the learner (Figure 5). This decision is
determined by rules defined in the user model acting upon metadata in the Lesson
Plan and data contained in the user profile. The current implementation allows for
domain knowledge based adaptation [16]; where each chunk reference in the lesson
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plan contains the information that the adaptation filter uses to determine inclusion in
the virtual document. Hence, in producing a lesson for WHURLE, not only does an
authoring system have to produce the content but the lesson plan must contain the
metainformation used as the basis for adaptation.

4 Conversion from MOT to WHURLE
In the following, we explain three ways of conversion of some of the MOT
components presented previously. The main process being that the MOT interface
feeds WHURLE information about what content should be provided to the learners,
as well as how this content should be filtered and adapted.
4.1 Conversion of Concepts

The Domain Concept Model used by MOT is a hierarchical structure organised by
'concept' (Figure 1). The Lesson Plan used in WHURLE is also a hierarchical
structure, organised by 'level' (Figure 5). Each MOT concept has 'attributes' and
each WHURLE level has 'chunks' (collected into a 'page') that define the actual
content. From this basic description we can begin to derive a conceptual mapping of
MOT to WHURLE. MOT has several default standard attributes, of which 'title' and
'keywords' are common to WHURLE chunks. Therefore, in any conversion it is
necessary that these common elements are included in every chunk created. We shall
illustrate the process of conversion using the example shown in Figure 1. The MOT
concept in Figure 1 will be converted into two chunks, as the contents of the
'text_beg' and 'text_adv' attributes can be seen as pedagogically separate. The 'title'
and 'keyword' attributes, as common elements, are included in both chunks. The
conversion process so far would produce two discrete chunks (content) but no
surrounding structure tying them together into a single pedagogic unit The next part
of the conversion process is the production of a WHURLE Lesson Plan to provide
this structure. At this stage each MOT concept is equivalent to a WHURLE 'page'
(see Figure 5). For example, the concept in Figure 1 would transform into the
WHURLE Lesson Plan shown in Figure 5. This adaptive behaviour is an instance
description and can only be applied on the resources from the specific concept map in
Figure 1.
<ie;'~l name="'user" ti tle="Welcome">
<page>
<chunk: domain:="lOO"
stereotype!= "beg">MOT-12 - 324</ chuoi<:>

<chunk domain-"lOO"
stereotype 1=" adv">MOT-12-325< / chunk>

</page>
<flavsl>

Fig. 5: a section of a WHURLE Lesson Plan, the result of the conversion of the 'Welcome'
concept shown in Figure 1

Of course for this process to be meaningful the conversion engine needs to be
informed of the semantic relationship between the MOT attribute name and the
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WHURLE stereotype value, for example, that 'text_beg' is equivalent to 'stereotype!
"beg"'. The value of the WHURLE 'domain' attribute (in Figure 5, this is '100'), is
linked to a table of values in a database. When transforming a MOT Domain Concept
Map, the root concept title is registered in the database as the domain name. This
value will thus be the same for all chunks produced from the same Domain Map.
Figure 6 shows the outcome of such a conversion with a beginner and an advanced
view.

=

MO'r(M!o'o.1ineTuclwJ.h""""""'.... _mrpom MOT(Myo.wn.T_).~ .. Ad.op1iv<Bdm...,.I!_dla_
&~in 'I'UJe 1ItLder1iE~$¢fI.:t!A. Cristea.
Designe(:l"1tr'lV/e undttlhe ~$ ~Dr A Cristea.
A».~_"""'m."'_~I<...",.a

tbtlt ~

.. Ib< ...

...

MO'r.~I" .. ;,·,_ring,ap>biIitio~.n<I.,,~c_
~ and easiyd~ IiwrContenf:_wbich can 1he.n be trn:ns.1ared and used

by otIoer AllIU. _." 'W!!IllUE.

Fig. 6. WHURLE rendering of the beginner (a) and advanced (b) user version conversion from
the structure in Figure 1

4.2 Conversion of Lessons
One of the benefits of MOT is the ability to create any attribute the author requires to
fully describe a concept. This feature cannot be fully exploited when involving the
conversion described in section 4.1, since the conversion engine needs to be altered
each time an author creates a new conceptual relationship between a MOT concept
attribute and the WHURLE 'stereotype' attribute. An attribute in a MOT Lesson Map
can have a weight and a label attached to it. When translating from a MOT Lesson
Map to a WHURLE Lesson Plan we can use these weight values to our advantage.
Figure 2 shows a simple lesson concept, its attributes and their assigned weights. The
conversion engine can determine the WHURLE stereotype from a table of weight
values. Table 1 shows an example of such a table (a '0' weight represents a common
element; so is not shown in the table). Alternatively, the labels attached to the weights
can be interpreted. This allows greater flexibility for the author, since they can
create/modify/delete their own common elements - although with the stipulation that
the 'title' and 'keyword' elements are always present and common.
Table 1. A simple table of MOT weight values to WHURLE stereotype value
Weight
1-49
50-89
90-99

Stereotype

beg
int
adv

Table 2 shows how the concept 'The biological neuron' from Figure 2 is processed
to produce four WHURLE chunks. Chunk 'CI' from the conversion in Table 2
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includes only the common elements. Chunks 'C2', 'C3' and 'C4' are produced by
combining the common elements with each successive attribute. This is done
irrespective of weight value. Even though attributes may share the same weight, they
may nevertheless be pedagogically distinct.
Table 2. A stylised version of the concept shown in Figure 2, alongside a representation of
which attributes are included in the chunks produced (CI-C4). As the attributes 'Explanation'
and 'Conclusion' are empty, they will not result in a chunk being produced
MOT attributes
Weight
0
0
90
10
90
10
Exercise
10

Attribute

Title
Keywords
Pattern
Text
Explanation
Conclusion

Cl
v'
v'

WHURLE cbuuks
C3
C2
v'
v'
v'
v'
v'
v'
No attribute contents
No attribute contents

C4
v'
v'

v'
v'= included in the chunk

For example: chunk 'C2' would only be relevant to an advanced learner (in the
current domain of Neural Networks) and chunk 'C3' relevant to a beginner learner.
Creation of the chunks is, of course, still only the first step in the conversion process.
A WHURLE Lesson Plan must also be produced. Using the hash table (Table I) and
the chunks CI-C4 from Table 2 would result in the Lesson Plan shown in Figure 8
(note that it only shows a subset of the complete Lesson Plan resulting from the
conversion of the concept in Figure 2).
<i~~el name="neuron" ::.icle="The Biological Neuron">
domain="general"
stereotypel""''' ">Cl<1 chunk>
<chunk domain="llO"

stereot ypel""tI adv">C2</ chunk>
<chunk domain="110"
s tereotypel= "beg">C3< I chunk>
<chunk domain""'''110''
stereotype1 = "beg">C4< I chunk>

</page>
</level>

Fig. 7. A section of a WHURLE Lesson Plan resulting from the conversion of the 'The
Biological Neuron' concept shown in Figure 2. Note: a 'domain' value of 'general' indicates
that a chunk Cl (our generic title chunk) will be seen by every user; a 'domain' value of'1l0'
is the value WHURLE uses to indicate the Neural Network domain

Another feature of the MOT Lesson Map is that it combines concepts from
multiple Domain Concept Maps, so the WHURLE 'domain' attribute has to be drawn
from the root 'title' attribute of the parent Concept Map for each concept in the
lesson, stored in the relevant table and assigned a value. It is this value that is inserted
into the WHURLE chunk attribute 'domain'.
4.3 Conversion of Adaptation Dynamics
Whilst the conversion described in section 4.2 is far more flexible than that described
in section 4.1, it is still limited. The author is restricted to a specific table, which itself
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only describes a single pedagogical model. In the example given in section 4.2, this
conversion is restricted only to domain knowledge.
The rule set described in the LAG model [7] is far more flexible and powerful For
instance, an author can create their own adaptation rules or use pre-existing adaptation
rule templates.
For the two example conversions previously presented (Figures 5&7) there
doesn't have to be a hardwired MOT -to-WHURLE interpretation. By using the MOT
adaptation strategy editing interface (section 2.3), rules can be created specifying the
presentation conditions and order related to specific conceptual model structures.
These can be used to do the actual conversion, the result for the cases above being the
same: Figure 5 would be the result of the conversion of the domain concept map in
Figure 1 with the interpretation given by the adaptive strategy in Figure 3.
Respectively, Figure 7 would be the result of the conversion of the domain lesson
map in Figure 2 with the interpretation given by the following adaptive strategy
(Figure 8). The current conversion programs, however, follow the models given in
sections 4.1 and 4.2.

Fig. 8. A strategy for the example of the lesson in Figure 2. The procedure interprets weights
and labels for advanced & beginner users in the Lesson map (adv, beg); then shows adv for
advanced users and beg for beginners. Title and keywords are shown for all
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Future development of our AEH authoring system will involve using these
adaptation rules and templates. A 'teacher' would declare the rules they wished to
employ, and use these as the basis of the adaptation of their lesson and its conversion
into a WHURLE Lesson Plan.

5 Conclusion
Most traditional on-line learning environments have a serious pedagogic limitation, in
that they are unable to adapt to the requirements of the user. The 'lesson' content is
presented in a simple, static manner and the user is expected to use these materials
until they have completed whatever the objectives of the lesson may be. Whilst there
is often a help system in place to aid the student, the presentational and pedagogic
structure always remains the same. Research has shown [1], however, that learners
differ in their ability to leam. Although it may seem trite to state that every student is
unique, many systems ignore this simple fact.
In this paper we have briefly presented MOT, focussing on its capabilities as an
AEH authoring system and WHURLE, focussing on its capabilities as an AEH
delivery system, and we have described the first steps towards interfacing these two
systems. We have shown, with the help of examples, how, from the generic level of
authoring for any concept map (as in MOT) we can obtain an instance representation
(as in WHURLE). There is still much work to be done to be able to use more of the
MOT flexibility in WHURLE. Moreover, both systems are still growing, so this
interfacing exercise also provides pointers to future development possibilities, as well
as necessities. At first glance, the delivery systems in today's AEHs are quite
different. For instance, the main difference between WHURLE and AHA! v. 3.0 is
that in AHA! the adaptive behaviour of the concepts is contained in the concept
description itself. This means that the same concept will behave the same way given
the same variable instantiations, no matter where and when it is called. WHURLE
doesn't have concepts,just 'chunks' and these behave as specified by the lesson plan,
and thus can behave differently when used with different lesson plans. More
importantly, AHA! allows an overlay approach to user model variables, whereas one
instance of user modelling implemented in WHURLE works with a hybrid of
stereotypes and domain knowledge. Commonalities, however, can be found. For
instance, WHURLE chunks would correspond somewhat to AHA! XHTML resources
(although these also historically contained some adaptive inclusion information,
which is now becoming obsolete). This would make AHA! concepts behave
somewhat like WHURLE lesson plans. Other, more general commonalities are that
both systems implement user models, basic educational resources, adaptive rules for
adaptive behaviour, etc. It is constructive to strive towards being able to create
material in one system, e.g., MOT, and being able to deliver it on various platforms.
In this way we tackle the important problem of authoring for adaptive educational
hypermedia. By examining the challenges and problems of translation between AEH
systems first pair-wise, then one-fa-many, we can, in principle, determine the
elements needed for a generic interface. This is one of the necessary steps towards
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extracting patterns of adaptive authoring and being able to reuse not only the static,
but also the dynamic material created within any system, into any other system.
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Abstract. SIETTE is a web-based adaptive testing system. It implements
Computerized Adaptive Tests. These tests are theoretically based tailor-made
tests, where questions shown to students, the finalization of the test, and the
student knowledge estimation is accomplished adaptively. To construct these
tests, SIETTE has an authoring environment. It is a suite of tools that help
teachers to create questions and tests properly, and to analyze of the students'
performance after taking a test. In this paper, we present this authoring
environment in the framework of adaptive testing. As will be shown, this set of
tools, that own some adaptable features, can be useful to help teacher without
too much skills on this kind of tests.

1

Introduction

Testing is among the most widely used tools in higher education [1]. The main goal of
testing is to measure the student knowledge level in one or more concepts or subjects,
i.e. in pieces of knowledge that could be assessed. This kind of assessment has been
used for student knowledge diagnosis in adaptive educational systems like in EMLART [16] or DCG [15], but most of these systems used heuristic-based testing
techniques. However, there is another kind of tests, the adaptive tests, which are based
on a theoretical-sound theory, the Computerized Adaptive Testing (CAT) theory [14].
This theory defines which questions (caned items) is the most adequate to be posed to
students, when the tests must fwish, and how the student knowledge can be inferred
from students' perfonnance during the test. To this end, CAT uses an underlying
psychometric theory called Item Response Theory (lRT) [8].
Adaptive test elicitation is a task that requires a special effort from the teacher,
since the construction of this kind of tests must be accomplished fulfilling some
features. These features must be kept to ensure the correct operating of adaptive tests.
For instance, teachers must ensure that the stem of one item does not provide any trail
to correctly answer other items, i.e. items must be independent among themselves.
Additionally, adaptive testing selection techniques must have available a considerably
big set of items with a wide range of difficulties. These requirements demand for
adaptive testing system the availability of an authoring environment that helps
I This work bas been partially financed by LEActiveMath project, funded under FP6 (Contr. N° 507826).
The author is solely responsible for its content, it does not represent the opinion of the EC, and the EC is
not responsible for any use that might be made of data appearing therein.
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teachers to construct items and tests. Additionally, this kind of systems needs some
tool to analyze data of student test session, in order to study if the set of itcms owns
the properties that it should have. Unfortunately there are only a few set of systems
able to generate adaptive tests [1]. Also their authoring interfaces do not include
adaptive and/or adaptable features.
SIETTE [3] is a web-based system for adaptive test generation. Moreover, this
system is able to deliver conventional (heuristic-based) tests. Through a web
interface, students can take tests for self-assessment, where item correction is shown
after each item, with optionally some kind of feedback; or teachers can make grading
tests in order to assess their students, even for academic purposes. To construct and
modifY the test contents, SIEITE offers an authoring environment. This is a suite of
tools that permits teachers to principally edit tests. In this environment has been
included a tool for analyzing the student's performances.
This paper is aimed at showing the authoring environment of the SIETTE system.
Next section briefly explains what adaptive tests are. Section 3, shows the
components of the SIETTE architecture. Following, section 4, is devoted to the test
editor, showing its operation mode and its adaptable capabilities [11]. Section 5 is
devoted to the result analyzer, a tool that allow teachers to study the students'
performance in the tests they have made. Finally, in section 6, the conclusions of this
work are summarized.

2

What is an adaptive test?

CAT theory tries to mimic the usual assessment procedure followed by a human
teacher. That is, first to administer the student a medium difficulty item. If the student
answers correctly, next administer a little more difficult item, and in other case,
administer other less difficult item. This process should be repeated until the teacher
considers that he has enough evidences to determine the student knowledge level.
Consequently, in CAT theory, this process has been automatized. Items are posed one
by one. After posing an item, a temporary student knowledge level estimation is
accomplished. In terms of this estimation, the next item to be posed is chosen in such
a way that this estimation is more accurate. In more precise terms, an adaptive test can
be seen as an iterative algorithm that starts with an initial estimation of the student's
knowledge level, and has the following steps:
1.

2.
3.
4.

All the items that have not been administered yet, are examined to determine
which is the best item to ask next according to the current estimation of the
examinee's knowledge level.
The item is asked, and the examinee responds.
According to the answer, a new estimation of the knowledge level is
computed.
Steps I to 3 are repeated until the stopping criterion dermed is met.

IRT postulates that there is a relationship between the student knowledge level and
the probability of successfully answer an item. This dependence relationship is
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probabilistically expressed by means of a function called Item Characteristic Curve
(ICC). Accordingly, this function collects, for each knowledge level, the probability
of that a student with this level answers correctly. If this probability function is
available for every item of a test, the student knowledge can be directly inferred. In
CAT theory, IRT is used to estimate the student knowledge level, in order to
determine the next item to be posed, and to decide when to finished the test. This
theory ensures that the obtained student knowledge estimations do not vary in terms
of the items used in the estimation process.
The main advantage of adaptive tests is that they are fitted to students. This means
that the number of items posed is different for each student, and depends on his
knowledge level. As a consequence, students neither get bored for being administered
very easy items, nor feel stressed for being administered very difficult items. In
addition, different sets of items are posed for different students. Consequently, this
reduces the possibility of cheating. In contrast, the main disadvantage of an adaptive
test is that its construction is costly. Each ICC must be determined (calibrated) before
an adaptive test could be applied. To this end, a big student population must be
administered this test non-adaptively, and after from these data the calibration can be
done.

3

The architecture of SIETTE

SIEITE allows CAT elicitation and delivering through web interfaces. It can work as
a standalone assessment tool or inside other web-based adaptive systems, as a
diagnosis tool It is a multilingual system, currently available in Spanish and English,
but open to include other new languages. Fig. 1 collects the architecture ofthe system.
It comprises two main parts: the student workspace and the authoring environment.
The student workspace: This is the place where students can take tests. The main
component of this part is the test generator, which is in charge of test delivering. Two
interfaces can be used to access to generated tests:
• Student classroom: Here, students can take tests for self-assessment, and teachers
can administer tests for grading.
• Inteiface for external connections: This interface permits SIETTE to work as a
diagnosis tool in other web-based adaptive hypermedia educational systems. An
own simple protocol [5] has been defmed to this purpose.
The authoring environment: It is a suite of tools used by teachers. They allow
content creation and update, as well as analyzing the performances of students that
have taken tests. This suite is composed by the following tools:
• The test editor: Through this tool, teachers can create subjects. Related to the
topics of each subject, different sets of items can be defined. Teachers can also
define different tests that involve the subject topics.
• The result analyzer: This tool helps teachers to make analysis of the student
performance.
• The item calibration tool: As been shown, ICCs functions predict the behavior of
students that answer the corresponding item. They are determined by a set of
parameters. These parameters are inferred by calibration techniques [4]. In this
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part of the architecture, some of these calibrations techniques are being
developed. Unfortunately, this tool is currently under development and, therefore
will not be approached in this paper.

Fig. 1. Architecture ofSIETTE

4

The test editor

In SIETTE, teachers can define different subjects. The curriculum of the subjects, the
tests and items are stored in the knowledge base. Subject curricula are structured
forming acyclic graphs of topics. Therefore, a subject can be divided in topics. Each
topic can be also divided in subtopics and so on. As a result, each curriculum can be
seen as a granUlarity hierarchy [10], where topics are related to their subtopics via
aggregation relations. Items are assigned to topics in such a way that if an item is
assigned a topic, this item is used to assess the student knowledge level in the topic.
Items can be assigned to any topic of the hierarchy, included the subject, since it can
be seen as a global aggregation of the whole curriculum. At last, tests are defmed on
topics. If a test involves a set of topics, after a testing session, SIETTE is able to
return a student knowledge estimation for each test topic, and for each one of their
descendant subtopics at any level.
In order to access to this tool, teachers must be provided with a pair
identifier/password given by the system administrator. A snapshot of this tool, after
selecting a subject to edit, is shown in Fig. 2. It is divided in two main frames. The
left one is the curriculum hierarchy tree. Two different views of this tree can be seen:
items or tests. When the "items" option is selected, the tree shows the subject
curriculum hierarchy, composed by the topics and their items. Topics are represented
by folders, and items by color balls. In terms of the kind of item, the ball color differs.
If the "tests" option is selected, the tree shows the tests that have been defined for this
subject. Under each test, the curriculum of the test topics is shown. At last, the look of
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the right side depends on the element selected in the tree. Subject, topic, item and test
infonnation can be added, modified or deleted through this frame.

Fig. 2. The test editor

The element parameters of the editor can been seen in two different ways,
depending on the teacher profile. The test editor adapts the content presentation in
tenns of the teacher profile. Two different teacher stereotypes [9] are managed:
novice and expert. In tenns of his mastery in the use of this tool, teachers can select
either one stereotype or the other, and are free to change it at any time. The difference
between them rests on the level of detail of the information shown. In novice profile,
some infonnation is hidden. When a teacher with this profile is editing an element,
some of its parameters will take values by default. Expert profile has been conceived
for teachers with more advanced mastery on the system and/or in the use of adaptive
tests.
Different teachers can access to the same subject. For each subject, there is a
teacher who is its creator, and has all pennissions granted. He can grant, through the
editor, different pennissions to other teachers. As a consequence, the set of actions a
teacher can accomplish is adapted to the pennission he has on the subject. These
permissions are: item reading or item modificatiotL, curriculum modification, test
addition or test modification, etc.
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4.1

Test definition

Chua Abdullah [2] pointed out the types of knowledge that teachers must take into
account to get effective testing assessment: (1) what to test, that is the parts of the
domain knowledge to be tested; (2) who to test, this is the student model; (3) how to
test, that is the item selection criterion and the student assessment method. We have
added another one: (4) when to finish the test, i.e. the decision of test finalization. In
adaptive testing, this last decision is vital, since it will determine the accuracy and, as
a result, the reliability of the student assessment. In the test definition stage of
SIEITE, all these concems are expressed by test configuration parameters. The first
concern (what) is represented by the topics involved in the test, and the number of
knowledge levels in which the students will be assessed. Although in IRT, the real
number domain is used, in SIEITE, for simplicity, a discrete domain is used.
Accordingly, if the number of knowledge levels is equal to K, students will be
classified between 0 and K-l.
The who is clearly the student represented by his student model. Student models in
SIETTE are essentially probability distribution curves, which contains, for each
knowledge level, the probability of that the student knowledge will be this knowledge
level. For each topic assessed in a test, SIETTE keeps a student distribution curve.
When creating a test, SIETTE provides teachers the possibility of selecting the prior
probability distribution their student will have before posing any item.
Finally, the how and when concerns will be undertaken in the following three
subsections:

4.1.1

Item selection criteria

SIEITE provides two different item selection adaptive criteria:
•

•

Owen's adaptive criterion: It uses a discrete version of Owen item selection
approach [12]. It selects the item that minimizes the expectation of the variance
of the posterior student knowledge distribution.
Difficulty-based criterion: Owen found a simplification of his previous selection
criterion (op. cit.), whose performance is very near to the former, and which it is
very simple to apply. It selects the item whose difficulty (a parameter of the ICC)
is the nearest to the current student knowledge level estimation.

4.1.2

Student assessment techniques

In the how concern, we do not just have to consider the item presentation order, it
is necessary to make the decision of what mechanism must be used to infer the
student knowledge level. In SIEITE, the adaptive assessment methods are based on a
discrete Bayesian mechanism in which the student knowledge probability distribution
is calculated after posing each item i (Equation 1). The estimation made after posing
the last test item becomes the final estimation.
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In Equation l, P(~uJ, .. ,Ui-JJ is the temporary student estimation before answering
the item i, and u;= 1 represents that student has answered correctly the item. P(u;= 11 fJ)
is the ICC for the item i. As mentioned before, it expresses the relationship between
the item correct answer and the knowledge levels. Once the new estimation
distribution is calculated, the student knowledge level can be inferred in two different
ways, in terms of the adaptive criteria used: modal, that is the most likely level; or
expectation-based, where the estimated knowledge level is equal to the probability
distribution expected value.
In SIEITE, items are assigned to the topics they assess. If an item Q is used to
assess a topic T, applying the aggregation relations defined in the curriculum, item Q
can be used to assess all the topics preceding T. In order to manifest this relation, each
item has an ICC for each topic it can assess. Accordingly, after a single test, the
system is able to return the student knowledge state in the test topics and in all their
descendants [6].

4.1.3

Test fmalization criteria

In order to ensure the test finalization, and to avoid the item overexposure, an item
maximum number is defmed for each test. While a test is being administered, every
time an item is selected, this upper limit is compared to the number of items already
administered. If this last number is equals or greater than the limit, the test is forced to
finish. While this condition is not satisfied, test finalization can be decided by one of
the following criteria:
• The student knowledge estimation variance is lesser than a certain threshold;
• the student estimated knowledge level probability is greater than a certain
threshold;
• or, for temporized tests, the time limit has been reached.
Whereas the two former criteria are purely adaptive, the last one, although it is
non-adaptive, it can be applied to adaptive tests as an alternative mechanism to avoid
very long tests. SIEITE offers the possibility of configuring tests to be temporized.
To this end, teachers only have to set the test time limit through the editor.
Additionally, other configuration parameters can be set for each test: its availability
can be restricted to one or more groups of students; filters can be configured to restrict
the items that can be administered in each test; teachers can allow students to retake a
test at the same stage they left, if the test has been paused for any reason (for instance,
connection failure); etc.

4.2

Item definition

In order to construct their tests, in SIETTE, teachers are supplied with several types of
items:
•
True/false items, where students have to select just one answer.
• Multiple-choice items, where students must select an answer or no one.
•
Multiple-response items, where more than one answer can be correct.
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Self-corrected items, they are little programs, implemented by means of java
applets or flash, which allow teachers to include more sophisticated
exercises. They are correct by themselves, and this correction is given to
SIETTE.
These types of items can be combined in the same test. The former items have the
classical format of a stem and a set of answers. SIEITE offers other kind of item
construction scaffoldings, a library of exercises templates. It collects most of the
exercises that usually appear in textbooks. They can be added easily to a test, by
instating the desired template. Additionally, SIEITE includes a mechanism of item
generation. This mechanism has been implemented through item templates written in
a web language (e.g. JSP, PHP, etc.). These templates generate questions of any ofthe
previous types, after being pre-processed. For more information about the types of
items and the item generation see [7].
•

5

The result analyzer

Student model repository stores information about the student test sessions. The result
analyzer of SIEITE allows teachers to study these data. It contains the following two
utilities:

Fig. 3. The student performance facility of the result analyzer

A student performance facility: It contains for each test, the list of students that
have taken the test. It shows for each student the identifier of the test session, his
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identifier and name, the date of the beginning of the test session, the total number of
items posed, the number of items correctly answered and his final qualification. It
allows seeing the complete test session, that is, the items that were given to the
student in the same order posed, and with the student's response and the correct
response. This tool gives detailed statistics of the final student's knowledge level
estimation. For each topic, the estimation, the number of items posed and the number
of correctly answered items topic, as well as a graphical representation of the
estimated knowledge distribution is provided. Additionally, it offers the possibility of
deleting student' test information from the student model repository.
An item statistic facility: It supplies statistic information about the student
responses to the item in all test sessions in which the item has been posed. These data
can be studied for each topic to which the item is directly associated, and for each one
of its preceding topics, even including the subject. Once the topic to be studied has
been selected, a table is shown. It contains a column for each answer of the item. Each
row represents a knowledge level in which the subject can be assessed. Each cell cij of
the table represents the number of students with final estimated knowledge level i that
have selected the answer j. In addition, cumulative statistics are shown. That is, taking
all the data of the student model repository as sample, the likelihood of that a student
selects an answer given his final estimated knowledge level. This information is very
useful for calibration purposes.

6

Conclusions

SIEITE is a well-founded testing system that generates adaptive tests for grading or
self-assessment. These tests have a lot of advantages: tests are suited to students, the
number of items requires for assessment is lesser than in the conventional testing
procedures, estimations have high accuracy, etc. In SIEITE contents are structured in
subjects. Each subject is composed by a set of topics, structured hierarchically using
aggregation relations. Each topic has associated a set of items that can be used to
assess it and all its preceding topics. Furthermore, SIETTE provides teacher with an
authoring environment. It is a set of tools that allow teachers the knowledge
elicitation, ie. item, topic and test construction. It is a multi-user environment in
which teachers can collaborate in the test creation process, although this collaboration
can be restricted by applying different permissions on the elements of each subject.
SIEITE has on the one hand adaptive features: the item selection, student
assessment and test finalization criteria. These criteria are based on the performance
of the students while taking the tests. On the other hand, through the adaptable
characteristics, the test editor is personalized to each teacher profile and permissions.
For instance, the novice profile is very useful for teacher with no skills about adaptive
test configuration. Also, different item construction scaffolding brings teacher the
possibility of easily adapting the test presentation to the population that is going to
make a test.
Both the student classroom and the test editor are available for any user through the
following URL: http://www.lcc.uma.es/SIETTE. In the student classroom, there has
been defmed a subject "Demo" which includes several demo tests. These tests have
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been created to show some characteristics of SIEITE. Moreover, a "demo" teacher
account has been created to freely access to the test editor and the result analyzer, in
order to show their operability and the adaptable features.
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to propose a novel method for collaborative
authoring of adaptive educational hypermedia, which can be generalized also
for other application areas. It addresses the objective to simplify the authoring
process and make it more efficient. Its main idea is to separate the partial results
produced by different authors in such a way that they can be reused. This
concerns also adaptation strategies that specify how the domain model and the
context model attributes should be processed to present the content to the user
accordingly. An instruction designer specifies adaptation as sets of content
object preferences for different contexts. We have identified a pattern in the
adaptation process that consists of four operations - Filter, Order, Select, and
Present.

1

Introduction

Relevant authorities [8] have identified as one of the five main challenges in
information systems provision of leaming environments that can efficiently enable
each student to have his or her own teacher. The key research areas in this respect
include cognitive tutors, collaborative authoring, and context learning. Efficient
leaming must be individualized, but systems that adapt to user preferences are not
easily available. In the development of electronic documents in general, the main aim
was typically to facilitate development and organization of ideas by bringing the
medium closer to the cognitive events of the user [14]. To make documents prepared
in different ways interchangeable and reusable, we have to deal separately with their
various aspects (e.g. logical structure, physical appearance). Then authors can
concentrate on document semantics (structure and contents), without having to deal
with its layout, which can be created by designers and selected according to the use
context. Based on this, standards have been created. Standard Generalized Markup
Language (SGML) is an ISO standard for document structuring and interchange at the
authoring and editorial stages. To associate formatting rules with SGML documents,
another ISO standard appeared. Document Style Semantics and Specification
Language (DSSSL) describes the way that text and graphics should be presented in
two-dimensional environment.
In the following, we describe how these ideas have been reflected in formal
hypermedia models, but have not been consequently implemented in the systems.
Authoring adaptive hypermedia is still a complex process that needs to be simplified.
Based on our experience [10,111 we propose a method for specification of adaptation
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strategies, which should support collaborative authoring. We focus on adaptive
educational hypermedia, but the method can be generalized for other fields as well.

2

Hypermedia Models and Specifications

In 1990 the basic formal hypertext model was presented
Dexter Hypertext
Reforence Model [9). Its goal was comparison of existing systems as well as
development of interchange and interoperability standards. The model distinguishes
three layers of a hypertext system and two interfaces between them: Runtime Layer
(presentation of the hypertext; user interaction; dynamics), Presentation Specifications, and
Storage Layer (a "database" containing a network of nodes and links), Anchoring, and
Within Component Layer (the content / structure inside the nodes). Based on the Dexter
model, a reference model for adaptive hypermedia was developed [6], called Adaptive
Hypermedia Application Model (AHAM). The model provides a framework to
express the functionality of adaptive hypermedia systems by dividing the storage
layer into three parts: Domain model (describes how the information content is
structured), User model (describes the information about the user), and Adaptation
model (adaptation rules defining how the adaptation is performed). AHAM uses
Condition-Action rules and due to their complexity, it is not supposed that authors
will write all the rules by hand. Some other models build upon AHAM identifying
additional relevant layers in the model [5] and particularly in the adaptation model
[4]. The objective is to enable reusability at various levels, focusing mainly on
adaptation strategies and techniques. Additionally to the new formal models, also the
electronic document standards have been adjusted for hypermedia, especially for the
web. A simplified version of SGML has been created and named Extensible Markup
Language (XML). It enables development of user-defined document types on the web
and provides meta-data for web-based applications. Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) and
Extensible Style Language (XSL) can specify presentation ofXML documents.

3

Authoring Adaptive Educational Hypermedia

A major current shortcoming is that the different layers and factors proposed in the
formal models are not clearly separated in real adaptive hypermedia systems. Userfriendly tools efficiently supporting the complex process of authoring adaptive
hypermedia applications are difficult to find. To simplify the authoring process we
need reusability at various levels as well as interoperability between different
platforms. The first overview of adaptive hypermedia authoring tools is relatively
fresh [1]. Authoring adaptive educational hypermedia is more difficult in comparison
with the ordinary hypermedia, as the authors have additionally to create the
knowledge structure and its interconnection with the educational materials. The state
of the art in this area has become a theme of a specialized workshop [3]. The main
objective is to simplify the authoring process. This can be achieved by reusability not
only on the level of learning objects, but also concerning adaptation techniques and
pedagogical approaches. Better understanding and formulation of possible patterns in
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the authoring process can help. A pattern describes an often repeated problem and its
solution that can be used always when the problem occurs. Collaborative authoring
issues have been seldom addressed [10]. Some tools support authoring on the markup
language level (e.g. AHA! [7] by conditional comments in HTML pages), other
represent knowledge in the form of teaching tasks, defming their composition by rules
(the TANGOW [2] approach). Just a few tools focus primarily on the simplification
of the authoring process, without the necessity of programming skills, and provide
form based user interface (NetCoach [16] is one of them). ALE [10, 11] offers
template based user interface to make the authoring process more intuitive. The
systems vary in following the formal models and separating individual layers. This is
most critical in the case of the adaptation model, where there is no known satisfactory
solution yet. To specify adaptation some tools use a markup language directly in the
content (e.g. AHA!), other encode it in the learning environment (e.g. ALE [12]).
However, such adaptation specifications are not reusable.

4

Stakeholders

Table 1 shows various parts of an adaptive course together with different professions
participating in their authoring. Ideally a typical teacher as the author of an adaptive
course should fulfill mostly the composer and annotator role. Although it does not
exclude writing of complementary explanatory texts and simple authoring of content
fragments (e.g. photos or schemas). So the author chooses from the available basic
building blocks those that suit best for the current purpose and composes the
individual learning objects from them. The graphical designer creates an appropriate
layout for them. Another role of the author is annotation of the learning objects,
which should be as automatic as possible. Note that the annotator does not have to be
the same person as the composer, as the author can reuse a leaming object and change
just its metadata, for instance ifit is to be used for a different target group.
Table 1. Authors of adaptive educational hypermedia
Content fragments

Specification of adaptation strategies should be a task for a specialized instruction
designer, taking into account especially the student's learning style. The strategies
defined in this way should be universal, thus reusable in various courses and the
teacher would just choose the most suitable one from the available offer. Usually also
students contribute into a course by exercises (homework) and tutors by their
assessments. Neither tutors have to be identical with the authors an author might be
a professor and a tutor his assistent. To realize this, it is necessary to separate

(
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adaptation strategies from the course content, but on the other hand to interconnect
them with the used metadata and context attributes.

5

System Architecture

Following the Dexter model, the architecture of hypermedia systems consists of three
levels: Physical level (storage, shared data, network access), Logical level (nodes and
links), and Presentation level (user interface). Based on our experience [11], we are
proposing a technique for specification of adaptation strategies. It enables flexible and
context dependent presentation of educational hypermedia. Similarly to AHAM, we
suggest that an efficient adaptive hypermedia system contains the following parts:
• Content management - maintains the domain model (learning objects with
metadata, semantic concept networks / ontologies) and supports the authoring
process (separation of content and layout, reusability, semi-automatic
annotation)
• Context management - includes generic user modelling (preferences, learning
styles), enabling reusability and sharing of the model by various applications
• Adaptation management - corresponds to presentation specification in the
Dexter model; deals with adaptation specifications, including instruction
management (learning strategies); adaptation specification is application
independent and reusable, it can be specified without programming skills

In [10] we have proposed an adaptation strategy specification technique with the
objective to separate the content of educational materials from the knowledge driving
the adaptation process, which includes the instruction. In general, each of these parts
can have a different author. Similarly, it is good to separate also the declarative and
procedural knowledge, as the first one can be specified as attributes and metadata also
by authors without the programming skills. From our point of view an adaptation
strategy specifies how the individual objects (learning objects or content fragments)
should be presented by the system based on their attributes and the current parameters
ofthe learner (user) model, or more generally of the context model.

6

FOSP Method

Our WINDS experience has shown that authors without technical background can
specify declarative instructional knowledge. There exist many repositories containing
milions of learning objects with metadata (e.g. Cisco, Ariadne). This fact should be
taken into account when designing authoring methods and tools. The Learning Object
Metadata (LOM) standard dermes a learning object as any entity, digital or nondigital, that may be used for learning, education or training [13]. Content models
identify different kinds of learning objects and their components. A comparative
analysis of six known content models [15] led to the creation of a general model that
includes the existing standards and distinguishes between:
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• Content fragments learning content elements in their most basic form (text,
video), representing individual resources uncombined with any other; instances
• Content objects - sets of content fragments; abstract types
• Learning objects - aggregate instantiated content objects, add a learning
objective

To illustrate our method let us consider the following first. When a teacher wants
to teach a learner certain new knowledge or skill, he usually first decides what types
of learning resources are suitable for the particular user, e.g. for one learner it can be
a defmition and an example, for another a demonstration and an exercise. Then he
should order the resources, i.e. decide whether to start with the definition or the
example. Each learning resource can have alternative representations, so the teacher
has to select the most suitable one - narrative explanation, image, animation, video,
etc. This illustrates the basic reasoning behind our method, which takes into account
also different presentation opportunities of various devices. Note that we are
proposing a technique to specify an adaptation strategy, not an adaptation strategy
itself. Specification of adaptation strategies is a task for instructional designers.
In our approach an adaptation strategy maps the domain model (learning objects
with attributes and metadata) and the context model (including the learner model with
learning styles and preferences) onto the course presentation for the learner. To be
more concrete we define the following sets:
• Role - the pedagogical role of the object (e.g. definition, example,
demonstration)
• Style the leamer's learning style (e.g. intuitive - sensitive, active - reflective)
• Media - the media type (e.g. text, image, audio, video, animation)
• Context - the usage context (e.g. multimedia desktop, mobile device)
The proposed adaptive strategy is based on these functions:
• Weight: Role x Style -+ Integer
• Sequence: Role x Style -+ Integer
• Alternative: Media x Style -+ Integer
• Threshold: Style -+ Integer
• Granularity: Context -+ Integer

The Weight function represents the relevancy of the pedagogical role for the
learning style. The Sequence function defmes the order for the presentation of the role
for the learning style. (Note the difference between these two: an introduction does
not have to have the highest relevancy, but when selected it should be the first. The
selected components do not have to be ordered according to their relevancy.) The
Alternative function expresses the relevancy of the media type for the learning style.
The Threshold function sets the threshold for the object display based on the learning
style. The Granularity function specifies the maximal number of objects presented at
once for the context. The proposed adaptation strategy consists of four operations:
• Filter: for the current object it selects just those components that have their
Weight greater than Threshold
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• Order: this sorts the selected components according to the Sequence value
• Select: from the alternative components it chooses that one with the highest
Alternative value
• Present: it displays the componets taking into account the Granularity value

So to define a pedagogic strategy for a certain learning style the instruction
designer needs to specifY the functional values of Weight, Sequence, Alternative,
Threshold, and Granularity for different types of learning objects (i.e. content
objects). But it is not necessary to define all the values. If no value is specified
a default one will be applied: 0 for Weight, the minimum value for Threshold and the
maximum one for Granularity. The basic operations Filter, Order, Select and Present
are interpreted by the system. According to their first letters we call this method
FOSP. To implement this method in practice it is crucial to choose suitable
visualization of the functional values and an intuitive user interface to control them.

7

Summary

In this paper, we have proposed a method how to specifY adaptation strategies in
adaptive hypermedia applications. The key idea of the method is to simplifY the
complex authoring process for teachers. Collaborative authoring is supported by
sharing of partial results between various authors that participate in the development
of adaptive hypermedia. This approach is compliant with the established standards
and recommendations, including the AHAM reference model. Specification of
adaptation strategies by separating the content, declarative and procedural knowledge
in adaptive courses is quite natural and similar approaches have been applied in
related areas.
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Abstract. So far educational adaptive technologies have proven their
effectiveness only in small-scale lab courses, thus they still wait for being
released to the large community of educators. Among the reasons, it is the
difficult task of designing and authoring a highly interactive adaptive course,
especially for non-technical group of educators. This paper presents the
preliminary results of a research on the development of a user-friendly
authoring environment for designing web-based adaptive courses. This work is
part of a larger research effort, which is aimed at merging the most established
adaptive techniques with the state of the art of the Learning Management
Systems.

1

Introduction

Adaptive technologies in the field of education have proven so far their effectiveness
only in small lab experiments, thus they are still waiting for being presented to the
large community of educators. First of all, as pointed out by some recent studies [4],
adaptive educational hypermedia systems are difficult to design, set-up, and
implement, due to the high technical competencies they require to master them. In
particular, all of the (few) existing general purpose adaptive educational systems have
a steep learning curve, that forbids a non technical teacher to autonomously create a
course.
More generally speaking, the main issues that hinder the spread of many of the
available adaptive systems in community of educators are:
1. High technical competencies to set up an adaptive course (i.e. writing of XML
descriptors, textual configuration files, ... );
2. Difficulty in specifying in the system language the interactions that must occur
between the user and the system (i.e. defmition of concept networks, condition
statements, resource indexing, ... );
3. Lack of ready-to-use patterns that exploit frequent adaptive teaching strategies.
Despite this situation, different researchers point out the importance of adaptivity
in the definition of effective learning scenarios. For example, studies from the
Instructional Design field [13] show how much the adaptive instruction paradigm has
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been, and still is, a common trait in every day instructional situation: a teacher in a
classroom naturally adapts his/her learning goal, presentation style, instructional
strategy, and language to match the needs of his/her class, thus, why this can not
happen online too?

2

Literature Review

In the last decade, several domain-independent Educational Adaptive Hypermedia
Systems (EARS), with different degrees of authoring capabilities, have been
proposed. Some important examples are Interbook [6], Net-Coach (14], and AHA!
(7]. Yet, all of them have been used quite always within the research group who
developed them (with very rare exceptions, actually the Author of this paper has
experimented with AHA! to design a set of adaptive courses to assess the usability of
the tool, cf. [1]).
Moreover, the task of building authoring interfaces for adaptive systems has been
recognized as one ofthe main reason for the small diffusion of EARS so far [4]. In
this direction, some researchers [3] are trying to develop intelligent authoring
interfaces that can help the instructors in their tasks of designing an AEHS, by
providing them with adaptive and intelligent support. On the other hand, many EARS
rely on interfaces that are still textual or, in the best cases, form based.
The idea of design patterns for adaptivity is not new (cf. [15], [16]). For instance,
the SCORM consortium suggests over twenty different kind of learning patterns that
have, at different degrees, some kind of adaptivity: from simple personalized learning
environment, to advanced trial-and-error environments. Surprisingly the practise of
design pattern has not even began yet, even though it is doubtless that it would be
extremely beneficial for educators and, in the end, for learners. The main reason is
because, until now, educators lack of right tools to do that. By the way, according to
past studies [9] this feature seems to be very relevant for supporting educators
unleashing their creativity indeed.

3

Introduction to ADLEGO

ADLEGO is a low-level adaptive rule-based engine. In ADLEGO an educational
website is organized in resources. Each resource provides access to content which can
be pulled from an external site or a local directory on the server. Moreover a resource
comes with a set of presentation and tracking rules. The former are inspected by
ADLEGO to rendering the resource itself and the links from one to another resource.
The latter are used for sending to the user model information about the user's behavior
within the resource.
The system supports basic actions that can be performed on different properties of
a resource. One can grant or deny access to the resource, or perform operations on the
incoming or outgoing links of it. Those operations include: hiding, disabling, adding
an icon or a text note, setting a color or a style. Despite this basic set of actions that
are available, ADLEGO allows indeed to set up many of the established adaptive
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techniques (for the full taxonomy refer to[5]), namely adaptive link annotation,
adaptive link hiding, adaptation of modality, adaptive text and multimedia
presentation, and map adaptation.

4

The Visual Authoring Environment

The Authoring Tool for ADLEGO is a visual multi-window interface that presents in
a integrated view the different facets of an adaptive website: the hypertext structure,
the content, the adaptive interaction model, the user model.
The left panel gives an overview of the resources. ADLEGO support a traditional
tree-like structure as many commercial Learning Management Systems. Though, it is
possible to develop a more complex hypertext structure of resources, by connecting
them with hyperlinks. For this reason a complementary graph view of the course is
provided. Within this interface the educator can add new resources and put them
inside the tree with a simple drag & drop mechanism. Moreover some visual cues
inform about the nature of content of the resource (internal lexternal content or
content to be provided).
Clicking on a resource in the left panel will open the corresponding resource detail
in the top right panel (see top right of Fig.1 a). In this panel a preview of the current
page is presented, displaying its title and content. Moreover, the rules that have been
specified for that resource are listed on the left and right sides. As anticipated in the
former chapter, they can be either presentation or tracking rules (respectively in the
left and right column).
Each rule is displayed with an icon that represents the action that is performed
when the rule condition applies. For link rules an additional cue informs whether the
rule applies to incoming or outgoing links.
Clicking an icon brings up a contextual menu to sorting, editing, or deleting the
corresponding rule. To edit a rule a visual Rule Editor is provided (see Figure Ib).
The Rule Editor is split in two versions: a basic and an advanced one. The former
interface has been designed to help the teacher in the task of writing simple rules, in
this way reducing the likelihood of errors during the formulation of complex Boolean
conditions. For this reason the basic interface allows to define an array of conditions
which are connected by and clauses only. This approach stems from past studies on
the difficulties encountered by non-programmers in the statement of Boolean
conditions [11 ][12], and it aims to cope with the reported common misunderstanding
of not and or Boolean clauses by non technical people. Moreover only a subset of
actions is available, along several macro rules, thus fostering the instructor on
reasoning on how to present the resource itself, without being distracted by
technica1ities.
Conversely, the advanced interface supports the full expressive power of the
ADLEGO rule engine, yet providing a less error-prone environment for writing
complex rules. This result is accomplished by a set of panels, which allow to quickly
build a condition without knowing exactly the underlying syntax of each terms. The
instructor simply clicks on a variable icon and the interface fills the condition window
with the corresponding statement according to the right syntax.
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Fig. I. (a) - Interface of the Visual Authoring Tool; (b) - Rule Editor: advanced panel

Finally, the expert user can also type a condition using the ADLEGO syntax and
test it with the syntax checker.
A similar interface is provided for writing tracking rules, but with a different set of
actions that can be performed: setting, incrementing, decrementing the value of a
variable, etc.
Since the authoring tool is still under development, some features have not been
implemented yet. In the near future, the tool will allow to store and retrieve sub-sets
of resources, along with their rule sets, to foster reusability. This feature will pave the
road to the development of design patterns, which an educator could easily store and
reuse in hislher different projects.

5

Discussion

According to results from HCI field [10], four minimalism principles should be taken
into account for the design of an authoring tool:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Choose an action-oriented approach;
Anchor the tool in the task domain
Support error recognition and recovery
Support ready to do, study, and locate

Taking them in account means basically asking ourselves a question: what should
be the border between flexibility and usability of the interface? There is no an easy
answer to that. In our project, we have narrowed down the spectrum of the targeted
end users of our tool to be able to come to a conclusion. Our research framework is
that the design process of an adaptive educational website is under the responsibility
of an instructional designer with no programming background. This assumption leads
to reduce as much as possible the richness of the interface, and therefore ofthe design
blueprint that can be produced with it. On the other hand, it is evident that we can not
impoverish over a certain threshold the set of tools which an educator should be able
to use. This issue still requires more debate, and we suggest that interesting results
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could be gained from the empirical evaluation of usability of both adaptive courses
and their authoring tools as well.
Another insight we had is that making use of strong visual metaphors for helping
the educator understanding all the aspects of an adaptive system, would improve the
usability of the authoring tool in the end. Yet, what is the best metaphor to achieve
this? The current project makes use of the well known "desktop" metaphor to build up
on the existing conventions that we all share by the nature of modem window based
operative systems. Other metaphors could suit the case as well.
Moreover, since the design of an user-system interaction requires a time
consuming task for testing that all designed behaviors actually occur, some kind of
simulation or debugging tools should be provided to asses it in a controlled and
organized way.
The current implementation of the authoring tool has been designed to suit the
needs of the specific adaptive engine, namely ADLEGO, however a more general
approach could be explored as well. The next generation of authoring tools could be
able to produce a more application-independent model, and could provide compiling
tools to translate it into the major adaptive engines (i.e. the same authoring interface
could compile the same model of adaptive course in either the Interbook , AHA, or
ADLEGO syntax).
Finally a more complex scenario arises when we think in the perspective of web
services. Imagine a network of: adaptive servers (executing a different adaptive
engine each), user models, and content and service providers. In this context the
authoring and design needs cannot be easily integrated in a holistic interface anymore.
But still, the designer of the learner experience (our educator), needs to have access to
all of them, and perhaps even modify parts of them.

6

Conclusions

A visual authoring tool to design an adaptive website seems to be the missing key to
unfold the hidden potentiality of adaptive technologies for education. The importance
of visualizing all of the different aspects of an educational adaptive systems is even
more evident when we think at the community of instructional designers and teachers
as our main target audience. Those members do not usually have the required
technical skills to unleash the power from an adaptive engine, even though it has been
designed with simple features (i.e. conditional fragments, adaptive link annotation
only).
A prototype of a visual authoring tool for instructors has been discussed in this
paper. The authoring tool allows a teacher to structure the website in a network or a
tree of resources, connect them with the actual content (both locally stored or coming
from an external website), and define the necessary rules to present it in an adaptive
form to the learners, just using simple drag & drop mechanisms. Moreover every part
of the adaptive course being developed is shown to the author in a visual form, in
order to support them thinking and manipulating the usually abstract objects that
constitute an adaptive website (concept networks, user model variables, etc.). We are
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currently setting up an evaluation test for the presented authoring tool in order to
assess its impact2 •
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Abstract. The paper provides an overview on the authoring process in the
adaptive learning environment with support of advanced leaning strategies. We
explain the concept of the metadata model and adaptation process implemented
in the L3 learning environment. We provide a summary of experiences from
different projects using L3, point out the most common difficulties during the
authoring process and describe our future plans to support authors.

1 Introduction
Authoring process in e-Leaming is a complex problematic, which involves also
specific didactical, design related and technological issues. Modern approaches as
adaptability and reusability make this process even more complicated. A good eLearning course is typically a result of team cooperation. Authoring environment has
an important role to make this process smoother and help to bridge the gaps between
the different areas of expertise. Therefore, recently many learning environments are
coming up with integrated pedagogical concept. However, very often the authors
seem to be only more confused and pushed to use a certain didactical approach. We
believe that support of the authors should include these two aspects: the direct support
of authoring process (e.g., improving of user interface and integration of templates)
and adaptability of pedagogical concept to the specific requirements of the author.
In our paper we describe the authoring process based on the concept of advanced
learning strategies. This concept had been implemented in L3 learning environment
(later adopted by SAP Learning Solution) and tested in few projects. We provide the
overview on the experiences with this approach and identifY the main challenges of
authoring processes. Finally we introduce our ideas for improving the current
authoring environment and the areas of our future research3•

3
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2 Basic Authoring Process
This section describes the underlying basic approach for structuring and authoring
learning content. Starting with the course model we explain how the concepts of
learning stratcgies influence the authoring process.

2.1

Course Model

One of the major goals in L3 is to provide the methodology and the tools to structure
learning material in a way that allows for both, reusability and adaptive delivery.
Content Aggregation Model. In L3, content is aggregated in four distinct structural
levels where each higher level may contain instances of all lower levels. The lowest
level of granularity is formed by knowledge items which represent the smallest
indivisible element in a course. Each knowledge item shall contain material that
illustrates, explains, practices or tests a certain aspect in one thematic area and thus
refers to actual learning content. Several related knowledge items are typically
assembled into one learning unit, which is the logical representation of such a
distinct, thematically coherent unit. Learning units are still considered small in terms
of "size" (i.e. duration) and are further grouped into larger structural units, so-called
sub courses. Sub courses may also be used to build an arbitrarily deep nested structure
by including other sub courses. At the highest structural level sub courses, learning
units and knowledge items are contained in a course.
Meta-data. Besides structural composition, course material in L3 can be tagged with
additional meta-data that further improves the support for adaptive delivery,
reusability, and search and retrieval of existing material. The meta-data set used in L3
can be divided into four categories:

1.
2.

3.

Instructional meta-data. The L3 authoring tool allows authors to attach the full
Learning Object Meta-data (LOM) set to individual course elements.
Knowledge types. Receptive knowledge items can be categorized using a
didactical ontology defined in [1]. At the topmost level, it distinguishes between
orientation knowledge ("know what a topic is about"), action knowledge ("know
how"), explanation knowledge ("know why something is the way it is") and
reference knowledge ("know where to find additional information").
These four basic types are further sub-divided into a fine grained ontology.
Furthermore, knowledge items can represent also a (performance) test which may
have implications on the competencies a learner has mastered (see below).
Relations. While assembling the higher level building blocks of an L3 course, an
author may specifY relations between elements. Matter of facts relations describe
the dependencies strictly on a subject level (e.g., "part of'). Didactic relationships
describe restrictions for the delivery to the learner (e.g. "prerequisite"). Again,
both types of relationships are sub-divided into a fme grained ontology [1].
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Competencies. Perfonnance evaluation is an integral part of the L3 learning
platfonn. Course authors can assign competencies (or skills) to leaming material
and can provide test procedures to evaluate the individual leamer's perfonnance.
Strategies and Navigation. Sequencing is deliberately omitted from our content
aggregation model, thus allowing different sequencing rules to be applied to the same
course material: One strategy might start at the bottom, i.e. the specifics, moving up
to the more general concepts, which resembles an inductive strategy. At the opposite
end, another strategy may lead the learner from the general concepts to the specifics,
thus implementing a deductive strategy. The computation of a leamer's path through
the material is divided into two steps:
To navigate between higher-level elements (sub courses and learning units), a
strategy used focuses on the matter of facts relations defined by the author. One can
think of this strategy as moving along the different topic areas. In other words, it
operates on a macro level, thus the tenn macro strategy is used in the rest of this
paper.
Opposed to that, a different strategy is used when entering a specific topic
enclosed in a learning unit Here are no matter of facts relations between the
knowledge items, but the items are tagged with different knowledge types. The
strategy detennines a didactical approach taken to present the topic specific
knowledge to the learner. E.g., an "action oriented" strategy may present any action
items, before it moves on to the other items, whereas an "overview only" will present
orientation knowledge while ignoring all other items. This part is tenned micro
strategy.

4.

Recommended element

Current element

Fig. 1. Example of navigation path generated by L3

At the beginning of learning session learner chooses micro and macro strategy.
Based on this choice and pedagogical metadata set by author, the recommended order
of learning elements is suggested. This can be followed by clicking on the navigation
button Forward, or it is possible to display a navigation path in the bottom part ofthe
window and simply click on the desired element. Navigation path also gives an
orientation about visited and recommended elements as it is shown in Fig. 1.
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2.2

Authoring Process

For the author is a course represented as a set of graphs. A node represents a structural
unit of a course and node attributes carry the meta-data attached to the corresponding
unit. An edge, in tum, represents a relation between two structural components.

Fig. 2. Example course: "Authoring in L 3"

Fig. 3. Learning Unit "Relations"

The following examf,le may illustrate this: The author has divided a course about
"Course authoring in L " into three sub courses and one leaming unit. She also
decided that the concepts explained in the learning unit provide the context for the
concepts covered in the three sub courses (see Fig. 2).
The learning unit "Relations" introduces the different relation types, gives examples,
provides further explanations on "non-subject taxonomic" relations, and contains a
"Test on relations". In this unit, the author has decided to declare the first example
about "Associative relations" as a prerequisite of the second example (see Fig. 3).

3 Experiences within Pilot and Customer Projects
This section reports experiences made with the authoring and using learning strategies
within various project contexts - from research pilots to a commercial product.

3.1

Research Pilot

e

The approach of authoring learning content and applying learning strategies on that
content at runtime was first used within the German lighthouse research project L3. A
consortium of 20 companies headed by the SAP Research was developing and
establishing a national backbone for advanced education and training. L aims to
make lifelong leaming possible by implementing an organizational and technical
infrastructure that can be used by everyone, for professional and private education.
Within L3 the authoring environment was used and evaluated by professional
content developers. The experiences from the authors showed that the structuring and
tagging of instructional units is a highly complex task and that content creators need
support to introduce this to their organization and to deal with the methodology. A
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two days introduction with hands-on sessions has been developed and results in a
reasonable learning curve so authors have been able to create and/or reengineer first
domain fragments. More specific they have to abandon the "traditional" way of "hardwiring" courses, but design self-contained leaming units to allow flexible assignment
and reusability. The overhead introduced through the initial creating process has been
measured to 5-10% depending on the experience of the author. Some authors still tend
to create "hard-wired" courses by using many prerequisite relations. However, their
content got lower ratings from the students because of the lack of redundancy. Selfcontained learning units that cannot assume that other units have been already
consumed automatically lead to a higher redundancy level.

3.2

WiBA-Net

WiBA-Net Project [3] was a German e-Iearning project for architects and civil
engineers, supported by the Gennan Ministry of Education and Research and SAP
AG. It was a multi disciplinary multi-site project involving six Universities in
Germany, headed by the domain expert group of Prof. Grubl (Civil Engineering
Dept., Dannstadt University of Technology).
The project has a web-based interface for students and educators, a WiBA-Net
Portal. In the background, the portal consists of few mostly independent components,
which are even located on different computers. Since we were trying to create a
compact and easy-to-use environment, this modularity remains hidden to the enduser.
Since Pedagogical Department of TV Dannstadt (Gennany) has been one of the
project partners, we had been receiving feedback right from the beginning of the
project. First suggestion came up from the students, which were missing an overview
of visited materials and materials which still need to be seen. Actually this
infonnation was available from the content overview but this has been shown not to
be sufficient. Students want an overview of their progress continuously, without any
clicking. Therefore we have implemented displaying a number of the visited pages
and all the pages together (see Fig. 4).
Another requirement came from teachers, which were willing to receive a
feedback on content from learners. In order to achieve a comment on a particular
content page, the WiBA-Net ID number (from database of knowledge network) must
be provided. Thus we extracted the ID number and displayed it in the course interface
(see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. WiBA Net Project: Extensions of original L3 environment

3.3

Commercial Product SAP Learning Solution (SAP LSO)

The SAP LSO [5] is a commercial product build upon the concepts ofL3 • It realizes a
comprehensive solution for blended learning tightly integrated to an Enterprise
Resouree Planning (ERP) system. Learning activities and results can be correlated
with the ERP module Human Resource (HR). The SAP LSO is primary targeting
corporate learning scenarios. The content used by customers of the SAP LSO mainly
stems from 2 sources. General purpose content (e.g., courses about office products) is
typically bought from external professional content developers. Specific content about
a company's core business is typically produced within the company. External
content is mainly offered by using the SCORM packaging format [4]. Such content
can be imported and converted into the internal format.

4 Evaluation and Future Research
Previous projects showed that adaptability and learning strategies are a very complex
topic. The big advantage of flexibility for the learners is becoming a problem for the
authors. We have recognized following topics as the main obstructions during the
authoring process:
•
•
•

Creating of self-contained reusable learning units
Predicting the behaviour of the course under different learning strategies
Understanding of different pedagogical concepts and creating a reasonable
structure for the course - adaptive to the specific learning needs of student

Templates. The pedagogical power of L3 allows the authors to create a very
sophisticated courses based on modern didactical approaches. On the other hand, this
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requires an experienced user with a strong pedagogical background. Less experienced
users are advised to use the templates. We would like to improve current (relatively
simple) template manager and implement an advanced tool, which will allow, besides
creating a template of a course structure, also to define own learning strategy. The
open question is how to keep the plurality of learning process and adaptability
together with support of specific learning strategies defined by authors. We are
considering incorporating into the template editor also the choice to allow certain
strategies to use with the template. Another open issue is how to assist authors in
enhancing their course material to be applicable for several strategies.
Strategy VisuaHzation. One of the lacks of L3 is insufficient transparency of the fmal
design of the course under the different macro and micro strategies. The authors have
difficulties to predict the behavior of the course under the different strategies. We
plan to integrate an improved tool for the strategy visualization. It should:
•
•
•

allow switching between the different strategies,
provide an overall view on structure of the course,
be able to simulate viewing the course (visibility of learning elements to
student, whether is learning element recommended at certain stage).

Standard Conformance. The most relevant standard for e-Learning lately becomes
SCORM [4]. Last version (SCORM 2004) introduced a new concept of Sequencing
and Navigation. The Sequencing and Navigation is, of course, an important step for
support of adaptability and learner-centred approach. Nevertheless, the
implementation of sequencing rules is very closely connected to the structure of the
particular course - it doesn't allow definition of general rules related to the metadata,
but only the rules tightly connected to the concrete learning units. The sequencing
means are very much on programming level instead of at pedagogical level. This
approach is rather different from ours.
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Abstract. Educational hypennedia systems seek to provide adaptive navigation,
whereas intelligent web-based learning systems seek to provide adaptive
courseware generation. The design of powerful authoring frameworks by
merging the authoring approaches used in the above mentioned systems is
recognized as one of the most interesting questions in adaptive web-based
educational systems. In this paper we address adaptive hypermedia authoring
proposing an authoring framework that combines the approach of automatic
courseware generation with the paradigm of educational hypennedia systems
based on the use of ontologies and leaming object metadata.

1

Introduction

Educational hypermedia systems seek to provide adaptive navigation, whereas
intelligent web-based learning systems seek to provide adaptive courseware
generation. Adaptive navigation seeks to present the content associated with an online course in an optimized order, where the optimization criteria takes into
consideration the learner's background and performance on related knowledge
domain [1], whereas adaptive courseware generation is defmed as the process that
selects learning objects from a digital repository and sequence it in a way which is
appropriate for the targeted learning community or individuals [2]. The need for
gradual merge between the authoring approach of adaptive educational systems and
the authoring approach of adaptive hypermedia systems has been already identified in
literature [3].
In this paper we address adaptive hypermedia authoring proposing an authoring
framework that combines the approach of automatic courseware generation with the
paradigm of educational hypermedia systems. The paper is structured as follows.
Initially, we survey the adaptive techniques used in educational hypermedia systems,
classitying them in two main classes namely adaptive presentation and adaptive
navigation techniques. The second part discusses the main steps in the adaptive
educational hypermedia design process and presents the abstraction layers of adaptive
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hypermedia authoring process proposing an authoring framework that enables the
definition of learning objectives and automatic authoring of adaptive activities. This
framework is based on the use of pedagogical templates which include the rules for
adaptive navigation and can be processed by an adaptive content selection mechanism
in order to serve adaptive web-based courses based on a diverse set of pedagogical
strategies. The selection of learning path takes into consideration leamer's cognitive
characteristics and preferences.

2

Adaptivity in Educational Hypermedia Systems

In the literature there are several adaptive techniques employed in educational
hypermedia systems that can be classified in two main classes, namely:
Adaptive Presentation. The goal of the adaptive presentation techniques is to
adapt the web-based content to the user's goals, knowledge and other
information stored in the user model [3].
Adaptive Navigation. Adaptive navigation seeks to present the learning objects
associated with an on-line course in an optimized order, where the optimization
criteria takes into consideration the learner's background and performance on
related learning objects [4].
Adaptive Content Selection is the first step to adaptive navigation and adaptive
presentation and is based on a set of teaching rules according to the cognitive style or
learning preferences of the learners [5]. Adaptive Content Selection, Adaptive
Navigation and Presentation are recognized as among the most interesting research
questions in intelligent web-based education [6].

3

Adaptive Educational Hypermedia Authoring

The information structure of an adaptive hypermedia system can be considered as two
interconnected networks or "spaces" [3]:
a network of concepts (knowledge space) and
a network of educational material (hyperspace or media space).
Accordingly, the design of an adaptive hypermedia system involves three key steps:
structuring the knowledge
structuring the media space
connecting the knowledge space and the media space.

3.1 Authoring Abstraction Layers
The process of Adaptive Hypermedia Authoring can be represented by the use of five
abstraction layers as shown in figure 1. In the literature several authoring frameworks
have been proposed e.g. the LAOS [7], but those frameworks are focusing more on
the concept and the adaptation logic layers. In our approach we propose an additional
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layer called Pedagogical Strategy Layer that focuses more on the pedagogical
characteristics rather than the concepts covered by the educational resources. At this
layer a pedagogical template based on the IMS Learning Design specification is
introduced that is responsible for filtering the learning paths according to the selected
pedagogical strategy. The proposed authoring abstraction layers are the following:
Learning Objectives Layer. In this layer the author (or the learner if the
educational hypermedia system includes an automatic courseware generator) can
defme a "learning goal". The learning goal is a node in a concept hierarchy graph
that corresponds to the desirable by the learner knowledge.
Conceptual Layer. In this layer related to the learning goal concepts are selected
based on the structure of the knowledge space. The use of educational ontologies
can significantly assist the structuring of the knowledge space.

Figure 1. Abstraction Layers of Adaptive Hypennedia Authoring

Content Layer. In this layer the learning resources that are related to the
previously selected concepts are selected based on the connection of the knowledge
space with the media space. The result of the selection is a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) of learning objects inheriting relations from both spaces. This graph contains
all possible learning paths in order for a learner to achieve the specified learning
goal.
Pedagogical Strategy Layer. This layer filters the media graph and produces a
sub-graph which:
1. is also a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
2. includes all possible learning paths in order for a learner to achieve the
specified learning goal, according to a specific pedagogical strategy.
The "pedagogical filtering" is based on the use of reusable templates allowing the
definition of generic learning activities. These templates include the rules for
adaptive navigation and can be processed by an adaptive content selection
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mechanism (previous abstraction layer) in order to serve adaptive web-based
courses based on a diverse set of pedagogical strategies.
Figure 2 presents examples of such templates following the "diagnose-and-remedy"
pedagogical strategy and an alternative "behavioral" approach.

C=D··········J

2B

Figure 2. Example of Behavioral Template (a) and Diagnose-and-Remedy Template (b)

Learner Adaptation Layer. This layer includes the process of adaptive learning
path selection in order to produce a personalized learning path. The selection
process takes into consideration educational characteristics of learning objects,
learner cognitive characteristics as well as learner preference-related information
stored in the learner profile. In our case, we use learning object characteristics
derived from the IEEE Learning Object Metadata (LaM) standard [8] and learner
characteristics derived from the IMS Learner Information Package (LIP)
specification [9].

3.2 Discovering Optimum Learning Path
In order to extract from the resulting directed acyclic graph of learning resources the
"optimum" learning path, we need to weight each connection of the DAG. The
weighting process consists of two phases:
Selection of Criteria. In Table 1 and 2 we have identified the LaM and LIP
characteristics respectively, that can be used as criteria for the selection of the
learning path.
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Table 1. Learning Object characteristics for Learning Path Selection

General

The

The degree to which a learner can influence the
aspect or behavior of a Learning Object.

Table 2. Learner characteristics for Learning Path Selection

Accessibility
Qualifications
Certifications
Licences

The level/grade of the QCL

QCLlLevel
ActivitylEvaluationinoomttempts

Activity

number of attempts made on the
evaluation.
itaelf.

Weight Calculation. After identifying the set of characteristics/criteria that will
be used, we define a weighting function that corresponds to the inverse suitability of
a learning resource based on the profile of the target learner or group of learners. Let
us consider a set of learning objects which is valued by a set of criteria
g = (gl,g2, ... ,g.). The assessment model of the inverse suitability of each

learning object for a specific learner, leads to the aggregation of all criteria into a
unique criterion that we call a weighting function and is defined as an additive
function of the form: W(t

=L• Wi X g; E [0,1]

with the following additional

;=1

notation:

gj :the value of the ith selection criterion in the range [0,1] with 1 the less
suitable value and 0 the most suitable value,
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Wi:

the inverse suitability weight factor of the ith selection criterion

Higher weighting value, means that a learning resource is less suitable, thus the link
in the DAG that leads to that resource has less possibility to be included in the
learning path.
After weighting the DAG with the use ofthe weighting function, we need to fmd the
optimum (shortest) path by the use of a shortest path algorithm.

4

Conclusions

In this paper we address adaptive hypermedia authoring proposing an authoring
framework that combines the approach of automatic courseware generation with the
paradigm of educational hypermedia systems based on the use of ontologies and
learning object metadata. The main advantage of this framework is the use of
pedagogical templates which can be processed by an adaptive content selection
mechanism in order to create adaptive web-based courses based on a diverse set of
pedagogical strategies.
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Abstract: In the ActiveMath learning environment, authoring is currently based
on source editing following a build-practice similar to software development
cycles. In this article we explain the characteristics of a build-cycle that are
important to the creation of content for an adaptive educational hypermedia
such as ActiveMath. The trust of an author into the behaviour of the system is
one of the important goals that is aimed at. We then describe what, we expect,
would further help the author's trust, namely, usable tools to input and play
simulations of the learning process.

1

ActiveMath as an adaptive educational hypermedia

ActiveMath is an intelligent web-based learning environment. It presents content and
lets learners perfonn interactive exercises.
Content, in ActiveMath is organized in knowledge units called items which
roughly correspond to paragraphs in a text-book. The content of items is made of text
and mathematical fonnu1re encoded semantically using OPENMATH 11). Items are
given a type (for example, a definition or exercise), and are complemented with
metadata, the latter is made of slot-values (e.g., the difficulty or learning-context) as
well as relations (e.g., the statement that a proof proves a given assertion, or for a
concept to depends-on another concept). A subset of items, named concepts, along
with their metadata make the domain-model. Please see [Q] for a more detailed
coverage of ActiveMath knowledge handling.
The adaptivity in ActiveMath is based on an overlay user-model based on this
domain-model. The user-model is pennanently updated using infonnation such as
reading of items and exercise results. Based on this user-model the following
adaptivity features are provided in ActiveMath:
1. Using preferences, the presentation is given an appearance or theme
2. In ActiveMath the learner mostly accesses content through the familiar
metaphor of books which are presented as a sequence of pages with a tableof-contents. The latter is presented with visual hints (little red, yellow, or
green bullets) indicating which page refers to concepts with low, medium, or
high user-model values. This can be seen as an elementary link-annotation
adaptivity.
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3. Books can be dynamically generated in ActiveMath: they are generated
according to the goals of a learner and to a pedagogical scenario. Course
generation makes use of thc items types, slot metadata, and relations as well
as the user-model values so as to select the concepts that should be read as
well as the supporting texts and exercises. This course generation can be
viewed
as
a
form
of
adaptive
navigation
support.
While staying with the metaphor of a book, this course generation will be
enhanced into a reactive component where the learner will be presented, in
the usage of the book, with modifications to her book considered to be
appropriate for her learning (see [1]).
4. Interactive exercises are currently mostly non-adaptive in ActiveMath: they
are, for example, multiple-choice-questions. Exercises, within the
LeActiveMath European project are planned to become adaptive using the
same source of information as the course generation: it should make it
possible for an interactive exercise to propose actions and provide feedback
depending on the knowledge (and understanding or applications capabilities)
of the learner for the given concept.

2

Authoring in ActiveMath: Tools Available

This section reviews briefly the authoring tools available in order to write content for
ActiveMath.

2.1

Writing by Hand

Content in ActiveMath is encoded as XML documents in the OMDOC syntax iii. As
such, it can, in principle, be written by hand. This was done by some developers in
our group while building the system. Experience has shown that doing so was a very
confusing task especially with respect to OPENMATH formulre which are encoded in
very deep sub-trees.
An alternative was to write QMath documents, offering a compact syntax for both
formulre and content structure. The QMath processor then converts them to OMDOC.
Results were disappointing as QMath was not complete enough for the needs of
ActiveMath's OMDOCs. The treatment of mathematical formu)re in QMath was
however kept: a wrapper was written, called OQMath, letting QMath process the
formulre. This allows the rest of the document be a valid XML document.
Experience has proven that the encoding for OQMath documents offers a
reasonable readability while still allowing support of XML-based editing tools. An
editor was chosen as reference tool to edit documents, the open-source editor jEdit. It
offers, among others, templates, suggestion of possible children at insertion point and
automated XML-validation (with a feedback similar to spell-checking).
The package is distributed under the name jEditOQMath and comes along with
build-scripts to let authors reload content easily into a nmning ActiveMath, thus
allowing them to cycle between content-preview and content-editing. The tool has
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been used successfully by non-developers, even without prior knowledge ofHTML or
XML.

2.2

On the Importance of Validation and Error-Reporting

As we see, the developer-tools approach is still quite present. But developer-tools are
not only present by the fact that a source is being edited, but also by the fact that a
build-script is being used along with error-reporting presented in the source. We
describe here the validation tasks and error-reporting perfOimed in the current
jEditOQMath and highlight why they are important:
•

•

XML-validation: in jEditOQMath, it happens simply at each save and makes
sure the content elements are appropriately nested. The lack of such
validation has been observed several times to create awkward presentation
problems which are hard to detect.
reference checking: reference between items are both inside the items and in
the metadata relations. For a long time, tools to report these errors were not
present and the database storing the content was very tolerant. Reference
errors were frequent and had such misbehaviors as the lack of content in
course-generation, the crash of the latter, or wrong user-model updating.

Actually, the needs for error-reporting are independent of the fact that a source is
being edited. A visual tool should, as well, provide such feedback, including an errorlist taking the user to the place where the error is to be corrected.

2.3

Verifying the Content

The need to verifY (or test) an installed content can also be deduced from authors
observed thus far: they spend almost more time to proof-read the content presentation
than actually writing content. They do so as a demo-user (sometimes several) using
their local web-browser.
One reason for this fact is certainly that the current presentation is from an XML
source with extensible presentation of mathematical symbols for which it is easy to
loose the overview. Moreover, this presentation provides access to many possible
interactions (e.g. the navigation along a path of relations in the dictionary). It has been
observed that such aspects of the presentations are, indeed, manually checked by
authors.
All the adaptive behaviors of ActiveMath are also verified manually: the
appearance under different themes, the results of course-generation, and the usermodel updates. Such tests are, however, very long to perform: currently, coursegeneration takes several minutes and relies on a user-model state, which the author
should be clear with. Moreover, verifYing the user-model update can only be done
following a navigation path which takes a long sequence of clicks and may need
much resources to be computed.
As a result, such verifications, although wished, are very rarely performed.
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3

Scope of the Authoring Task

Before going further with the verifications task, allow us to try to answer the
following question: how much information should be affected by an authoring tool?
The candid answer to this question would be that authoring tools should edit the
content. Authors tend, however, to wish more than just providing content items, along
with their metadata. Here are a few examples of possible modifications of the default
ActiveMath behaviour that authors have wished thus far:
•

•
•
•

the presentation of ActiveMath functions may be changed in order to make
the system more accessible to target users (for example removing some
links-generation for school pupils)
adapting the pedagogical rules used in the course-generation scenarios to
particular usages or particular content
performing elementary changes in the appearance such as the introduction of
the institution's logo or the change of some colour choices
the base user-model that new registrants will be endowed with should be
adapted to the expected newcomers (or their groups)

In order to be able to provide the freedom to perform and distribute such
information, the scope of authoring should encompass the whole data of ActiveMath,
including configuration, rules, and menu-templates. A notion ofproject should thus to
be defined, extending the notion of content-col1ection. We shall try to satisfy these
requirements: projects will be defined which will have deployment routines to install
on a fresh ActiveMath. As much as possible, these projects will be encoded using
ontology-based tools so as to allow a declarative knowledge representation of such
modifications.
Offering a freedom as important as impacting the whole ActiveMath is, however,
dangerous: it is easy to break a system by changing its configuration or changing a set
of rules and a presentation can be made unusable because of wrong colour choices.
The need to verify the installation of a project is thus made even more important. In
the next section, we sketch how such verification could be helped by simulations
which we propose to implement.

4

Simulations to Check the Learning Path

In QJ, Hayashi, Ikeda, Seta, Kakusho, and Mizoguchi present an approach to author
learning content using ontological engineering. They propose to model conceptual
simulations which are high-level specifications of the expected behaviour of the
content-playing-in-the-software. This approach seems to be the right path to take in
the long term, where the systems' behaviour is sufficiently transparent, it seems not to
provide an answer to nowadays verification wishes on existing adaptive systems and
requires a very abstract representation for the simulations to be entered.
We claim that such a simulation can be made much more visual and concrete, in
fact, close to the current practice of authors checking the content with his browser but
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providing capability to input quickly such a simulation (including the time spent to
read items), store it and replay it, with a summarized view (e,g, thumbnail) and, most
probably, with automated tests on such values as the learner-model entries or the
existence of a link.Making these simulations of the size of a thumbnail allows an
author to have several simulations under the eyes, thereby being to envision several
target users, Being able to replay these simulations often with the content evolving
allows the author to use these as a form of integrated tests: a quick view on the
sequence of screens obtained in such a simulation provides a glimpse at the expected
views the target user will experience, the measure of success of the tests is a measure
of achievement of the content, a practice similar to the practice of unit-testing in
software development.
Such simulations are probably of more general applicability. In particular, they
apply for both content that is re-used and content that is freshly authored.

5

Conclusion

We have been describing the authoring tools realized thus far for the ActiveMath
learning environment. The experience gained has proven the importance of the
validation tools and verification possibilities so that authors' trust in the presentation
and adaptive features can be gained.
In order to raise the trust we propose to provide to authors efficient and usable
tools to input and play simulations of the learning process using visual approaches but
still allowing computable verifications.
It should be observed that the visual simulations we are proposing could be
interpreted as an application of the WYSIWYG paradigm (What You See Is What You
Get). This is misleading, however, as the simulations are intended to provide multiple
views on the content whereas a WYSIWYG approach is based on a single view,

6 Related Work
The problem of putting the control of intel1igent agents, such as adaptive systems, at
work under the hands of a user is not new, see for example [i]. However, we have
found little done towards offering control of an adaptive systems to a user, These
simulations would like to provide ways to experiment with an adaptive systems more
efficiently and in a comprehensive fashion.
Our investigation in the literature for finding related work has not been fruitful.
The high-level simulation formulated in QJ seems to be the only such approach and is
fundamentally different from ours. We anticipate, however, that the needs for such a
concrete simulations will grow as the serving world evolves in adaptivity functions,
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7 Future Work
The development of the source-editing facilities that we have presented will be
stabilized and the authoring tools in ActiveMath will migrate to edition within visual
tools. Following the view to the foture of W, we are currently evaluating considering
graph-based input of the domain-model along with the items' content using the
Protege ontology editor. The wealth of the verification tools will be kept and be
complemented with visual simulations and their associated tests.
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Abstract. In this paper we explore the many possibilities that arise
when we combine adaptive web-based courses with computer-assisted
assessment. We argue that this integration has several advantages, such
as the feasibility of getting a better model of the student's progress, which
will be used with adaptation purposes, and the possibility of proposing
and evaluating open-ended questions in the way that is judged more
suitable for each student.

1

Introduction

Adaptive hypermedia has been widely used for the development of adaptive Webbased courses, in which each student is individually guided during the learning
process [1]. Most of these systems obtain feedback from the student from two
sources: their behaviour browsing the course (e.g. pages visited, time spent in
each or navigational path) and test questions (e.g. true-false, multiple-choice
or fill-in-the-blank questions). Some authors have expressed their concern that
tWs limited way of assessment may not be really measuring the depth of the
student learning [2]. This fact has been the motivation of the field known as
Computer-Assisted Assessment (CAA) of student essays. CAA of student essays
is a long-standing problem that has received the attention of the Natural Language Processing research community. There are many possible ways to approach
tWs problem, including a study of the organization, sentence structure and content of the student essay [~J, E-raterj, pattern-matching techniques
!EMS], or
Latent Semantic Analysis [5, IEAJ. Valenti et aL [6J describe the state-of-art of
CAA systems.
In order to support adaptive distance teaching and learning, we have developed the TANGOW system, which supports the description of adaptive web-based
courses and their dynamic generation, so that their components are tailored to
each student at runtime [7,8]. We have also developed, independently, a CAA
* This work has been sponsored by CICYT, project number TIC2001-0685-C02-0L
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system called Atenea [9] which is based on n-gram co-occurrence metrics [10].
In this paper we describe the ongoing integration of TANGOW and Atenea and
the benefits of this integration.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we describe separately Atenea
and TANGow, next in Section 3 we describe their integration and finally Section 4
will highlight the conclusions and future work.

2

Atenea and

TANGOW

Atenea [9,11] is a Computer-Assisted Assessment system for automatically scoring students' short answers. It relies on the combination of shallow natural language processing modules [12] and statistically-based evaluation procedures. The
recall is calculated by studying the percentage of those references that is covered
by the student's answer and the precision of the student's answer is obtained by
calculating the BLEU score [10].
The BLEU algorithm relies on the idea that a text is better when it is closer
to a model text written by an expert. It was originally devised for evaluating
Machine Translation systems, with the core idea that a Machine Thanslation is
better when it is closer to the human translation. Hence, it looks for coincident
n-grams (usually from unigrams to trigrams) between the human translator and
the machine translations. In past work [9] we proved that BLEU can also be
applied for evaluating students' answers, since the core idea remains: the more
similar a student's answer is to the teacher's reference answer, the better it is.
BLEU has been implemented, with minor modifications, as a module called ERB
(Evaluating Responses with BLEU).
The system has already been tested with ten short questions, which are
grouped in three collections: Operating Systems, Advanced Operating Systems
and Object-Oriented Programming.
The scores provided by ERB are values between 0 and 1, where the upper
and the lower bounds depend on the particular question. Nonetheless, we can
perform a linear regression to find a correspondence between the interval of
possible Atenea's scores and a fixed rank of scores, for instance, between 0 and
10. As expected, the quality of the assessment is very influenced by the kind
of question and the references written. When scoring definitions, the correlation
between Atenea's scores and the marks assigned manually can reach 0.80 [9]. On
the other hand, questions that ask the student to make a reasoned argument
or to compare several topics are more difficult to evaluate since they require a
deeper linguistics processing.
The feedback that the students get from the system is a numerical score and
a copy of their answer where, with color codes, they can observe which were
the coincident n-grams and which words did not appear in any reference. From
that output they can easily know which are the portions of their answers that
are correct and have contributed in incrementing their score. Figure 1 shows an
example answer page. In the user profile, students may also indicate whether
they just want the score and are not interested in receiving this feedback.
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Fig.!. Feedback that a student gets after answering the question "Discuss
whether distributed systems are more robust than monolithic systems", in Spanish. The darker the background, the longer the coincident n-gram.

Although Atenea is currently underpinned by ERB, it is not only limited to
it. In fact, more NLP modules are currently being added to the already existing
ones, including syntactic analyzers and word-sense disambiguation. A web-based
wizard has also been developed to facilitate the task of introducing new data
sets of questions and new questions.
The TANGOW system delivers adaptive web-based courses, and has evolved
significantly since [7]. Courses delivered by TANGOW are composed of several
tasks, that can be accomplished by the students. A task can correspond to either
a theoretical explanation, an example, an exercise to be done individually or an
activity to be performed collaboratively (problems to be solved, discussions,
etc). The set of available tasks is constantly regenerated, tracking changes in the
student's profile (static features and dynamic actions). Once a task is chosen, the
system generates the corresponding web pages by selecting, among the content
fragments and the set of available collaborative tools, those that provide the best
possible fit to the current profile.
A rule-based formalism has been developed in order to facilitate the specification of alternative structures for the same course, and to support different teaching strategies, navigational guidance variations and collaboration workspaces for
each type of student [8].

3

The integration of Atenea and

TANGOW

The integration of Atenea and TANGOW will support the inclusion of CAA exercises inside adaptive courses, as a new type of TANGOW task. The process of integrating both systems was expected to be quite easy: Atenea would be launched
from TANGOW and, after asking the students and automatically evaluating their
answers, it would return the results to TANGOW so that this information could
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be used to update the user model and continue with the adaptation process.
Atenea is currently configured to show different questions depending on the student's language and experience. The assessment is adapted to the used model,
e.g. by showing easier questions to novice students. The information stored in
user model also affect the set of reference answers that is chosen. The integration
is not complete yet, but our ongoing work on implementation indicates that it
will be simple to finish the links between both systems.
An initial step in the integration process was to decide which features from
the current TANGOW user model would be used in Atenea in this first experience.
We chose to use the student name as the login input in order to address the
student by his or her name; age, because questions should be formulated in
a simpler fashion for children than for adults, and different writing styles are
expected from them; language, because we plan to extend Atenea with multilingual capabilities; experience, because the assessing process should be different
for advanced students than for novice ones; and feedback type, because when
formative assessment is used, the feedback should be more detailed than for
summative assessment (where the score is the most relevant result).
Concerning the order of the questions, it is possible to take into account the
student experience so that advanced students are not asked questions that they
have already solved or that are too easy for their level. Moreover, the higher
the level of experience, the stricter the system should be when assessing student
answers.
The protocol for connecting TANG OW and Atenea is the following:
TANGOW gathers information about the student's profile and sends it to
Atenea, along with the identification of the task the student is going to
perform, as well as the type of feedback desired.
- Atenea randomly chooses a question from the dataset corresponding to this
task, that has not already been solved by the student (that is, not yet graded
or graded less than half of the maximum score). The question is chosen
taking into consideration the student profile. The answers submitted by the
students are then evaluated by Atenea, and the resulting score and feedback
is presented to the student. This process is repeated until the student has
answered the required number of exercises. Finally, once the stop condition
is satisfied, Atenea returns a holistic student score for the task to TANGOW.
A first consequence of the integration will be a richer set of activities, which
can contribute to a more engaging learning process. Secondly, the use of the
TANGOW formalism allows course authors to specify different teaching strategies
by incorporating CAA activities at different points of the course, depending on
each student's evolution. It will be possible for authors to choose the types of
users to whom CAA activities will be presented; the places in the course where
these exercises will appear; the requirements for a CAA activity to be proposed;
and the grading criteria to determine the degree of success of each activity. Each
of these adaptations can be made in different ways depending on the user's
model. Finally, the formalism also supports the adaptation of CAA activities
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the integration between TANGOW and Atenea

themselves: the questions to be asked and the reference answers can be chosen
according to each student's profile.

4

Conclusions and future work

We are implementing the integration of the adaptive hypermedia educational
system TANGOW with Atenea, a program for automatic assessment of student
answers. Atenea attains a good correlation with respect to teachers' marks, particularly when evaluating definitions and short descriptions [9]. The current implementation allows the students to tryout their knowledge, and its complete
integration with TANGOW, whose feasibility has been proved, will support the
following:
Atenea will use the description of the user profiles maintained by TANGOW,
so it will accept variable profiles.
- The adaptation engine from TANGOW will decide at which time each student
should be assessed, depending on his/her profile, knowledge, and actions,
and Atenea will choose the most adequate set of questions for this student,
resulting in a fairer evaluation.
TANGOW will benefit not only from the possibility of automatically evaluating free-text answers, but also from the feedback from those questions, which
can be used to guide the students during the rest of the course.
It will be possible to obtain a dataset of student answers related to their
profile and performance in the course, which we shall nse in further studies
to analyze how the adaptation can improve CAA activities.
The interaction protocol between Atenea and TANG OW has already been
desigued and is being currently implemented. Current work comprises a complete
integration of Atenea and TANGOW in the direction described above and the
evaluation of the integrated system with real students.
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Preface
Traditional Adaptive Hypermedia Systems have tended to act as stand-alone applications that have
attempted to fulfil a user's informational need, e.g. personalised content retrieval and delivery, as well
as his/her infrastructural needs, e.g. content and media management. Adaptive Hypermedia techniques
are proving effective in many application areas e.g. eLearning, Information Retrieval etc.
Today, Service Oriented computing environments offer sets of 'potentially collaborative' services
capable of supporting user applications and context appropriate features to a user. In particular,
research in the Semantic Web community is focusing on Semantic Web representation, discovery and
more recently web service orchestration and choreography. Whether using an Ontological approach or
other knowledge driven approaches, adaptive web services are now the subject of intense research. In
the case of ubiquitous or pervasive computing environments, the features and services available to the
user are offered through the many devices in their physical environment creating the possibility of
multi-modal interactions. The adaptivity required by such services is obvious but not always well
architected.
This workshop will explore Adaptive Hypermedia techniques in their integration and support of
service oriented adaptivity. Areas which will be addressed include emergent service oriented
environments such as Adaptive (Semantic) Web Services and Pervasive (Computing) Services as well
as more traditional service oriented environments such as eCommerce, eLeaming and eGovernment. A
key focus of the workshop will be to explore the common problems of adaptive information
composition and delivery in conjunction with that of adaptive service composition and integration.
Through this workshop the connections between personalisation and (web) service paradigms will be
investigated. This workshop also aims to identify and examine the strengths of AH techniques in
supporting, and being the subject of, the semantic/ontology-driven composition of application services.
Integrating Adaptive Hypermedia Systems with service oriented computing environments and
semantic/ontology-driven composition approaches presents researchers with a number of challenges. In
examining the application of Adaptive Hypermedia Techniques to Service Oriented Environments
integration may be considered at many levels:
•
•
•
•
•

Service Architectures and Interfaces
Semantic Representations of Services, (Information) Domains, and Context
Knowledge Sharing and Information Model interoperability
Reasoning techniques for adaptive planning, decision support or service choreography
Semantic Interoperability within the adaptive system

Through this integration key research questions may be considered:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are the most appropriate mechanisms for achieving integration of these layers?
Is the implementation dependent on the services involved or is there a best practice for
integrating Adaptive Hypermedia Systems as part of integrated computing environments?
Can or should the Adaptive Hypermedia functionality be seamlessly integrated with other
services?
Is it possible to utilise techniques employed in AH for the personalization of Web Service
discovery, selection or composition?
Are commonly understood ontologies required to achieve sharing of knowledge/information
models such as service, content and user models?
Can ontology/information mapping techniques be used to bridge semantic gaps between
services (semantic interoperability)?

This workshop aims to address these research issues and provide a forum in which researchers may
voice their opinions on the integration of Adaptive Hypermedia Systems and techniques with Service
Oriented Computing.

August, 2004
Vincent Wade, Owen Conlan and Wolfgang Nejdl
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Abstract. This paper discusses the advantages of offering adaptive hypermedia
functionality in the e-Learning context through adaptive hypermedia services.
We think that this option bridges the gap between the complexity of authoring
and the ease-of-use necessary for successful adaptive hypermedia. This paper
presents an open architecture for adaptive e-Learning that would make these
adaptive hypermedia services possible. It briefly describes two adaptive
hypermedia services QuizGuide and NavEx that stands between E-Leaming
portal and re-usable interactive content providing additional value for teachers
and students who want to use content through an e-Leaming portal. The value
added by QuizGuide and NavEx is the ability to provide navigation support for
each student without causing overhead for the teacher. Teachers can bypass the
time-consuming process of selecting relevant, reusable content for each course
lecture while students receive better guidance when e-Learning is adapted to
their learning goals and knowledge.

1

Introduction

A number of pioneer adaptive hypermedia systems such as ELM-ART [21], 2L670
[13], and KBS-HyperBook [15] have demonstrated the benefits of adaptively serving
full-scale web-based courses. Several adaptive hypermedia authoring systems and
platforms [7; 14; 22] have been developed to assist in the production of these
specialized web-based courses. Nevertheless, nearly all web-based courses are now
developed and served through so-cal1ed Learning Management Systems [8] such as
Blackboard [3] or WebCT [20]. Learning Management Systems (LMS) are powerful
integrated systems that support a number of activities performed by teachers and
students during the e-Learning process.
A quick comparison may tell us why LMS rather than adaptive hypermedia (AH)
authoring systems are chosen as the primary way to develop web-based courses. First,
LMS support a whole range of teacher activities while AH authoring systems focus
mostly on content organization and presentation. Secondly, adding a new content
fragment to an LMS requires no overhead, while any fragment added to an AH course
must be indexed with regards to the domain model's concepts [5].
In this context, how can we bring the power of AH to thousands of real users? How
can the gap be bridged between AH and LMS? In our earlier paper [9] we argued that
the current generation of LMS systems can't support full-scale adaptive hypermedia.
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Should we now focus on developing a new generation of LMS which have an
embedded AH functionality (as pioneered by ALE and a few similar systems [18])?
The authors present here another method: embed AH functionality into modem
web-based courses using adaptive hypermedia services. The major bottleneck which
prevents the use of full-scale adaptive hypermedia in the classroom appears to be the
complexity a teacher faces when trying to create a complete AH course even when
being given the best authoring tools in existence. As demonstrated by current LMS
use in universities, a typical teacher is able to locate useful resources and attach them
to their course web site. However, teachers are rarely able to assemble a full-scale
course from multiple instances of these small components, even if they skip the
indexing step required of adaptive hypermedia. While we can expect that large course
development teams and even some motivated and dedicated teachers will embrace and
be able to use the adaptive LMS of the future, the real question is how we can help
everyone else. Our answer to this question is simple - we suggest offering adaptive
hypermedia services that can be chosen by the classroom teacher and attached to
courses as a single reusable component.
AH Services allow one to organize the complexity of authoring while maintaining
the ease-of-use necessary for adaptive hypermedia. In our model, AH Services can be
designed and maintained by professional teams (which we call service providers) and
should be able to be used by anyone teaching a web-based course. The idea of AH
Services was pioneered in APeLS [10; 11; 12; 19]. In our work we want to expand the
concept of AH services as well as to develop several practical services that anyone
can use. We are also working on an open architecture for adaptive e-Leaming that
makes AH Services possible. This paper presents our architecture and briefly
describes two AH Services that we have developed recently.

2

The KnowledgeTree Architecture

KnowledgeTree is a distributed architecture for adaptive e-Ieaming based on the reuse of intelligent educational activities [6]. Capitalizing on the success of integrated
LMS, KnowledgeTree aims to provide one-stop comprehensive support for the needs
of teachers and students who are using e-Leaming. In doing so, it attempts to replace
the current monolithic LMS with a community of distributed communicating servers
(or services). The architecture assumes the presence of at least four kinds of servers:
leaming portals, activity servers, value-added services, and student model servers
(Figure 1). These kinds of servers represent the interests of three main stakeholders in
the modem e-Leaming process: content and service providers, course providers, and
students.
A learning portal represents the needs of course providers - teachers (trainers) and
their respective universities or corporate training companies. The portal plays a role
similar to modem LMS in two aspects. First, it provides a centralized single-login
point for enrolled students to work with allleaming tools and content fragments that
are provided in the context of their courses. Secondly, it allows the teacher
responsible for a specific course to structure access to various distributed fragments
according to the needs of his or her course. Thus, the portal is the component of the
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architecture that is centered on supporting a complete course. Replicating the familiar
functionality of an LMS, it provides a course-authoring interface for the teacher and
maintains a runtime interface for the student. The difference between this and LMS is
an architectural separation of the unique course structure created by the teacher or
course author from reusable course content and services. In KnowledgeTree, both
learning content and learning support services (together called activities) are provided
through the portal by multiple distributed activity servers (Services). A portal has the
ability to query activity servers for relevant activities and launch remote activities
selected by students or by the portal itself.

II
•

Portal

Activity
Server

Value-adding
Service

4 ... student Modeling Server
Fig.l. Main components of the KnowJedgeTree distributed architecture.

An activity server is a component that focuses on the projected needs of the content
and service providers. It is centered on reusable content and services. It plays a role
similar to an educational repository in modem courseware reusability approaches, in
the sense that it hosts reusable learning content. The difference between this and a
traditional learning repository is twofold. First, unlike repositories that are pools for
storing simple, mostly static, learning objects, an activity server can host highly
interactive and adaptive learning content. It can also host interactive learning services
such as discussion forums or shared annotations. Secondly, the activity server uses a
different way to deliver its reusable "content": While simple learning objects are
merely copied and inserted into new courses, an activity is re-used by referencing it
and then delivered through the server.
These activities can't be merely copied as files, but have to be served from
dedicated web servers maintained by the content providers. The duty of an activity
server is to answer the portal's and value-added service's requests for specific
activities and to provide complete support for a student working with any of the
activities residing on the server. The concept of reusable activities encourages content
providers to develop highly-advanced, interactive learning content and services. In
particular, content and service activities delivered by a server can be intelligent and
adaptive. Each activity can obtain up-to-date information about each student from the
student model server and thus provide a highly personalized learning experience. It
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also monitors student progress and changes that take place in student goals,
knowledge, and interests; then sends updates to the student model server.
A value-added service combines features of a portal and an activity server. It is
able to pipe through itself "raw" content while adding some valuable functionality to
it - such as adaptive sequencing, navigation support, visualization, or content
integmtion. Like a portal, it is able to query activity servers and access activities. Like
an activity server, it can be queried and accessed by a portal. Value-added services are
maintained by service providers. Since these services are course-neutral, they can be
re-used in multiple courses. Thus they provide larger building blocks for a teachers
assembling an E-Leaming system with the help of a portal.
The student model server is a component that represents the needs and the
prospects of students in the process of e-Learning. This kind of server allows
distributed e-Learning to be highly personalized. Ideally, a student model server can
support student learning for several courses. It can be maintained by a provider (ie., a
university) or by the students themselves. It collects data about student performance
from each portal and each activity server and provides information about the student
to adaptive portals and activity servers that are then able to adapt instructional
materials to their students' unique personalities and present development.
We anticipate that in the context of pure web-based education, the student model
server would reside on the student's own computer and support just one user. Using
this method, the server can also serve as a tool for the user to monitor his or her own
progress within various activities and courses. In the context of classroom education,
the server can reside on a computer maintained by the educational establishment.
Here it also supports the teacher's need to monitor the progress and the performance
of the whole class. These arrangements can help to solve a number of privacy and
security problems associated with student modeling.
With the KnowledgeTree architecture, a teacher develops a course using one portal
and many activity servers and services. The student works through the portal serving
this course, but interacts with many learning activities served directly by various
activity servers. The student model server provides a basis for performance
monitoring and adaptivity in this distributed context. The KnowledgeTree architecture
is open and flexible. It allows the presence of multiple portals, activity servers, and
student modeling servers. The open nature of it allows even small research groups or
companies to be "players" in the new e-Leaming market. It also encourages creative
competition between developers of educational systems, ie., competition based on
offering better services, not by monopolizing the market and resisting innovation. An
activity server that provides some specific innovative learning activities can be
immediately used in mUltiple courses served by different portals. A newly created
portal that offers better support for a teacher or answers better to the needs of a
specific category of course providers can successfully compete with other portals
since it has access to the same set of resources as other portals. A new kind of student
model server that provides better precision in student modeling or offers a better
support for student model maintenance can successfully compete with older servers.
Overall the architecture reflects the move from a product-based to a service-based
Web economy.
While working with KnowledgeTree over the last two years we have clearly
realized the need for adaptive hypermedia services. A teacher developing a course
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with a portal faces large volume of educational resources. For example, we have
developed a large amount of interactive questions and examples for programming that
are available through our activity servers QuizPACK [17] and WebEx [4]. Potentially,
a teacher may be interested in allowing the student to use a large amount of resources.
However, it's a duty of the teacher to provide at least some minimal guidance to make
sure that the student is not getting lost in the long list of resources, but is able to
access the right things in the right time. What teachers are typically doing to provide
this guidance is structuring resources adding each resource to a specific part of the
course, such as a lecture or weekly topic. However, even this simple structuring grows
overwhelming when the number of available resources is more than a hundred. At this
point, an adaptive hypermedia service can help. Our model uses adaptive navigation
support service as a layer between the course and the "raw content". The availability
of this service will allow a teacher to simply to add a whole set of activities to the
course. Instead of providing navigation support manually for each activity, the teacher
can simply rely on automatic adaptive navigation support to advise the students about
what is the right activity to try at any given time.
To explore this model we have created two adaptive hypermedia services. NavEx
provides an adaptive access to interactive examples developed with WebEx [4] and
QuizGuide provides an adaptive access to QuizPACK quizzes [17].

3

The NavEx Service

NavEx (Navigation to Examples) was designed to explore the idea of providing
adaptive navigation support for accessing programming examples. NavEx is an
adaptive interface to our older system WebEx [4]. WebEx can serve interactive
examples, but it has no knowledge about the examples and can't decide when a
specific example is appropriate to explore. NavEx analyzes the context of each
example, identifies programming concepts behind it, and uses the traditional "traffic
light" metaphor for adaptive navigation support [5] in order to guide students to the
most relevant examples.
The interactive window of the NavEx system is divided into 3 frames (Figure 2).
The leftmost frame contains a list of links to all examples/dissections available for a
student in the current course. The links are annotated with colored bullets. The red
bullet means that the student has not mastered enough prerequisite concepts to view
the example. Thus the link annotated with the red bullet is disabled. The green bullet
means that the student has enough knowledge to view the example. A green check
mark denotes that the example has already been seen by the student. The green "play"
bullet means that the example is currently being viewed. The order of links to
examples is fixed, so students can fmd them at the same place no matter how far they
progress through the course.
The upper frame displays the name of the current example. Underneath it are two
links: one loads the source code of the example to the central frame (to be copied,
compiled, and explored), the other loads the interactive dissection of the example
(served directly by the WebEx system that is now a component of NavEx). Dissection
uses the same source code but adds comments. These comments address the meaning
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and purpose of each line of code, thus helping the student to understand the example
better. The existence of extended comments is shown by green bullets on the left side
ofthe code and can be activated by clicking on the bullet next to each line of the code.
If the comment is available the bullet is green, white otherwise.
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Fig.2. The interface ofNavEx.

4

The QuizGuide Service

QuizGuide is an adaptive service that helps students select the most relevant quizzes
that can be offered by the QuizPACK system [17]. Similar to WebEx, QuizPACK can
deliver an activity, but has no knowledge of when this activity is appropriate to a
student. QuizGuide adds a layer of navigation support between a learning portal and
raw content. It uses another innovative kind of adaptive annotation in order to show
every student which topics are currently most important and which ones require
further work.
The student interface of the QuizGuide system consists of two main parts: the quiz
navigation area and the quiz presentation area (Figure 3). In the quiz presentation area
students answer the questions and receive feedback. There are two types of questions:
"What is the final value a/the marked variable?" and "What will be printed?" The
feedback indicates whether the answer is correct or not. If it is not, the correct answer
is also presented. After answering a question, students are provided with two options
to continue. They can move to the next question in the quiz or repeat the previous one
(with a different value parameter randomly generated). The student work with the
quiz area of QuizGuide is supported by the original QuizPACK [17].
The quiz navigation area (left in Figure 3) provides hyperlinks to quizzes grouped
by topics. When a student clicks on the topic name, the links to quizzes available for
this topic pops out. The student can open one or several topics. Clicking on an opened
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topic collapses the list back. Clicking on a quiz link loads the first question of this
quiz in the quiz presentation area. Altogether, QuizGuide provides access to more
then 40 quizzes organized in 20 topics. In this context. our use of stretchtext
technology decreases the infonnation load on the student by removing links to the
unrelated quizzes while allowing students to see ''the whole picture".
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Fig.3. Student interface of QuizGuide.
Adaptive navigation support is provided in the navigation area by adaptive icons
shown to the left of each topic. QuizGuide adapts to two of the most crucial
characteristics of the user: knowledge level and learning goal. To reflect both the goal
and knowledge relevance of each topic in one icon, QuizGuide uses the "targetarrow" abstraction (Figure 3). The number of arrows in the target reflects the level of
knowledge the student has for that topic: the more arrows the target has, the higher the
level is. The target color shows the relevance of the topic to the current learning goal:
the more saturated the color is, the more relevant the topic is. Topics which the
student is not yet prepared to study are annotated with a crossed-out target. Hence we
have four levels of knowledge (from zero to three arrows) and four levels of goal
relevance (not-ready, important, less-important and non-important).
QuizGuide system is implemented as a value-added service that resides between
the original QuizPACK system and a learning portal. QuizGuide generates the list of
annotated hyperlinks to quizzes and uses QuizPACK to deliver the quizzes through
the quiz presentation frame. When generating adaptive quiz navigation, QuizGuide
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sends a request to the central User Modeling server CUMULATE [6] and gets the
current values for the knowledge level of all course topics.

5

Summary

We have developed two adaptive hypennedia services QuizGuide and NavEx that
reside between E-Learning portal and re-usable interactive content providing
additional value for teachers and students who use this content through the portal. The
value added by QuizGuide and NavEx is the ability to provide navigation support for
each student without causing overhead for the teacher. With our services, teachers can
bypass the time-consuming process of selecting reusable content for each course
lecture by detennining which ones are relevant to goals and prerequisite restrictions.
Instead, they can add a whole set of content as one package and rely on the navigation
support provided by the AH Services. At the same time, the students receive better
guidance in selecting content than when they are given the traditional list of resources
for a specific lecture because the list is now limited and adapted to their learning goals
and knowledge.
An adaptive service like QuizGuide and NavEx is a relatively advanced product.
However, a team with good expertise in adaptive hypennedia and knowledge of the
subject to be taught (domain knowledge) should be able to develop this kind of
service relatively quickly. Once developed, such a service should be able to be used in
many real courses, thus bringing the power of adaptive hypermedia to thousands of
students.
An AH Service like QuizGuide and NavEx is a new entity in e-Learning
technology. So far, almost all researchers and practitioners in e-Leaming have only
considered two major kind of entities - LMS and reusable content (residing in content
repositories). Some projects have also considered non-adaptive services. Can we fit
these adaptive services into modem e-Learning? If we recognize that reusable content
can also be an interactive and adaptive content delivered from a content server, then
an adaptive service is a natural add-on to e-Learning. For an LMS, it looks like any
other adaptive content (as we have explained, the teacher can connect the whole
service just like a single fragment of interactive content). At the same time, from the
content side, the service looks like an LMS that can call and serve the content. Thus,
AH Services can simply use established protocols that exist between LMS and
content. This is exactly the method we have used to integrate our services into the
KnowledgeTree architecture. Any portal and any content server that understands
KnowledgeTree protocols can also be used with adaptive services. AH Services can
be developed for any other distributed architecture that has a communication protocol
between LMS and its adaptive interactive content. In particular, SCORM [1; 2] and
CMI [16] standards come very close to this requirement. They allow an LMS to
communicate with advanced interactive content. However, due to the rather primitive
treatment of student modeling in these standards [6], the development of an adaptive
service based on CMI and SCORM is difficult, as has been shown by [10]. We hope
that our work with KnowledgeTree and adaptive services will contribute to
developing more powerful standards for the future.
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Abstract. The vision of Ambient Intelligence (AmI) implies a seamless
environment of computing, advanced networking technology and specific
interfaces. Technology becomes embedded in everyday objects and
environments such as furniture, clothes, vehicles, roads and smart materials,
and people are provided with the tools and the processes that are necessary in
order to achieve relaxing interactions with this environment. The AmI
environment can be considered to host several Ubiquitous Computing
(UbiComp) applications; a UbiComp application can be considered as a result
of the dynamic, ad-hoc composition of the services offered by the AmI
environment and the objects therein. Key features of such applications are
context-aware operation and emergent collective functionality. To achieve
these, among others, one has to deal with heterogeneity and support adaptive
composition and use. To do this, we propose to employ knowledge
management and decision making techniques. As a first step, we present in this
paper a service ontology and the management mechanisms we have developed
in order to enable AmI artifacts to apply a common world model and a set of
procedures that implement the composition of service-oriented UbiComp
applications.

1

Introduction

The vision of Ambient Intelligence (AmI) implies a seamless environment of
computing, advanced networking technology and specific interfaces [5] [8].
Technology becomes embedded in everyday objects and environments such as
furniture, clothes, vehicles, roads and smart materials, and people are provided with
the tools and the processes that are necessary in order to achieve relaxing interactions
with this environment. The AmI environment can be considered to host several
Ubiquitous Computing (UbiComp) applications; a UbiComp application can be
considered as a result of the dynamic, ad-hoc composition of the services offered by
the AmI environment and the objects therein.
Every new technology is manifested with objects that realize it; these objects may
be new or improved versions of existing ones, which by using the new technology,
allow people to carry out new tasks or old tasks in new and better ways. An important
characteristic of AmI environments is the merging of physical and digital space (i.e.
tangible objects and physical environments are acquiring a digital representation). The
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term "artifacts" is used for the objects in AmI environments that are augmented by
adding to them sensing, computation and communication abilities.
The AmI artifacts differ from traditional objects in a number of properties and
abilities. Specifically artifacts can communicate with other artifacts and can interact
with the environment. Of special interest is the information that artifacts process,
which can be descriptions of the context of use, data to be used for a task, guidelines
on how to perform a task, messages to be sent or that have been received from other
artifacts. The result of information processing is a set of services, that is, a set of
abilities that appear in the digital space and relate to information.
Traditional objects have physical characteristics; mechanical ones also have
capabilities, which describe the tasks they can do. The concept "affordance" describes
the relationship between objects and the tasks that can be performed with them [7].
The artifacts possess two new affordances with respect to objects. The first one is the
composeability; artifacts can be used as building blocks of larger and more complex
systems. This is a consequence of them possessing a communication unit and requires
universal descriptions of tasks and services. The second one is the changeability;
artifacts that possess or have access to digital storage can change the digital services
they offer. This means that the tangible object can be partially disassociated from the
artifact's digital services, as they are based on the manipulation of information. Both
these affordances are result of the ability to produce descriptions of abilities, services
and properties, which carry information about the artifact in the digital space. This
ability improves object - service independence, as an artifact that acts as a service
consumer may seek a service producer based on a service and not artifact description.
According to our approach the artifacts are treated as components of the UbiComp
applications and offer a set of services. The composition ofUbiComp applications can
be based on the artifacts' services. The target of this paper is to show that an ontology
can accommodate the issues that emerge during the composition of service-oriented
UbiComp applications and present the ontology that we developed for this reason.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the composition of
service-oriented UbiComp applications, the key issues that arise during this procedure
and how an ontology can be used to accommodate them. In section 3 is presented the
ontology that was developed accentuating on the representation of serviccs offered by
the artifacts. Section 4 through examples depicts the ontology-driven composition and
deployment of service-oriented UbiComp applications. Section 5 targets to present
how adaptive hypermedia techniques can be applied to UbiComp applications. In
section 6 related approaches are presented. The paper closes with the conclusion and
an outlook on future work in section 7.

2

Key issues in service-oriented UbiComp applications

In UbiComp environments artifacts have properties, like physical characteristics
and sensors/actuators, which take values. These values determine an artifact's state at
a moment in time. The properties' values can change because of an event; so events
cause the change of an artifact's state. In proportion to the state of an artifact a set of
services is activated. The services that an artifact offers support the artifact's usage,
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on the other hand the artifact' usages utilize the artifact's services. The services that
an artifact can offer are determined by its physical and digital properties. A service
can be seen as the publication of the state and properties' values of an artifact.
The Gadgetware Architectural Style (GAS) is a framework that supports the
composition of UbiComp applications by treating the artifacts as components that
offer services. The UbiComp applications are dynamic, distinguishable, functional
and adaptive (re)configurations of associated artifacts, which communicate and/or
collaborate in order to realize a collective behavior. Each artifact makes visible its
properties, capabilities and services through specific interfaces (we'll sometimes use
the term "Plugs"); an association between two compatible interfaces is called a
"Synapse". The associations among the artifacts that users set depend on the services
that artifacts offer and request and their compatibility. The (re)configuration of
associations among the artifacts will enable users to set up their living spaces in a way
that will serve them best. During the composition of UbiComp applications by
associating the artifacts' services, a number of key issues that must be addressed arise.
The descriptions of these issues follow.

2.1

Semantic interoperabllity

The composition of service-oriented UbiComp applications is based on the
interaction and collaboration of both artifacts and services. A key issue of the artifacts
and the services that they offer is their heterogeneity. So the challenge that we have to
handle is the semantic interoperability among heterogeneous artifacts and
heterogeneous services. In order to address the heterogeneity of artifacts we chose to
base the interaction among artifacts on well-defined and commonly understood
concepts, so as to enable a consistent and unambiguous communication. The common
language that the artifacts have to use for their communication is represented by an
ontology. The ontology that we developed is the GAS Ontology and its first goal was
the description of the semantics of the basic terms of the UbiComp applications, such
as eGadget (our term for artifact), Plug, Synapse, eGadgetWorld (our term for
UbiComp application), and the definition of their interrelations. On the other hand in
order to address the heterogeneity of services we first defmed a semantic
representation of the concept Service and then we designed a classification of a set of
services based on common properties and characteristics.

2.2

Dynamic nature of UbiComp applications

One of the most important features of UbiComp applications is that they are
created in a dynamic way. Users in order to create UbiComp applications have to
select the necessary services and compose them consistently. Through plugs users
perceive the services offered by the artifacts and can create and delete synapses
between two compatible plugs. The compatibility of two plugs is determined by
several factors e.g. the type of their input/output and the service that they
offer/request, that must be represented into a formal form. Note that the synapses
provide to users the necessary abstraction for service composition.
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The dynamic nature of UbiComp applications depends also on artifacts mobility
and failure that can cause the disestablishment of a synapse. In order to address
artifacts' failures the UbiComp applications must be adaptive. A form of adaptivity is
the automatic artifacts replacement. We selected to replace an artifact with another
one that offers the same services. As this may be not feasible we decided to introduce
the notion of "identicalness degree" between two artifacts. This degree depends on the
services offered by two artifacts, their properties and their position into the proposed
classification.

2.3

Context-awareness

An important issue of UbiComp applications is the context-awareness, as these
applications must be able to perceive the current context and adapt their behavior to
different situations. In UbiComp applications the term context is used to describe
physical information, e.g. location and time, environmental information, e.g. weather
and temperature, personal information, e.g. mood and activity. In our case, the term
context refers to the physical properties of artifacts including their sensors/actuators
and to their plugs that present services. Having described a service as the publication
of an artifact's state and properties' values, the plugs provide context information.
The user, by establishing synapses between plugs, both denotes his preferences and
needs and defines the emerging behavior of the UbiComp application. Thus the
UbiComp applications can demonstrate different behaviors even with the same
context information depending on user preferences.

2.4

Adaptive services

In UbiComp applications the services provided to the users by the artifacts need to
be adaptive to the changing requirements and needs of the users. Also they must be
adaptive to changes of context information and fault tolerant. The possibility of
adaptive service composition in a meaningful way is of special interest. The plugsynapse model that we use for the composition of service-oriented UbiComp
applications supports service adaptivity. Initially this model captures users' needs, as
users denote their preferences by establishing synapses. The plugs publicize context
information, whereas the synapses represent artifacts' behavior dependent on context.
One of the most important features of the plug-synapse model is that it provides users
with an abstraction for service composition. Users have only to select the services that
they want and combine them setting a synapse. The check for plugs compatibility
secures the consistent service composition.

2.5

Semantic service discovery

The concept of service is fundamental, as the composition ofUbiComp application
depends on services. Users select the services that they want and form synapses
seeking to achieve certain service configurations. Furthermore the services determine
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both artifacts' replaceability and plugs' compatibility. Thus the need for a service
discovery mechanism is evident. A semantic service discovery mechanism is
preferable in order to discovery the semantically similar services. This mechanism
can be supported by the service classification that we designed and represented into
an ontology.

3

An ontology for service-oriented UbiComp applications

The ontology that we developed in order to address the aforementioned issues in
service-oriented UbiComp applications is the GAS Ontology [3] and is written in
DAML+OIL. The basic goal of this ontology is to provide the necessary common
language for the artifacts and services collaboration.
The artifacts' ontology contains the description of the basic concepts of UbiComp
applications and their inter-relations; for the feasible collaboration of artifacts this
knowledge must be common. On the other hand an artifact's ontology should both
describe the way that the artifact is used and represent its acquired knowledge; this
knowledge cannot be the same for all artifacts. So artifacts may end up having
different ontologies. Since artifacts' collaboration is designed to be ontology-driven,
the existence of different ontologies could result to inefficient interoperability. The
solution that we propose allows each artifact to have a different ontology with the
condition that all ontologies will be based on a common vocabulary. Specifically the
GAS Ontology is divided into two layers: the GAS Core Ontology (GAS-CO); that
contains the common vocabulary, and the GAS Higher Ontology (GAS-HO); that
represents artifact's specific knowledge. Thus, all artifacts represent their different
knowledge with common concepts.

3.1

Tbe GAS Core Ontology (GAS-CO)

The GAS-CO represents the common language that artifacts use to communicate,
so it must describe the semantics of the basic terms of UbiComp applications and
define their inter-relations. It must also contain the service classification necessary for
the service discovery mechanism. Note that it contains only the necessary information
for the interoperability of artifacts in order to be very small and even artifacts with
limited memory capacity may store it. The GAS-CO is static and it cannot be changed
either from the manufacturer of an artifact or from a user. The graphical
representation of the GAS-CO is on Figure 1.
The core term of GAS is the eGadget (eGt). In GAS-CO the eGt is represented as a
class, which has a number of properties, like name etc. The notion of plug is
represented in the GAS-CO as another class, which is divided into two disjoint
subclasses; the TPlug and the SPlug. The TPlug describes the physical properties of
the object that is used as an artifact like its shape; note that there is a cardinality
restriction that an artifact must have exactly one TPIug. On the other hand an SPIug
represents the artifact capabilities and services; artifacts have an arbitrary number of
SPlugs. Another GAS-CO class is the synapse that represents a synapse among two
plugs; a synapse may only appear among two SPlugs. Using the class of eGW the
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GAS-CO can describe the UbiComp applications that are created by the users; an
eGW is represented by the artifacts that contains and the synapses that compose it.
The class of eGW has two cardinality constraints; an eGW must contain at least two
artifacts and a synapse must exist between their SPlugs.

Has Owner

Plug

Is Ponned. Synapse

=2

eGadget

Contains
>=

Name

Synapseld

eGW
eGWld

Fig. 1. A graphical representation of GAS-CO

3.2

The service classification

In order to defme a service classification we first identified some services that
various artifacts may offer; some results of this work are presented in Table 1. From
these results it is clear that the services offered by artifacts depend on artifacts'
physical characteristics and their sensors/actuators. The quality of services depends
heavily on the placement of sensors/actuators at the artifact, e.g. if a weight sensor is
placed on the left upper comer of an eCarpet and the user puts an eBook on the right
down comer then the eCarpet will not perceive it.
Table 1. Services offered by artifacts

Artifact
eLamp
eBook
eDrawer
eMusicPlayer
eCarpet

Offered services
switch on/off, light, heat
open/close, number of pages, current page
contains objects yes/no, number of objects,
open/close, lockedlunlocked
sound, sound volume" kind of music,
play/pause/stop, next/previous track
object on it yes/no, objects' position,
pressure, weight, frequency
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Next we had to decide how we should classifY the services. The classification
proposals that we elaborated are the following: by object category, by human senses
and based on the signals that artifacts' sensors/actuators can perceive/transmit. We
decided to combine these proposals so that to describe a more complete classification.
So we initially defined the following elementary forms of signals that are used:
sonic, optic, thermal, electromagnetic, gravity and kinetic. These concepts are divided
into lower level services (subclasses); e.g. the sonic service may be music, speech,
environmental sound, and noise. Additionally services may have a set of properties;
e.g. sonic can have as properties the volume, the balance, the duration, the tone, etc.
Finally we enriched this classification by adding services relevant to environmental
information, like humidity and temperature, and the concepts of time, position and
movement.

3.3

The GAS ffigher Ontology (GAS-HO)

The GAS-HO represents both the description of an artifact and its acquired
knowledge; these descriptions follow the concepts defined in the GAS-CO. This
means that the knowledge stored into the GAS-HO is represented as instances of the
classes defined into the GAS-CO. Note that the GAS-HO is not a stand-alone
ontology, as it does not contain the definition of the concepts that it uses, and its size
doesn't need to be very small and depends only on artifact's memory capacity.
The information into GAS-HO is not static and it can be changed over time without
causing problems to artifacts collaboration. As the GAS-HO contains both static
information about the artifact and dynamic information emerged from its knowledge
and use, we decided to divide it into the GAS-HO-static and the GAS-HO-volatile.
The GAS-HO-static represents the description of an artifact containing information
about artifact's plugs, the services that are provided through these plugs, its sensors
and actuators, as well as its physical characteristics. On the other hand the GAS-HOvolatile contains information derived from the artifact's acquired knowledge and its
use, such as the description of the synapses which the artifact's plugs are connected to
and information about the services that other artifacts offer.

4

Ontology-driven composition of UbiComp applications

In this section we present an example of how we can use the GAS Ontology for the
composition of service-oriented UbiComp applications. For the composition such
applications artifacts must be GAS-compatible (use the GAS-Operating System [9]).
The module that is responsible for the management of the GAS Ontology and
supports the service discovery mechanism is the GAS Ontology manager [3]. The
following example is based on the scenario, where a user creates its own "study"
UbiComp application using two artifacts, an eBook and an eLamp.
The collaboration of these artifacts is feasible because both have stored the same
GAS-CO. On the other hand the artifacts' GAS-HO ontologies are different. So
eLamp's GAS-HO-static contains information about eLamp's plug "switch on/off'
that offers a service type "light" and the eBook's GAS-HO-static contains the
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description of plug "open/close" that reflects the book's state. The services that the
artifacts offer can collaborate so these plugs are compatible allowing the user to
establish a synapse between them. So when the user opens the eBook, the eLamp
switches on, adjusting the light conditions to a specified luminosity level in order to
satisfy the user's profile. The knowledge emerged from this synapse is stored in both
artifacts' GAS-HO-volatiles. So the eBook "knows" that its plug "open/close"
participates to a synapse with a plug that provides the service "light" with specific
attributes e.g. luminosity.
If this synapse is broken e.g. because of a failure at the eLamp, a new artifact that
offers a service type "light" must be found. The eBook's GAS-OS in order to find
such an artifact sends a message for service discovery to the other artifacts that
participate to the same UbiComp application. This type of message is predefined and
contains the type of the requested service and the service's attributes. So an artifact
may query just for a specific type of service or for a service with specific attributes.
The GAS Ontology manager uses the service classification represented into the
common GAS-CO of artifacts in order to find the artifacts that offer a similar
semantically service with the one requested.
As the context information that is used in the UbiComp applications describes the
physical and digital properties of artifacts, it is represented into both the GAS-CO and
each artifact's GAS-HO-static. The GAS-HO-volatile of artifacts contains mainly
knowledge emerged from the synapses that compose an UbiComp application. So this
information represents the artifacts' behavior when they get context information
through their synapses; these behaviors are defined by the user of the UbiComp
application. As the GAS Ontology contains both context information and the
description of the behaviors in proportion to context, provides the UbiComp
applications with context-awareness.

5 Applying adaptive hypermedia techniques to UbiComp
applications
Before presenting how adaptive hypermedia techniques can be applied to
UbiComp application, we give an answer to the question: what can be adapted in
UbiComp applications? Considering the UbiComp applications as dynamic
(re)configurations of associated artifacts, few things can be adapted into these
applications. First of all, the artifacts that take part in a UbiComp application can be
adapted based on the user's profile and his preferences. Additionally, the properties,
capabilities and services that each artifact makes visible through specific interfaces
can be adapted to the user's needs and experience. The associations among artifacts
can also be adapted based on the services that the artifacts offer and their similarity.
For the composition and deployment of an adaptive UbiComp application a critical
issue is the user modeling; the representation and storage of the user profile. One
significant difference between UbiComp and web-based applications is that the
former are developed by the end-user. So at UbiComp applications it is not desirable
to ask the user to provide to the system knowledge about its preferences, experience
and goals. Though, this knowledge is necessary in order to provide an environment
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adaptive to users' needs. In our approach users (dis)establish synapses between plugs
and combine services in order to compose a UbiComp application. So a user denotes
his preferences through the plug-synapse model. Also our system using a "fuzzy-logic
agent" [6] tries to "leam" a user's profile so that to adapt the environment to his
needs.
In hypermedia adaptation content-level and link-level adaptation is distinguished
as two different classes, the adaptive presentation and the adaptive navigation [1]. For
the composition of UbiComp application we have taken into account some methods
of content adaptation. In the AmI environment various artifacts exist that offer
numerous services. When a user composes a UbiComp application, selects a set of
artifacts and sets specific service combinations. So during the deployment of this
application the user gets information relevant only to this application. Specifically
since the user selects the artifacts that he wants to use, he can view the services' and
capabilities' descriptions of only these artifacts. Additionally, our framework can
support the presentation to the user of a text-based explanation of the artifacts' usage
and the functionality of their associations with other artifacts. Also, when users search
for artifacts that offer a specific service, the system presents artifacts that offer
semantically similar services.
The adaptive navigation in web-based systems attempts to guide the user through
the system by customizing the link structure according to a user model. In UbiComp
systems, the user needs an adaptive "mechanism" to guide him to compose a
meaningful UbiComp application suitable to his profile. A kind of global guidance
method that we use in our framework targets to inform the user about the artifacts that
are available to him and their services as well as the service classification. A method
of local guidance is the proposition to the user of semantically similar services that is
supported by the service discovery mechanism and the service classification. The
plug-synapse model provides a method of local orientation support; using this model
our framework can show to the user the artifacts that he selected and the associations
among them that he made.

6

Related work

Ontologies have been used in various infrastructures that support the composition
of UbiComp systems. The UbiDev [10] is a homogeneous middleware that allows
definition and coordination of services in interactive environment scenarios. In this
middleware resource classification relies on a set of abstract concepts collected in an
ontology and the meaning of these concepts is implicitly given by classifiers [14].
This approach is different than ours, because whereas they use an ontology for each
application that includes several devices, our goal is to provide an ontology that
drives the composition of various ad hoc UbiComp applications. Ontologies have also
been used in the Smart Spaces framework GAIA [13] in order to address issues, such
as the interoperability between different entities, the discovery and matching and the
context-awareness [12]. The approach that the GAIA framework follows is fairly
different to the one that we have proposed for the eGadgets project; an ontology
server is used that maintains various ontologies. Another approach is the COBRA-
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ONT [2], an ontology for context·aware pervasive computing environments. The
Task Computing Environment [11] was implemented in order to support the task
computing that fills the gap between what users really want to do and the capabilities
of devices and/or services that might be available in their environments. This
approach is fairly different to ours, since they use the OWL·S so that to describe the
Web services and the services offered by the devices. An approach for applying
adaptive hypermedia techniques to the composition of semantic web services is
presented in [4]. Finally a very interesting work is the one made by the Semantic Web
in UbiComp Special Interest Group [15]. The basic goal of this group is to define an
ontology to support knowledge representation and communication interoperability in
building pervasive computing applications. This project's goal is to construct a set of
generic ontologies that allow developers to define vocabularies for their individual
applications.

7

Conclusions and Future work

In this paper we presented how the composition of UbiComp applications can be
based on artifacts' services, described the ontology that supports this composition and
gave examples of deploying such applications. We described a service classification
that assists a service discovery mechanism and presented how adaptive hypermedia
techniques can be applied to UbiComp applications. The research presented in this
paper has been carried out during the eGadgets project, a research project funded in
the context ofEU ISTIFET proactive initiative "Disappearing Computer".
One of our imminent goals is to eliminate the limitation of the current version of
the GAS Ontology that all artifacts have the same service classification, by adding to
GAS Ontology manager the capability to map a service description to another one.
Also we intent to use a set of methods in order to represent, acquire and refine the
user model. Finally one of our targets is to develop the necessary mechanism in order
to handle the existence of various users' profiles into the same UbiComp application.
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Abstract. Grid Technology has proven to be a suitable means for the
efficient sharing of various resources within a well-defined community.
The EC-funded projects LeGE-WG and e-LeGI have set out to apply
this technology for technology enhanced learning services. Previously, the
applicability of distributed skill maps for adaptive e-Learning within a
grid network has been discussed. In this paper, we propose a further extension of that idea to be applied for personalised knowledge and skill
management and human resource selection and development. This extension combines the flexibility of GRlD as a service oriented environment,
capable of delivering both adaptive services, and a content distribution
network, suitable for delivering learning content.

1

Introduction

Over the recent years, grid technology has evolved as a powerful infrastructure
for application service provision. While the original ainl was to share computing
resources for high performance computing tasks, the focus has shifted towards
more general application provision and data sharing in the meantime (see, e. g.
[1]). This is also reflected in the development of respective specifications, e. g.
the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) specifications 4 •
The e-LeGI and LeGE-WG R&D projects 5 aim at Progressing from the
original applying grid technology for e-Learning in a human-centered manner.
This includes especially an adaptation of the services to the individual learners
and their needs.
One way to achieve adaptivity in e-Learning is the use of prerequisite structures in order to adapt navigation in respective hypertexts to the learner's current knowledge [2]. Distinguishing between concrete learning objects and the
rather abstract concepts or competencies taught therein supports adaptivity in
dynamic courses [3,4]. Ideas for realising these concepts in a grid context have
been discussed [5,6].
4 Seehttps://forge.gridforum.org/projects/arc~
5

See http://www.lege-ve.org.
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The distinction between concrete objects and latent competencies also opens
a door to other applications, namely in the area of knowledge management and
human resource (HR) management. In the sequel, we will focus on how these
applications might be used in a grid environment.

2

The Grid as an Application Service Environment

Progressing from the provision of computing power to the provision of general
application services, new and more open standards for the interoperability of
Grids are currently developed. The basic idea is that of a virtual organisation
(VO) consisting of several persons or institutions who share the access to services provided by some member of the VO, e.g. data, programs and services, or
physical resources.
Increasingly there is a movement to adopt such a virtual organisation approach to the delivery of higher education. Within Europe the EU Bologna
objectives [19] has spurred studies into virtual campuses, where European universities collaborate in developing content, delivering eLearning services and collaboratively offering courses. In such a virtual campus a student at one institute
may take a course that consists of modules offered by different institutes reflecting their respective local expertise in the module content. Technology enhanced
learning in a virtual campus required making eLearning service available over
the web to suitably registered students at other institutes. These services will
offer access to eLearning content, opportunities to interact with tutors in remote
institutes who are experts in this content area and even interacting with students studying the same content in other institutes, e. g. for attempting group
exercises. Such a virtual campus must support interaction between organisations
at three levels:
1. Exchange of services, where lecturers or students form one institute have
authorised and accounted access to web services at another
2. Exchange of content, where courses offered at one institute reuse conceptual
learning concepts originating from another, but adapted to a different course
structure and to pedagogical, cultural, institutional and linguistic norms.
3. Exchange of knowledge, where the human capital on one institute is made
available in others, for instance tutors who are expert in particular conceptual content or researchers expert in a specific experimental technique
needed in a dissertation project.
This paper outlines how GRID technology can form the backbone for such virtual
campus interactions.
The basis of Grid services then consists of two essential elements, (i) the
technological Grid infrastructure and (ii) mechanisms for offering, discovering,
and using the services within this infrastructure. While there exist also other,
more proprietary approaches, we will in the sequel restrict to the case of a web
service based Grid.
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2.1

The Technological Grid Infrastructure

By technological Grid infrastructure we denote the rather general Grid concept
of providing access to other Grid members' resources:
Users need a seamless access to Grid services, i.e. once they are authorised
to use the Grid their user linstitution information has to be passed on to any
other host in the Grid where they want to use resources without any further
re-authentication requests.
- The technological infrastructure also has to take care of the members' rights,
i. e. based on the information specified by each provider for each of their
resources, usage costs have to be billed automatically to the using member.
This may, of course, include that a user is informed about and asked for
confirmation for taking over such costs.
As a result, we obtain an architecture as sketched in Fig. 1. This architecture
reflects an interpretation of all resources available in the Grid as services [7].
On the network side, the architecture is based on the TCP lIP protocol family

Grid Resource and Management (GRAM) protocol
Grid Service Abstraction
SOAP et al.
IP Protocols
Fig. 1. Simplified architecture for the technological Grid infrastructure

including the HTTP protocol. Based on this fundamental network infrastructure,
all Grid related communication is done through the SOAP protocol (in case
of a non-proprietary solution). The Grid service abstraction then provides the
interpretation of all different types of resources as a service. Finally, the GRAM
protocol (Grid resource and management) provides the request of and access to
the services.
2.2

Mechanisms for Offering and Discovering Grid Services

Besides the technical infrastructure, there is another fundamental issue in Grid
service provision, i.- e. offering, discovering, and using the services. While originally Grid specific functionalities had been planned (OGSI: Open Grid Services
Infrastructure), more recent developments go towards applying open standards
for web services. We will refer to three central standards which are all XML
based:
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1. The SOAP protocol provides mechanisms for the communication between

machines, e. g. for sending data to be processed to the requested service and
for sending back the results [8].
2. The web service description language (WSDL) allows for the description of
web services, i.e. while SOAP defines how to exchange the data, WSDL
describes what type of data are requested and/or delivered by a certain web
service [9].
3. The web services inspection language (WSIL) supports the discovery and
the construction of new services from existing services. WSIL records contain basically references to one or more WSIL and/or WSDL records [10].
Although this language is not part of the W3C web services protocol suite
it may be very helpful in deploying web services.

3

Knowledge Management Based on Grid Technology
and Knowledge Prerequisite Structures

Some current EC-funded R&D projects 6 investigate the application of Grid
technology to technology enhanced learning (TeLearning). Our own work in this
area focuses on integrating adaptive TeLearning based on knowledge prerequisite
structure with the Grid approach [5].
On the other side, these knowledge prerequisite structures can well be used
beyond TeLearning, e.g. in knowledge and skill management [11\. After a brief
introduction into knowledge prerequisite structures and their use in TeLearning,
we will discuss the broader application in knowledge management.
3.1

Knowledge Prerequisite Structures

Doignon and Falmagne have developed the theory of knowledge spaces originally
aiming at the adaptive assessment of people's knowledge [12, 13]. They structure
a set Q of test items by a surmise relation in the sense that, from a person being
able to solve an item a correctly, it can be surmised that this person will also
be able to solve another item b correctly. If we define the knowledge state of a
person as the subset of items this person can solve, the set of possible knowledge
states (called knowledge space) is restricted by the surmise relation. In fact, in
most domains of knowledge, the knowledge space will be much smaller than the
power set of Q, i. e. the set of all subsets of items. Such a structure allows for an
adaptive assessment of knowledge by inferring, after a correct solution, that all
prerequisites are also mastered or, after a wrong solution, that all those items
are not mastered which have the current item as a prerequisite.
More recently, this model has been applied for adaptive TeLearning. Albert
and Hockemeyer [2] have built the adaptive tutoring hypertext system RATH
that limits the learners' navigation within a TeLearning hypertext by offering
links only to those documents for which all necessary prerequisites are fulfilled
by the individual learner.
6

See, e. g., http://www.legewg.orgj.
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Albert et al. [14] have extended this theory by regarding not only the concrete
test items but also the latent, underlying skills (or competencies) needed for
finding the correct solution. This resembles the fact that we are normally less
interested in the items a person can solve than in the competencies and skills
this person has.
This extension has been applied by Conlan [3,4] in the APeLS system. On
the practical side, this separation of concrete learning objects and abstract competencies facilitates the system's adaption to changes in the course: While in the
RATH system, changing or adding one document might well result in the necessity to change prerequisite links in many other documents, the APeLS system
links the documents to the abstract competencies and, therefore, changes in one
document do not require such changes in other places.
In addition to that, the APeLS system also marks the step forward from an
adaptive server to an adaptive service. The user's learning environment can pass
the user data directly to the APeLS service without any visible login request and,
vice versa, results are passed back automatically to the learning environment.
All communication with and about the APeLS service [15,16] are done through
standardised means like IEEE LOM [17] and ADL SCORM [18].
3.2

Adaptive TeLearning in the Grid

Proceeding from adaptive TeLearning to Grid-based knowledge services basically
involves two steps, (i) going from adaptive services to Grid-based services. and
(ii) going from TeLearning to knowledge management.
First ideas of using the Grid approach for adaptive TeLearning based on
prerequisite structures have been given by Hockemeyer, Albert, and Stefanutti
[5,6]. If contents and their competence assignments are distributed over several
servers, the system providing the adaptive service to the user and his environment cannot use a rather static map of these assignments any more but it has to
work with and merge distributed skill structures. This means that the Grid has
to provide the infrastructure to pull together quickly the distributed structure
information which are then merged "on the fly" by the adaptive server. Please
note, that such a distributed context makes the separation between concrete
ohjects and abstract competencies or skill absolutely inevitable looking at the
strongly increasing probability that some documents may be changed or added
at some of the co-operating servers in the Grid.
3.3

Adaptive Knowledge Management in the Grid

There exist some close relationships between TeLearning and knowledge management within an organisation 1. Talking about knowledge management, this
contains, e. g.
7

An adaptive TeLearning system may well be integrated with knowledge management
by passing information about a learner's current knowledge at the beginning of a further education measure and, vice versa, by updating the database of the knowledge
management system after an employee has finished an education activity.
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- Intellectual capital reports of the organisation or sections thereof
- Composition of project groups based on the participants' knowledge and the
project's needs
Selection of new employees based on their knowledge and possible gaps in
the organisation
- Selecting needs and appropriate measures for further education including the
selection of suitable employees for such measures.
Evaluation of employees
Applying the Grid technology for knowledge management would then be useful especially in the case of distributed organisations (the virtual organisations
in Grid terminology may well coincide with real organisations distributed over
many places). A Grid-based knowledge management system might then, e. g.,
support finding specialists from remote subsidiaries who can fill a gap in a local
team with their competencies. Thus, it may become unnecessary to have local
employees acquire that knowledge themselves if it is needed only rarely. Or, if
an employee moves from one subsidiary to another, the information about their
knowledge would immediately and seamlessly be available at the new place.
Applications of Grid-based knowledge management, however, are not limited within organisations. Job agencies (or companies offering casual employees)
could share their data about specialists between each other and also with seeking
companies.

4

Scenario

Section 2, The Grid as an Application Service Environment, indroduced the virtual campus scenario. Elaborating this scenario it is possible to envisage the formation of a new Masters Programme that is being developed jointly by a number
of institutions that are geographically remote. The goal of this distributed development is to produce a highly focused, and possibly niche, Masters Programme
that will leverage both the facilities and expertise of each of the institutions
involved. In this scenario, or any that entails the formation of a virtual organisation, the principles of utilising GRID technologies described in this paper
may be used. For example, an adaptive information service, accessed through
GRlD infrastructure, may provide a personalised course outline for an aspect of
the Masters Programme. As described in Section 3.1, Knowledge Prerequisite
Structures, this personlaised course may only be described conceptually, i. e. the
actual learning content to teach the course has not been selected. Here, again,
GRlD can for the basis for delivering appropriate content. In this example GRlD
has been used as both a service delivery environment and a content distribution
network.
With respect to Knowledge Management in GRlD it is feasible to envisage
a specialised Masters Programme involving tutor-tutee relationships, where the
capacity to match tutors and tutees based on KM techniques provides a distintive added value. This is especially true in the case where the tutor and tutee
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reside in geographically different areas. GRID could also be leveraged to provide
appropriate collaboration services to support the relationship.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have discussed the applicability of Grid technology for adaptive
services in general and especially for knowledge management and TeLearning.
Through the scenario presented in Section 4 we presented a possible use case
to illustrate how these adaptive services could utilise GRID as both a service
oriented environment and a content distribution framework, thus facilitating the
dissemination distributed knowledge. Through employing adaptive hypermedia
mechanisms such as conceptual abstraction, as in APeLS, and prerequisite knowledge structures, as in RATH, as services available in a GRID environment rich
adaptive experiences may be delivered to end users. The scenario also presents
a model of learning that empowers the learner towards an anytime-anywhere
learning paradigm.
Currently, however, many basic issues are still under discussion. For example,
the open grid service architecture is still under development. Experiences from
the e-LeGI project will be a useful source to evaluate the appropriateness of the
Grid approach for adaptive hypermedia services in general.
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Abstract. Ubiquitous and pervasive computing environments have the potential
to provide rich sources of information about a user and their surroundings. Such
context information may form a basis upon which Adaptive Information Services may be adapted. However, the nature of context information means that
it is usually gathered in an ad-hoc and distributed manner with many devices
and sensors storing potentially relevant data. The reconciliation and reasoning
across this information presents a research challenge, but has the possibility of
yielding valuable insights about users. In an ad-hoc pervasive computing environment, determining context information cannot rely on a fixed meta-data
schema. This work shows how an ontology driven context service architecture
will perform distributed open schema queries over heterogeneous context
sources in order to provide information service adaptation.

1 Introduction
The vision of pervasive computing is that computers will be integrated seamlessly
into our daily lives. We already make much use of computers, however we can gain
the most value from them when they are no longer things we interact with explicitly,
but rather are blended into the background and assist us when needed [I]. In order to
do this, pervasive computing enviromnents must be able to collect a wide range of
information and use this information to work with the user in order to achieve the
user's goals. This information is termed context information, and its collection and
management is termed context management.
Traditionally, Adaptive Information Services, such as Adaptive Hypermedia Systems [2] and personalized eLearning Services [3,4,5], have used a centrally stored and
managed user/leamer model as the basis for adaptation. These models tend to store
pre-defined types of information and are built using explicit techniques, such as direct
user querying, and implicit techniques, such as monitoring user interactions [6]. Context-based systems, however, provide a different approach to acquiring and storing
modeling information. This approach, and more precisely the information model
used, is more ad-hoc and potentially richer than the modeling techniques applied in
most Adaptive Information Systems. The precise syntax and semantic descriptions of
context information may not be known beforehand.
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Our context management architecture uses an ontology-driven approach to bridge
the heterogeneity of context information sources in pervasive computing systems.
Ontologies are a technique for formally representing domain knowledge in an application independent way. Ontologies feature heavily in the Semantic Web initiative
[7], which aims to provide ways of derming information so that it can be understood
and processed by computers more easily. Examples of ontology languages are W3C's
OWL!, the Web ontology language and DARPA's DAMP.
This paper describes the potential of context information when applied to Adaptive Information Services. Section 2 introduces context and the challenges that are
involved in context management. Section 3 explores the potential for context to support Adaptive Systems and section 4 provides an overview of the context service
architecture that we propose to support adaptive information services. Section 5
illustrates the architecture through exploration of an example scenario. Finally Section 6 presents conclusions and highlights future work.

2 Context in Pervasive Computing Environments
One of the realities that must be faced in context management is that there will not be
a globally standard model for representing context information. Many current approaches [8] to context management advocate predefined models for context information, which applications interact with using middleware platforms for querying and
manipulation. However, context data will come in many different forms, from many
different sources. Any attempt to formally structure all potential context information
would be difficult at best in a controlled situation, within one organization for example, but almost impossible in an inter-organizational scenario.
Context information for pervasive computing environments has particular characteristics, which provide challenges in undertaking context management. Firstly, the
information that can compose the context of these environments is very broad, and
can come from a variety of heterogeneous sources. A user's name, age, address, native language, current location and learning style could compose part of his context.
Similarly, the people sharing a room with him or working in his office could be considered to be part of this context information, as could the current temperature and
lighting conditions. Any system for context management must therefore be able to
cope with information from a large variety of heterogeneous sources that will provide
this information. Because almost any information could be considered context
information from the point of view of some entity in a pervasive computing
environment, there is very little information that we can discard as being irrelevant.
Perhaps the most important characteristic of context information is that we cannot be
entirely certain what information will be relevant in advance of constructing a system
to manage this information. A useful solution to the problem of context management
will therefore have a low impact on existing infrastructure, and cope well with
heterogeneity. Such a system should also cope well with new forms of context
illfOl:watioll.

2

http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-guide/
http://www.daml.org/
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The second challenging characteristic of context information in pervasive computing environments arises from the fact that the environment will consist of a highly
dynamic collection of users and computing devices. These devices must seamlessly
integrate with whatever computing environment they are presented with, so that their
users can make most efficient use of them. In this environment a roaming user or
device is the norm, rather than the exception. These environments frequently make
use of temporary, ad hoc connections between devices to accomplish tasks. Therefore, context information systems must be able to dynamically discover and connect
to information sources in order to extract data and manipulate it into relevant context
knowledge. This frequently changing environment can lead to uncertainty: where
gathered information can quickly become stale; services and devices can also suddenly become available or unavailable due to changes in connectivity.
Finally, these environments should present context information in terms that the
user can relate to, in other words the information should be user centric. Context
information will almost certainly be managed by the entity to whom that context
information relates (for example a business or an ordinary individual), rather than
being managed globally. This is due to a few factors: the sheer volume of data that
will compose context will make a global view of all context information impossible.
Privacy and security concerns will also prompt people to manage their own context
information. Perhaps most importantly, the set of information that will compose this
context is so dynamic that it will never be standardized, so mechanisms will have to
be developed to promote interoperability between context systems. These mechanisms will translate context into a form where it can be understood by each organization's context system. This is particularly the case for roaming applications, where
context information must be supplied and received for a roaming user or device to
avail of services within another environment. A characteristic of a good solution will
be that this information will be merged into each user's own view of the world, and
redefined in terms that the user can understand.

3 The potential for Context in Adaptive Systems
This section outlines three important mechanisms for delivering service adaptivity for
pervasive computing environments, namely service composition, policy-based management and adaptive hypermedia, and outlines how these might make use of context.

3.1

Service Composition

Pervasive computing environments will exhibit a large amount of heterogeneity in the
components from which they are constructed. Any adaptive system supporting pervasive computing will therefore face major interoperability and integration challenges in
combining the adaptivity of user services with adaptive resource management. There
is increasing interest in automating the service composition process, so that the service offered to users appears to be adaptive [9]. In a pervasive computing environment, the automatic composition of service needs to be driven by both the task re-
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quired by the user and the context in which the task is to be perfonned [10]. Ontological representations of context [11} can be used in automating the selection of
existing services in a service composition using an ontological representation of the
service. For instance, when composing wireless multimedia presentation services for
wireless PDAs in particular location the video compression capabilities of candidate
constituent video streaming services need to be compared to context infonnation on
the decoding capabilities of the PDA and the current capacity of the wireless link.
Equally, context infonnation may be used in accepting or rejecting plans for sub
compositions during the planning process, by comparing it to the planned composite
service properties.

3.2

Policy-based Management

Another adaptive technique, which is seeing increased deployment in managing the
adaptive behavior of network and services, is policy-based management [I2}. It uses
expressive rule languages to detennine behavioral rules for how a system should
respond to predetennined events and system conditions. In pervasive computing environments, anyone entering the space may possess or use resources that may be
shared. Policies provide a way of managing such ad hoc collections of resources, but
need to employ flexible means of binding resources and policy subjects to rules at
runtime [13]. As this requires matching tenns in policy rules to ad hoc information,
there is increasing interest in using ontologies for policy definitions [14}, which in
turn allows us to enforce of policy rules a run-time with ontology-based context infonnation used for resolving events and conditions in a policy to equivalent event and
condition in the pervasive computing environment.

3.3

Adaptive Hypermedia

Presentation-centric adaptive systems use explicit user models to tailor infonnation
to different users. Data is collected for the user model from various sources, e.g. contact lists, schedules, tenninal capabilities, application usage histories, security, cost,
navigational and presentational preferences. The nser model is the basis of the adaptation effects, and thus in a pervasive computing environment it needs to be resolved
against current contextual infonnation. One area of strong research into personalized
adaptive systems is Adaptive Hypennedia systems, which are typically applied to
areas of learning, such as museum guides or eLearning. These offer an alternative to
the traditional "one-size-fits-all" approach by employing user models that allow personalization in hypennedia systems. The benefits of such personalization include
relevancy, reduced time to learn and improved retention and recalL We have already
developed a sophisticated generic adaptive engine that has been applied successfully
to personalized eLeaming hypennedia [3], which we are now extending to support
dynamic context infonnation acquisition to populate the user model.
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4 Proposed Architecture for Context Services
One of the driving forces behind the design for a context system proposed in this
paper is to minimise the effort required to make a piece of software context aware.
These software components will come in many forms, from the e-mail clients and
office tools that are prevalent today, to tiny embedded operating systems with minimal processing power, to massive mainframe or cluster computers running large databases. For the purpose of this paper, any of these software components are referred
to as applications. While this term may bring to mind today's software which is not
context aware, throughout this paper it refers to any software component which
wishes to make use of context information. These applications need to have easy
access to more information about the environment in which they are operating, rather
than being limited to the explicit input or information from hardwired data sources
provided to current applications.
In our architecture, a 'context service' is the service provided to applications to
make context information available to them. One role of a context service is to take
queries from a context-aware client and to resolve those queries by acting as a mediator between the client and other information sources that the service has access to. As
well as acting as consumers of context information (by executing queries), applications can also act as producers of context information by providing their context service with a description of the information they have available. If an application produces context information, a context service can advertise that information available
to it to other context services.
An application can be designed as context-aware by defining an ontology that describes the domain of context information that the application is interested in querying, and also that it wants to make available to other applications. This ontology may
be written from scratch, or it may be possible to reuse an existing ontology such as
CoBrA-ONT [15]. This ontology is registered with the context service as belonging
to the application, and is stored in the ontology repository.
The application developer has the option of providing mappings between concepts
in the application's ontology and equivalent concepts in other ontologies used within
the system. This is however not a requirement, as this step may be done at a later
stage. If mappings are provided, they will be stored in the ontology mapping repository.
The internal architecture of a context-aware device is shown in Figure 1. Each
box within the device represents an autonomous piece of software, with their interactions described by arrows. Starting from the bottom of the diagram, applications present queries to the context service. Each of these query messages contains the content
of the query Q, a reference to the query language used L, and a reference to the ontology 0 that the query refers to. This query is taken by the context service which
examines the query and ontology used. Combining these with mappings from the
ontology mapping repository, the context service can then compose a new query that
can be routed to other context services, which will attempt to return a corresponding
result.
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Any results that are returned are translated back from the ontology of the remote
context service into the application's ontology before they are returned as a query
response, R.
Queries to other Context Services
Query! Q3, L3, 03)
Context-aware
device
Ontology
"""pping
repository

Fig.l. Context-Aware Device Architecture
The internal structure of a context service is shown in Figure 2. The first major functional section of a context service are its query interface/query analysis modules. The
query analysis module also handles query decomposition. The decomposed queries
are then passed to the query routing module.
Other context Services

Register! 0)

Query! 0, L, 0)

Result! R)

Fig. 2. Context Service Internal Design
Queries are routed to the query interface of the appropriate context service by the
query routing module. Results are returned to and combined appropriately by the
Result Interface.
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5 Using Context in Adaptive Information Services
In this section we present a scenario in which infonnation delivery to a user is
adapted, based on available context information. The scenario considered is that of
college students who take part in an arranged lecture and subsequently wish to review
the lecture material at home. In this scenario, the many students taking part in the
lecture all have separately constructed user models describing their competencies,
preferred learning styles, and so on.
We consider the case of a particular student who is attending the lecture. Her user
model has been exposed through a context service running on her PDA, and this
model has been constructed using terms from a well-known user modeling ontology.
Because this ontology is well-known, mappings exist between it and the ontology
being used by the college's information services, which may be highly tailored to the
college's specific needs.
When an infonnation service needs access to these models it poses a query based
on terms within its ontology to its local context service that then distributes the queries to the relevant remote context services in terms of their ontologies. The responses to these queries are then translated into the terms that the information service
that posed the query has in its ontology. This mechanism allows the information
services in the lecture theatre to present adapted content to the student based on preferences in her user modeL For example, we could imagine an information service that
provides lecture notes that would adapt the notes delivered based on the learning style
of the user, or provide them in a different natural language if the user's context indicated that their native language was not English. A key feature of this approach is that
any infonnation that the students make available as part of their context does not need
to be captured through either explicit or implicit techniques for user modeling, as it is
automatically retrieved from context services as needed.
In addition to a user model, relevant information such as the characteristics of the
student's display device (a PDA) is available as part of her context. This allows the
lecture theatre software to deliver a set of notes that is text-based, rather than one that
uses large diagrams, for display on the PDA. Once our student has returned home,
she wishes to review the material covered in the lecture on her laptop. After she
transfers the notes she downloaded during the lecture to her laptop, her laptop software can then use the stored reference to the context of the lecture to file the notes
appropriately, and also contact the college information service to retrieve a set of
notes that are better suited to its larger display. Because of concepts mastered during
the course of the lecture, software on the laptop can now adapt the notes presented
based on the updated user model as part of the student's context. This is true despite
the internal model in the laptop's software being independently authored, as the context service will again, based on ontology mappings, translate responses to queries
into terms that the laptop software will understand.
While this scenario relies on some aspects of pervasive computing such as location awareness, it demonstrates how information services in general can be given
access to context information - user models and any other infonnation - that can be
used to perform adaptation.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper has described context information and highlighted its use in Adaptive
Infonnation Services through a detailed scenario. It has also presented an ontologybased architecture for a distributed context management system. A state of the art in
ontology based integration (e.g. KRAFT), content based routing, and distributed
querying using P2P (e.g. Edutella) has been completed. An initial implementation of
the context management system to verify the design presented in this paper is already
underway.
Context infonnation has the potential to fill in the gap left with traditional modeling techniques. However, the challenge arises in successfully leveraging this information as part of Adaptive Infonnation Services. Context information will not necessarily confonn to a pre-defined schema - the Adaptive Infonnation Service may have to
discover, and understand, the schema. In addition, the semantics of the infonnation
described may not be fully understood by the Adaptive Infonnation Service again
this may need to be discovered, possibly with the aid of concept ontologies. For these
reasons it is our belief that the integration of an adaptive system with a context management system which is ontology based potentially provides a powerful solution.
Thus it is planned to integrate the ontology driven context management system outlined in this paper with such an adaptive system (APeLS [3]) to explore the potential
of using context as a rich source of adaptation of information services.
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